
2 The Images

2.1 Predecessors and Earliest Evidence of the Depiction

of Directional Deities

According to the results of archaeological investigation, the earliest 

instances of the installation of directional guardians are found in the 

Buddhist stupas. While the guardianship of Buddhist structures was 

later entrusted to the Brahmanical group of directional deities,102 the 

earliest known guardians represent the Buddhist tradition of the four 

great kings (caturmahdrdjas). Unfortunately, no evidence for the 

complete group of guardians has survived.

Practices of the foundation of a temple are possibly of greater 

antiquity than could be proven so far; they include the interment of 

caskets as foundation deposits and the engraving of symbols on the 

foundation stones of religious structures. Here, only those cases 

in which the astadikpalas have been clearly referred to will be 

selected for discussion.

Possible predecessors of the representations of the dikpala 

group in the early reliefs depicting assemblies of gods will also be 

considered. The well-known panels at Udayagiri and Deogadh offer 

early instances of the depiction of particular directional guardians in 

a more or less well-definable context.

A particular type of Kusana panels shows four personages of 

identical outward appearance who may be tentatively identified as 

directional guardians. In the discussion of groups of identical or 

nearly identical-looking deities the question arises, as to how far the 

development of individual visual types for the lokapalas-(o-]x, pro

ceeded in the early centuries a.d. Representations of Indra, Agni, 

Vayu and Kubera were fairly popular during this period. As there is 

clear evidence for the continuation of earlier visual formulas, Indra 

and Agni have been chosen as exemplary cases. Early figures of 

Vayu, particularly this deity’s predecessors from outside India, have 

been analysed recently in a comprehensive article by K. Tanabe 

(1990). The iconography of Kubera, both in early and in later phas

es, is quite complex and will therefore be analysed in the section 

dealing with iconography (2.5.7).

2.1.1 Early Sculptures of the Guardians of the Directions from 

Buddhist Contexts

While there is fairly frequent mention in Buddhist literature of the 

caturmaharajika group of directional guardians,103 only very few 

examples in sculpture still exist. The members of this group are:

Dhrtarastra (Pali: Dhattarattha) - east

Virudhaka (Pali: Virulhaka) - south

Virupaksa (Pali: Virupakkha) - west

Vaisravana/Kubera (Pali: Vassavana) - north

Well-known early depictions are the images of Kubera 

(inscribed “Kupiro yakho”) and Virudhaka (“Virudako yakho”) on 

the corner pillars on the north and south side respectively of the rail

ing of the Bharhut stupa from the 2nd century B.C. Only from the 

inscriptions is it known that these guardians were regarded as yaks as 

(class of semi-divine beings). Possibly, guarding the directions was 

one of the earlier functions of this class of tutelary deities.104 At 

Bharhut, the directional guardians Kubera and Virudhaka are both 

shown frontally in relief on a pillar face; they are holding their palms 

together in anjalimudra and wearing turbans. Kubera (Barua 1937: 

pl. LV, 60) is supported on the shoulders of a gnomish figure which 

has been identified as a nara (anthropoid), Kubera’s usual vehi

cle.105 Virudhaka (ibid.: pl. LV, 58) is standing on rocks.106 L.A. 

Waddell107 has attempted to identify two of the other figures on the 

southern corner pillar as the missing lokapalas, but this highly spec

ulative and has not gained acceptance (Barua 1937: 6). Similarly, 

the pairs of guardians on the pillars of the gateways of Stupa no. 1 

at Sanci have been regarded as guardian yaksas/lokapalas by Man- 

jushree Rao (1994: 101; pls. 27-29). But, as she also concedes, 

“They do not show the characteristic features or attributes given in 

the texts” (ibid.'), such an identification is highly hypothetical and 

therefore not of much value.

Other evidence for the depiction of the early Buddhist direc

tional guardians comes from Sri Lanka. As the directional symbol

ism is amply testified by the presence of the so-called directional 

animals108 at the cardinal points, which are further emphasized by 

so-called vahalkada structures, some of the relief figures located 

there may be identified as lokapalas. Von Schroeder (1990: 58- 

59) has summarized the results. Here it is only Kubera/Vaisravana 

who can be safely identified in several instances.109 He seems to 

have been one of the most popular gods of early India and Sri Lan

ka and certainly was not only invoked in his capacity as the guardian 

of the north. Von Schroeder’s attempts to identify an apparently 

thunderbolt-bearing figure, which is found at the northern end of the 

eastern vahalkada of the Abhayagiri Thupa at Anuradhapura,110 as 

Dhrtarastra or Indra cannot be accepted however, due to some com

ponents which would not be appropriate in such a case.111 The 

figure has so far been regarded as a Cakravartin (emperor), which 

seems to be more likely than von Schroeder’s suggestion.

102 For Sri Lanka see A.J. Gail 1980, U. von Schroeder 1990: 239-240 (sculp

tural evidence) and the Manjusribhasita-Vastuvidyasastra, e.g. II. 158-165a (textual 

evidence).

103 For references seeP.K. Agrawala 1989: 74 and notes; see also G. Gronbold 

1984: 364-365, R.E. Fisher 1995, and Lessing 1942: 38-44. The expression lokapalah 

has been used for this group as well, e.g. in the Dharmasamgraha (VII).

104 S.S. Parui (1976: 60-65) mentions fouryc/Lras who, as dvdrapalas (guardians 

of doors or gateways) of Kuruksetra, guard this place from the intermediate directions.

105 Coomaraswamy (1928: 8) writes: “the Naras here in question are not men, but 

mythological beings variously described”. Raven 1988 elaborates on this topic and 

gives the Bharhut Kubera as an example for Kubera as Naravahana (125; pl. 55).

106 P.K. Agrawala (1989: 69-70) wonders why Virudhaka does not exhibit any 

peculiar traits of the Kumbhanda iconography, the pot-bellied dwarfs over which he 

presides. The same author (1987) has tried to recognize in some of the figures de 

picted on the toranas of the Sanci stupas, Virudhaka (ibid.: fig. 2) and the Kumbhanda 

folk.

107 Waddell 1912: 137-144. His candidates are Cakavako Nagaraja for the west 

and Gamgito yakho for the east. He argues that the conception of Dhrtarastra and 

Virupaksa had not yet developed. For an objective assessment of the labelled figures at 

Bharhut see Luders 1941: 10-20.

108 Recently, G.V. Vajracharya (1999: 69) has pointed to the supposed origin of 

the animals of the four quarters “from the atmospheric appearance of cloud animals”. 

Also cf. note 201.

109 E.g. von Schroeder 1990: pl. 16D. The figure is shown in a shallow relief on 

a pillar from the northern vahalkada of the Dakkhina Thupa, Anuradhapura (2nd- 3rd 

centuries a.d.). The deity stands in contrapposto on a circular platform with one hand 

in abhayamudrd and the other resting on his hip. Below him is a small figure shown 

pouring out a shower of coins to the left, corresponding to Kubera’s line of vision. A 

figure holding a huge club apparently resting on the floor (ibid.: pl. 8B) could be 

Kubera, who also carries this weapon in Mathura art (fig. 2). However, he is not shown 

holding a club of a man’s height, as is the case with the fragment from the Abhayagiri 

Thupa, Anuradhapura.

110 Von Schroeder 1990: 58-59; pl. 1 IB.

111 The thunderbolt (vajra) seems to be held in the right hand, which is gracefully 

raised above the head. On the proper right of the deity the heads of an elephant and a 

horse (?) are visible. Two other, either animal or human heads, peep into the scene from 

the left-hand side of the figure. Floating above the figure’s head are a square and a round 

object, the latter of which occurs elsewhere (similar figure, but without “vq/ra”, von 

Schroeder 1990: pl. 12D). These objects have been previously convincingly identified 

as the gem and wheel of a Cakravartin (cited ibid.: 82).
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There is some - though meagre - evidence for early predeces

sors of the warrior-like lokapalas which have been popular in Vajray- 

ana Buddhism.112 Those early examples have appeared in the area 

of Gandhara/Pakistan. Several isolated images of standing male fig

ures wearing chain-mail skirts have been found there (M. Taddei 

1962: fig. 21; P. Pal 1997: cat. 191, 192). A similar figure in bronze 

has come to light in present-day Afghanistan (Taddei 1970: Abb. 

161). One of the warriors (Pal 1997: cat. 191), wielding a mighty 

club with a roundish top and standing on the back of a reclining lion, 

has been identified as Kubera or Vaisravana, the guardian of the 

north. The stucco relief, measuring 71.2x34.3x14 cm, belongs to the 

4th century a.d. The tiny bronze image (height: 9.5 cm) could have 

originally held a spear, which is preserved in another case (Taddei 

1962: fig. 21). The bronze figure has been assigned to the 5th cen

tury. A set of four lokapalas each holding a spear has been published 

by R.E. Fisher (1995: fig. 9). The figures are arranged facing the 

four directions atop the dome of a votive stupa made of bronze, 

dated c. 5th-6th centuries, also from the Gandhara area.

A textual mention of warrior-like directional guardians has been 

made in VdhP (III.84.12). Here, the four lokapalas appear on a 

peculiar symbolic structure called aiduka. They are referred to by 

their common Buddhist names (see above), carry spears and wear 

“dresses like the Sun” (surya-vesa-dhardh, i.e. in armour).

2.1.2 Foundation Stones and Deposits

These significant ritual objects surely deserve their own specialized 

study. Much work on the subject has been carried out by Debala 

Mitra.113 Due to the inaccessibility of deposits buried below archi

tectural monuments at varying depths, e.g. twenty-three metres 

below the sanctuary floor in the case of Ahkor Vat in Cambodia 

(O’Connor 1966: 53), there is only very sporadic evidence, partic

ularly within the borders of modern India. What is relevant to our 

study is the appearance of the attributes or insignia of the dikpdlas 

in miniature form or as engravings, and also the rare finding of small 

bronze statues of the eight dikpalas in a foundation deposit. There 

are literary prescriptions for some of the practices met with, but as 

might be expected, these rarely tally completely with the archaeo

logical findings.

Among the cases discussed by O’Connor and Mitra, only very 

few offer a complete set of dikpala symbols or representations of the 

directional deities. Most revealing, however, is the wealth of evi

dence from Sagrahawa/Nepal, where the remains of “early 

medieval” brick structures were excavated in the last century.114 

Some of the foundation bricks,115 which were usually found placed 

above small copper vases, were crudely carved with the pictograms 

of weapons, the most elaborate layout being a central brick deco

rated with an eight-petalled lotus surrounded by eight bricks show

ing the dikpala-ayudhas (fig. 1). Indra’s thunderbolt (vajra) should 

have been placed on the east. Its asymmetric number of prongs is 

unusual: four prongs are pointing northward and only three are 

pointing southward. This is followed by the upper part of a spear 

(rafoz),116 often described as Agni’s weapon, on the south-east, a 

staff (danda) for Yama on the south, a sturdy sword (khadga) for 

Nairrta on the south-west, a loop with a circle below representing 

Varuna’s noose (pasa) on the west, a flag (dhvaja) for Vayu on the 

north-west, a club (gada) on the north for Kubera or Soma,117 and a 

trident (trisula) with prongs joining at the top for Isana on the north

east. The layout of the bricks does however vary from structure to 

structure, the only comparable distribution of pictograms being 

found in Structure 6. The other structures showed eight partly dif

fering symbols (no. 9),118 only lotuses (nos. 3-5, etc.), lotuses and 

svastikas (nos. 1 and 2), and a somewhat corrupt arrangement of 

four (no. 13) or seven (no. 10) ayudhas.

A unique carved stone slab found at Candi Ngrimbi, Jom- 

bang/East Java combines the characteristics of a kurma-sild (tor

toise stone) with an elaborate lotus pattern showing on its outer 

petals a complete set of dikpala symbols.119 The stone slab is pecu

liar for the fact that the symbols could not have pointed exactly in 

the correct directions, as the dividing lines between the petals must 

have corresponded to the directions. Thus, Indra’s vajra is shown 

south of the eastern line, followed by some kind of fire vessel 

(Mitra: agni-patra), from which smoke seems to emerge, for Agni. 

The other attributes are staff (danda) for Yama, unusually what 

seems to be a double axe for Nairrta, a curved snake as noose (naga- 

pdsa) for Varuna, an elephant goad (ankusa) for Vayu, a four- 

spoked wheel (cakra) with emerging flames for Visnu (generally 

not in the directional scheme), or probably for Kubera as a great 

king, and the expected trident (trisula) for Isana in the north-east.

Two other pieces of evidence from western India have been col

lected by Mitra.120 These two squarish stone slabs, hailing from 

different places in Gujarat, bear crudely carved symbols, a trident 

for Isana and a sword for Nairrta, respectively. The former slab was 

found at the corner of a jagati (platform) in a ruined brick structure 

of the Chaulukya period, with the trident pointing towards the north

east.

The recovery of miniature weapons in gold and silver foil has 

been reported from Site no. 16 in the Kedah area/Malaysia by 

H.G.Q. Wales (1940: 34-36). Among other precious objects, the 

circular bronze relic casket contained small metal figurines of the 

directional animals: elephant, bull, horse and lion.121 The other 

objects were: a bow, two arrows, a sword, a dagger, a long piece of 

wire probably symbolizing a noose, a staff, a shield, a damaru (hour 

glass-shaped drum), a rectangular sheet tentatively identified as a

112 Gronbold (1984: 364): “spatestens zu Beginn des 8. Jh. n. Chr. warden sie zu 

Kriegertypen mit erschreckendem AuBeren”. A Japanese set assignable to c. 12th- 14th 

centuries is published in Fisher 1995: fig. 1.

113 Mitra 1972: 231-247; 1973-74 and n.d. are detailed studies of foundational 

practices. The former two present interesting and so far unique archaeological evidence 

from Sagrahawa in the Nepalese Tarai. The second study mainly concentrates on find

ings from South-East Asia, which can be closely linked to the Indian theory and prac

tice however (cf. also O’Connor 1966).

114 The seventeen brick structures were at first considered to be Buddhist stupas, 

but Mitra (1973-74: 2) states that they “did not yield any specifically Buddhist antiq

uities.”

115 The laying of the (first) layer of bricks, istaka-nyasa, has been described in a 

number of texts. With regard to the treatment of the directions, Kramrisch 1946: 105— 

107 summarizes the evidence: “Five or nine ‘bricks’ are thus laid down, one in the cen

tre of a square, the others in the cardinal and intermediate directions following the 

course of the sun (pradaksina) beginning from the east.”

116 Cf. Mitra 1973-74: 4. She offers the alternative interpretation of a flame, but 

a sakti, which is recognized as Agni’s weapon in some of the earlier texts (e.g. MtP 

261.11; cf. table X), is even more clearly shown on the respective brick of Structure 6 

(ibid.\ fig. 4,1).

117 For the Moon God Soma, the club is not the usual attribute, but it occurs in a 

few cases, in texts as well as in images (e.g. in the Agnipurana, cf. table X).

118 This is the only example of the bricks being arranged in three regular rows of 

three. The symbol on the east looks like a trident (trisula) without a handle, resting on 

a socle, while the one on the south-east may represent either a stylized bolt (vajra) sur

mounted by a flame (for Indragni?) or a fire-altar. On the south is a staff (danda), on 

the south-west an axe (parasu), on the west a noose (pasa), a standard (dhvaja) on the 

north-west, a mace (gada) on the north and a flattened ring on the north-east.

119 Mitra n.d.: 47 and pl. 28. For kurma-sild see ibid.: 45—46.

120 Ibid.: 48; pls. 30-31.

121 The distribution is generally: elephant - east; bull - south; horse - west; lion - 

north (cf. von Schroeder 1990: pl. 15A-D, Kantaka Cetiya/Sri Lanka, lst-2nd cen

turies a.d.). For the animals which have already been depicted in relief on the well- 

known Asoka capital at Sarnath, see also V.S. Agrawala 1964: 60-63.
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book, a bell or seal, a lotus, a miniature bowl, a ploughshare and a 

yoke.122 While the presence of a noose would suggest a connection 

with Varuna, as does the sword with Nairrta and the staff with 

Yama, it is not as easy to assign the other attributes to particular 

guardian deities. As the thunderbolt and the trident are conspicu

ously absent, a full set of dikpalas was probably not not intended 

here.

Rare evidence for a set of more than four123 dikpalas in the form 

of bronze figures comes from the Topavava Dagaba, Polonna- 

ruva,124 which is dated c. 9th century. The brick container, which is 

divided up into twenty-five chambers125 inside, was recovered from 

the dome of the stupa and appeared to have been partly plundered. 

However, it still contained figures of Indra, Agni, Yama, Nairrta, 

Varuna and Brahma, which were identified by their respective posi

tions in the yantra-gala. The figure from the northern chamber has 

so far been regarded as Visnu/Ananta, but, having a fierce expres

sion, a demonic hairstyle, and a sword and shield in his natural right 

and left hands, it conforms rather more to the image of a fierce pro

tective deity, e.g. Ksetrapala.126

Textual support for the arrangement of the guardians of the 

directions at the bases of religious structures has been cited by 

Mitra.127 However, the texts she refers to cannot be dated before 

the 12th century A.D. She also mentions the comment by P.O. Som- 

pura (1960: 177) that the practice of inscribing the dikpala symbols 

on foundation-stones has survived until the present day among the 

Sompura architects. Regarding references in earlier texts, a proba

ble indication of such practice is contained in the Visnudharmot- 

tarapurana, which may date between 400 and 650 A.D. (Rocher 

1986: 252). This text describes how an elaborate mandala is estab

lished as preparation for an ablution rite connected with the direc

tional guardians {dikpala- snana). In the mandala, the dikpalasns 

are installed on the eight petals of a lotus, the centre of which is 

occupied by the gods Visnu, Brahma and Rudra (VdhP II. 104.39— 

50). The four oceans should be arrayed around this arrangement, 

and around them again a number of symbols should be “drawn” 

(likhet). These attributes are enumerated in VdhP 11.104.51-52 as: 

lotus (padma), wheel (cakra), staff (danda), thunderbolt (va/ra), 

aquatic creature (makara), spear (sakti), standard (dhvaja), trident 

(trisula). Although the number of these ayudhas is eight, they do not 

fully correspond to the attributes of the astadikpdla group. The lat

ter six symbols obviously stand for Yama, Indra, Varuna129, Agni, 

Vayu and Isana, respectively. It is tempting to hypothesize that, as 

the symbols of Nairrta and Kubera are absent, padma and cakra 

denote Brahma and Visnu/Ananta.130 Moreover, the example of 

Vayu, who is here represented by his banner (dhvaja), but who else

where in the same text carries a billowing garment (VdhP III.58.1), 

shows that the dikpala symbols apparently follow a tradition differ

ent from that followed in the iconographic passages on the dikpalas 

(VdhP 11.104.42-50; III.50-53; 55-58). In any case, a cloth would 

have been difficult to depict. Regarding cakra, it is also found on 

the slab from Candi Ngrimbi.

The above passage does not refer to the construction of a build

ing but a ritual shed with an enclosure (prdkdra) and doors. How

ever, a mandala in which deities are installed (devatd-nydsa)m is 

prescribed for the laying of the foundation stone (sila-nydsa-, VdhP 

11.29.71-72). Although there is no actual reference to the engraving 

of the symbols of the directional guardians on the foundation stone, 

two preconditions for such a practice can be discerned: the reference 

to a particular set of dikpala symbols, and the establishment of a 

dev ata-mandala at the foundation rite. It is quite plausible that 

emblems were found to be more easily carved than complete figures 

of the guardians. They may signify the dev ata-mandala and even 

comprise in them all the other deities (“pada-devatas”) which 

are traditionally located on the foundation grid of a building 

(vastupurusamandala). This outwardly invisible symbolism of the 

dikpalas in the foundation of a temple could have constituted a pre

rogative for their actual depiction on the walls of the sanctuary.

2.1.3 The Early Depiction of Assemblies of Deities

Two important reliefs dating back to the early 5th and early 6th cen

turies a.d., respectively, are found at Udayagiri and Deogadh, both 

in Madhya Pradesh. A key article by Debala Mitra (1963) has dealt 

with the former relief; the identification of some figures in the latter 

one is proposed in a footnote. Both reliefs, together with some oth

er relevant examples, have been discussed by K. van Kooij (1985).

At Udayagiri, the upper row of largely identical figures on the 

proper left side of the colossal Varaha image in Cave 5 includes rep

resentations of Indra and Varuna followed by ten other adityas, and 

Agni and Vayu followed by six other vasus, thus completing the two 

groups of twelve and eight deities, respectively. In each case, only 

the first two gods are characterized by individual features. Below 

this row of twenty gods is another row of twenty figures which lack 

individual traits, but exhibit certain group characteristics. The first 

eleven figures from the left have been identified as rudras (Mitra

122 The latter three items quite clearly identify the donor of the temple as a vaisya 

or sudra, as prescribed by the Mayamata: “The deposit proper to a sildra is equally suit

able for a vaisya [...] (12.82b); it comprises a seed bowl, a gold plough and a copper 

yoke” (12.80b). Reference to the directions is made thus: “there is a silver cow at each 

of the cardinal points and, in the centre, a bull” (12.81a; after B. Dagens).

123 Von Schroeder 1990: 239-240 discusses the “Lokapalas of the Brahmanical 

System” of the Late Anuradhapura Period (c. 300-1000 a.d.). He introduces only sets 

consisting of the four guardians Indra, Yama, Varuna and Kubera, while a larger set 

from the Tbpavava Dagaba, Polonnaruva (see below) is not mentioned.

124 Bell 1914: 28-30; pl. LXI, etc.-, Gail 1980: 263; pl. XX/5 (from left to right: 

Varuna, Yama, Agni); Mitra n.d.: 44.

123 For the literary descriptions of foundation deposit containers (garbha-patra; 

Sinhalese yantra-gala') see Kramrisch 1946: 126-128. “Inside, the casket is divided 

into compartments, like the Vastumandala, and of varying number. [...] the divinities 

of the Vastumandala reside in its compartments. The latter moreover are replete with 

the wealth of the earth”. Attention has been drawn by van Lohuizen-de Leeuw 1955: 

376 to an impressive stone garbha-patra from Jalatunda/Java (later mentioned by 

O’Connor 1966: 58 and Mitra n.d.: 49; pl. 39). Dating from the end of the 10th cen

tury, the box contained, among other treasures, pieces of gold leaf inscribed with invo

cations to Isana and Agni.

126 Like Brahma, the guardian of the zenith or centre, who was actually positioned 

near the centre of the container, Ananta should be expected in a central position. Con

cerning the attributes of the figure, only sword and shield survive intact. Therefore, it 

could well be identified as Ksetrapala, who is eight-armed in his particularly fierce 

“tmnasa” aspect (e.g. Mayamata 36.178-182).

I22 Mitra 1973-74: 5; idem n.d.: 45. 48.

’28 As elsewhere in the VdhP (III.57.l-6), the south-west is occupied by a deity 

referred to as Virupaksa and not by Nairrta. It is only here, in VdhP 11.104.39-50, that 

Virupaksa is attributed the sword (khadga). As this is also Nairrta’s main attribute, both 

gods seem to be closely related, their main difference consisting in Virupaksa’s vahana 

camel (ustra). For Isana, who is described as androgynous in III.55, his regular appear

ance and name (wrongly “Bhalacandra” in P. Shah’s translation) are given here.

129 Although Varuna has a goose (hamsa) as his vehicle in this text, a makara- 

bearing flag (ketum makarasya) is assigned to him in III.52.3.

130 It is an intriguing fact that the navasanga group of directional deities, popular 

in ancient Java and Bali, which shares the emblems with the astadikpalas, also adds the 

padma and the cakra for the protectors of the nadir and the centre, respectively (van 

Lohuizen-de Leeuw 1955: 372-373). However, Brahma and Visnu have been appoint

ed as the guardians of the south and the north, respectively. The author suggests that 

this group, the other members of which are all forms of Siva, “undoubtedly [...] goes 

back to a group which must have existed in India long before that.” (ibid.: 382). It is 

also significant that the navasanga group is generally represented only by its attributes.

131 Most probably these are the deities of the site, vastu-deva-gana. which are men

tioned in 11.29.73.
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1963: 101), the remaining nine as visve clevah (van Kooij 1985: 

694).

In his discussion of the Anantasayana Visnu relief on the south

ern wall of the Gupta temple at Deogadh (fig. 3), van Kooij (ibid.: 

698) has suggested that the gods Varuna, Indra, Brahma, Siva and 

Vayu (from the left), who occupy the upper row of the panel, repre

sent particular groups of gods132 as is the case at Udayagiri. He also 

mentions the possibility of a directional symbolism for the five 

deities. The identification of Vayu and particularly Varuna must 

remain tentative however, as the attributes are severely damaged in 

both cases.133 Whereas at Udayagiri, an apparently larger group than 

the well-known assembly of thirty-three Brahmanical gods has been 

depicted, it seems likely that the totality of thirty-three gods has 

been symbolised by the five representatives at Deogadh134.

It is significant that all the deities which show individual fea

tures, and are members or representatives of particular deva groups 

at Udayagiri and Deogadh, also belong to the lokapala group. How

ever, the latter group remains incomplete. Regarding the assignment 

of devas to the main groups of cosmic deities, viz. vasus, rudras, 

ddityas and maruts, in the Puranic literature, matters appear quite 

confused. E.g. in a number of passages of the Matsyapurana, Agni 

is reckoned among the vasus (8.4) or the maruts (171.52), and Indra 

among the ddityas (6.4) or the maruts (8.4).

The following three observations may thus be noted regarding 

the evolution of the dik-/lokapdla representations:

Some of the lokapala gods were quite popular and pos

sessed individual features by the 5th/6th centuries.

These gods played an important role in overall views of the 

cosmos, with a form of Visnu as the lower central element 

and Brahma as the upper centre.

In early depictions of the assembly of deities, the lokapalas 

were not shown as a separate group of gods.

2.1.4 Panels of Four Figures with Identical Features

Although these Kusana period panels look like the multiple repre

sentation of one particular personage, for which reason they have 

once been identified as “four Bodhisattva Maitreya”135, they may 

actually be counted among the earliest separate and complete depic

tions of a group of directional guardians.

There are quite a number of small panels showing four figures 

with identical features in a horizontal alignment, for which an inter

pretation as lokapalas could be accepted136. Only those reliefs for 

which illustrations could be obtained have been considered here. 

The panels from Noh (7) and from the Mathura region (2) are com

plete, while the others survive only in a fragmentary state, with just 

two figures preserved. The material is generally the typical Mathura 

buff-spotted reddish sandstone, with the exception of no. 4, which 

is a terracotta. N.P. Joshi (1972: 56) states that such reliefs are not 

known in the post-Kusana period. All the “Lokapala” panels have 

been dated to the 1st or 2nd century A.D.:

1 Noh near Bharatpur, Bharatpur Museum, acc. no. 1071/133, 1959, 

measurements: 20.3x23 cm, first publ.: Indian Archaeology — A 

Review, 1958-59, pl. LXXVI A.

2 Mathura region, Asutosh Museum of Indian Art, Calcutta, acc. no. T 

1639, measurements not specified, published by R.C. Agrawala 

1960: pl. III.

3 Mathura region, State Museum, Lucknow, acc. no. 48.193, measure

ments: 14x12 cm, publ.: N.P. Joshi 1972: fig. 49.

4 “North India”, Linden-Museum, Stuttgart/Germany, acc. no. VL 81- 

112, fragmented, height: 31 cm, publ.: M. Thomsen 1982: E4 (fig. 4).

5 Probably Mathura region, Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde Leiden/ 

Netherlands, acc. no. 2498, fragmented, inscribed: 1. balavasupu- 

tr[ena], 2. [pi\ta priyamta bha... , height: 28 cm, breadth: 27 cm, 

publ.: J.Ph. Vogel 1942 (fig. 5).

The figures are all shown standing in the rigid samapada posture. 

They are wearing turbans and are clad in a dhoti and a sash, which 

crosses the legs and is supported with the left wrist. The right hand 

is held in the gesture of fearlessness (abhaya-mudra), the left one 

rests on the hip, and in the panel from Noh (7), a globular waterpot 

has been added. The necklace is V-shaped in the former two cases, 

but round and tight-fitting in the latter three cases. Earrings and 

bracelets are discernible in most cases. The belly is rendered quite 

pronounced in the Noh (7) and Stuttgart (4) pieces.

The number four is likely to refer to the four cardinal directions. 

Four directional guardians were very popular at this early date (cf. 

Sircar 1971: 238-245), a fact which is attested by the Nanaghat 

inscription (ibid.: 239), by the occurrence of four guardians in the 

epics (cf. section 1.2), and by the four Buddhist caturmaharajikas. 

The Buddhist directional guardians are known to have been depict

ed in narrative reliefs as near-identical personages137. There are also 

at least two literary references describing their Brahmanical coun

terparts with identical features138.

Finally, it must be admitted that our present state of knowledge 

does not allow us to decide if the four directional guardians depicted 

represent yaksas, the Buddhist or the Brahmanical lokapalas. In this 

connection it may be relevant that a large yaksa statue, not contem

poraneous however, was also found at the first-mentioned site Noh

132 According to K. van Kooij (1985: 698-699), Varuna is here represented as the 

leader of the twelve ddityas, Siva as the leader of the eleven rudras, Vayu as the leader 

of the eight vasus, and Indra and Brahma, as the foremost representatives of the gods, 

are counted singly to constitute the number thirty-three, which symbolizes the totality 

of gods in heaven.

133 A. Lubotsky (1996: 76-77) doubts both identifications of Varuna and Vayu, 

suggesting Karttikeya and Surya respectively, instead. In the former case, he refers to 

the closely similar Anantasayana panel of the Varaha temple at the same site {ibid.: fig. 

11), on which the deity on the extreme left holds a “spear (or a long sword)”. A spear 

would be appropriate for Karttikeya, but a sword, which is most probably shown, is 

atypical for both Varuna and Karttikeya. However, Lubotsky’s doubts are justified as 

nothing remains of the attribute in the god’s hand on the Gupta temple. In the second 

case, he understands the pendent pieces of cloth as reins, which, in his opinion, point 

to the chariot-riding Sun God Surya. This is absolutely improbable, as the figure is por

trayed in the “flying posture” and there are no traces of horses or a chariot. The author 

tries to identify Varuna and Vayu on the Naranarayana panel of the same temple (ibid.: 

73), but the figures he has in view are nothing else than the usual celestial attendants. 

Lubotsky’s hypothesis, that the Gupta temple at Deogadh was originally an elaborate 

sarvatobhadra temple (ibid.: fig. 2), is at least improbable what the dikpala represen

tation is concerned. In the present state of knowledge, one would not expect a complete 

set of astadikpalas to have been depicted on a 6th century Central Indian temple (see 

below).

134 Cf. note 31. The question arises, why Agni was not chosen to represent the 

Vasus, although he is often called their leader (as early as the Yajurveda, table II; MtP 

8.4). In the lokapala classification, Indra, Varuna, Siva (or Isana) and Vayu never form 

a complete set of directional guardians. For examples of Anantasayana icons with 

lokapalas see 2.4.1.1).

135 R.C. Agrawala (1960: 191-192); the author was less convinced of this in a 

later publication (Agrawala 1962: 263-264).

136 N.P. Joshi (1972: 53-54) regards these panels as representations of four 

lokapalas and lists some more evidence, e.g. five slabs in the Mathura Museum col

lection.

137 E.g. from Amaravati, where four turbaned males attend the scenes of Queen 

Maya’s dream, the dream interpretation, and the birth of the Bodhisattva (H. Zimmer 

1960: pl. 90). The figures vary only slightly. The depictions of the gift of the begging 

bowl by the lokapalas show the same feature (e.g. A. Foucher 1905: 415-420).

138 In the Nalopdkhydna (V.10) of the Mahabharata, the four lokapalas, together 

with Nala, are described as exhibiting identical features (tulyakrti) in order to deceive 

Damayantl. In Kalidasa’s Kumarasambhava (VII.45), they appear at Siva’s wedding 

devoid of their insignia (vinita-vesd).
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(D. Srinivasan 1990: fig. 5). If we stretch the available data, the 

panels of four directional guardians could be regarded either as a 

“late” version of directional yaksas (as at Bharhut) or an “early” 

group of brahmanical gods (as at Udayagiri, mentioned above, 

respectively).

2.1.5 Some Early Sculptures of Indra and Agni

Both Indra and Agni were fairly popular in the period under survey 

in this special inquiry (c. 1st century B.c.-5th century a.d.). There 

is hardly any doubt that the early sculptures treated here do not rep

resent either of these gods in the capacity of a directional guardian. 

In order to gauge in how far these deities were expected to assume 

a particular appearance, i.e. how far their images were typologically 

determined, some early images of Indra and Agni will be classified 

according to their prominent features.

Indra can usually be recognized from his impressive cylindrical 

crown and a horizontally placed third eye on his forehead. There are 

some beautiful examples of detached heads of this type139. Alto

gether, there are many more examples among Buddhist reliefs140, 

which could not be included here. The following list refers only to 

broad iconographic types:

I - INDRA

A Without thunderbolt (vcyra)

In anjali-mudrd:

1 Jamalpur/Mathura, State Museum, Lucknow, no. B 208, c. 2nd cen

tury, publ.: J.M. Rosenfield 1967: fig. 40 b. 1967.

2 Mathura Museum, 1st century, publ.: P. Pal 1979: fig. 14.

3 Nagarjunakonda, 3rd-4th centuries, publ.: A. Ray 1983: pl. 202.

With waterpot:

4 Near Charsadda, Samuel Eilenberg, New York, lst-2nd centuries, 

inscribed “Imdrah devaraja”, reconstructed height: 46 cm, publ.: 

Pal 1979: fig. 1 (commented on by D.C. Sircar 1981); Czuma/ 

Morris 1985: no. 57.

On elephant:

5 Nagarjunakonda, 3rd-4th centuries, publ.: S.K. Gupta 1983: pl. 17.

6 Bhaja (after Gyani 1951-52: king Mandhata in the guise of Indra), 

2nd-lst centuries B.c., Zimmer 1960: pl. 41 (with turban).

7-9 Three terracottas from Candraketugadh, 1st centuries b.c./a.d., 

heights: 12.5; 12.7; 18.5 cm, publ.: S.S. Biswas 1981: pl. Xlla, b; 

Christie’s Amsterdam, Sales Catalogue, 23.10.91, lot 57 (toy 

cart!).141

B With thunderbolt

With waterpot, 1.:

9 Sanci, Stupa no. 1, northern torana, inner side, lowest beam (Visvan- 

taraJataka), 1st century, publ.: Marshall/Foucher 1940: pl. XXIX, 

3c.

Torsi, vajra in 1.:

10 Mathura region, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond, lst-2nd 

centuries, publ.: Pal 1979: fig. 20.

11 Mathura region, c. 2nd century, publ.: Indian Archaeology - A 

Review 1981-82: pl. XXXIV C (with garland of leaves- vanamala).

12 Acquired at Tarsi, Govt. Museum Mathura, no. E 24, c. 2nd centu

ry, height: 53.3 cm, publ.: J.Ph. Vogel 1909-10: pl. XXVIIIb (with 

vanamala').

With small elephant vehicle (attribute broken, most probably vajra):

13 Sitalaghati, Govt. Museum Mathura, no. 46.3226, c. 4th century, 

publ.: R.C. Sharma 1976: fig. 68 (fig. 6).

II - AGNI

A Surrounded by flames, gesture of fearlessness (left) and waterpot 

(right)

14 Bharna Kalan, Govt. Museum Mathura, 3rd quarter of 1st century, 

inscribed “[...] a[gn]isa pra[t]i[m](a) [...]”, height: 196 cm, publ.: 

D. Srinivasan 1990: fig. 3A/B (right arm broken, ogee-shaped 

nimbus arising from the head).

75 Kankali Tila/Mathura, State Museum Lucknow, no. 1123 or G 280, 

lst-2nd centuries, height: 83 cm (incomplete), publ.: N.P. Joshi 

1972: fig. 43 (right arm broken, flames only behind the upper part 

of the body).

16 Katra/Mathura, Govt. Museum Mathura, no. 40.228, 2nd-3rd cen

turies, publ.: G. Kreisel 1986: Abb. A 21 (right arm broken, flames 

extend down to the elbows).

77 Probably from Mathura region, Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, no. 

23171, 2nd-3rd centuries, publ.: D. Srinivasan 1981: figs. 294- 

296 (stylized flames, same as above, covering the whole back of the 

figure).

18 Mathura District, Govt. Museum Mathura, no. 42-43. 3048, 3rd 

century, publ.: R.N. Misra 1981: fig. 5 (fig. 7; flames behind the 

whole body).

79 Katra/Mathura, Govt. Museum Mathura, no. 40.2883, c. 3rd centu

ry, publ.: M.M. Nagar 1942: pl. II, fig. 3 (fig. 8; only a few isolat

ed flames arise from behind his head and shoulders).

20 Bhaiikari, c. 430-460 a.d., publ.: J. Williams 1982: pl. 74 (in the 

populated nimbus of Visvarupa Visnu [for a detail photograph see 

Maxwell 1988, pl. 54]; round flaming aureole behind his head).

27 Rajghat/Varanasi, Gupta period, publ.: V.S. Agrawala 1984: no. 

385 (sealing; flames arising from two aureoles, behind the lower 

and the upper part of the body, respectively; attendant with spear or 

trident on each side).

22 Ahicchatra, National Museum, no. 62.262, 5th century, publ.: C. 

Sivaramamurti 1976: fig. 16 (terracotta; separate nimbus behind 

the head).

B (doubtful) On a cart drawn by two rams, with or without attendants: 

23, 24 Two terracottas from Candraketugadh, Asutosh Museum Cal

cutta, c. 1st and 2nd centuries, respectively, heights: 18.4 and 

18.8 cm, publ.: S.S. Biswas 1981: pl. XIII and XlVa.

The variation in the depiction of Indra may be partly due to his asso

ciation with the Buddhist tradition. In general, however, both Indra 

and Agni are characterized by a rather high degree of conventional

ity during this early period. Indra has been shown accompanied by 

his elephant from an early period onwards, but a small-size version 

of his vehicle standing behind him, which corresponds with the lat

er convention, is only known from the early Gupta image from 

Sitalaghati (fig. 6). It seems to be significant that in this image, his 

usual cylindrical crown has been replaced by a crown of a different, 

less individual type. The vajra142 has always been Indra’s undisput

ed attribute, from Sanci (9) onwards, but there are also a number of 

exceptions to this combination, particularly in narrative scenes, 

where the identity of the god was understood from the context. 

However, in the later Kusana period, “Indra with vajra” seems to 

prevail.

139 See K.M. Srivastava 1986: pl. LIU A, of c. 1st century a.d.; P. Pal 1979: fig. 

10, of c. 2nd century a.d.

140 E.g., the popular theme of Indra’s visit to the Buddha, depictions of which have 

been studied by T. Bloch 1898 and A.K. Coomaraswamy 1928a.

141 The only faint hint at such an identification is the fact that Surya with a quadri

ga also appears at that site (Biswas 1981: pl. XI a) and thus may complete the pair of 

Surya and Indra which is known from Bhaja (see above).

142 For a typological study of the vajra see A. Banerji 1981.

143 Both sculptures have been tentatively regarded as a pair of doorkeepers, which 

would not speak against this view. The analogues for this figure collected by D. Srini

vasan (1990: pls. 2; 15; von Schroeder 1990: pl. 1 IE) seem to suggest that the yaksa 

aspect is quite pronounced.
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In the case of Agni, the yafoa-like build and the enormous size 

of the earliest known image from Bharna Kalan (74) are particular

ly striking. Its close association in situ with a sword-bearing yaksa 

of the same size143 makes it even more likely that the image of Agni 

descended from the yaksa type144. Such a yafoa-aspect can less 

easily be applied to the other images of the Kusana period which all 

show more modest proportions. However, there is another large, 

impressive statue of Agni, found in Sarnath, which can be dated to 

the 6th or 7th century (fig. 314). Although a number of individual 

traits are always present, representations of Agni did not vary 

greatly even in this early, supposedly formative period. One of the 

few subjects of variation is the way of rendering the flames, but this 

variation generally persists in later periods145. Defining the shape 

and function of the flames, “aureole” (radiating light behind the 

body) would be an appropriate expression, except in a few cases 

where only the head is encircled by flames (nimbus). That the flames 

were not generally perceived as the nimbus of the deity can be also 

inferred from the fact that a separate nimbus is indicated at Ahiccha- 

tra (22). There is no evidence of an animal vehicle being associated 

with Agni in the early centuries a.d, if we do not accept the identifi

cation of the Candraketugadh terracottas (23, 24) as Agni.

Evaluating the evidence gathered on Indra and Agni and con

sidering the iconographical development in the later periods (see 

sections 2.5.1-2), it becomes apparent that earlier concepts of 

these deities were drawn upon by those artists who created the 

astadikpala set.

2.2 Centres of Early Development (c. 400-650 a.d. )

The beginning of this formative period is marked by the panel from 

Pawaya/M.P., which provides, to our present knowledge, one of the 

earliest pieces of evidence for the depiction of a group of direction

al guardians (fig. 9). Subsequently, there are no surviving records 

for more than a century, until about the second quarter of the 6th 

century, when the fine gavafoa-framed reliefs of Yama and Kubera 

from Bhumara were crafted.

The period under study is characterized by the fact that the com

plete set of eight directional guardians (Indra, Agni, Yama, Nairrta, 

Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, Isana) is not known to have been depicted- 

generally, the older concept of four directional deities or an incom

plete group was represented. An interesting set comes from 

Mundesvarl. This group of now only six, but originally eight deities, 

which includes Surya and Candra, has been referred to as “Manu 

Lokapalas” here (see section 2.4.1.3). Progress towards the canoni

cal group is most advanced at Ellora, Cave 29. However, no final 

agreement on the date of this cave temple, which closely resembles 

the well-known Mahesa shrine at Elephanta (Cave 1), has yet been 

reached. Although it is generally considered to date before 650 a.d., 

a wider range of probable dates has been suggested by the authors146.

A rather mysterious ensemble is found at Badami, Cave 3 (fig. 

10), where the central medallion of the ceiling of the porch consists 

of eight deities arranged according to the directions, without any 

distinctions in size. Although Siva (south-west) and Brahma (south

east) appear among these, the other deities seem to belong to an 

early stage of the astadikpala scheme. There are also two complete 

ensembles of the - smaller - group of four directional guardians in 

the same cave temple, indicating that the development towards the 

representation of the group of eight had not yet been completed.

It is important to note that even the earliest images of the direc

tional guardians are found on diverse architectural members (lintel, 

ceiling, wall, cornerstone, sikhara), in different arrangements 

(frieze, rosette, singly) and functions (as main or attendant figures), 

with variations from region to region.

2.2.1 The Deccan

The Deccan plateau has proved to be one of the cradles of dikpcila 

representation. In this region, the guardians’ distinctive vehicles 

have always been rendered prominently. Thus, it seems that the 

animals or other carriers of the directional guardians formed an 

essential part of their symbolism.

In the heartland of the Calukyas, the guardians generally occu

pied a subordinate, peripheral position, as they remained restricted 

to the ceiling panels. This treatment started at Badami during the 

early phase. While the dik-Hokapalas also appear in a subordinate 

position on the great relief panels at Elephanta and Ellora, their 

introduction on the temple tower (sikhara) at Alampur (Andhra 

Pradesh) marks their first occurrence on the outer shell of a temple, 

probably indicating an increase in their importance. The same site 

subsequently produced the earliest known complete sets of direc

tional guardians on the temple exterior.

Badami

Caves 1 and 2: These cave temples, which are less elaborate in struc

ture and decoration than Cave 3, are adjoining and are reached in 

approaching the rock face of the Southern Fort. They have been 

regarded as the earliest of the Badami cave temples, dating to 560 

and 570 a.d. according to Tarr (1970: 184). Friezes of intricately 

carved narrative reliefs embellish the entabulature of these two 

caves, as in Cave 3. Groups of directional guardians seem to have 

been included in two cases, in Cave 1 among the guests at the 

wedding of Siva and Parvati (R.D. Banerji 1928: pl. IV a), and in 

Cave 2 among the deputation of gods sent to Devi (ibid.: pl. XI c). 

Both these panels are situated in the porch, on the north side of the 

westernmost (right) bay and on the north side of the central bay, 

respectively.

As the crowded panels are not easy to read, it cannot be decid

ed with certainty how many individual lokapalas are shown. In the 

former case, four deities follow on the right side of Indra, who is 

unmistakably characterized by his thunderbolt (vajra) in front of his 

trunk, depicted on the right portion of the panel. Some of these 

deities may have once been provided with vehicles. With regard to 

this, it should be recalled that in the Mahabharata and other texts, 

Indra plus the four lokapalas are sometimes referred to (E.W. 

Hopkins 1915: 150).

In the scene showing the gods approaching Gaja-LaksmI, a 

number of deities are depicted on the left side, with and without

144 The early development of the Agni image has been studied by R.C. Agrawala 

1965 and B. Sahai 1967. Even before the discovery of the Bharna Kalan image, both 

authors were of the opinion that “Ancient sculptures of Agni [...] are pretty colossal and 

follow the early tradition of two-armed Yaksha statues.” (Agrawala 1965: 151; simi

larly Sahai 1967: 146).

145 Agni’s hair appears in the shape of flames in South India (see section 2.5.2). 

An early piece with a similar features (D. Srinivasan 1981: fig. 297; G. Kreisel 1986: 

Abb. A 22) most probably does not portray the Fire God, contrary to the views of the 

authors. Here, the features of the face are pronouncedly grotesque, which is never the 

case with Agni.

146 C. Berkson (1992: 198) in her stylistic treatment of the Ellora caves, com

ments on Cave 29: “All the sculpture is in a rapid state of decline”, and proposes a 

chronological position of “some time in the late seventh or early eighth century”. The 

lower limit is marked by a date short after the completion of Cave no. 1 at Elephanta.
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Ill. 1: Badami, Cave 3, location of ceiling panels

vahanas, moving towards the centre of the panel. On the right side, 

there might also be one more deity belonging to this scene. S.L. 

Buchanan (1985: 56) identifies the group on the left as Surya (?), 

Soma (?)147, Yama, Varuna, Indra, Karttikeya, Visnu, Siva and 

Brahma. It is quite clear that, apart from a small figure on the 

extreme left, two directional guardians riding their vehicles 

(Varuna, Yama) are superimposed over the other two (Soma [?], 

Indra), the left figure representing Varuna on his awe-inspiring 

makara (mythical aquatic animal). Some other scenes contain 

figures of single lokapalas, e.g. in “Indra entering the court of Bali” 

(Banerji 1928: pl. XI b).

As other gods accompany the four directional guardians, it is 

obvious that the latter cannot be representing the gods in general. 

They simply form a particular group of deities which is always iden

tifiable by their distinctive vehicles. The presence of directional 

guardians in reliefs in Caves 1 and 2 makes it clear that although 

they were known at this stage, they were not yet chosen as subjects 

for ceiling reliefs.

Cave 3: The earliest complete sets of four directional guardians 

located in their respective regions are extant here, on the ceilings 

of the porch (mukhamandapa} and the hall (mahamandapa) of 

this Vaisnava shrine148. There is also an enlarged version of at least 

six lokapalas located in the porch. The absolute date of A.D. 578, 

referred to in an inscription, enhances the importance of this cave 

temple.

The oblong mukhamandapa has on its ceiling six square panels 

bearing representations of particular deities in their circular centres. 

Read from the west to the east, these are: -none-, Varuna, Brahma, 

Visnu, Siva, Indra and an unidentified figure149 (ill. 1). The ceiling 

of the first bay from the west is devoid of any relief, but bears a 

painted concentric design. If we count Indra (fig. 11) and Varuna 

(fig. 12) in this arrangement as belonging to a particular system of 

spatial reference, there are three more systems in this cave temple,

147 Again, there is a difficulty in identifying the animal, but its stature resembles 

the lion vahana on the northern side of the Brahma panel in Cave 3 (fig. 13).

148 The first detailed description of the ceiling panels illustrated by drawings of 

the mukhamandapa panels was published by Burgess 1877: 360-362. Despite the quite 

exact rendering of the outlines, many of his identifications are erroneous. Photographs 

were included by Banerji (1928: 30-57; ceiling reliefs: 55-57) in his documentation 

on the cave temples of Badami. His reference number for the great Vaisnava cave is 

“IV” in the text, but “III” in the plate section. Only the Visnu panel has been reproduced 

by Tarr (1970: 166-167; fig. 24). The panels of the mahamandapa, except for the cen

tral Brahma (K.V. Soundara Rajan 1981: pl. XIIB), have, to my knowledge, remained 

unpublished.

149 Many different identifications have been proposed for this figure, which car

ries a club (r.) and a cup (1.; after Banerji) and sits on a seat ending in two makara 

heads. Burgess (1877: 361) identified the figure as Pradyumna. While Tarr (1970: 

166) only mentions it as an “unidentified god”, Soundara Rajan (1981: 63) mistakes 

it for Varuna. It is strange that both the attributes could belong to Kubera, however not 

in this combination. A reasonable but not provable proposal has recently been made by 

by Buchanan (1985: 58-59). She regards the figure as a representation of “Pulakesi 1, 

father of both Cave 3’s patron Mahgalesa and King Kirttivarma, envisioned as residing 

among the gods.”
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each one bearing individual characteristics: Brahma of the 

mukhamandapa is surrounded by four directional guardians 

(fig. 13); Visnu, the main deity of the shrine, is attended by six 

lokapdlas plus Brahma and Siva150 (fig. 10); and Brahma inside 

the mandapa appears in the midst of four guardians, Karttikeya 

being substituted for Yama on the south151 (figs. 14-18). In the 

mukhamandapa the symmetry is maintained, as all the central 

figures are surrounded by compartments which are, in the absence 

of directional guardians, filled with celestial couples, sages and 

the like. In the mahdmandapa, the medallions “float” in squarish 

sunken panels. The outer frame of the ceiling consists of a row of 

lotus petals.

In addition to this, some of the lokapdlas are included in a 

battle scene on the mukhamandapa entabulature, on the south side 

of the second bay from the east152.

Iconography: Apart from the vehicles, which are impressive for 

being rendered lifelike, relatively few iconographic features of the 

two-armed lokapdlas can be recognized. This makes it difficult to 

identify them in some cases. Beginning with Indra, he tends to be 

particularly diminutive in comparison to his mighty elephant 

Airavata, who dominates the composition. This is most obvious on 

the eastern panel of the mahdmandapa (fig. 15), which has an 

impressive counterpart at Aihole, Ravana Phadi cave153. Here, the 

animal is also shown in motion, in a leaping or flying attitude. There 

is, however, a better balance in the size of the vehicle on the one 

hand and the deity and his attendants on the other hand. Indra is in 

all cases accompanied by one or two attendants carrying an umbrel

la or a standard (fig. 15). Twice, he seems to be holding his thun

derbolt, which is barely discernible. In one depiction, Yama sits 

with ease on his galloping vehicle, carrying his staff (danda) and 

attended by a flying umbrella bearer (fig. 13). He appears devoid of 

his attribute in another depiction (fig. 10). Varuna is also rendered 

once without any prominent attribute (fig. 13), twice with his usual 

noose154 (figs. 10, 17), and once with a flower in his right hand, 

which emerges from a long, curved stalk (fig. 12). In two cases, it 

seems that Varuna is holding a flower or shell in his left hand, close 

to his lap (figs. 13,17). The ram-rider in the north-eastern position 

of the elaborate Visnu panel (fig. 10)155, as well as in the northern 

position in the mahdmandapa (fig. 18), most probably Kubera, 

unfortunately has no attribute. The deity governing the north has a 

lion for its vehicle in two cases (figs. 10, 13) but no particular 

device, except perhaps a lotus bud in its right hand in the former 

example. In the same panel, this deity stands out for appearing not 

on, but beside his animal. Although there is no extant analogue, it is 

quite probable that this deity is Soma, who is mentioned repeatedly 

in the texts as guarding the north. As an argument for such an iden

tification, some authors have suggested that Candrama/Soma is 

assigned a lion banner (simhadhvajd) in VdhP 3.68.15l56. The ref

erence to a lion banner for Soma is not very significant however, as 

the same text also assigns lion banners to Kubera (3.53.6a) and 

Surya (3.67.8a).

A personage riding a horse on the north-west in the elaborate 

eight deity-scheme (fig. 10) could be Vayu, who later in Central 

India is characterized by this animal and not by the more usual ante

lope (e.g. figs. 157, 301). As he is not carrying an attribute appro

priate for a wind-god, but probably a fruit in his hand, this remains 

a hypothesis.

Brahma, the guardian of the zenith, occupies the central position 

in two instances and the south-east in the other case. He holds a 

waterpot (kamandalu) by its neck in his rear left (figs. 10, 13) or 

front left hand (fig. 14), and a staff-like implement which is curved 

below in the rear right hand (figs. 10, 13, 14). In another instance, 

his rear left hand carries a rosary (fig. 14), while the front left hands 

in the other images rest on his thigh. There is no variation in the front 

right hand, which is held in the gesture of “fearlessness” (abhaya). 

His goose vehicle occurs in two cases as a support (figs. 13,14). and 

a double-lotus in one case (fig. 10). Karttikeya. who is included in 

the lokapala-scheme of the mahdmandapa (fig. 16), appears with 

three heads astride his peacock vehicle. The left hand rests on his 

thigh, while the right holds a trident (trisula), which shows a simi

lar composite construction as the weapon of a loose Isana image 

from the vicinity of Mathura (see fig. 178). Two pot-bellied dwarfs 

with flywhisks accompany him.

The dresses of the directional guardians vary slightly in the de

pictions. They wear the brahmanical cord, not too lavish ornaments 

and high crowns in most cases, although the ram-rider (figs. 10,18) 

forms a conspicuous exception with a low, helmet-like crown.

Completing the description of the world guardians in Cave 3. 

two further images of Varuna have to be mentioned. One of these is 

set in a medallion, carved on the western face of the eastern front 

pillar of the bay of the mukhamandapa. which has Varuna on its 

ceiling (Banerji 1928: pl. XXI c). This image resembles very much 

the one on the mahdmandapa ceiling panel (fig. 17), with the excep

tion that the snout of the makara (mythical aquatic animal) is shorter 

and the noose either badly damaged or originally substituted by a 

lotus or something similar. In the other, likewise majestic image, 

Varuna is shown guarding the nectar obtained from the mythical 

“Churning of the Ocean”, surrounded by other deities (ibid.: pl. 

XXIII a). Here, the composition of god and vehicle is again similar 

to the former image, a very realistically rendered noose being held

150 The depiction of Brahma and Siva, who also flank Visnu in their own panels 

which neighbour his, has led Buchanan (1985: 56-59) to reject the opinion expressed 

in earlier works (e.g. Burgess 1877: 361; Tarr 1970: 167: Soundara Rajan 1981:63) 

that the eight peripheral deities are basically identical with the dikpalas. I have else

where (Wessels-Mevissen 1997) argued that her identifications, which only recognize 

four of the figures as lokapdlas, cannot be accepted. My main argument is that at least 

one directional guardian. Kubera. occurs on the north-east, which shows that the 

lokapdlas' presence was not restricted to the four main directions.

151 Buchanan (1985: 59) has proposed that Yama’s presence in front of the sanc

tum would have been regarded as inauspicious. She reflects further on this: “Possibly 

Karttikeya. war god and patron of the Calukya dynasty, here was represented in the role 

each Calukya king envisioned for himself: lord of the southern quarter. An inscription 

[...] refers to Pulakesi II as the lord of the earth’s southern region (daksindpatha- 

prthivydh-svdmi) employing the term svamin (lord) which is used to refer to Karttikeya” 

(ibid.: 91. n. 156).

152 This is the battle between devas and asuras which ensued from the churning 

of the ocean (Banerji 1928: pl. XXIII c; cf. Burgess 1 877: plate opp. p. 360). Varuna 

is the best recognizable on the extreme right of the battle scene in Cave 2. Although the 

diminutive size of the figures makes it extremely difficult to identify the details, it is 

quite apparent that not more than three lokapdlas appear on the right behind a massive 

elephant, which, however, does not carry Indra but an anonymous warrior. They are 

(from the left): Kubera (?). Yama and Varuna.

153 The ceiling of the porch shows a central lotus flanked by medallions contain

ing images of Visnu and Indra (R.S. Gupte 1967: pl. 138), respectively. Indra does not 

hold an eastern position here.

154 It is interesting that the representation of the noose varies. In fig. 10, it appears 

to be staff-like with a small round top. In fig. 17, the loop is extremely large and circu

lar, while the central “hole” seems to be hardly recessed.

155 Since Burgess’s (1877: 361) times this deity has been - most probably 

erroneously - identified as Agni. Burgess completely disregarded the proper directions 

and therefore understood this figure to belong to the south-east. Only Buchanan (1985: 

58) came forward with new ideas, suggesting the god Kubera or a king as possible iden

tifications. One single text, which locates Agni as “Sikhin” on the north-east in a foun

dation grid of a building (vdstupurusamandalw, BrS 53.43), is not enough to support an 

identification as Agni.

156 T.A.G. Rao (1916: 319 and App. C: 93) erroneously labelled a passage from 

the Visnudharmottarapurana (3.68.15) as “Matsyapurana". This was cited by de 

Mallmann (1963: 136), who first suggested the indentification as Soma for the figure.
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in Varuna’s right hand. This scene is situated on the south side 

of the third bay from the east, on the entabulature of the 

mukhamandapa.

It was probably not accidental that the unusually strong refer

ence to spatial symbolism at Badami, Cave 3, was found in an 

exceptionally spacious cave temple. It is the only cave at Badami, 

in which the central part of the mahdmandapa is not supported by 

coloumns but has been conceived as an open hall corresponding to 

nine bays in size. It is somewhat surprising that these nine compart

ments have not been used to represent more than four lokapalas 

grouped around a central divinity, as it seems improbable that the 

ceiling reliefs of the large hall were carved prior to those of the 

mukhamandapa. In any case, the enlarged set of directional 

guardians in the porch must be regarded as the early apex of a devel

opment, which finally led to the representation of the canonical 

group of astadikpdlas.

In the Jaina Cave 4, an isolated image of Kubera is reported to 

be located on the eave. The figure is pot-bellied and is shown squat

ting, without a vehicle.

Elephanta

The most elaborate cave temple (no. 1) on the well-known island of 

Elephanta (or Gharapuri), situated in the Mumbai harbour, provides 

the earliest known images of directional guardians incorporated into 

monumental relief panels. These carefully composed panels are all 

centred on Sivamurtis151:

1 Ardhanarisvara (southern wall of main hall, left of Mahesa;

fig. 19)

2 Gahgadharamurti (ditto, right of Mahesa; O’Flaherty et al.

1983: pl. 45)

3 Ravananugrahamurti (northern wall of main hall, eastern

most panel; W.D. O’Flaherty et al. 1983: pl. 70; C.D. 

Collins 1988: fig. 3)

4 Natesa (western annex, south of the linga shrine; fig. 20)

The complex shrine has been assigned to c. middle of the 6th cen

tury158. It is notable that only some of the directional guardians have 

been represented here, and that they have been arranged, at least in 

the main hall, according to the actual directions.

The huge central icon of Mahesa or Sadasiva on the southern 

wall is flanked by the panels 1 (fig. 19) and 2. Each of these north

facing reliefs has on its left (eastern) side the god Indra riding a 

mighty elephant. The Ardhanarisvara panel (7) bears an image of 

Varuna on makara in a corresponding position on the opposite 

(western) side. It is somewhat peculiar that the Garigadhara panel (2) 

omits Varuna, seemingly for want of space, although his presence as 

a representative of the waters might have been appropriate here.

The ram-riding figure on the right of Ravananugrahamurti (3) is 

most likely Kubera, although this figure has hitherto been identified 

as Agni159. While the latter would be the only guardian of an inter

mediate direction at Elephanta, Kubera’s presence would allude to 

the northern position of the Kailasa mountain, the mythological 

scene of the theme.

The image of the dancing Siva in the western annex of the cave 

(4; fig. 20) again appears to be flanked by two lokapdlas, Kubera 

or Agni (?; south) and Indra (north). The head of the vehicle of the 

former is somewhat damaged, but there remains little doubt that 

the depiction represents a ram. While the correct orientation of the 

directional guardians (Indra - east; Varuna - west) is clearly de

picted on panel 7, here we are confronted with a strange distribution 

of the directional guardians. There is no plausible explanation for 

the choice and placement of the lokapalas on this panel, which faces 

east (slightly turned northwards).

While the lokapalas are depicted on only a few of the relief pan

els at Elephanta, the recurring arrangement of the attendant deities 

Brahma and Visnu provides a good example of a fixed “frame” 

for the central theme. With the exception of a particular group of 

panels in the main cave160, Brahma is always represented on his 

goose-vehicle on the left (proper right) side and Visnu on his vehicle 

Garuda on the right (proper left) side. In those cases where the direc

tional guardians occur together with Brahma and Visnu, they appear 

inside the frame formed by these attendant deities.

Clearly at Elephanta, the directional guardians were not con

ceived as a visually inseparable group, but the presence of a few 

members of the group seems to have conveyed a particular symbol

ism referring to actual or mythological space.

Iconography: Only few iconographic traits are visible on the less 

damaged panels 7 and 2. Indra and Varuna wear the usual ornaments 

and a wig-like curly hairstyle. While Varuna’s noose, hanging down 

from his left hand, is clearly discernible, Indra’s attribute in his right 

can hardly be identified. It may be a thunderbolt or a lotus. He is, 

however, characterized by an impressive, intricately decorated 

cylindrical crown.

Ellora, Caves 14, 21 and 29

There is a general consensus among scholars that these early Hindu 

cave temples at the well-known Deccan site Ellora date from the 

6th century and that the relative chronology runs thus: Caves 29, 21, 

14161. It is supposed that Cave 29, which is both in layout and sculp

tural programme largely a replica of Elephanta (Cave 1), is only 

slightly posterior to the latter, which belongs to c. middle of the 6th 

century. This assumed posteriority, which seems to be somewhat 

contradicted by the inferiority in the quality of the sculpture, is 

nevertheless confirmed by the introduction of “new” members of 

the lokapdla group at Ellora. It is still possible that Cave 29 post

dates a.d. 600, as there exist no other similarly developed lokapdla 

sets at such an early date. However, it is thrilling to find that an 

otherwise unidentifiable figure among the lokapalas grouped 

around Natesa in Cave 29 (fig. 21) seems to have been modelled 

after the guardian of the north in the eight deity-scheme at Badami, 

Cave 3 (fig. 10). Therefore, although Ellora 29 appears to be truly 

innovative in its depictions of directional guardians, it contains 

references to the traditions of both Badami and Elephanta.

157 For the ground plan of the cave temple see O’Flaherty et al. 1983: fig. 1 

(p. 18). Harle’s (1986: ill. 96) indication of the north should be rotated by 180 degrees.

158 Although the cave had earlier been assigned to the 8th century, the mid-6th 

century has become the generally accepted date of origin (O’Flaherty et al. 1983: 5). 

A close association with the Kalacuri king Krsnaraja (c. 535-575) was revealed by the 

find of a coin hoard on the island (S. Gokhale 1976). S.V. Gorakshkar (1981: 250- 

251) and K. Khandalavala (1990: 19) give a similar chronological assessment, but 

they prefer the Kohkan Mauryas as the authors of the cave temple.

•59 O’Flaherty et al. 1983: XVII. C.D. Collins (1988: 43) suggests as a mytho

logical reason the fact that Agni was present on Mount Kailasa during the birth of 

Skanda.

160 On the panels of Andhakasuravadhamurti (O’Flaherty et al. 1983: pl. 59), 

Parvati-pan'naya/Vaivahikamurti (ibid.: pl. 51), and of the gambling match between 

Siva and Parvati (ibid.: pl. 27), Brahma and Visnu do not occur. Interestingly, all these 

panels belong to the “inner circle” of images, as they are situated at the extreme ends 

of the inner rectangular space containing the sanctum.

>6' Recent research by G.H. Malandra (1993: 25) further confirms this. She sug

gests a time bracket of 575-600 a.d. for these three caves.
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Regarding the dikpalas' function at Ellora, D.N. Varma (1988: 

310) has made an observation which holds true for most of their rep

resentations, including even the later ones, at this site:

... the Dikpalas at Ellora have been portrayed as dramatis 

personae for heightening the intensity of the event portrayed in 

the sculptural panels and not for guarding individually any 

particular quarter.

The depiction of the directional guardians as a group may have been 

the primary concern of the artists, their directional symbolism being 

explicit only in two cases in the Kailasa temple (Ellora 16), which 

belongs to a later period.

Cave 14: The directional guardians on the left (proper right) side of 

the Natesa image (C. Sivaramamurti 1974: 173, fig. 10) resemble 

those at Elephanta. The Natesa panel is situated in the centre of the 

five panels on the southern wall of the squarish cave facing the 

south-west. Four figures occupy a spandrel-like section which is 

demarcated by the handled object (lance?) held by the central deity. 

The first figure in the upper row, situated right in the corner, is 

shown frontally, without any vehicle, holding its hands folded in 

anjalimudra. To its right is Indra on his elephant, and besides him 

Varuna on his makara, the head of which is shown in profile. Below 

this group of three one more deity, who must be Kubera, is depict

ed in half-profile, apparently on a ram. Having identified three of 

the four figures on the basis of their vehicles, the first figure in the 

corner could be identified as Yama, because he is the only deity left 

to complete the guardians of the four directions. On the right (prop

er left) side of the dancing Lord, only Brahma and Visnu occupy the 

celestial region.

Iconography: It is impossible to recognize more than the coni

cal crowns worn by all the deities except Indra, and the lively depic

tion of the vehicles. Regarding the representations of lokapalas, two 

differences between Elephanta and Ellora 14 can be observed: at 

Ellora, the guardians appear irrespective of their canonical direc

tion. The complete group of four has been depicted, aesthetically 

counterbalancing the attendant gods Brahma and Visnu, which are 

here both situated on the other side.

Cave 21: Here, a similar stage in the development of the lokapdla 

group seems to be reflected. The eastern wall of the southern annex 

bears a well-known Natesa panel of sublime expression. On his 

right (proper left) side, amidst clouds, four deities form a phalanx, 

all of them shown in half-profile (fig. 22). From the left, there are: 

Brahma on his goose (hams a), Visnu on Garuda, Indra on his 

elephant Airavata, and, what seems to be Kubera, on a ram. The fur 

of the ram is signified by a deep hatched decoration of the body. An 

identification of the rider as Agni is somewhat less probable, as a 

goat has only straight hair. The depiction of Indra and Kubera may 

reveal a conceptual parallel with Elephanta (fig. 20), where appar

ently the same group of regents are depicted on panel 4 showing the 

same theme in the centre. The directional guardians are clearly por

trayed as subordinate deities, as they hold their right hands raised 

high in salutation near the brim of their crowns. There seems to be 

no conceptual connection of the dikpalas with the four flying celes

tials on the left side, which include Surya, the Sun God, and Candra, 

the Moon God.

This panel provides only few iconographic details. The crowns 

of both Indra and Kubera (?) are as heavy and broad as those of the 

other deities of the celestial region. They also wear similar orna

ments. The curly hairstyle closely resembles that of Indra and 

Varuna at Elephanta (fig. 19). The most exceptional feature of this 

panel is the fact that the two directional guardians form a visually 

coherent group with Brahma and Visnu.

Cave 29: The Natesa panel on the extreme north-west (facing 

east)162 of the main hall is attended by probably eight directional 

guardians, with one associated personage below (fig. 21). The relief 

is executed in a strangely rough style, partly unfinished, and replete 

with empty space - thus, the background of the composition is not 

crowded with figures. The upper sphere seems to be occupied ex

clusively by the supposed directional guardians. On the left (proper 

right) side of Natesa, a homogenous group of four deities is de

picted, while the right side shows five strangely scattered figures. 

The following identifications are proposed here163:

Vehicle Attribute Deity

left side: 1 man-like lotus? Nairrta

2 ram/goat lotus Agni or Kubera

3 ram lotus Kubera or Agni

4 elephant thunderbolt? Indra

right side: 5 (lotus) bowl? Soma (?)

6 makara noose? Varuna

7 deer standard Vayu

8 buffalo staff (short) Yama

below: 9 - staff (long) Dandapani?

Surprisingly, Isana is missing among the dikpalas, while the likely 

occurrence of both Kubera and Soma (5) recalls the set at Badami 

3 (fig. 10). The presence of what seems to be the rarely associated 

deity Dandapani (9; see section 2.5.10) among the lokapalas is 

particularly striking, however. If one doubts the identification of 

its attribute as a staff, rather regarding it as a string instrument, this 

can be easily compared with the one held by the musician on the 

extreme left below. There, the sound-box at the upper end of the 

instrument is clearly visible. Apart from Ellora 29, images of the 

guardian of the site Dandapani are not found in the Deccan (cf. sec

tion 2.5.10).

In comparison to the eight deity scheme at Badami (fig. 10), 

some substantial differences can be noted. Both Brahma (south

east) and Siva (south-west), who are not directional guardians, have 

been omitted. Agni (2 or 5) and Nairrta (7) have been included in 

their place, as they represent those directions which the former 

occupy at Badami. The horse-rider on the north-east seems to have 

been replaced by Vayu (7), while the “double representation” of 

Kubera (2 or 5) and Soma (? 5), both representing the northern 

direction, appears to persist.

The second relief showing lokapalas is situated across the 

mandapa, at the south-east corner (facing west). It depicts the 

wedding of Siva and Parvati and is compact and well-composed 

(Varma 1988: figs. 144-148). The directional guardians share the 

celestial sphere with other beings, mainly pairs of divine musicians 

(gandharvas). Their arrangement is as follows:

162 For the ground plan see W.M. Spink 1983: pl. 25. The given date of “c. 465- 

475 a.d.” must be a mistake for “c. 565-575 a.d.” (cf. ibid.'. 253: “disruption of the 

cave’s patronage late in the sixth century”).

163 An attempt at identifying the dikpalas has been made by Varma (1988: 311). 

However, he incorrectly describes 1 as Kubera, 2 as Isana, and 5 as Brahma. 7) 

Kubera’s human vehicle is uncommon in southern India, and he quite clearly appeal's 

on one of the two goat/ram vehicles; 2) the vehicle is a goat/ram and not a bull; 3) there 

are no indications that this is Brahma except for the lotus seat. The last figure (9) has 

not been mentioned by him.
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Vehicle Attribute Deity

left side above: 7* buffalo staff Yama

below: 2* antelope flag Vayu

3* goat rosary (?) Agni

4* ram - ? - Kubera

right side (2nd row): 5* elephant thunderbolt Indra

6* makara noose Varuna

Iconography: Some significant differences among the figures 

2*-4* of the guardians have been detected by M.A. Dhaky (1988: 

441). He observes:

The Deccani Dikpalas [1 *, 5* 6*] are in higher relief, wear broad, elab

orate crowns, each figure looking as though only ‘symbolically seated’, 

more on a throne than over the mount, with legs widely spread out. Their 

right hand is raised straight up to the lip-level, whether just wielding an 

attribute or simultaneously hinting at the gesture of praise in the north

ern fashion. Their serene godly faces are squarishly round. The three 

Dikpalas in lower series on the left [2*-4*], on the other hand, exhibit 

very different mannerisms. Their legs travel down, tightly clasping as 

they do the mount’s body, as is done in real life. Their left hand is raised 

in the gesture of praise with spread out palm in the typically southern 

fashion; their faceted, or whorled, somewhat narrow and tapering coni

cal crowns likewise are Calukya in mode and mould, sharply contrast

ing with the broad and elaborately bejewelled crowns of their opposite 

companions. While the rest of the figures are rendered in very high 

relief, in some instances seeming almost freed from the rock-matrix, 

these three Dikpalas are in medium relief and seem rock-bound in the 

typical southern fashion. Ethnically, too, they diverse widely from the 

general type seen here with the majority of the minor figures. For they 

clearly look early Karnatan.

Dhaky’s arguments are absolutely convincing. In looking for simi

lar traits on the Natesa panel (fig. 21), it is interesting to find both 

types largely merged, e.g., the riding posture is rendered realistical

ly in most cases, but, in the salutation gesture, the palm is not shown 

as separated from the thumb, although this gesture seems to be 

carried out in the lower, southern fashion164. Considering this dis

crepancy, it may be suggested that the Deccani sculptor has used 

sketches of the “southern” type or has worked on the basis of 

southern models.

Alampur, Kumara Brahma temple

Alampur in Andhra Pradesh (cf. section 2.3.1.1), situated on the 

river Turigabhadra, was the eastern outpost of the Western Calukyan 

dynasty. It must be regarded as a important discovery that 

Buchanan (1985: 122) has noticed small relief images of Yama 

(fig. 23) on the south and Kubera (?)165 (fig. 24) on the north close 

to the top of the tower (northern type sikhara) of the Kumara 

Brahma temple. The images are framed by gavaksa arches, which 

crown the top of the tower’s middle portion (madhyalata). Accord

ing to her, the construction of this temple took place during the reign 

of Pulakesin II, probably in the period 618-630 a.d.166. The lack of 

a sukandsa (antefix above the roof of the vestibule) is a clear sign 

of its antiquity.

The figures of Yama and Kubera have counterparts on the east 

and west side of the tower. However, these are not directional 

guardians. It should also be noted that images rarely occur on tem

ple towers of the northern type. Buchanan (ibid.') gives the follow

ing, accurate description of this situation:

The Natesa on the east side of the Kumara Brahma temple tower is 

found within a multiple naszfci/trefoil frame. The god is only four

armed, but the pose of his legs and the front left hand thrown across the 

chest in gaja-hasta recall the Natesa of Cave 1 at Badami. In a compa

rable frame and position atop the tower’s south side is Yama, dikpala of 

the south, riding on his buffalo; on the north side is a seated male fig

ure. Since three later Calukya temples at Alampur feature an image of 

seated Kubera on the north exterior, this figure probably represents the 

same deity, dikpala of the north. The comparable trefoil on the west side 

contains an unidentified samabhanga standing figure; it seems to hold 

[its] right hand at its waist, to grasp a staff-handled attribute (axe?) on 

the left, and to be flanked by two crouching creatures. Certainly it does 

not appear to be Varuna, dikpala of the west, but even its sex is uncer

tain. Natesa’s position at the Kumara Brahma temple was not repeated 

in Calukya art; later he typically appeared on a sukandsa at the base, 

rather than at the apex, of a sikhara’s front side, and without figures of 

comparable importance on the north, south, or rear.

Among the few iconographic details which can be recognized are 

the prominent, broad crowns of the deities. Those of Natesa and 

Kubera taper slightly towards the top, while those of Yama and the 

western image broaden at the top. The heads are also relatively 

large, which may be due to considerations of perspective and the 

angle from which the figures would have to be viewed.

The unique ensemble of Natesa, Yama, Kubera and the western 

- most probably female - figure is open to different interpretations. 

However, it seems logical that Siva as the presiding god and his 

spouse should together occupy the main axis of the temple’s orien

tation. Yama and Kubera just serve to symbolize the guardianship 

over the four main directions, two of which they represent. Icono- 

graphically, it is important to note that the image of Yama, squat

ting above his couchant vehicle, has a probably contemporaneous 

parallel at Bhubaneswar, on the Parasuramesvara temple (fig. 42).

The importance of the Kumara Brahma evidence can hardly be 

overestimated, as it shows the first appearance of the lokapalas on 

the exterior of a temple in this part of India (contemporanous with 

Mundesvarl/Bihar in the north) and because it provides the earliest 

example of directional deities on a temple tower.

2.2.2 Central India

In Central India there are two examples of lokapdla representation 

from the Gupta period. The earlier evidence167 (c. 400-410 a.d.) 

from Pawaya includes the depiction of a group of three or four 

lokapalas witnessing the mythological “Churning of the Ocean” (in 

Sanskrit mostly referred to as amrtamanthana - churning for the 

elixir of immortality). At Bhumara, only three single representa

tions of directional guardians (c. 520-530 a.d.) have survived. Due 

to this lack of evidence, no conclusions can be drawn as to whether 

the directional guardians were conceived as a complete group at 

this site.

164 An exceptionally high hand position occurs in the case of Soma (?). But even 

here, the arm is held at an angle from the body, as is the case with most of the other 

depicted deities. Moreover, as has already been argued, he is almost a replica of the 

guardian of the north in the eight deity scheme, Badami 3 (fig. 10), however with the 

addition of a lotus seat and without the protome (forepart) of a lion.

165 The possibility remains that the figure represents Soma, considering the prob

able presence of this deity on the northern side of the central medallion at Badami 

(fig. 10).

166 Buchanan 1985: 119. This opinion had already been expressed by O. 

Divakaran (1971: 59; 73). B.R. Prasad (1988: pl. 635) dates it towards the end of 

his reign, at c. 640, and C.E. Radcliffe (1981: 567) later than this, in the period of 

c. 654—660 a.d.

167 The dates are cited after J.G. Wlliams 1982.
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Although both these modes of representation had no direct suc

cessors, they offer extremely valuable evidence for the early iconog

raphy, context and probable placement of the dikpalas.

Pawaya

At Pawaya/M.P., the ancient town Padmavati, a pyramid-shaped 

heap of debris is what remains of a brick structure of the Gupta 

period168. One of the most important relics found here was a frag

ment of a gateway (torana) lintel, on both sides of which mytho

logical scenes are depicted in relief. The better preserved side 

(Williams 1982: pl. 50) is now displayed in the Archaeological 

Museum Gwalior, where the reverse side remains almost inacces

sible (fig. 9). The lintel is broken just above the outstretched legs of 

the deity Trivikrama (obverse) at its centre. The adjoining scene on 

the left, which is horizontally divided in two registers, also belongs 

to the Vamana-Trivikrama episode. The reverse, which shows at 

least two of the lokapalas, was centred around the kurma (tortoise) 

avatdra of the god Visnu. Unfortunately, the portion which once 

showed this is now lost, and even the central figure in the upper 

register has been almost completely effaced. From the left of the 

lower register, four deities are extant. They are engaged in pulling a 

rope, which is actually the hind part of the serpent Vasuki or Sesa169. 

Below the rope, a tiny female figure carrying a bottle and a four

legged animal can be seen proceeding towards the right. They rep

resent some of the treasures gained through the “Churning of the 

Ocean”. The animal must be either Uccaihsravas, a divine horse, or 

Surabhi, a divine cow170, while the woman could be the goddess Sri, 

a nymph or the goddess Varuni. The latter is the most likely identi

fication, as the vessel she carries is probably meant to contain surd 

(liquor). To the right of the last of the four gods in action follows a 

god sitting on a low throne171 with his legs splayed. His right hand 

is held in the protection-bestowing gesture abhayamudra, his left 

hand rests on his thigh and holds a noose which emerges from a 

stiff handle. Judging from the noose, this deity must be Varuna. The 

next figure is rather enigmatic, as only the upper part of its body is 

visible between the two throning deities. He wears an elaborate 

crown. The third figure, whose throne is not in line with the first one, 

sits in the same position as Varuna and holds a mighty staff in its 

left hand. It seems most likely that Yama is represented here. This 

would make it the earliest portrayal of the God of Death. Above 

him are two designs in low relief which might represent heavenly 

bodies. The throne of the fourth figure is partly hidden behind 

Yama’s seat. This figure is seated in the same fashion as the others, 

but the arms are held differently. His left hand at shoulder level 

holds an object that seems to be a rather large pot, while the right 

hand is kept in front of the breast as if pointing towards the attrib

ute. A possible identification for this figure is Kubera, although his 

attitude would be quite unusual (cf. section 2.5.7). Alternatively, the 

figure could be meant to represent Dhanvantari, carrier of the pot of 

amrta (elixir of immortality)172.

In the upper register of the panel, supposedly forming a part of 

the same scene, a typical Gupta representation of the divine bird 

Garuda can be seen on the extreme right. To its left, four more thron

ing figures are lined up before the central, fragmented one. The first 

two of these are haloed and equipped with prominent upavitas 

(brahmanical cords worn across the trunk), while the one placed 

slightly off-centre appears to be characterized by a snake-hood.

The general concept behind the “Churning of the Ocean” is to 

demonstrate the common effort of the gods and the demons. Spec

tators are generally not depicted. The upper row of celestials could 

represent an assembly of gods proceeding the churning process, an 

exhibition of the treasures obtained through the common effort173 or 

a group of subordinate deities.

Although, to our knowledge, the directional guardians are not 

mentioned in any of the descriptions of the “Churning of the 

Ocean”, their presence on the relief may have served to enhance the 

cosmic significance of the churning act. The central mountain which 

is used as a churning stick is established as the axis mundi during 

the process174. A reference to the four directions in space may 

therefore be regarded as appropriate. Although presented in a 

crowded manner, the group of four lokapdlas is most probably 

shown here. It is unlikely that more members had been been depict

ed on the missing left side of the relief, since it must have repre

sented the realm of the asura demons, the antagonistic party in the 

cosmic act.

Besides his lokapala function, Varuna, as lord of the waters, has 

a particular connection with the “Churning of the Ocean”175. There 

is explicit mention of Yama in the Matsyapurana (250.46), where 

he is described as being dismayed by the emerging poison Kalakuta. 

Indra has an important role in the myth, as his elephant Airavata is 

produced from the ocean, and it is an original aspect of the myth that 

it confirms Indra’s supremacy over the world (Ruping 1970: 8). 

These particular connections of the individual lokapala deities with 

the plot are, however, quite arbitrary.

Bhumara

Bhumara, Dt. Satna/M.P., is one of the few sites of partially pre

served Gupta temples. Nowadays, only the plain walls of the cella, 

with an impressively decorated doorway however, and the remains 

of a pillared hall (mandapd), a modest superstructure and the mould

ings of the plinth survive176. The images relevant to the present 

study are three reliefs framed by gavaksa (“cow’s eye”) arches 

depicting Yama (fig. 25), Kubera (figs. 26, 27), and Dandapani 

(fig. 28). These three images resemble those from Pawaya in that

>68 M.B. Garde 1924-25; Williams 1982: 52.

169 The different versions included in the epics Mahabharata and Ramayana and 

some of the later developments of the amrtamanthana story have been outlined by 

K. Ruping 1970.

170 The short neck points to the latter identification. It is interesting to note that 

Surabhi does not appear in the epic versions, but she is mentioned in the Visnupurana 

and in the Srstikhanda of the Padmapurana as the first of the treasures, and Varuni as 

the second (Ruping 1970: 31).

171 For the simple throne see the remarks below (under Bhumara).

172 This motif, which is often depicted in sculpture, appeal's in the Mahabharata 

(1.16.37) and, e.g. in the Matsyapurana (251.6).

173 This is the case with the upper register on the much later panel from Badoh 

(K.S. Desai 1973: fig. 57). Curiously, Cakrapurusa (personification of the wheel) 

seems to be included, as the second figure from the left. Cakrapurusa is also the most 

likely identification for the figure to the left of Garuda at Pawaya. However, he is not 

regarded as a product of the churning in any of the versions of the myth known to US’. 

Garuda also does not belong to the emerging treasures.

174 The “uprooting” of the mountain is always included in the story of amrtaman

thana (Ruping 1970: 6, 8, 9, etc.). It is probably another reference to the spatial sym

bolism that Ananta, guardian of the nadir, is given the role of lifting mount Mandara 

(Mbh version, ibid.: 9).

175 The ocean (also referred to as varunalaya - seat of Varuna) is the scene of the 

theme in earlier versions of the myth (Harivamsa and Ramayana versions, Ruping 

1970: 6-8). In later versions, it is replaced by the milk ocean (ksiroda), but even in these 

cases, Varuna is the first god to be approached for help (JMtP 249.14).

176 See R.D. Banerji 1933 (plan: pl. XVII) for an early documentation, and 

Williams 1982: 117-122 (plan: p. l!9)andDEVA 1988:40-44 for a recent assessment. 

Williams assigns it to c. 520-530, while Deva prefers a date close to 500 a.d.
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they are seated on low, simple thrones, of the type which often 

occurs with tutelary deities177.

Some misconceptions about the identification of these deities 

still persist, particularly regarding Yama178 and Dandapani179. 

These have only arisen as a result of the unique concept which is 

expressed here at Bhumara. To understand this concept, it is rele

vant to discern the different categories of gavaksa images found at 

the site. The following list has been compiled by Williams (1982: 

120), with nos. 4 and 8 being emended here, as well as highlighting:

Large180

Medium size

Small

7 Kumara, holding spear, seated on peacock

2 Mahisamardinl, four-armed, grasping the buf

falo’s tail

3 Surya, arms raised to hold lotuses, with Dandin 

and Piiigala

4 Dandapani, seated on a throne with legs pen

dant, holding a staff across his knees

5 Ganesa, four-armed with axe and rosary

6' Brahma, four-headed and four-armed, seated 

with ascetic’s band, with lotus and curved stick

7 Kubera, corpulent, legs pendant, with three 

pots, holding a lotus [proper r.]

8 Yama, two-armed with club (1.) and fruit (r.), 

wearing a cylindrical crown

9 Siva dancing, six-armed

10 Dancing figure, possibly a gana [gnome, associ

ated with Siva]

Regarding the original placement of the framed reliefs on the tem

ple, the author remarks (Williams 1982: 118):

... the superstructure of the shrine proper can be reconstructed with more 

security on the basis of the similar temple at Marhia. Bhumara’s long 

friezes of ganas alternating with ornament would seem to have formed 

bhumis or upper stories resting on the flat roof. It is possible that can- 

drasalas [= gavaksa frames] decorated each side, for these have been 

found in three sizes, corresponding to the three types of roof frieze.

On this in fn. 57: Since none of the roof friezes indicates a break in the 

design, it is possible that the candrasalds were attached to the top of the 

lower level and overlapped the frieze.

This interpretation seems reasonable, as it explains the different 

types of ornamented slabs and gavaksas. A piece decorated with 

lotuses and framed by gavaksas was probably a corner element of 

the original superstructure (Deva 1988: pl. 75, cf. Banerji 1924: 

pl. VIb).

Yama (fig. 25; S) is shown broad-shouldered and with mighty arms. 

Short locks of hair stick out from underneath his tall cylindrical 

crown. He wears the usual ornaments and an upavlta across his 

breast, which has a chain-like appearance. A large halo and his 

serene face account for a highly dignified expression. A part of his 

lower garment hangs down from the throne, which, together with 

the high crown and the mighty staff {dcinda)^, strengthens the ver

tical aspect of the composition. The emphasis of the vertical axis is 

enhanced by the symmetrical arrangement of two relatively tall 

female flywhisk bearers. Stout lathe-turned legs support Yama’s 

throne, which slopes to the right in the same manner as those of the 

two other deities under discussion. The legs of the throne continue 

above the seat level, forming knobs at its corners. The conspicuous 

sloping of the throne, which violates the symmetry of the compo

sition, may be explained by the intention of the artist to create a per

spective view.

Kubera (figs. 23, 24; 7) at Bhumara is corpulent, but not pot

bellied, as he is often depicted. His head with long, curly hair is 

adorned by a diadem. His lips are fleshy, his expression calm. His 

ornaments are similar to those of Yama, with the exception of the 

valayas (upper arm ornaments), which are spiral-shaped. His right 

hand holds the gracefully curved thick stem of a lotus bud. While 

the vertical axis dominates in the depiction of Yama, there is here 

particular emphasis on the horizontal axis, which is enhanced by 

two globular pots placed on the throne on both sides of the god. 

Even the throne and its legs are especially broad. A halo is visible 

behind Kubera’s head. A third pot appears to be squeezed in under

neath the throne, which again slopes to the right. The left hand, the 

left leg and the portion above the head have all been destroyed.

Dandapani’s (fig. 28; 4) head, from which rows of curls reach 

down to his shoulders, is adorned by a simple headband. His fea

tures and those of his two male attendants have been blurred by 

water erosion. Of the ornaments they wear, only the necklace and a 

cross-ribbon are still discernible. The throne slopes in the same 

manner as the other two described previously. This feature is com

plemented here by a similar sloping of the attribute, a staff which is 

held close to his knees. Both hands clasp it on either side from 

above. Dandapani’s attendants have wig-like hairstyles and stand in 

different attitudes, the one on the right holding a bowl in front of his 

chest. The heights of the attendants actually echo the sloping of the 

throne and the staff, which once more reinforces the hypothesis that 

a perspective was intended to be shown.

Without any clue as to the original position of the framed images, it 

is impossible even to propose a hypothetic distribution of the 

images. One would naturally expect Kubera to have been located on 

the northern side and Yama on the southern side of the temple. How

ever, the examples from Mundesvarl Hill and from Bhubaneswar 

(see below) indicate that matters were not always that predictable 

during the period under discussion. At Mundesvarl, Yama and 

Kubera appear on two sides of a cornerstone (figs. 40, 41), while

177 Von Mitterwallner (1989: 373), in commenting on this type of throne with 

“baluster-like feet”, refers to similar ones upon which the early 5th century matrka god

desses at Besnagar are seated (cf. J.C. Harle 1986: ill. 73). In this connection, she dis

cusses a figure, called a “vafcra” by an inscription, supposedly from Kahkali Tlla (K.D. 

Bajpai 1947: from Maholi!) of the Kusana-Gupta transitional period, which, in her 

opinion, squats in front of his seat. There are four more interesting analogues for deities 

squatting on a throne, two of which certainly represent Kubera, since they hold a purse 

in the proper left hand (fig. 321; F.M. Asher 1980: pl. 187, from Rohoi). The other two 

deities hold a fruit in their right hand, while the left hand rests on the thigh (Pal 1978: 

fig. 12, from Bhubaneswar) or holds a damaged, indistinct object (Sotheby’s, New 

York, catalogue, 17.06.93, lot 113). In our opinion, these four examples date from the 

6th or early 7th century. With the exception of the one illustrated here (fig. 321, 

helmet-like hairstyle), the hair of the deities is curly and reaches down to the shoulders. 

If any crowns or diadems are depicted at all, they are of a rather modest type.

178 Although this image has often been correctly identified as Yama (<?.,?.. Meis- 

ter/Dhaky/Deva 1988: pl. 74), Williams (1982: 120, no. 8) calls it “Visnu”. This was 

probably because she intended to identify no. 4 as Yama. Lobo (1992: cat. 121) leaves 

the question of its identity unresolved.

179 For the recent definition of Dandapani by myself and others see section 2.5.10. 

So far, “Indra (?)”, introduced by Banerji (1924: pl. XIVc), and the above-mentioned 

identification as Yama were the only attempts to interpret this image.

180 One of the large gavaksas, now in a highly fragmented state (Banerji 1924: 

pl. XIIIc), has been omitted in the list. Only a crouching bull is preserved in the lower 

section.

181 The staff (danda), which is prescribed for Yama in iconographic texts, has here 

assumed the appearance of a thin club (gadd). It is faceted, tapers below and is topped 

by an onion-shaped element. A similar feature can be found at Bhubaneswar, in the 

Parasuramesvara temple, where the identity of Yama is determined by the presence of 

his buffalo vahana (fig. 42, centre).
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Dandapani is only represented by a larger image which belongs to 

different set of figures (fig. 35). At Bhubaneswar, Dandapani is 

shown in a line together with an uncertain number of directional 

guardians on the south side of the vestibule of the Parasuramesvara 

temple (fig. 42).

2.2.3 Eastern India

Some of the ancient roots of the canonical astadikpala group can be 

traced in Eastern India. The evidence for two differently composed 

sets of directional guardians from Mundesvari Hill in Bihar is par

ticularly striking and is discussed here for the first time.

The temple base seems to have been often used for the depiction 

of dikpalas in this part of the country. Their introduction on the 

“frieze” (jarigha) portion of the wall, which represents an important 

innovation, also probably occurred for the first time - as far can be 

inferred from the remains - at Mundesvari Hill.

Nalanda

Although this well-known site in Patna District does not provide 

much indisputable evidence on lokapdla representation, some 

aspects revealed by the Brahmanical Stone temple no. 2 are relevant 

to the present study.

At this site, which is situated near the remains of Buddhist 

monasteries, the roughly square plinth of a temple now lost has been 

well preserved. A remarkable series of 220 sunken stone panels1*2, 

separated by pilasters, serves to decorate the plinth. Their average 

size is c. 30x30 cm. On stylistic grounds they have been assigned 

to the 7th century, “c. 650 a.d.” being the date recently favoured by 

Krishna Deva (1988: 112). There is a wide range of subjects depict

ed, summarily characterized by Deva {ibid.-. Ill) thus:

The themes depicted in the niches comprise gods and goddess

es, vidyadharas, gandharvas, a kinnara and suparnas [celestial 

beings], scenes from the Rdmdyana, miscellaneous secular sub

jects like animal fables, cock-fight, musicians and dancers, 

acrobats, ascetics, teacher and disciple, mother and child, and 

amatory couples. Among gods and goddesses (represented with 

two-arms and showing simple iconographic features) are Siva, 

Gajalaksmi, Kubera, Balarama, Karttikeya, Agni, and probably 

Haritl.

Those panels, which belong to an incomplete183 set of lokapdlas. 

will now be described. The panels are referred to by the numbers 

introduced by Deva (1950: 202-212), which start at the (south-)east 

corner and proceed anticlockwise:

1 Agni Panel 7 (fig. 29), east, southern portion: he is half

squatting, pot-bellied, with a coiffure resembling flames, has 

flames behind head and shoulders, earrings, a simple neck

lace {hara), wears a broad, ornamented brahmanical cord 

{upavlta), holding a bottle in his proper left hand and a rosary 

with the right hand in cinmudrd (the thumb touches the index 

finger) in the corner below.

2 Kubera Panel 14 (fig. 30), east: he is half-squatting, pot-bel

lied, with hair reaching to the shoulders (head damaged), with 

a purse held near the left thigh (1.); his right arm is supported 

by his right knee, the right hand probably holding a rosary; 

the god is on the left side separated by a plant from a couchant 

sheep, described as a bull by Deva (1950: 200, 203).

3 Vayu Panel 19 (fig. 31), east (features eroded): the figure is 

shown in the “flying” posture with the proper right leg raised 

besides the trunk; he wears a helmet-like hairdo, the proper 

left hand holding a rope-like cloth which encirles the head; 

the right hand is extended below, obviously showing in the 

gesture of bestowing boons {varadamudra).

4 Indra? Panels 22-23 (fig. 32), east: he is seated in an awk

ward position almost like squatting, has a wig-like hairdo, 

large earrings, holds a thunderbolt184 (only half visible) or 

bud (1.); his right hand is resting on the lower leg; Panel 22 to 

the right of no. 23 is a half-panel (proper right half), but 

recessed from it, showing the head of an elephant which pro

ceeds to the (proper) right.

5 Kubera Panel 200 (fig. 33), south(-east): he is half-squat

ting, pot-bellied, has large earrings and a hara, wears a hel

met-like hairdo with a central diadem, holds a purse (1.) near 

the left ankle and a fruit near the lower leg on the right; two 

globular pots are shown floating in the space on both sides, 

just below the angles of the framing horseshoe arch.

The second image of Kubera (fig. 33; 5) is relevant insofar as Pan

el 200 interestingly shows an arrangement of pots which bears some 

resemblance with the one at Bhumara (fig. 26). It is quite unlikely 

that Kubera was regarded as a directional guardian at Nalanda. 

There are 17 more images of corpulent males of the “Kubera” or 

‘>W’ type (Panels 27, 35, 38, 42, 48, 49, 80, 88, 100, 109. 124, 

129, 140, 183, 195, 198, 205), so that the role of Kubera as guardian 

of the north is not clear.

At Nalanda, Stone temple no. 2, a few members of the dikpala 

group are depicted, however in an irregular sequence. Regarding the 

positions, only Agni (east, south of the entrance) and Indra (east, 

north of the entrance) have been placed according to their directions, 

with the identity of the latter being somewhat uncertain. On the 

extreme ends of the eastern side of the temple are images of the god 

Siva. It is possible that the one at the north-eastern corner represents 

Isana. However, this cannot be conclusively proven.

Mundesvari Hill (Ramgadh)

The Mundesvari temple185 is a well-known ruined structure in the 

Rohtas district (formerly Shahabad) of western Bihar, which is sur

rounded by a large number of architectural and sculptural remains, 

now partly removed to the Patna Museum. The site must have been 

an important pilgrimage centre, as it is situated on a hill (c. 180 m 

high) the rocky ascent of which is studded with pilgrim-records. 

Two parts of a loose foundation inscription, dated in the year 30 of 

an unspecified era, have been recovered from the ruins. It records:

182 A description of the panels is given in K. Deva/V.S. Agrawala 1950; cf. also 

Deva 1980 and 1988: 110-112.

183 Although the number of directional guardians remained incomplete here and 

at other early sites, it should not be implied that the full astadikpala set was unknown 

during the period of construction. Literary evidence has been reported from the 6th cen

tury a.d. On the particular features of dikpala sets incorporated in friezes see section 

2.4.1.3.

184 It may be relevant to note that the Mundesvari Indra carries a similar “flexi

ble” thunderbolt. There it is completely shown however. The matter cannot be finally 

resolved at Nalanda, as the typical crown of Indra is also missing.

185 There are a number of recent publications, some of which contain summaries 

of earlier contributions: Williams 1982: 166-168; G.S. Gai 1985: Deva 1985; 1988: 

118-121; P.R. Srinivasan 1991. A stylistic analysis of the sculptures has been made 

by Asher 1980: 38-42.
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... there was a temple of Visnu or Suryanarayana (Narayana-devakula) 

called Mandalesvarasvamin which was an old establishment [...]. To 

that temple was appended a Siva temple (with monastery?) called 

Vimtesvara-matha to which the foundation inscription specifically 

refers. (Deva 1985: 126)

It is difficult to connect these facts with the extant structures:

The hilltop has not space enough to accommodate two temples, unless 

it is assumed that the little shrine measuring about 2 m 43 cm square 

with a Sivalinga, immediately to the southwest of the main temple was 

the Vinitesvara temple. But this shrine, besides being insignificant, is 

definitely a later votive shrine {ibid.).

Therefore, questions arise concerning the era of the inscription, its 

palaeographic analysis, and finally, the date of the temple remains. 

The era has generally been regarded as the Harsa era starting in 606 

a.d. A recent palaeographical analysis, however, does not corrobo

rate the resulting date of 636 a.d., but points to a 6th century date186. 

The sculpture obtained from the site has been so far dated to the 7th 

century. The stylistic differences have been chronologically inter

preted by Asher (1980: 40-42), while Deva (1988: 120) prefers to 

state “several idioms and levels of workmanship [...] all stylistical

ly of the early seventh century a.d.”

The octagonal shape is an exceptional feature of the ground plan 

of the Mundesvari temple (ill. 2). The four doors are situated on the 

- narrower - walls facing the cardinal directions187, while the walls 

facing the intermediate directions each bear a large, central niche 

flanked by two smaller niches. The niches are now empty. The walls 

are extremely massive and were apparently designed to support a 

towering sikhara. Regarding the first set of directional guardians, it 

most probably occupied the eight lateral niches {devakosthas), as 

has been suggested by Deva (1988: 120). Although their squarish 

shape is hardly compatible with the oblong shape of the niches (the 

width being adequate, however), two sculptures in the Patna Muse

um most likely belong to this series:

1 Agni (fig. 34): seated on a low throne encircled by a mandorla 

of flames, the (proper) right leg drawn towards the torso, the 

left one pendant with the foot resting on the socle; he is wear

ing a flattened hair-crown (jatdmukuta), a double-row neck

lace and a shawl partly covering the corpulent torso, support

ing an oblong vessel (with lid?) with the left hand resting on 

the left knee and a rosary in the right one resting on the right 

lower leg. The god exhibits clear-cut features with a solemn 

expression.

2 Dandapani (fig. 35): seated on a throne like Agni, but with 

both legs pendant, a halo behind the head, corpulent, with a 

serene expression, wearing a headband, having a curly hair

style, a double-row necklace, cross-ribbon, valayas (upper 

arm ornaments) and a long dhoti covering the legs. He holds 

a staff with both hands, apparently from below, horizontally 

over his knees.

What is striking at first sight is the similarity of the second figure 

with the Dandapani image from Bhumara, common characteristics 

being the open hair and the cross-ribbon (channavira). Furthermore, 

he is shown in a perfectly symmetrical manner. With Agni repre

sented here, the novel situation arises that a lokapdla of an interme

diate direction has been included. The occurrence of Dandapani, 

However, undoubtedly one of his counterparts, indicates that the 

later canonical group of directional guardians had not yet been 

formed. Unfortunately, there are no remains of the other - probably 

six -members of the group.

The second set of lokapalas is represented on loose corner

stones, which have remained almost unnoticed hitherto (ill. 2). The 

arrangement in pairs on the adjoining faces of the stone blocks 

reveals a very unusual directional assignment. The only limitation 

is the fact that their original orientation is unclear. It is also unclear 

to which building they once belonged. Three cornerstones are 

extant, showing Soma/Candra (fig. 36) and Surya (fig. 37), Agni 

(fig. 38) and Indra (fig. 39), and Kubera (fig. 40) and Yama (fig. 41), 

respectively. Although the fourth one is missing, there can be hard

ly any doubt that it showed Varuna and Vayu (cf. section 2.4.1.3). 

The most plausible reconstruction of the directional arrangement is 

given here (ill. 2). It is also probable that they had been employed 

in the interior of a structure, which would mean that the orientation 

of the depicted deities differed from the reconstruction suggested 

here. With the temple base remaining intact, the only probable posi

tions for the second set, according to our present knowledge, could 

have been the cornice or the superstructure of the temple or its now 

lost hall.

The six guardians of the second set are carved in shallow nich

es framed by pilasters. They do not have thrones but cushions to sit 

on and are shown in varying half-squatting poses like the Nalanda 

images. Only Surya (fig. 37) is depicted on a lotus throne on which 

he is seated in the upright lotus-posture {padmasana). His sym

metrical posture stands out in contrast to the fluid body shapes of 

the other guardians. The latter along with the serenity of the faces, 

at first glance, recalls the spirit of the Gupta period. According to 

Asher’s {ibid.) arguments, however, the extremely sturdy figures 

with delicately modelled features, are posterior to the boldly con

ceived, vivid images, to which the first set belongs. The fact that the 

folds of the dhoti have been indicated by incised wavy lines188 also 

supports this interpretation. Thus, there may have been a chrono

logical gap of a few decades between the first set (in niches) and the 

second set of directional guardians189. The height of the corner

stones is 30 cm.

1 * Soma (fig. 36) has a coiffure resembling a knitted beret, and 

a crescent behind his head; he wears earrings and a simple 

necklace (shared by all the others). His legs are covered by 

a pleated dhoti (common to all of them, except for Surya), 

and he holds a waterpot covered by a lid in his left hand just 

below the knee and a rosary in his right hand held at shoul

der level.

2* Surya (fig. 37) wears a cylindrical crown (relatively low as 

compared to Indra), below which the hairline is visible. He 

is seated in the lotus-posture on a lotus throne, holding the 

curved stalks of lotus flowers in both hands, the flowers 

being almost covered by the palms.

186 Gai (1985: 130) proposes the first half or middle of the 6th century, a date 

based on inscriptions of the Maukhari dynasty. According to Deva (1985: 126), the lat

ter has to be assigned to the later half of the 6th century A.D.”

187 It is a noteworthy fact that the sculptural programmes of the doors are clearly 

differentiated: east - Gahga and Yamuna; south - Dandl and Pihgala; west - saiva 

dvdrapalas: north - female doorkeepers. ■

188 Asher (1980: 42) mentions this characteristic for the group of standing images 

(ibid.: pls. 57-59) which he regards as later, probably dating from the late 7th century.

189 If this is true, it becomes even more likely that the second set belonged to the 

pillared hall (mandapa). The latter has been regarded as posterior to the octagon (Ash

er 1980: 39), as its construction obscured some of the niches of the sanctum. Asher 

already suggested that the mandapa was added “perhaps when the latter [posterior] 

group of sculptures [...] was installed” (ibid.).
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(Vayu) 7 * Soma

(Varuna) 2* Surya

A

6* Yama 3* Agni

5* Kubera 4* Indra

III. 2: Mundesvan Hill, reconstructed arrangement of cornerstone 

lokapalas

3* Agni (fig. 38) wears a hair-crown (jatamukuta) with boldly 

carved strands, flames behind head and shoulders; he is 

corpulent, with the usual ornaments, a brahmanical cord 

(iipavita) or shawl across the breast, supporting a vessel 

(with lid?) with his left hand held above the knee and a 

rosary at shoulder level in his right hand.

4* Indra (fig. 39) wears a high cylindrical crown. He has a hor

izontal eye on the forehead (?) and holds a slightly curved 

thunderbolt (yajra) in the left hand at shoulder level, his 

right arm and right leg being damaged.

5* Kubera (fig. 40): with a hair-crown or a helmet, the head 

slightly tilted to the (proper) left, he exhibits a paunch. He 

holds an elongated money-bag in his left hand at shoulder 

level, and a vessel with a slightly constricted neck in his 

right resting on the knee.

6* Yama (fig. 41) has his hair arranged in the raised, demonic 

fashion (urdhvakesa). He is corpulent and holds a staff 

topped by a human head in the left hand and an indistinct 

object (fruit or pot?) in the right, above the knee.

The composition of this group is remarkable, as it represents the ear

liest known combination of directional guardians with the Sun and 

Moon Gods, which is referred to here as “Manu Lokpala” set (see 

section 2.4.1.3). It is difficult to decide if any directional symbolism 

was connected with this group.

It is quite certain that the first set did not include Surya and 

Soma/Candra, because these deities belong to the well-defined 

group of Manu Lokapalas, of which the staff-bearer Dandapani is 

not a member.

With Agni belonging to both sets of dikpalas or Jzkprz/a-related 

deities, one can assume that a conscious experimenting with this 

group was in process at Mundesvarl.

Bhubaneswar

The Parasuramesvara temple at Bhubaneswar in Orissa, a remark

able, well-preserved piece of early architecture, shows a row of 

male deities on the southern side of its vestibule, the so-called jaga

mohana. The lavishly decorated temple most likely dates from the 

first decades of the 7th century* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 190.

Images of three deities, belonging to the group of directional 

guardians or associated with it, can be easily recognized. They are 

situated between the door and the window, in neighbouring niches 

separated by pilasters and crowned by pediments (adgamas) in low 

relief. They are, from the left (ill. 3; fig. 42): Varuna (7), Yama (2),

and Dandapani (3). To the left of Varuna’s niche, a window inter

rupts the row of seated images. Two figures and a small fragment of 

a third one are extant to the left of the window. Here, however, their 

vehicles are absent. It cannot be decided with certainty if these three 

deities were originally conceived to be a part of the lokapdla group. 

T.E. Donaldson (1985: 55-56) in his comprehensive work on Oris- 

san temples has argued that an alignment of the original eight 

dikpalas was disturbed by the later insertion of the window. The 

width of the grilled window nearly corresponds to the breadth of two 

lokapdla niches. Furthermore, he suggests that the southernmost 

image on the western wall of the jagamohana represents one of the 

two relocated figures of the set (fig. 44, right).

A
7 Kubera?

window 3 Varuna 2 Yama 1 Danda

pani

6 dikpalal 5 Soma 4 Vayu?

or Agni?

Ill. 3: Bhubaneswar, Parasuramesvara temple, south-west corner of

jagamohana

Donaldson’s version seems to be quite convincing, but he disre

gards the peculiar sequence and composition of the group. His iden

tification of the deity on the extreme right (7) as Indra is definitely

incorrect191. However, the better preserved figures on the left side

of the southern wall could be Soma or Agni (5)192 and Vayu (4; fig.

43)193. Based on the facts described so far, it is unlikely that an

astadikpala set was originally depicted. It could have been a rudi

mentary or an intentionally incomplete set, perhaps with Dandapani

replacing one of the other guardians. There is also the possibility

that the original concept was that of a Manu Lokapala set, as neither

Nairrta nor Tsana of the astadikpalas can be identified, who would,

in that case, have been replaced by Surya and Candra. Images of

these deities are nowadays located in the north-east section of the

jagamohana.

With the present sequence of images, no particular system of

reference to the directions can be discerned nor hypothesized. These

are the particular features of the seven surviving figures or figure

fragments:

7 Dandapani (fig. 42, right): largely damaged, sitting with

pendant legs on a throne like Varuna’s, with an elaborate

hairdo of cascading curls, holds a staff in both hands which

rest on his knees (right portion completely damaged).

2 Yama (fig. 42, middle): squatting on a reclining buffalo, -

crown damaged -, wearing a small earring in his right ear and

a large stud in the left, two strands of beads around the neck,

keyuras and a short sacred thread similar to Varuna’s, and a

190 T.E. Donaldson 1985: 51; Mitra 1988: 256. A description of the temple fol

lows in both cases.

191 In that he seems to follow Banerji (1924: pl. XIVc), who tentatively suggest

ed this identification for the image of Dandapani at Bhumara.

192 Near the north(-east) corner of the jagamohana, besides a standing Surya, 

Candra/Soma is shown in very similar way (Donaldson 1985: fig. 79). Agni, who is 

characterized by the same attributes, at Bhubaneswar has always flames behind the 

body (Donaldson 1976: figs. 9-10).

193 The figure carries a staff which may have formed a part of a banner. In this 

part of India, however, and particularly at this early date, Vayu should be expected to 

carry an inflated scarf (cf. section 2.5.6).
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girdle made of metal (?) sheets with a square buckle (hardly 

visible in the case of Varuna), holding a fruit (?) in the right 

hand and a long faceted staff or sceptre in the left hand; the 

buffalo has a bell around its neck; its back is covered with a 

blanket.

3 Varuna (fig. 42, left): sitting cross-legged (legs damaged) on 

a low throne with lathe-turned supports, wearing a diadem, 

pendent earrings, a simple necklace, pot-bellied, holding a 

fruit in his right hand and the end of a large, circular noose in 

the left hand; below the throne is his vehicle, the goose, stand

ing in profile. This figure was identified and first discussed 

by Mitra (I960)194.

4 Vayu? (fig. 43, right) is seated with his feet on the ground. 

The coiffure seems to have been a simple topknot, the ear

rings are asymmetrical like those of Yama (2). The left hand 

holds a rod, which seems to extend to the top of the panel. It 

might have been part of a standard (dhvajaj or goad (ankusa). 

The right hand probably holding a fruit rests on his right 

thigh.

5 Soma or Agni? (fig. 43, left). The figure is seated in a man

ner resembling his neighbour, but is even more obese. He 

wears his matted hair in a simple hairstyle tied on the head 

with a few strands hanging down. He holds a waterpot with 

incised decoration in his left hand and a rosary in his right 

hand which is unproportionally large. The god’s ascetic 

aspect has been especially emphasized since he wears no 

ornaments, has elongated earlobes and wears a particularly 

long sacred thread. A similar figure of the Moon God Soma/ 

Candra, but executed in a somewhat less refined manner, is 

found on the north(-east) of the jagamohana (Donaldson 

1985: fig. 79).

6 Dikpala‘1 (ibid.: fig. 75). Only a tiny portion remains, con

sisting of a part of one leg (knee) and a part of one arm or hand 

above this, probably holding an attribute. This is sufficient to 

let one surmise that the figure is seated in the same cross- 

legged posture as the neighbouring deity. It is quite likely that 

the fragment has been preserved in its original place.

7 Kubera?195 (fig. 44) wears a hair-crown and asymmetrical 

earrings like Yama, but interchanged. His ornaments resem

ble those of the dikpdlas Yama and Varuna, but the sacred 

thread is absent. An udarabandha (“belly band”) is worn 

around the slightly obese belly. Like Yama and Varuna, this 

figure also holds a fruit in his proper right hand. Only a small 

portion of the left arm survives, as also part of the lower right 

leg which is drawn up towards the torso. In the latter feature 

he resembles Yama.

On the jagamohana of the Parasuramesvara temple, a set of more 

than four directional guardians doubtlessly existed. It cannot be 

decided whether the dikpalas or the Manu Lokapalas were depict

ed, and whether it was a complete set at all. In any case, a Dandapani 

guardian figure was an associated member.

2.2.4 Other Early Evidence

Terracotta Soma from Uttar Pradesh

An interesting piece of early evidence is the recently published 

terracotta image of Soma (thus inscribed), reportedly from Uttar 

Pradesh196. The image is noteworthy both for its aesthetic quality 

and the uniqueness of several of its features, particularly the fact that 

it is inscribed. Its height of 27 cm conforms largely with the usual 

size of c. 30 cm of other early lokapdla representations (Nalanda, 

Mundesvari cornerstones, the New York Varuna, fig. 177, and the 

Mathura Isana, fig. 178). Regarding its date, the 5th or 6th century 

has been proposed. It appears to be a predecessor both in size and 

concept to the New York/Mathura set, which seems to date from 

the 7th—8th centuries, leaving a rather big time gap. It is therefore 

possible that such loose panels of directional guardians had a more 

continuous history than is known at present. The image has the 

following characteristics:

Soma (fig. 45): orange-coloured terracotta; the figure sits with 

splayed legs and crossed feet197 on the lower part of a raised 

frame, which is horseshoe-shaped above and profiled on all 

sides by a simple groove; he wears his hair tied in a topknot 

above layers of short spiral curls, is adorned with pendent ear

rings (not discernible on the left) and a simple necklace (only 

three central jewels or pendants are visible); the face is dam

aged; the torso with a slight paunch is well modelled; a sash 

crosses the torso like a brahmanical cord; the legs are covered 

by a dhoti extending below the knees, which is held below the 

navel by a knotted cord; he holds a rosary in his right hand at 

shoulder level and a bottle held at the neck in the left one rest

ing on the left knee. The small horizontal inscription is located 

on the frame to the (proper) left side of the figure. An interest

ing feature is that the figure projects out of its frame, as if emerg

ing from it.

If this Soma figure originally belonged to a set of lokapalas, it must 

have represented the guardian of the north, as Soma is mentioned in 

this capacity in some of the Puranic texts. It most likely formed part 

of a temple, perhaps situated at the base or roof. Such a position 

would conform to that of other early pieces, mostly from the 6th and 

7th centuries.

2.3 Further Development in the Different Regions

Towards the middle of the 7th century, a threshold seems to be 

crossed, which leads to a phase that fully knows and employs the 

complete set of eight directional guardians. Alampur in Andhra 

Pradesh is the site where this transition is attested most clearly. For 

the Kalikamata temple at Cittaudgadh/Rajasthan with another com

plete set, a late-7th century date has been proposed, which may be 

questioned on the basis of its advanced architectural and mono

graphic features, however. Thus, Alampur can still be regarded as 

the main site for the beginning of the theme’s period of early 

maturity. It must be noted that during this period the sets are some-

194 Varuna is not regarded as a directional guardian by her, but as a “deity other 

than a dikpala” (Mitra 1960: 2).

195 The other remaining deities Indra, Agni, Nairrta and Isana are less likely 

candidates for an identification. In the case of Indra, a cylindrical crown would be 

expected, as Agni, he would have to hold a rosary in his proper right hand, Nairrta 

wields his sword exclusively in the right hand, and as Isana, he should be carrying one 

of Siva’s attributes in his right hand. The identification as Nairrta has, only on the basis 

of the - actually secondary - (south-)western position of the deity, been proposed by 

K.C. Panigrahi (1961: 70).

196 G. Bhattacharya (1993: fig. 1). I should like to thank the author for kindly 

putting the original photograph at my disposal.

197 G. Bhattacharya has compared this peculiar sitting posture with that of 

Brahma from Bhumara (Banerji 1924: pl. Xllb). Apart from some minor differences, 

however, the latter wears a yogapatta to keep up this strenuous pose. Other details of 

the rendering also indicate that Soma’s posture is somewhat formalized and is not 

meant to be realistically portrayed.
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times not yet purely canonical in their composition. A peculiar fea

ture in this connection is the loose association of the Sun and the 

Moon God with the dikpalas.

For the later phase of this development, much evidence comes 

from Osian in Rajasthan, where a cluster of temples, as at Alampur, 

shows both uniformity and diversity in the treatment of the theme 

and the shaping of the individual sculptures of the directional 

guardians. At other Gurjara-Pratlhara sites also, dikpdla images 

were part and parcel of the sculptural programme of the temples. 

Their popularity apparently spread over large parts of North-west 

and Central India and the Deccan during this phase. 

a.d. 699. The panels at Nagaral and Mahakuta are very similar to 

one another. They are both arranged around a central panel of a seat

ed Brahma (figs. 47,48), while the Badami ceiling has a central fish- 

spoked wheel (fig. 46).

These three lokapdla ceiling panels are the earliest ones with the 

four directional guardians in a square arrangement. The re-occur

rence of the rather uniform motif of only four world guardians more 

than a century after Badami 3 is particularly remarkable insofar as 

the latter already contained an extended set of more than four 

lokapalas (fig. 10). Later, the group of eight becomes the standard 

programme for rectangular ceiling panels.

2.3.1 Early Phase (c. 651-750 a.d.)

It is a striking fact that the Calukya region of the western Deccan, 

which already provided quite early evidence for the portrayal of four 

lokapalas, conservatively clung to this restricted number198 until 

c. 730 a.d. The more common placement on the temple ceiling was 

only temporarily supplemented by the placement on the temple wall 

in the western region. Further east, at Alampur, lokapdla ceilings 

were first unknown, but the wall niches contained directional 

guardians from c. 660 a.d. onwards (Bala Brahma temple). Whether 

the concept of four or eight lokapalas was depicted probably did not 

depend on the founder of the temple, as may be inferred from the 

fact that Vinayaditya’s queen seems to be inscriptionally connected 

both with the Svarga Brahma temple at Alampur featuring eight 

lokapalas and with the Jambuliiiga temple at Badami presenting 

four world guardians199. Another significant aspect concerns the 

often close architectural affinity of particular temples or temple 

groups, which are linked by similarly designed lokapdla sets.

Many of the sets from this phase are at present incomplete. In 

these cases, it has to be decided if the extant set represents the orig

inal concept. The sites which preserve complete sets appear to be 

distributed over a large part of South India, however excluding the 

extreme south (for the latter see section 2.3.2.5). As the dates for 8th 

century temples are almost exclusively estimated ones, they have to 

be treated with caution. An upper limit for the earlier phase of c. 750 

a.d. seems to be most reasonable. In the Deccan it coincides with 

the end of the Calukya hegemony, while in North-west and Central 

India it marks the time just before the ascent of the Pratihara 

dynasty, which must have flourished in a region with a rich artistic 

tradition.

Ill. 4: Badami, Jambulihga temple, ceiling of bay in front of 

northern sanctum (bold bar - bottom of sub-panel; arrow - 

direction of movement of the figure)

Badami, Jambulihgesvara temple (fig. 46; ill. 4): A somewhat 

flattened wheel with fish-spokes (which originally numbered 

24) and a lotus centre is circumscribed by a rectangle, with the 

spandrels remaining empty. The raised outer border is decorat

ed with lotuses of various designs, alternating with small fig

ures. The four lokapalas Indra (NE), Yama (SE), Kubera201 

(SW), and Varuna (NW) occupy the four corners in such a man

ner that Indra and Varuna are seen moving towards one anoth

er on the northern side, while Yama and Kubera are shown rid

ing towards an encounter on the southern side. Their vehicles

2.3.1.1 The Deccan

The depiction of Indra without any other members of the group has 

already been mentioned for the Ravana Phadi cave temple at Aihole 

(Gupte 1967: pl. 138). During this phase, such an isolated Indra 

occurs in the nearby Huccimalli temple. Contrary to the former 

temple, he is - correctly - placed on the east in the latter one, while 

Visnu, Siva-Parvati, and Brahma are shown on the south, west, and 

north, respectively (G.E. Radcliffe 1981: ills. 716-718).

Badami (Jambulihgesvara temple), Nagaral (Ndgandtha temple), 

Mahakuta (Mallikarjuna temple)

For the Nagaral and Mahakuta temples with ceiling panels of the 

four lokapalas, dates around 700 a.d. have been considered in 

the Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture200. The Jambu

lihgesvara temple at Badami is similarly dated by an inscription of

198 Buchanan (1985: 444) states this fact in an amazingly simple way, just refer

ring to the names of the modern states: “A set of four dikpalas seems to have been stan

dard in Karnataka, a set of eight in Andhra Pradesh”. The now ruined Galaganatha tem

ple at Pattadakal/Kamataka was most probably an exception, as it was obviously 

designed to contain a larger set. However, what remains of the temple closely resem

bles the developed Alampur temples, which must have directly served as models.

199 “The Svarga Brahma Siva temple [...] was made in honor of the MahadevI 

(queen) of Vinayaditya by Lokaditya Ela-arasa. An inscription on the Jambulihga tem

ple at Badami, dated three years after the end of Vinayaditya’s reign, states that Vinaya- 

vati, who was the widow of Vinayaditya and mother of his successor Vijayaditya, 

installed Brahma, Visnu, and Mahesvara at that place [...] it is not certain that Vinaya- 

vati was identical with the MahadevI mentioned in the Svarga Brahma temple inscrip

tion” (Buchanan 1985: 174).

200 K.V. Soundara Rajan 1986: 49 (Mahakuta, Mallikarjuna temple), 57 

(Nagaral, Naganatha temple). The temple at Nagaral has been described in detail by J.C. 

Harle (1969). The earlier assigned date was later modified to “third or fourth quarter 

of the seventh century” (Harle 1986: 169). In a more recent article on Mahakuta by 

Tartakov (1985: 149), a date of c. 715 a.d. for the Mallikarjuna temple has been pro

posed. For further chronological considerations see below.

201 O. Divakaran (1970: 28) was under the erroneous impression that the ram

riding god is placed on the south-east, and hence identified it with Agni.
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and attributes are: Indra (without crown, wearing a topknot) - 

elephant, standard; Yama - buffalo, club; Kubera - ram, club; 

Varuna - makara, noose. The figures partially overlap the 

empty spandrels of the rectangle.

Nagaral, Naganatha temple (fig. 47, ill. 5): Unlike the Badami 

panel, which is composed of only two slabs, the one from 

Nagaral and all its successors (with directional guardians) are 

composed of three slabs, which easily allows for the division 

into a nine panel grid. In this case, the panels are occupied by 

Brahma (centre), the four lokapdlas in their correct directions 

(centre of each side) and four celestial couples (corner panels). 

Brahma is shown three-headed and four-armed, seated on a dou

ble lotus and encircled by worshippers. Indra is the only one 

who proceeds in the clockwise direction, seated on his elephant 

along with two servants, accompanied by three sword-and- 

shield bearers, and like the other lokapalas wields a club in his 

right. Yama is seated on a galloping buffalo and is accompanied 

by four club-bearing warriors. Varuna is seated on his makara, 

a mythical aquatic creature with a huge branching tail, from 

whose mouth a figure emerges. Kubera is shown seated on his 

galloping ram, accompanied by five club bearers. The bands 

which divide the panels are particularly wide in the east-west 

direction. They are decorated with undulating creepers.

Mahakuta, Mallikarjuna temple (fig. 48, ill. 6): The panel is 

divided into nine sections with rosette-decorated borders. Orna

mental lotuses occupy the corner panels. Brahma is three-head

ed and four-armed, with his proper right hand in the gesture of 

fearlessness. He is seated on a double lotus, which has broader 

petals than the corresponding one at Nagaral, and he is wor

shipped by two bearded rsis (above) and other figures (below). 

Indra proceeds anticlockwise like all other lokapalas, seated on 

a galloping elephant, holding a short club, and accompanied by 

five warriors with clubs and swords and another figure. Yama 

is seated on a mighty buffalo, holding a staff or club (damaged), 

escorted by three warriors. Varuna is seated on a makara, hold

ing a large club, accompanied by three sword-and-shield bear

ing warriors. Kubera, on a mighty ram, has no visible attribute, 

and is escorted by three warriors.

On the two latter panels, the heads of the lokapalas are directed 

towards Brahma, so that they can be properly seen by the temple vis

itor when proceeding in the respective direction. The ceiling panels 

have been placed in the centre of the pillared hall (mandapa') in the 

latter two cases, and directly in front of the northern sanctum of a 

triple temple at Badami. Additionally, the Mahakuta Mallikarjuna 

shows a procession of the four lokapdlas holding clubs with warriors 

on the eastern basement of its mandapa (Buchanan 1985: 232).

After comparing the typological features of the panels, it shall 

be proposed that Badami is the earliest, followed by Nagaral and 

Mahakuta in this order202. The chronological order of the temples as 

suggested by Buchanan (1985: 236), however, is the exact oppo

site of this. According to her, the temple at Mahakuta is the earliest 

of the three, as the so-called Hindu Trinity is not yet represented on 

its ceiling. She assumes that the Nagaral temple postdates it, but 

predates the one at Badami. Tartakov’s (1985: 149) dating, how

ever, tallies better with the proposed sequence of lokapala panels. 

He places the Mahakuta Mallikarjuna relatively late, in the middle 

of Vijayaditya’s reign (c. 715 A.D.).

Although the exact dates for the respective temples are 

unknown, a clear impetus to resume the lokapala motif on the 

temple ceiling can be observed in the latter part or the end of the 7th
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III. 5: Nagaral, Naganatha temple, central ceiling panel of mandapa
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Ill. 6: Mahakuta, Mallikarjuna temple, central ceiling panel of 

mandapa

202 The lokapalas are not placed in their correct positions on the Badami panel. 

This placement seems to be the most archaic of the three specimens discussed here, 

since their arrangement in the rectangular space is apparently not yet standardized. 

Their heads point to the north (Yama, Kubera) and south (Indra, Varuna), respectively. 

At Nagaral, the couples in the corners also have their heads oriented towards the north 

or the south. Indra does not conform to the anticlockwise direction of his fellow gods, 

and Brahma is strangely rendered with some figures squeezed under his lotus seat. Only 

at Mahakuta is the layout of the panel well-planned and regular, with strips of uniform 

borders dividing the inner sections. On the Mahakuta ceiling, the danger of the conti

nuity of the patterns at the beam joints being interrupted has been ingeniously prevent

ed: The strips running parallel with the slabs are completely carved on one slab; in the 

cases of the crossing strips, a short stretch Starts on the adjoining beam.
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century. The four directional guardians re-occur on the central 

mandapa ceiling in the Mallikarjuna temple at Pattadakal (fig. 326; 

c. second decade of 8th century)203 and on a ceiling on one of the 

temples of the Jyotirlihga group at Aihole (c. fourth decade of the 

8th century)204, as well as on the walls of the Papanatha temple at 

Pattadakal (ibid.: 361; 397; 278; see below).

The visual pairing of the gods of opposite directions only occurs 

at Badami (fig. 46). This unusual arrangement could indicate an 

experimental handling of the lokapdla concept.

Aihole (Huccappayya temple)

With this temple (Bolon 1988: 309) and the Papanatha at 

Pattadakal, both datable well after 700 a.d., the astadikpdlas 

become a standard iconographic programme for temple ceilings in 

the Deccan. Their placement in the Huccappayya temple is once 

more an unusual one, as they appear on the sides of the massive 

cross-beams which support the ceiling slabs, in the centre of the pil

lared hall of the east-oriented building. Although they must have 

originally numbered eight, only six images are still preserved. The 

central ceiling panel, which showed Brahma or Uma-Mahesvara 

(Siva with his wife Parvati), is not in situ any more (Buchanan 

1985: 391). The Huccappayya temple exhibits another special fea

ture that is rare in the western part of the Calukya kingdom: name

ly an image of Varuna on the western side of the tower (sikhara), 

near its top (ibid.). No counterparts survive on the other sides. On 

the Kumara Brahma temple at Alampur, about a century earlier. 

Yama and Kubera occur on the sikhara (figs. 23, 24).

Indra (fig. 49): centre east, seated on a huge elephant together 

with his consort, his four-tusked elephant rising from a mass of 

clouds; Indra wears a cylindrical crown and has a halo, is two

armed and holds his thunderbolt (vajra) in his right hand raised 

to the shoulder level.

Agni (?) (fig. 50): on the (south-)east, seated on a galloping 

horse together with his consort, wearing a conical crown, prob

ably with a halo, two-armed, holding an indistinct object (prob

ably a rosary) in his raised right hand; the background is filled 

by cloud or rock formations. The vehicle horse would be unique 

for Agni.

Yama (fig. 51): centre south, is seated with his consort on a 

mighty buffalo. The animal is well integrated into the architec

tural frame and conspicuously throws up its head. Yama wears 

a conical crown, earrings, a necklace, and a brahmanical cord 

(upavita). He is two-armed, holding a long, thin staff in his right 

hand close to his waist.

Vayu (fig. 52): (north-)west, is seated with his consort on a leap

ing long-necked antelope, that turns towards the onlooker. Vayu 

wears a high, somewhat conical crown, has a halo and is two

armed. He holds a standard in the left and an indistinct object 

near the chest in the right hand. A mass of undulating clouds can 

be seen below the antelope.

Kubera (fig. 53): centre north, is seated on a galloping ram with 

large horns, wearing a conical crown, earrings and upavita. He 

is two-armed, the left one casually resting on the curly mane of 

the animal, the right one holding a club of medium proportions. 

Isana (fig. 54): (north-)east, - considerably obliterated -, is 

seated with his consort on a mighty bull.

It is significant that only the reliefs of Kubera and Yama, facing 

each other and each being isolated on their respective beams, have 

an ornate frame of split gavaksa arches, while the others are bor-

South

North

Kubera

►

Vayu Isana

- Indra

- Agni

▼

Yama

◄

Ill. 7: Aihole, Huccappayya temple, central bay, lokapalas on the 

beams

dered by simple rectangular ridges. The lokapdla panels, as far as 

can be judged from the less encrusted surface, are all carefully 

designed and sensuously modelled, with the graceful movement and 

the controlled power of the animals being accentuated.

Pattadakal (Papanatha temple)

The Papanatha temple at Pattadakal (Bolon 1988: 305-307), which 

reveals different phases of building activity, bears the unique evi

dence of a set of four lokapalas on its exterior (western side) and a 

set of eight on its ceiling (eastern pillared hall). As the western hall 

(mandapa) must be the older one205, it can be stated that the subse

quent stages of four and eight directional guardians have been 

recorded on this temple in a singular manner.

203 Here, the directional guardians have been incorporated into a Natesa panel. 

Siva is eight-armed and accompanied by Parvati and his bull vehicle (P. Banerji 1985: 

ill. 12 [mirror-image]; also Radcliffe 1981: fig. 857; Buchanan 1985: fig. 549). There 

are two vertical rows of divine attendants: on the left (from top): Visnu, Indra, Yama 

(?); and on the right: Brahma, Kubera (?), Varuna. Buchanan (1985: 352) suggests an 

earlier date for the Mallikarjuna temple, which had been assigned to c. 740/5 a.d. She 

regards it as the earliest of the three large southern-style temples at the site and assumes 

that its construction started “in the middle of Vijayaditya’s reign”, i.e., c. 715 a.d.

204 Buchanan (1985: 397, n. 183) identifies this panel as “the first indisputable 

Calukya ceiling representation of Siva surrounded by dikpalas formally positioned in 

their directional domains.” Siva is said to be accompanied by Parvati, Ganesa, and 

Karttikeya. Buchanan suggests that the composition is “almost certainly inspired by 

Huccappayya temple iconography”. See also Radcliffe (1981: 409, and fig. 798). 

Tarr (1969: 225) in his description mentions eight dikpalas. However, the corner 

figures are gandharvas according to the former authors.

205 According to G. Michell (1973: 200), the mandapas are coeval, dating from 

c. 750 a.d., and the cella shortly before that. Bolon (1988: 305) and Buchanan (1985: 

275-6; 409) suggest different versions of a three-phase chronology. In both, the west

ern mandapa would be earlier than the eastern, annexed hall. Bolon’s proposed time 

brackets for the subsequent phases of construction are: I. 720-30, II. 730-4; III. 735- 

50 a.d., while Buchanan suggests: 1.690-2; II. 692-700; III. 740/5-? a.d. Michell has 

observed that the eastern wall of the western mandapa was, surprisingly, not designed 

as an outer wall. This fact is neglected by Bolon, while Buchanan incorporates it by 

assuming that the building activity had stopped after the construction of the first 

niches east of the porches, on the north and south respectively. It is difficult to believe 

that this state was maintained for about 40 years, and that the design of the pediments, 

etc., was reproduced on the eastern part of the building after such a considerable lapse 

of time.
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The ceiling panel (ill. 8; figs. 55-61) is located at the centre of 

the larger, approximately square-shaped mandapa, which has been 

added on the eastern side of the sandhara type temple. The relief has 

the unusual feature of a grid with three elongated panels in the 

centre, as its central space houses Visnu in his reclining form Anan- 

tasayi. Although the vehicles have lost some of the liveliness of 

those of the Huccappayya temple, their rendering is in many details 

similar to the latter. A special feature, however, is the realistic por

trayal of the riding posture of the deities, which compares well with 

the Jambulinga temple at Badami (fig. 46) as well as with the ear

lier set of four on the same temple, excepting Yama (figs. 62, 63). 

Yama’s buffalo with its head thrown back is similar to that of the 

Huccappayya temple and was probably inspired by the Mahakuta 

ceiling relief206 (fig. 48).

Both in the Huccappayya and the Papanatha temples, the 

lokapalas are represented with their canonical attributes, in this 

deviating from the tradition of the Nagaral and Mahakuta panels 

(figs. 47-48), where they all hold only clubs.
North

South

4 3 2

Nairrta Yama Agni

► V
◄

5 7

Varuna Anantasayl Indra

► Visnu ◄ !

6 7 8

Vayu Kubera Isana

◄ A ◄

East

1 Indra (fig. 55): east, rides his striding elephant (four-tusked). 

He wears a tiered crown and holds a goad (ankusa) across the 

elephant’s head in the left hand and a pointed attribute (?) in 

the right hand.

2 Agni (fig. 56): south-east, rides on a ram. His hair rises in a 

flame-like manner. He has a moustache and a pointed beard 

and holds a bottle in his right hand.

3 Yama (fig. 57): south, riding a buffalo with mighty horns, 

with its head thrown up. He wears a tiered crown, spiral

shaped earrings, and an elaborate necklace and holds an 

impressive club in his right hand.

4 Nairrta (fig. 58): south-west, riding on the shoulders of a fly

ing nara (anthropoid) with a tight cap or coiffure, who clasps 

the rider’s legs with his hands. Nairrta wears a conical crown, 

earrings and a simple necklace and holds a sword in his right 

hand and a lotus in his left hand.

5 Varuna (figs. 58-59): west, riding on his mcikara, which is 

reduced to a head and a floral tail only. He wears a tiered 

crown and holds an indistinct object (the end of a noose?) in 

his right hand.

6 Vayu (fig. 59): north-west, riding his leaping antelope (mrgd) 

characterized by massive straight horns. He holds his left 

hand on his chest and his right hand raised; both hands prob

ably hold a flowing scarf, which can, however, only be 

assumed here, however.

7 Kubera (fig. 60): north, riding on his mighty striding 

ram with a massive neck and curved, but not spiral-shaped 

horns, wears a tiered crown and the usual ornaments and 

holds a club (gada, thinner than Yama’s) in his left hand.

8 Isana (fig. 61): north-east, rides a bull with a stout triangular 

head and wears a tiered crown. He is the only one with four 

arms, but of the attributes, only a trident held in the upper 

right hand is visible.

The dikpala figures Indra, Isana, Varuna, and Vayu can be recog

nized as one approaches from the south, Agni and Nairrta, when 

approaching from the north, and the large rectangular panels of 

Yama and Kubera can be perceived when coming from the east. 

Such an irregular positioning is only paralleled by the similar ceil

ing panel in the Kasivisvesvara temple at the same site (ill. 24).

The lokapdlas belonging to the set of four are sculptured in high 

relief directly on the exterior walls beside the false porticos on the 

south, west and north sides of the east-oriented temple.

Ill. 8: Pattadakal, Papanatha temple, eastern mandapa, central 

ceiling

1* Yama: on the south(-east), has as his corresponding figure 

a seated Brahma - south(-west). He is seated in rajalilasana 

(posture of “royal ease”) on a throne, with a buffalo crouch

ing in front of it. The damaged right arm rests on his right 

leg.

2* Indra: on the (south-)west (Bolon 1988: pl. 627), facing 

left, corresponding figure: Varaha - (north-)west. He is 

riding on a relatively huge elephant; only the right hand is 

raised, probably holding an elephant goad (ankusa). He 

wears an elongated crown.

3* Varuna: north(-west) (fig. 62), facing left, riding on a 

makara with its body almost merging into the scrollwork; 

his right hand raised in the gesture of salutation (yandana- 

mudra), the left carrying an angular unidentified attribute.

4* Kubera: north(-east) (fig. 63), facing right, riding on a well- 

proportioned ram, holds a club in his right hand (broken at 

the shoulder) and with the left hand in the gesture of saluta

tion. A halo is faintly visible behind the head.

Brahma (P) 7* Yama

Ill. 9: Pattadakal, Papanatha temple, western portion, outer wall 

P - false portico (bhadragavaksa)

206 There, however, all animals have their heads raised. On the Huccappayya and 

Papanatha temples, this is a feature of only some of the vahanas.
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The directional guardians of this series are - except for Yama - 

also shown in riding postures. They are again two-armed. The 

gesture of salutation (yandanamudra), not observed on the ceiling 

panels, is seen in the case of Varuna and Kubera on the exterior. 

This is quite puzzling, as the only difference between the ceiling 

set (7-8) and the ceiling panel of the later Kasivisvesvara temple 

(fig. 129) at the same site lies in the presence of this gesture in the 

latter case. Thus, there remains a serious doubt about the posteri

ority of the ceiling panel to the wall sculptures207. The gesture of 

salutation later became a common feature of the ceiling images of 

the dikpalas.

The peculiar distribution of the directional guardians on the 

wall, which is incorrect in more than one case (Indra, Varuna), can 

hardly be explained. A possible reason could be a general uncer

tainty regarding their correct placement in the early years of the 

reintroduction of the lokapala theme in the Deccan region, i.e. 

around 700 a.d. Regarding the combination with the other deities, 

the figures of Brahma and Varaha that occupy the remaining space, 

could also be associated with the directional order of the cosmos. 

The boar Varaha would symbolize the nadir and Brahma the 

zenith. Such an expanded set would be quite singular and it defi

nitely recalls the Vedic notion of the six directions (see section

1.1.1.2) .

Alampur (Navabrahma temples')

Alampur on the Tuiigabhadra river in the Mahbubnagar district of 

Andhra Pradesh looks back on a glorious history of building activ

ity. The so-called Navabrahma group of nine temples bears vivid 

testimony to this fact208. Their present names are, proceeding clock

wise from the north-east: Visva Brahma, Vira Brahma, Arka 

Brahma, Kumara Brahma, Bala Brahma or Brahmesvara, Garuda 

Brahma, Svarga Brahma, Padma Brahma, and Taraka Brahma209. 

Today, sivalingas are enshrined in nearly all of them (that of the 

Taraka Brahma has been shifted), with the one in the Bala Brahma 

temple still under worship. The Kumara Brahma temple with 

images of two lokapalas on its sikhara has already been mentioned 

as belonging to the previous phase.

All the temples have a sandhara plan, with intergrated spacious 

mandapas, with the exception of the Dravida-style Taraka Brahma, 

which is nirandhara. There is no break in the line of the wall sur

rounding the ambulatory path (pradaksinapatha) and the adjoining 

mandapa. Therefore, the outer appearance of the building must have 

called for an unusual decoration. Windows of various sizes, differ

ent numbers of niches, floating udgamas (pediments), wall sculp

tures and pilasters were employed here.

Alampur belongs to the sites with the earliest surviving images 

of directional guardians on the temple exterior. Most probably, sets 

were fashioned on seven temples (Bala*, Arka, Vira, Svarga*, 

Visva*, Garuda*, Padma)210, excepting the Kumara and the Taraka 

Brahma temples, which are without any appropriate niches. At 

Alampur, the canonical group of eight seems to be supplemented 

by the Sun and Moon Gods on the east and north, respectively211, 

judging from the allotment of the deities in the niches on the 

Svarga Brahma (ill. 11). This is the only temple with all its images 

surviving. Images of two forms of Siva are associated with the 

Sun and Moon Gods and the eight lokapalas in its outer wall nich

es. This combination may symbolize, as Buchanan (1985: 186) 

puts it, “the subordination of the earth and time to Siva”. Alterna

tively, the Sun and Moon Gods could have been portrayed in allu

sion to the supposedly popular Manu Lokapala theme (see section

2.4.1.3) .

The absolute chronology of some of the temples is quite secure, 

as the Arka Brahma bears an inscription of Vikramaditya I (a.d. 

654/5-681) and the Svarga Brahma preserves a record of the time of 

Vinayaditya (a.d. 681-696; Prasad 1988: 322; 330). The relative 

chronology is not entirely fixed212, but the chronological sequence 

of the temples with surviving lokapala images hardly remains open 

to question (in the following chronological sequence): Bala 

Brahma, Svarga Brahma, Visva Brahma, and Garuda Brahma. Con

cerning the sizes, the slabs with the guardian images have average 

heights of 81 cm on the Bala Brahma, 95 cm on the Svarga Brahma, 

and 87 cm on the Visva Brahma temple. The considerable height of 

the Svarga Brahma slabs is due to the integrated “floating socles” of 

the images, which are a peculiar feature of this temple. The shaping 

of the figures varies from temple to temple, sometimes consider

ably, so that they can be easily distinguished (table XII).

The conceptions of proportion and style must have changed 

rather rapidly during this time of an extraordinarily rich art produc

tion. However, a comparison of the images from the Alampur 

temples shows that distinctive types of lokapalas have been created 

here, which, as in the case of Vayu, sometimes combine both 

North and South Indian features (billowing cloth and standard, 

respectively).

207 In this light, Michell’s opinion (1973: 200) is probably correct. According to 

him, the western and eastern mandapas, have been constructed at the same time. Mod

ifying his theory to fit the present findings, I would postulate that the carving of the out

er walls continued for some time after the completion of the interior.

208 O. Divakaran (1971) has devoted an excellent article to the Alampur temples. 

It gives a detailed analysis of their significant architectural and iconographical features. 

The directional guardians have for the first time been correctly identified by her {ibid.: 

61; 66). However the less intact buildings, like the Padma Brahma temple, have been 

somewhat neglected. For other publications see the following footnote.

209 Much confusion has been created by inadvertently mixing up the names or 

positions of the buildings. In the earliest description published in the ADNDAR (1926— 

27: 7-12), however, the same names, which are already known from a 16th century 

source (Buchanan 1985: 116), may have been assigned to the temples differently. 

There, the Svarga Brahma temple is referred to as Solka Brahma, the Padma Brahma 

as Taraka Brahma, the Vira Brahma as Arka Brahma, and the Visva Brahma as Vira 

Brahma. Some plans are incorrectly labelled in P.R. Ramachandra Rao (1977: 25- 

28): it must be Vira instead of Arka Brahma, and Padma instead of Garuda Brahma. M. 

Rama Rao (1961: 369) inadvertently mentions the “Arkabrahma” twice, “Svarga 

Brahma” being correct in the first instance, as forming a group with the Padma and 

Garuda Brahma temples. In the recent publication by Michell (1989: 344) the posi

tions of the Visva and Vira Brahma temples have been erroneously interchanged. In the 

Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture (Bolon 1988: 338, fig. 133) the ground 

plan of the Garuda Brahma temple goes under the guise of “Panyam. Siva temple”.

210 An asterisk indicates, where images of lokapalas still remain. Even if the nich

es never contained the actual images, they were most probably designed to hold them. 

The supposedly earliest temples with a number of exterior niches are the Arka and Vira 

Brahma temples. Their ten niches seem to have been planned for the same ten deities 

as on the Svarga Brahma (ill. 11).

211 G. Michell (1973a: 84), who first described a set of the Alampur lokapalas, 

comments on this fact: “That Surya and Candra are also included with the dikpalas 

recalls the pre-P uranic texts where these deities were considered themselves as 

lokapalas rather than as ‘planets’. This suggests that the monographic scheme at Alam

pur may belong to a transitional stage before the stereotyping of the lokapala lists in 

the Puranas had occurred.” The author unjustifiably presupposes that the sculptures 

were directly dependent on the scriptures.

212 The Navabrahma group seems to be a classic example for the transition from 

the simple to the intricate form. The less evolved temples of those under discussion are 

the Bala, Arka and Vira Brahma temples, the most evolved ones the Visva, Padma and 

Garuda Brahma temples. The Svarga Brahma temple holds an intermediate position. 

Divakaran (1971: 73) proposed the following chronological sequence: Kumara, Bala, 

Arka, Vira, Svarga, Visva, Garuda Brahma, however omitting the Padma Brahma 

temple. Later scholars expressed different views, e.g. placing the Bala after the Vira 

Brahma (Prasad 1988: 326), or placing the Garuda and Padma after the Visva Brahma 

(Radcliffe 1981: 567). Sometimes the decision about the actual sequence has been 

avoided by proposing overlapping or identical bracket dates, which is also acceptable.
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Table XII - Scuptural typology of dikpalas at Alampur

Alampur

A - Arka Brahma; B - Bala Brahma; G - Garuda Brahma;

S - Svarga Brahma; V - Visva Brahma

Deity Attributes Vehicle Characteristics

Indra (B, S) small vajra (bolt) r.;

B: flower 1.; S: aksamdld (rosary) 1.

elephant;

B: frontal

high crown; S: large decorated halo;

S: horizontal third eye

Agni (B, S) aksamdld (rosary) r., 

kamandalu (waterpot) I., 

standard floating behind left arm

— flames behind the whole body, 

crown of flames, long hair, 

sash worn like upavita (sacred cord)

Yama

(B, V,

S -damaged-)

B, S: staff r.;

V: staff 1.;

S: ? -damaged-1.

buffalo;

S, V: with 

raised head

high crown; B, S: two trees/one tree in the 

background, no upavita, Citragupta on 

the right; V: Citragupta on extra socle to 

the left, holding manuscript

Nairrta (S, 

loose in A213,

fig. 83)

club or sword r.;

A: sword r.

skeleton, 

standing 

frontally

S: peculiar hairstyle, faintly resembling 

urdhvakesa (hair standing on end);

no upavita', A: crown

Varuna 

(B,S)

pcisci (noose) r., 

sankha (conch) 1.

- no upavita, halo, moustache?

B: jatdmukuta (hair crown)

Vayu (B, S) B: billowing scarf r., flag 1.;

S: scarf in both hands, streamer r.

— moustache; B: curved portion of 

scarf visible, halo;

S: curve of scarf not visible

Kubera

(B, S, V)

gadd (mace) - staff with bulging top r.;

S also: neck of of the sack 1., 

on which he is seated

wearing a draped garment 

below the breast, halo, disc earring r.; 

B: moustache, no upavita, long hair? 

S: asymmetrical face, petalled halo, 

throne behind sack; V: only throne

Soma

(S, V, G?)

aksamdld r., kamandalu 1.;

V: broken r.4*; G: additional standard 

behind right shoulder (like Agni)

— S: large halo with inscribed crescent, 

waterpot held from below near 

the shoulder

Isana (S) 

-damaged-

4-armed: handled object lower r., 

trisula (trident) upper r., 

serpent? upper 1.**

— jatdmukuta

Surya (S)214 holding a bud in each hand - rectangular breastplate, 

extra large halo, boots

** The other hand rests on the hip or thigh.

The partly surviving Galaganatha temple at Pattadakal con

forms closely to the Alampur type. It may have been known under 

the name Lokapalesvara, as mentioned in an inscription at the site 

(Buchanan 1985: 344). Unfortunately, no images of lokapalas 

have survived here at Pattadakal.

Bala Brahma:

The Bala Brahma temple dates from the middle of the 7th century 

or slightly later215. The remaining images show that it must have 

been originally provided with a full set of eight directional 

guardians plus sun and moon (ill. 10). It is the earliest of the 

Alampur temples with such an iconographic programme, which was 

repeated on all of the later temples, as far as it can be inferred from

213 Buchanan (1985: 272) tentatively assigns this image to the Visva Brahma 

temple, along with an alleged image of Indra image kept in the same place. Radcliffe 

(1981: 259) regards this and other images (ibid.: ills. 456, 457, 459-461) as probably 

belonging to the Garuda Brahma. One of the images in the site museum most probably 

represents Isana (ibid.: ill. 457).

214 The Surya image of the Bala Brahma temple has been regarded as a later 

replacement. However, this still conforms with the original concept. An image assigned 

to the Visva Brahma temple by M.R. Sarma (1972: 51) with its height of 110 cm (A.W. 

Khan 1973: no. 7) is too large to fit into a niche only 87 cm high.

215 The dates suggested for the Bala Brahma temple are: middle of 7th century 

(Divakaran 1971: 73); 660-690 (Radcliffe 1981: 567); 660-670 (Buchanan 1985: 

184); 670-681 A.D. (Prasad 1988: 326). The Arka and VIra Brahma temples have the 

same number of niches which may have contained the lokapalas. Only few scholars, 

however, regard these temples as predecessors of the Bala Brahma (e.g. Prasad 1988: 

326).
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the number of niches, now mostly remaining empty. The dikpala 

images which are extant on the Bala Brahma temple (Indra, Agni, 

Yama, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera; the images of Isana and Surya are 

probably not as old216) exhibit sturdy proportions. Their features, 

postures, attributes, and particularly the absence of vehicles in the 

majority of cases reveal a remarkable originality. In fact, no direct 

predecessors are known for most of them. It appears as if every deity 

was treated in a consciously innovative manner:

1 Indra (fig. 64), seated astride his crouching elephant, frontal

ly faces the viewer. The only known parallel, also quite close 

in time (7th—8th centuries), is the enigmatic elephant rider in 

the centre of the eastern wall of the Arjunaratha at Mamalla- 

puram/Tamilnadu217. Although the elephant is given much 

more space in the latter example, there may be some formal 

relationship between the two images, as the rider’s right hand 

is rendered in a similar position and the lower part of the 

elephant’s trunk also curves to its right. This similarity be

tween the two sculptures does not necessarily imply the same 

identification of both images. The Bala Brahma Indra wears 

a high cylindrical crown, the usual ornaments and the 

brahmanical cord. In his frontally shown hands he holds a 

small, horizontal thunderbolt (proper right) and a small fruit 

or flower (left).

2 Agni (fig. 65) conforms basically with the much older 

Kusana/Gupta concept of the deity (fig. 7) in that he is stand

ing without a vehicle, surrounded by flames, and holding a 

rosary and a waterpot. Some novel features, however, are the 

flame-crown, long, flowing hair, and the standard (smoke

banner?) emerging from behind his left arm. Similar to 

Varuna’s attire, sashes are visible on either side of his legs.

3 Yama (fig. 66) is shown seated on his buffalo. This type has 

occurred earlier in the Deccan (figs. 10, 13, top). Here, two 

new features have been added, viz. two palm trees (a symbol 

of the south?) on either side in the background, and his scribe 

Citragupta on the right side of the panel. Citragupta appears 

to be emerging from behind the buffalo’s head. He most 

probably holds a stylus in his raised right hand. The much 

smaller figure has been skilfully incorporated into the com

position. Later depictions of Citragupta at Alampur (figs. 72, 

80) and at Kudaveli (fig. 85) show him - rather clumsily - 

floating in the background or standing on a small socle above/ 

behind Yama. The buffalo wears a bell on his neck.

4 Varuna (fig. 67) represented without a vehicle is very rare218. 

He is seen standing in the same rigid samapadasthanaka pos

ture like Agni and Vayu. A unique feature is the introduction 

of the conch shell as his attribute in the left hand. Another 

notable detail is that the inner part of the loop of the noose, 

which he holds in his right hand, is not hollow, but remains 

solid. This recurs on the Svarga Brahma temple and in 

Pratihara art as well.

5 Vayu (fig. 68) is also represented without any vehicle. The 

well-known Vayu image from Paharpur (fig. 236) offers 

an interesting parallel. Here, a unique combination of 

“North Indian” (billowing cloth - vayvdpurita-vastra [VdhP 

III.58.1]) and “South Indian” (standard) attributes219 occurs. 

The image is more consistent than its successor on the 

Svarga Brahma temple (fig. 75) in that each hand holds only 

one attribute. The individuality of Vayu has been further 

emphasized by a helmet-like crown and a demonic face, 

resembling Varuna and Kubera, with large, bulging eyes and 

a big moustache.

Ill. 10: Alampur, Bala Brahma temple, outer wall niches

6 Kubera (fig. 69) has broad lips and seems to smile gently, 

in spite of his large bulging eyes and moustache like Vayu. 

His prominent belly is further emphasized by a curtain-like 

drapery. The latter probably represents the “northern” style of 

dress as prescribed in some texts. Kubera’s left leg is sup

ported by a drapery-covered pouf. Such a seat often occurs 

in North Indian images of Kubera. The club (gada) as his 

weapon, on the other hand, is very rare during this period in 

North India, but is found in South India.

The most significant characteristics of the early lokapdla set 

of the Bala Brahma temple are the variation of postures and the 

seemingly arbitrary inclusion or absence of vehicles. In some cases, 

the particular concept of the deity was determined by earlier images 

that must have served as models. In two cases, i.e. Indra seated 

frontally on Airavata and Varuna standing without makara, no 

earlier model could be traced. In the cases where earlier models are 

known to us, some modifications have been introduced at Alampur.

216 Buchanan 1985: 186-188. The Isana image is described as “somewhat 

smaller than the others [...] He holds a long-shafted attribute in his rear right hand, and 

perhaps his rear left hand holds a rosary. A pot is placed at his lower left.” For an illus

tration see Radcliffe 1981: ill. 3T1, labelled “Dhatri?”.

217 The identification of the figure, which is devoid of any attributes, as Indra has 

been questioned long ago. L’Hernault (1978: 141; pl. 124) has proposed an identifi

cation as Skanda, although slightly hesitant. S.L. Huntington (1981: 63) argues for an 

interpretation of the deity as Aiyanar-sasta. Presently, it is impossible to find an undis- 

putable solution. This is probably what Huntington (ibid.: 60) wanted to indicate when 

she referred to the “frequent use of double-entendre [ambuguity] in Pallava art and 

epigraphy”.

218 At Osian/Rajasthan, Varuna has been shown without a vahana in two cases 

(figs. 221,222), which could probably have been due to a lack of space. In the first case, 

Varuna stands with his legs crossed - the left leg behind the right; in the second case, 

he stands with his feet placed on the belly and brim portions of a waterpot lying on the 

side, which occurs instead of a vehicle here.

219 This division occurs in the period under discussion (until c. 900 A.D.), with 

only few exceptions. The Orissa region conforms to the Deccan and the rest of South 

India. In looking for parallels, it may be significant to observe that in the Pratihara 

region in the north, a few images occur in which Vayu’s cloth has been combined with 

a staff held in the other hand, with the cloth winding round the staff (fig. 318). Even the 

helmet-like crown resembles that of the present example. However, the figures do not 

appear to be related in any way.
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Svarga Brahma:

The construction of the Svarga Brahma must have taken place 

sometime in the last two decades of the 7th century220. It is the best 

preserved example at Alampur. This temple has two additional wall 

niches, which contain images of Ardhanarlsvara (north) and Hari- 

hara (south). These syncretistic forms of Siva have been placed 

between Candra and Isana on the north221 and between Agni and 

Yama on the south. The order of the set of directional guardians with 

the associated Sun and Moon Gods, however, has not been changed. 

The placement of some images directly on the wall between the 

niches is an innovation. The lokapalas appear stiff and somewhat 

archaic in comparison to these larger and more lively conceived 

figures. When compared to the earlier Bala Brahma images, their 

bodies are pronouncedly slim; so much so that even Agni’s and 

Kubera’s paunches are hardly visible. However, on the whole, the 

Bala Brahma concepts have been followed. The development seen 

in relation to the respective images on the Bala Brahma temple (if 

extant) can be gathered from the following comparative description 

of images:

1 The image of Indra (fig. 70) differs significantly from its 

counterpart on the Bala Brahma temple. He is not shown rid

ing frontally as on the Bala Brahma temple, but stands in front 

of his vehicle which has been reduced to a moderate size. He 

has a large, decorated halo and wears a band across his belly 

(udarabandha) like Isana on the same temple. He holds the 

thunderbolt in his right hand and a rosary in his raised left 

hand.

2 Agni (fig. 71) closely resembles his Bala Brahma counter

part. His left arm is extended downward, holding a larger 

waterpot, but in this case, the standard (smoke banner?) 

behind this arm touches the ground.

3 The image of Yama (fig. 72) is also very similar, with only a 

few differing details: he appears to be sitting above the buf

falo instead of properly riding on it; the buffalo’s head is 

raised; and only one tree is shown in the background.

4 Nairrta (fig. 73) faces frontally and is shown seated on his 

anthropomorphic vehicle. The corresponding image is miss

ing on the Bala Brahma temple. This figure is reminiscent of 

the image in Cave 29 at Ellora on the Natesa panel, where 

Nairrta is also depictied on an anthropomorphic vehicle 

(fig. 21, extreme left). The only difference is that Nairrta 

wears a flat coiffure instead of a high crown at Ellora. 

Nairrta’s traditional weapon, the sword, can be seen at Alam

pur, but not at Ellora.

5 Varuna (fig. 74) holds the conch (sahkha) in a manner dif

ferent from that of the Bala Brahma temple. Here, he grasps 

its mouth instead of holding it from behind. Besides, his 

crown is not made up of braids as on the earlier temple.

6 With only marginal alterations, the image of Vayu (fig. 75) 

has been modified to portray his element, air, more convinc

ingly. The deity stands on a narrow socle. The extension of 

the loop of the billowing cloth beyond the framework creates 

the illusion of lifting the image from its base. Parts of two 

attributes, cloth and standard, are quite inconsistently held in 

the right hand.

7 In Kubera’s (fig. 76) case, the absence of a prominent belly 

is the most apparent difference, although a slight paunch is 

visible. Apart from a much less opulent appearance of the 

deity, other changes are the introduction of a treasure sack 

instead of the pouf under his left leg, leaving a part of the low 

throne visible, as well as the distorted face with a tilted line

7 Kubera Natesa 8 Candra Ardha- 9 Isana

(P) narlsvara

6 Vayu

Tri- 

vikrama

(P)

5 Varuna

10 Surya

1 Indra

4 Nairrta - (P) 3 Yama Harihara 2 Agni

Ill. 11: Alampur, Svarga Brahma temple, outer wall niches

of the nose. The throne with lathe-turned feet reveals that the 

artists were familiar with the Central Indian/Orissan tradition 

(cf. figs. 25, 26, 42). Whether the slight distortion of the face 

was actually intended is somewhat doubtful, but the descrip

tions of Kubera often mention that some of his features are 

asymmetrical or even deformed.

8 Candra/Soma (fig. 77) exhibits a calm, transcendental 

expression. His large halo with a crescent inscribed in the 

lower part, is positioned such that the crescent is directly 

behind Candra’s head. The crown is of medium height. The 

double-row pearl necklace and the upavita studded with gems 

seem to hint at the pearl-white lustre of the moon. The vessel 

held in his left hand near the shoulder creates a perfect 

equilibrium in his stance.

9 The image of Isana (fig. 78) has been badly damaged. He is 

shown without a vehicle, four-armed, and clad in a dhoti with 

the typical - for Alampur - sashes hanging down on both 

sides.

10 Surya (fig. 79) is characterized by a large undecorated halo. 

His face and body are unusually broad. Even the niche itself 

is comparatively wider. In the case of the body this is empha

sized by a flared lower garment with a sash hanging down on 

both sides. Surya wears a high crown, an elaborate necklace 

with a breast ornament reminiscent of a breastplate, a chain 

girdle like Candra (S) and boots.

The set of directional guardians with the - structurally, but not nec

essarily conceptually - associated Sun and Moon Gods on the Svar

ga Brahma temple represents an impressively homogeneous series 

of individually conceived deities. Their stiff postures form a marked 

contrast to the lively shapes of the sculptures placed directly on the 

wall surface. The miniature flanking figures on the innermost band 

(sakha.) of the door-like niches generally do not have any affinity 

with the deity contained within it. Busts of praying serpent deities 

are most often depicted in this zone. The fact that the set on the 

Svarga Brahma is completely preserved makes it one of the most 

outstanding testimonies of early temple decoration.

220 The following dates have been suggested for the Svarga Brahma temple: after 

680 (Divakaran 1971: 73); 690-696 (Radcliffe 1981: 567); 682-690 (Buchanan 

1985: 243); 681-696 a.d. (Prasad 1988: pl. 658). For inscriptional evidence cf. 

note 199.

221 The adjacent positions of Ardhanarlsvara and Isana has led Michell (1973: 

85) to the hypothesis that the Visnudharmottarapurana, in which the former seems to 

replace the latter, was known to the architects.
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Visva Brahma:

The three extant images of lokapdlas on the highly embellished and 

probably later (late 7th century) Visva Brahma222 temple still betray 

the ancestry of the Bala Brahma iconic types. The modifications, as 

on the Svarga Brahma, mainly concern the stylistic treatment of the 

figures (more plasticity and better proportions) and the layout of the 

sculptural panels. The type of niche conforms to that of the Svarga 

Brahma temple.

In the 22 niches of the Visva Brahma temple, 14 images must 

have been added to the group of astadikpdlas, thus clearly outnum

bering them. Most probably, the corner positions of Indra/Agni, 

Nairrta/Varuna, Vayu/Kubera (the latter still in that position) and 

Isana/Surya were maintained, while Yama and Candra (the latter 

still remaining in this position) would have occupied the central 

niches of the longer sides. Only Yama (fig. 80) seems to have been 

subsequently moved from his place, which is also indicated by the 

damaged border of the panel.

1 The layout of the Yama panel (fig. 80) is a mirror image of 

the Svarga Brahma panel (fig. 72). Apart from this, some 

minor differences can be noticed in the leaping attitude of the 

buffalo, the position of Yama’s remaining, damaged arm, the 

absence of the palm, and the manuscript held prominently by 

Citragupta (damaged on the Svarga Brahma), whose body is 

shown in a slanting position.

2 Kubera (fig. 81) is characterized by a protruding paunch as 

on the Bala Brahma temple (fig. 69). The garment draped 

over the belly is similar to the two preceding images. How

ever, here the hand holding the club is raised to the shoulder 

in a threatening attitude. The throne with curved feet is a nov

el introduction here. Kubera’s seated posture with a pendent 

right leg Idaksinapralambapada) also differs from those of 

his predecessors.

3 Candra/Soma (fig. 82), whose much smaller halo has again 

an inscribed crescent, stands rigidly, with the left hand rest

ing on his hip. The water vessel appears to be missing here. 

The right hand is raised to the shoulder and shows traces of a 

rosary.

Although the Visva Brahma exhibits an extremely elaborate wall 

decoration, there was again little innovation with respect to the 

lokapdlas. However, the images of Yama with his leaping buffalo 

and Kubera with his raised right arm are more dynamic in expres

sion than their known predecessors.

Garuda Brahma:

The Garuda Brahma temple dates from c. 700 a.d.223 and is the 

southernmost of the Navabrahma group. Only one niche image 

survives on an inaccessible part of the building. Although the panel 

is considerably smaller than the niche, it was probably not added 

much later (fig. 84). With the visible attributes being a rosary (r.) 

and a waterpot (1.) and located on the north side, one would natu

rally expect this figure to be a representation of Soma. However, 

there is no halo. Moreover, an object emerges behind the figure’s 

left arm, recalling the manner in which the standard is shown behind 

Agni. As the latter is characterized by the same attributes, it could 

also be a representation of Agni. Therefore, with neither halo 

(Candra) nor flames (Agni) present, no indisputable identification is 

possible.

It seems to be a sign of decadence that one of the latest temples 

of the Navabrahma group at Alampur has produced only a lifeless, 

somewhat hybrid image of a directional guardian.

Kudaveli Sangamesvara temple, Reconstructed at Alampur

The Sangamesvara temple probably dates from the late 7th cen

tury224. It was formerly situated at the confluence of the rivers 

Krsna and Turigabhadra, but has recently been rebuilt at Alampur 

(re-consecrated in 1990). Its sandhara layout (with integrated 

ambulatory path) and its Northern type superstructure compare 

well with the basic temple type at Alampur. However, there are 

also major differences, like the southern (Dravida) niche type, the 

absence of large windows and false porticos, and the absence of 

a sukandsa (antefix) on the tower. The well-preserved enclosure 

wall which encircles the temple has two integrated shrines on the 

north(-east) and south(-east) and is decorated by a frieze of sculp

tural panels225.

Ill. 12: Alampur, Visva Brahma temple, outer wall niches

222 The proposed time brackets are: 681-696 (Divakaran 1971: 73); 690-696 

(Radcliffe 1981: 567); 691-700 (Buchanan 1985: 264); 696-734 a.d. (Prasad 1988: 

pl. 673).

223 There is a clear tendency to date this temple in the early 8th century: after 696 

(Divakaran 1971: 73); 681-690 (Radcliffe 1981: 567); 700-710 (Buchanan 1985: 

264); 696-734 a.d. (Prasad 1988: pl. 669).

224 The date of this temple is even more disputed than those of the Alampur tem

ples. It combines both early (lack of sukandsa and large windows) and somewhat later 

features (e.g. a large number of niches). The proposed dates are: early 7th cent. (I.K. 

Sarma 1993: 352, 355); founded some time after 631 (Buchanan 1985: 127-128); 

middle of the 7th cent. (Divakaran 1971: 73); 665-681 (Prasad 1988: pl. 652); 690- 

696 a.d. (Radcliffe 1981: 318). The latter author discusses some sculptural features 

this temple shares with the Durga temple, Aihole, which support her relatively late date, 

in a separate article (published under a different name, Bolon 1986). However, the 

sculptures appear to have been inserted in the niches and could be posterior to the main 

structure itself.

225 Buchanan (1985: 257-258) dates theprakara wall later (Vinayaditya’s reign: 

681-696 a.d.) than the main building {ibid.: 127-128: founded in the 630ies). She also 

places some of the sculptures of the main structure, among which are the Yama and 

Kubera figures discussed below, in the later period. Bolon (1986: 51) does not assume 

such a large time gap between the temple (c. 700) and its enclosure wall (c. 700-720 

A.D.).
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Regarding the depiction of directional guardians, the evidence 

is rather meagre. Most of the niches contain standing male figures, 

which cannot be identified. They most likely do not represent 

lokapalas. In the second niche from the east on the southern side, 

a small, later inserted image of Yama survives (fig. 85). In height 

(90 cm) and also in some other details, the sculpture conforms 

closely with the Yama images at Alampur. Yama’s crown with a 

hatched design resembles that of the same god on the Bala Brahma 

temple (fig. 66). The layout of the panel and the separate socle of 

the record-keeper Citragupta are strongly reminiscent of the Visva 

Brahma temple (fig. 80), however. Its sculptural style (stout figure, 

soft, sensuous modelling of the features) and the ornaments of the 

deity are shared by the other niche figures at Kudaveli226, thus 

suggesting that it was no import from Alampur. The same charac

teristics are also shared by a fragmented Kubera (fig. 86)227 at the 

Alampur Site Museum, which has already been attributed to 

Kudaveli by Buchanan (1985: 257). The single-row pearl neck

lace, the spiral-shaped keyuras (upper arm bracelets), the 

brahmanical cord, the band across the belly (udarabandha), and the 

semicircular line which indicates the paunch are similarly rendered 

on the Yama icon. Only the backslab is partly missing in Kubera’s 

case. Kubera’s attributes are the club (r., broken) and a sack 

(1., broken).

After having identified Yama and Kubera as matching pieces, a 

possible reconstruction of their original positions will be attempted. 

Buchanan (ibid.) speculates that they may have belonged to an

other temple in the vicinity. 1 am inclined to believe that Yama 

and Kubera were the only directional guardians present on the 

Sahgamesvara temple, as on the Kumara Brahma temple, Alampur. 

Their place may have been either in the smaller niches flanking the 

entrance, where the nidhis (dwarfs symbolizing particular treasures) 

would have been later inserted, or they may have belonged to the 

separate shrines on the south and north, attached to the enclosure 

wall.

On this wall, the only member of the lokapala group is a small 

Kubera (fig. 87) on the northern face near the north-western corner, 

which corresponds to the position of Kubera on the Alampur tem

ples. Kubera’s attributes are a club (r.) and a sack (1.). His coiffure 

of “Buddha-like” curls also resembles that of the Alampur Museum 

piece (fig. 86), where the curls are visible behind the diadem. More 

dikpdlas were not depicted on the compound wall, which once more 

confirms the rudimentary stage of this sculptural theme on the 

Kudaveli Sahgamesvara temple. This feature may well be subsumed 

under the other “early” features of the temple, like, e.g. the absence 

of a sukanasa (see above).

Satyavolu, Rdmalihgesvara temple

Satyavolu lies to the south-east of Alampur and Kudaveli in District 

Prakasam. It preserves the only examples of latina ndgara-sikhara 

(Northern type) temples with nirandhdra plan (without ambulatory 

path) in Andhra Pradesh (Bolon 1988: 335). Rama Rao (1959-60: 

78) dates this temple on the basis of an inscription in 7th century 

characters on a nearby smaller shrine. However, the unusual layout 

of the temple (ill. 13), with an oblong pillared hall (mandapa) in 

front of the portions (antarala) and the sanctum (garbhagrha), may 

suggest a successive construction of the temple components in the 

early 8th century228.

What is left of the six images on the mandapa shows that a rudi

mentary set must have been represented, which followed a similar 

distribution of images on the of the Svarga Brahma mandapa. 

However, the ambulatory path (pradaksinapatha) is missing, and 

it seems that Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu and Kubera were not included 

in this set. Only Indra, Agni, Yama, and Surya still survive intact. 

Regarding the rendering of the figures and the composition of the 

panels, some individual variations have been introduced. As on the 

Svarga Brahma temple at Alampur (fig. 70), Indra stands in front 

of Airavata, but female attendants have been added (Buchanan 

1985: 261); Agni (fig. 88) is uniquely shown with bow and arrow; 

Yama (Divakaran 1971: fig. 43) rides his buffalo to the right as 

observed at Alampur, Visva Brahma temple (fig. 80), and Kudaveli 

(fig. 85), but has one extant female attendant; Surya is also shown 

in the company of other figures, riding his chariot (ibid.). On the 

sanctum walls, an intricately conceived Daksinamurti Siva panel 

(Divakaran 1971: fig. 44) also survives.

window

Daksina

murti

Surya

Indra

Yama window Agni

Ill. 13: Satyavolu, Ramalihgesvara temple, plan (without later 

mandapa)

Agni (fig. 88) stands in the rigid posture samapadasthanaka, with 

a raised right hand (damaged) and an extended left arm holding a 

huge flaming bow. Near the right arm, which should have held a 

rosary, is a floating arrow, pointing upwards. Agni wears a crown 

of flames with large encrustations of gems. The broad necklace, the 

band across the belly (udarabandha) and the thick brahmanical 

cord (upavita) are similar to the ornaments of the Svarga Brahma 

Indra (fig. 70). A second belt, meant for holding the quiver, sym

metrically crosses the torso at Satyavolu. The long lower garment 

(dhoti) is held by a different type of girdle, but sashes hanging down 

on both sides recall the dress of most of the lokapala?, at Alampur 

(e.g. Agni, fig. 71). On Agni’s right stands a large spouted vessel, 

very similar to the one held by the Svarga Brahma Agni. It is 

remarkable to see how Agni’s character of a humble ascetic with a 

rosary and a waterpot has been transformed by portraying him with 

a flaming bow and arrow. These devices give him a somewhat

226 See B. Dagens (1984: Phs. 399-411). The thick snake-like keyuras (upper arm 

bracelets), coiling around the arm, are typical for the Kudaveli sculptures. They also 

occur on the images of the Durga temple, Aihole. It is remarkable that Indra 

(fig. 70) and Agni (fig. 71) on the Svarga Brahma temple wear a similar type of 

jewellery, but with a thinner section.

227 So far, the image has been identified as yaksa Raksakabhata (M.A.W. Khan 

1973: 9. no. 42), a protective spirit.

228 Buchanan 1985: 261. For the date, the end of Vinayaditya’s, a.d. 696 (ibid.: 

259; Divakaran 1971: 73), or Vijayaditya’s, a.d. 733/34, reign have been favoured 

(Bolon 1988: pl. 676). The ground plan is published in Prasad 1983: fig. 10 (left).
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warrior-like character. The niche and socle of the panel correspond 

to the Alampur idiom, the only difference being the lack of any 

decoration at Satyavolu.

Unfortunately, the images of Indra and Yama could not be 

studied with all their details.

2.3.1.2 Central India

The evidence for complete sets of directional guardians from the 

period under discussion is rather meagre. So much so that it is 

doubtful, whether the scheme of eight deities (astadikpdlas) had 

already gained popularity during this period in Central India. It has 

often been hypothesized that temples earlier than or contemporary 

with those at Alampur, possible models for them, must have exist

ed229. A further speculation could be that extant monuments in 

Central India merely exhibit the “provincial” development, with 

the exception of the grand Teli-ka-mandir, which may have con

tained the directional guardians in its wall niches. It is very likely 

however, that a separate development occurred in the Gurjara- 

Pratlhara region, starting with the directional guardians over the 

door at the very beginning (Palarl), subsequently occupying the 

kapili (vestibule) walls (at Amrol), which is still in the entrance 

zone, and finally leading to the fully developed distribution of 

astadikpdlas in the corner niches of the „Harihara no. 1“ at Osian 

(Western India). Several temples with incomplete sets of direc

tional guardians in the Gurjara-Pratihara region seem to testify to 

the relatively late development of astadikpdla representation in 

Central India.

In contrast with the groupings encountered so far, neither the 

staff-bearing deity Dandapani, as in the eastern parts, nor both the 

Sun and Moon Gods, as at Mundesvari and Alampur, seem to have 

been associated with the Central Indian lokapdla sets. The Siva tem

ple at Indor, Dt. Guna, preserving the earliest full set of astadikpalas 

in its exterior niches as well as the kapili niches, has been plausibly 

dated to after 750 a.d. From the architectural remains of the 7th—8th 

centuries, it can be inferred that Western India was more progres

sive than Central India.

Palari, Siddhesvara Temple

The site is located on the Mahanadi river in the Raipur district, 

south-eastern Madhya Pradesh. The west-facing Siddhesvara 

temple230 has been regarded as one of the later examples (c. a.d. 

675-700) of the brick temples of Daksina Kosala that are dated 

between c. a.d. 600 and 725. The “stellate” (star-shaped) plans of 

some of these nirandhdra (without integrated ambulatory) temples, 

viz. at Palari, Kharod, and Dhobinl, are highly complex and 

innovative. It is an important negative evidence that on those 

surfaces, which more intricately interact with space than simple 

square or rectangular walls, the directional guardians have not been 

depicted.

This is also the case at Palarl, where eight dikpalas simply flank 

the stone doorway in two groups of three plus two single ones231 

(fig. 89). They do not appear in their ideal arrangement, according 

to the order of the directions. The visual concept is reminiscent of 

the way in which directional guardians are employed on figura! pan

els, particularly at Ellora. Their characteristics and identification are 

as follows (from the proper right to the left side)232:

Position God Attributes Vehicle

1 outer sakha, r. Vayu standard? two addorsed 

antelopes

2 outer sakha, r. Isana staff, top broken bull

3 outer sakha, r. Kubera (probably broken) bird chariot

4 innermost sakha, r. Yama ? (diminutive 

size)

buffalo

5 innermost sakha, 1. Indra ? (diminutive 

size)

elephant

6 outer sakha, 1. Agni flower? sheep

7 outer sakha, 1. Varuna noose jalebha (water 

elephant)

8 outer sakha, 1. Nairrta (?) sword or staff bird (?) chariot 

or throne

The obliteration due to erosion or whitewash, as well as the intri

cate, fine carving have resulted in the fact that many details cannot 

be clearly identified. The headdresses in most cases seem to be 

turbans. Kubera (5) with his left arm complete, but his right arm 

broken, can be identified by his large, obese figure. It could be con

sidered significant that he rides an aerial chariot similar to the one 

of Nairrta (?; 8), with whom he shares demonic affiliation. The 

addorsed, leaping antelopes of Vayu (7) also belong to an aerial 

chariot (vimana) or a throne. All animal vehicles are shown in a 

leaping or “flying” attitude with their legs pulled towards the torso. 

Yama’s (4) buffalo is characterized by mighty ribbed horns.

Yama (4) and Indra (5) are depicted flanking the doorway on 

their leaping vehicles, below the two groups of three guardians. 

They are located directly above the parasols held by the attendants 

of the river deities, while the other lokapalas are situated above the 

parasols of the river goddesses. Since the figures of the two pairs of 

females are exceptionally large, relatively little space has been 

provided for the directional guardians. The other themes included in 

the door decoration at Palari are associated with the god Siva: 

Natesa; the wedding of Siva and Parvati (Siva Vaivahikamurti); 

Andhakasuravadha; and Lakulisa surrounded by four disciples, 

which are on the outside flanked by Brahma (1.) and Visnu (r.).

With regard to the Palarl group, two important factors should 

be noted: The complete canonical astadikpdla group is represented 

here, however, only four of its members (2, 4, 5, 6) ride their tradi

tional vehicles. The particular deviations in the mode of con

veyance are unique and were not followed in the later Central Indi

an tradition. The “split alignment” of deities on both sides of a 

central group above the entrance has a parallel in the roughly con-

229 E.g:. “a conspicuous similarity is noticed in the Pratihara temples of central 

India and the group of Nava-Brahma temples at Alampur [... The latter] are quite sim

ilar to the temples of the first phase of the Pratihara period” (R.D. Trivedi 1990: 3). 

Naturally, one would expect an influence in the architecture of Northern type temples 

to run from the north to the south. Therefore, some North Indian or Central Indian 

antecedents for the Alampur temples in the south would be expected.

230 D.M. Stadtner 1981; Deva 1988: 243-346. Stadtner (1981: 49) assigns a 

rather narrow time span for the temple, c. a.d. 675-85, which is extended to 700 by 

Deva (1988: 246), while Donaldson (1985: 192) is of the opinion that “stylistically 

[... the Siddhesvara and related temples] could date from the 8th century”.

231 Deva (1988: 246) is not aware of the fact that two more guardians have been 

separately depicted, when he writes: “above the heads of the river-goddesses have sur

vived six figures of the Dikpalas, three on each side.” Stadtner (1981: 52) recognizes 

only one of the separately depicted lokapalas, i.e. Indra.

232 Stadtner (1981: 52) commits several errors in the identification of the direc

tional guardians, which seem to be mainly due to the fact that he ignores the attributes. 

Only Vayu (7) and Indra (5) have been correctly identified by him.
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temporary wooden Sakti temple at Chatrarhi/Himachal Pradesh, 

but it has not yet been conclusively determined if they are actually 

lokapalas233.

Amrol, Ramesvara Mahadeva and Danebaba Temples

The historical remains at Amrol, District Gwalior, were first noticed 

in 1929/30 (ADGSAR 1929-30: 13). The better preserved 

Ramesvara Mahadeva temple234 (ill. 14; figs. 90, 91) is situated 

2 km to the north-west of the present village, while the ruined so- 

called Danebaba temple235 (ill. 15; figs. 92-97) lies 1 km to the east 

of the latter. The Danebaba temple, which has completely lost its 

vestibule portion and the major part of its superstructure, obviously 

postdates the Ramesvara Mahadeva temple by a few decades.236 

We would prefer to date both temples in the first half of the 8th 

century, the Ramesvara Mahadeva to the beginning and the 

Danebaba temple to the end of that period.

The sculptures of the Danebaba temple are inferior in quality 

and tend to be stiff and lifeless. A development of the Ramesvara 

Mahadeva scheme is seen in the increase in the number of lokapdlas 

from three to at least five plus Surya, who appears to be incorpo

rated in this group.237 A further development is also the introduction 

of karna (corner) niches adjoining the kapili (vestibule) wall, the 

latter now lost is suggested by the shape of the plinth. It would have 

been of considerable assistance to know whether' the lokapala 

images also occupied the kapili niches. The omission of even one of 

them would have rendered the lokapala group incomplete. How

ever, such an incomplete set does occur on a similar temple at Dang 

(ill. 26; figs. 145-151), where the kapili niches do not contain the 

directional guardians.

On the basis of the temples at Amrol, a hypothetical develop

ment of the representation of the astadikpdla theme can be postu

lated. The structural predecessor of the Ramesvara Mahadeva tem

ple is most probably the temple no. 23 or Durga temple at Naresar, 

Dt. Morena/M.P.,238 the only one at that site with karna and kapili 

niches - with dancing gana figures (dwarf followers of Siva). 

Except for the dimensions and the orientation (the Ramesvara 

Mahadeva is larger and faces east instead of west), the plans of both 

temples are almost identical. However, in the Ramesvara Mahadeva 

temple, three of the dancing gana figures have been replaced by 

directional guardians, while on the west-facing Danebaba temple, 

all formerly grz/w-containing niches, as far as they are extant now, 

exhibit directional guardians plus Surya. In all the above cases, 

Ganesa (S), Karttikeya (E or W), and Parvati-pahcagnitapas (per

forming penance amidst five fires, one being the sun; N) occupy the 

bhadra (central offset of the wall) niches. The probably slightly lat

er temple at Dang still has a rudimentary set of lokapalas, that are, 

however, confined to the karna niches only. Thus, we can trace an 

independent development of astadikpdla representation in Central 

India that differs from the concept found at Alampur, particularly 

the tendency to accommodate the regents only in the karna niches. 

Moreover, a development from the seated (Ramesvara Mahadeva) 

to the standing (Indor, Dt. Guna/M.P.: ill. 27; figs. 152-159) type 

of lokapala can be traced, the intermediate stages being manifest in 

the Danebaba temple, Amrol, the temple at Dang, and the Surya 

temple no. 1 at Osian.

During the earlier explorations by the Gwalior State Department 

of Archaeology under D.R. Patil, most of the lokapalas were cor

rectly identified: Agni, Yama, and Isana for the Ramesvara 

Mahadeva temple, and Vayu, Isana, Surya, Indra, and Agni for the 

Danebaba temple (ADGSAR 1942-46 [1949]: 20-21). Here and 

in subsequent descriptions of the latter temple,239 the still extant

Kubera image in the (north-)west karna niche has not been men

tioned. Starting with the Ramesvara Mahadeva temple, the charac

teristics of the directional guardians are as follows:

Gana

Kartti

keya

Gana

Gana Parvati Gana

2 Yama Ganesa Gana

III. 14: Amrol, Ramesvara Mahadeva temple, plan

1 Agni (fig. 90), southern kapili niche: seated on a couchant 

goat in daksinapralambapada (right leg pendent), wearing 

jatamukuta (hair-crown) and a broad decorated sash across 

the obese torso, holding a water flask in the proper left arm 

resting on the knee; he most probably held a rosary in the 

damaged right hand. His body is tilted to the (proper) right, 

and the usual flames - here in “bundles” - appear behind his 

head and shoulders. Agni, like Isana, wears a twisted sash 

around his knees. This portion is damaged in the case of 

Yama.

2 Yama (fig. 91), south(-western) karna niche, squatting on a 

couchant buffalo with knees turned outwards, is badly dam

aged. He holds a staff (danda) in the left hand (damaged).

3 Isana (Viennot 1976: ph. 54; originally four-armed?), north

ern kapili niche: seated on a couchant bull in vamapralam- 

bapada (left leg pendent), with the face damaged like the 

other lokapalas, wearing jatamukuta, necklace, earrings, and 

a brahmanical cord; a sash of twisted cloth is visible near the 

right hip and extends to the left knee. He holds a trident in the 

proper left hand which rests on the left knee. The right hand 

held near the right shoulder is badly damaged.

233 Deva 1991: 102; pl. 209. The two groups of deities are shown seated on both 

sides of a set of eight planetary deities, i.e. two on the left and three on the right side. 

Only the second figure from the right is identifiable as Vayu, since he holds a billow

ing cloth. Below the figure on the extreme right, Indra is depicted as the uppermost 

figure of a vertical alignment of standing deities, the remainder are however not direc

tional guardians. Apart from Vayu and Indra, no other lokapalas can be identified. The 

probable date of the temple is 710 a.d.

234 ADGSAR 1929-30: pl. Ill; ADGSAR 1942^16: 20-21: R.D. Trivedi 1990: 

70-75; Deva 1991: 12-15.

233 ADGSAR 1942-46: 21: Trivedi 1990: 86-89: Deva 1991: 15.

236 Deva (1991: 15) believes that both temples belong to the first quarter of the 

8th century, while Trivedi (1990: 75; 89) dates the Ramesvara Mahadeva temple to the 

middle and the Danebaba to the end of the 8th century. Viennot (1976: 247) also 

assigns the Danebaba temple (“T. ruine ou no. 2“) to a later phase of her relative 

chronology.

237 For reflections on the incorporation of Surya or Candra into the group of direc

tional guardians see C. Wessels-Mevissen 1994: 607-609.

23« Trivedi 1990: 59-63; Deva 1991: 11-12.

239 Trivedi (1990: 88) describes the deity as a “standing Varuna”, while Deva 

(1991: 15) fails to mention it at all. He starts with Vayu in the adjoining niche.
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On the Danebaba temple, the deities are arranged in the following 

manner:

III. 15: Amrol, Danebaba temple, plan

4 Kubera (fig. 92), (north-)western karna niche: standing in 

abhanga (body slightly flexed), with a damaged face like all 

the other lokapdlas and a badly eroded body, has an obese, 

stout figure. He wears a jatamukuta, earrings and necklace 

damaged, and keyuras (upper arm ornaments); with an ele

gantly swinging money sack held in the proper left hand near 

the left thigh, and the right hand resting on the belly proba

bly holds a small cup, attended by an animal-headed small 

figure (probably his vehicle) standing on his proper right 

side.

5 Vayu (fig. 93), north(-western) karna niche: badly eroded, 

seated on a crouching antelope (?) in vamapralambapdda, 

wearing jatamukuta, and holding a billowing cloth (vayu- 

dpuritavastrai) in both upraised hands.

6 Soma? (fig. 94), north(-eastern) karna niche: seated on a 

couchant quadruped in daksindpralambapdda, wearing 

jatamukuta (damaged), earrings, necklace, and keyuras; the 

proper right hand is raised, holding a rosary, and the left one 

resting in the left knee, holding a waterpot.

7 Surya (fig. 95), (north-)eastern karna niche: standing in a 

rigid samapada posture, with the high crown damaged, wear

ing ornaments, the long sash typical for Surya, a breastplate 

over the breast, a long lower garment, and boots, holding two 

lotus flowers, accompanied by his usual attendants Danda 

(proper left) and Pihgala (proper right).

8 Indra (fig. 96), (south-)eastern karna niche: seated stiffly on 

his couchant elephant in vamapralambapdda, with his cylin

drical crown damaged, adorned by a thin necklace, earrings 

and keyuras. The raised proper left hand must have held the 

thunderbolt, raised to the shoulder, and the right hand is rest

ing on the right knee.

9 Agni (fig. 97), south(-eastern) karna niche: seated on a com

paratively small goat in daksindpralambapdda, with neatly 

arranged flames encircling the head, has a jatamukuta, and 

ornaments like the other guardian deities, a broad brahmani- 

cal cord, and a yogapatta (“yogic band”) around the knees, 

holding a small bottle in the proper left hand resting on the 

left knee and probably a rosary in the damaged right hand 

held at shoulder level.

As a general rule, all the seated deities, except for Vayu who raises 

both hands, raise the respective hand, which is opposite the vehi

cle’s head. This concept was obviously employed in order to create 

a visual balance.

Gwalior, Teli-kd-mandir

The well-known, earliest extant temple at Gwalior, now known as 

Tell-ka-mandir, overlooks the Gwalior fort on the Gopagiri Hill. 

Unfortunately, it is bereft of most of its sculpture, and nothing has 

been preserved elsewhere. Only small relief figures remain on the 

building, the most interesting ensemble being a frieze of 113 figures 

on the basement (pdhisthana) portion. Relying on the palaeography 

of some inscriptions on the temple, among other indications, the 

Tell-ka-mandir has been assigned by Deva240 to about the middle 

of the 8th century A.D., and by Trivedi241 to the latter part of that 

century.

There is no indication whether directional guardians once occupied 

the corner shrines, which form a special feature of the temple. The 

images of the frieze on the antarapatta moulding are the only source 

of information as to whether directional symbolism was intended at 

Gwalior. Among the 113 figures, which are all in a fairly good state 

of preservation, four or five lokapdlas can be identified: Agni (7), 

Varuna (2), Vayu (3), Kubera (4, 5; depicted twice); and probably 

Soma/Candra (6). It is a noteworthy fact that the lokapala group, 

which also included guardians of the intermediate directions, 

remained incomplete. The guardians’ positions are generally cor

rect, but they have been placed in a rather irregular and unsystem

atical manner. It is unlikely that Candra was regarded as a genuine 

member of the group of directional guardians at Gwalior, but the 

deity may be regarded as associated with the group here. The

240 Deva 1985: 162; 1991: 17.

241 Trivedi 1990: 95. As in the case of Amrol, Trivedi here prefers a later date. 

In the opinion of most scholars, the Tell-ka-mandir should be posterior to the 

Ramesvara Mahadeva temple at Amrol, although there is no actual evidence other than 

its monumental size and intricacy in structure and decoration to substantiate this. Keep

ing in mind that the Ramesvara Mahadeva temple was “seemingly built by a guild relat

ed to the one which constructed the Teli-ka-mandir” (Deva 1985: 162), both temples 

could be more or less coeval.
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guardians are all shown standing, with the exception of the addi

tional Kubera (5). The figures show a sensuous modelling of the 

body. Even the roll of fat just above the lower garment has been 

depicted, similar to that on the Ramesvara Mahadeva temple, 

Amrol. This feature also occurs on the Danebaba temple at Amrol. 

The sash worn around the legs by Agni (J) and Kubera (5) is again 

paralleled by the Ramesvara Mahadeva lokapalas Agni and Isana. 

The genuine directional guardians on the Tell-ka-mandir (7-4) all 

occupy karna positions. Their faces are damaged.

7 Agni (fig. 98), antarapatta frieze, no. 19, south(-east): stand

ing in abhahga (slightly flexed) with his body tilted to the 

proper right. He wears jatamukuta (hair-crown), a simple 

necklace, earrings, a faintly visible brahmanical cord and a 

sash tied around the legs with an ornate knot. Agni seems to 

hold a water bottle (1.) and a rosary (r.; both damaged); 

bundles of flames are visible behind the head; the goat vehi

cle sits to his proper right.

2 Varuna (fig. 99), antarapatta frieze, no. 69, (north-)west: 

badly damaged; Varuna’s posture is similar to Agni’s, but it 

already represents an extreme flexion of the body {atibhan- 

ga). He stands in front of a large goose (hamsa), which he is 

feeding with grass. In his raised right hand is a noose that 

curves to his proper right. Varuna resembles Agni in his 

coiffure and the modest ornaments, among which are keyuras 

(upper arm ornaments).

3 Vayu (fig. 100), antarapatta frieze, no. 70, (north-)west: 

This is the most dynamic representation. Vayu stands in an 

extremely flexed (atibhariga) posture, the flexion being in the 

opposite direction to that of Varuna. His lower garment and 

his ornaments correspond to those of Varuna, but his coiffure 

is the demonic urdhvakesa (raised) hairstyle. Both hands are 

raised and grasp the cloth floating over Vayu’s head. A 

caparisoned horse stands behind the god, with its head turned 

towards him.

4 Kubera (fig. 101), antarapatta frieze, no. 75, north(-west): 

The figure is also badly damaged. He can be identified only 

on the basis of the remaining outlines of a long sack which he 

holds in his proper left hand. The posture resembles that of 

Agni and Varuna. The hairstyle may have been jatamukuta. 

The proper right hand is raised and holds a dish or cup.

5 Kubera*, seated (fig. 102), antarapatta frieze, no. 80, north, 

facing west: The deity has a paunch. He is seated in 

daksinapralambapada, with his left leg on a cushion. His 

hairstyle is the demonic urdhvakesa. The necklace is longer 

and more ornate than that of the above figures. An elegant 

sash is wound around the right leg. The proper left arm rests 

on the lower leg, while the right hand, which is raised, holds 

a drinking bowl.

6 Candra (fig. 103), antarapatta frieze, no. 113, east, north of 

entrance: stands in a rigid posture, wearing a cap or crown, 

large earrings, a double-row necklace, keyuras, and the 

brahmanical cord. A rather thin crescent appears behind the 

head. His proper left hand may have held a waterpot, his 

raised right hand could have held a rosary (both damaged). A 

stylized shrub can be seen on his proper right.

We cannot conclusively state whether this incomplete, haphazardly 

positioned set of directional guardians on the Teli-ka-mandir still 

belonged to the early phase of a gradual introduction of the lokapdla 

set, in view of the evolved and carefully planned structure of the 

temple. The general course of development in Central India makes 

it very likely, however, that the depiction of the complete group of 

eight directional guardians had not yet become a common practice 

in the region.

2.3.1.3 Western India

Some important evidence of this period comes from Osian. As in the 

other regions discussed so far, some variations in the treatment of 

the dikpala subject are clearly discernible. Some particularly tricky 

identifications of dikpalas have not been solved by other authors so 

far (e.g., cf. C.P. Atherton 1997: fig. 5 with our ill. 21). Apart from 

the culmination in the aesthetically balanced and complete set at 

Osian. Harihara temple no. 1, near the end of the period (z.e. 750 

a.d.), some valuable and unique evidence has been preserved in the 

two temples at Cittaudgadh, the Kalikamata and the Kumbhasyama. 

The date assigned to these temples has been pushed back recently, 

and that of the Kalikamata in fact to the 7th century.242 Cittaudgadh 

most probably represents a more genuine regional development 

than Osian and Plpad, which appear to have received impulses 

from Central India. The three images of directional guardians still 

remaining at Bithu resemble those at Cittaudgadh. They are all 

shown standing, unlike most of the dikpalas of Central Indian 

inspiration.

Cittaudgadh, Kalikamata and Kumbhasyama Temples

The Cittaudgadh fort in Rajasthan preserves some early evidence of 

temple architecture. The large sandhara (with integrated ambula

tory) temples, nowadays known as Kalikamata and Kumbhasyama, 

contain an impressive wealth of architectural and sculptural 

forms,243 including representations of the directional guardians. The 

size of the temples and some of their features which appear to be 

more developed,244 make it difficult to believe that the Kalikamata 

temple belongs to the latter part of the 7th and the Kumbhasyama 

temple to the first half of the 8th century, as they have been assigned 

recently.245 However, the fragments of the rather securely dated 

(636/37 a.d.)246 temple at Kusuma show that the art formulas

242 The period of 643-742 a.d. (based on the Saiikar ghat inscription, Meister 

1975-76: 44; 1991: 273) forms the time span for the construction of the Kalikamata. In 

this publication, the author narrows this period to the latter part of the 7th century 

which, in his opinion, is corroborated by mason’s marks on the temple wall (ibid.: 291). 

Lin-Bodien (1980: 60) suggests that the temple was built “probably in the second quar

ter of the eighth century”, on the - rather shaky - basis of some observations on the gen

eral stylistic development.

243 Meister 1991: 285-297. In a later publication, the author compares the ground 

plans of both temples and discusses some points of particular interest (1993: 346-350; 

fig- 9).

244 Viennot (1976: 248), on the basis of particular architectural features, lists 

three temples at Cittaudgadh as belonging to the sixth period of her scheme. Most of 

the other temples assigned to this period belong to the 9th century. Viennot’s catego

rization is rather inexact, as is revealed by the fact that the third temple at Cittaudgadh, 

the Ksemahkari (“temple au bord bassin devant le Kalikd Meister 1991: 302- 

304), which is clearly later than the Kalikamata and Kumbhasyama temples, is reck

oned under the same category. Harle (1986: 145), who refers to the assignment of the 

latter temples to the second quarter of the 8th century, sceptically remarks: “If so, the 

new kind of niche [with round pilasters and an awning] appears here at least three quar

ters of a century earlier than at Osiaii.”

245 Meister 1991: 291,297; cf. also 273. Cf. note 141.

246 The connection between the dated “Kutsasrama inscription”, preserved at the 

Mandor Museum, and the extant Ramacandrajt temple, however has been doubted by 

C.G. Lin-Bodien (1980: 50). She tentatively assigned the temple, on stylistic grounds, 

to the latter pail of the 7th century (ibid.: 60).
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particularly reflected in the Kalikamata,247 both in sculpture and 

architecture, were prevalent in Western India during the early 7th 

century. It is a remarkable fact that a number of differences, includ

ing the rendering of the dikpdlas, separates the Kalikamata from the 

Kumbhasyama temple, which are nevertheless very closely related 

structurally. In this connection, Meister (1993: 347) has observed 

that:

In plan and architectural detail, to some degree in iconography, and 

to a much lesser degree in sculptural typology, these two temples 

exemplify a distinction made some years ago by M.A. Dhaky 

between styles in parts of western India to which he gave the geo

graphic names, ‘Maha-Maru’ and ‘Maha-Gurjara’.

The directional guardians on the Kalikamata temple occupy the 

karna (corner) niches of the garbhagrha (sanctum). They represent 

a complete group of eight, however with Soma/Candra replacing 

Kubera on the north, which is a rather rare occurrence.

[Surya]

4 Nairrta

6 Vayu Surya 7 Soma

5 Varuna

3 Yama Surya 2 Agni

III. 17: Cittaudgadh, Kalikamata temple, garbhagrha plan

Additionally, some of the dikpdlas appear in a symmetrical arrange

ment above the garbhagrha door (see below).

The Moon God Soma, according to some traditions is the sole 

guardian of the north (see section 1.3). This fact as well as the fact 

that the temple was originally dedicated to Surya, who is likewise 

regarded as a “planet”, could explain the preference for Soma 

instead of Kubera.

Most of the directional guardians are two-armed, except for 

Agni and Isana, who are four-armed. A characteristic feature of the 

Cittaudgadh dikpalas is that they stand with their feet apart when 

they are not represented in the rigid samapada posture. Vayu (fig. 

108) is a particularly good example for an extreme form of this pos

ture. The free leg is stiffly stretched to the side, the foot turned out

wards. This posture is typical for Western India.249 In Central India, 

the legs of lokapdla images tend to be placed close together. The 

above posture, which could be referred to as tribhahga (triple

flexed, if one accepts this expression), has been somewhat modified 

in the Kumbhasyama sculptures. Here it is even more exaggerated, 

resulting in a kind of mannerism. The free leg in that case is 

stretched out at a wider angle and has to be bent in order to reach the 

ground, creating a rather inelegant effect.

7 The image of Indra on the (south-)east is unfortunately not 

documented.

2 Agni (fig. 104), south(-east), is shown four-armed, wearing 

jatamukuta (hair-crown), a moustache and goatee, and stands 

in the rigid samapada posture. He is adorned with heavy ear

rings, a necklace, bracelets and a vanamala (garland of leaves 

and flowers) reaching down to his knees. Strangely, his 

upavita (brahmanical cord) seems to be wound around his 

belt buckle. Behind Agni’s head are two concentrically ar

ranged, elongated, flaming haloes. His upper right hand holds 

a fan, which was used to kindle the fire. The lower right hand 

is damaged; it may have held a fruit. The lower left hand 

holds a pot with handle, and the upper left hand holds a long

handled attribute resting on the ground, possibly a standard. 

On Agni’s lower right is a ram crouching on the ground. Two 

plants symmetrically flank the god.

3 Yama (fig. 105), on the south(-west), stands in the charac

teristic posture described above. He has a curly hairstyle, 

probably representing the demonic urdhvakesa (upraised 

hair). A perfectly round halo is visible behind his head. His 

ornaments are similar to those of Agni, except for the pres

ence of anklets. In addition, he wears a string of pearls around 

his neck, with chains hanging down from the girdle over both 

legs. He also wears keyuras (upper arm bracelets), and a sash 

that falls down across the thighs. The upavita is worn in a reg

ular way. Yama holds a staff topped by a skull in his right 

hand, and in his raised left hand a large lotus flower with a 

bird perched on it. A massive vanamala extends down to the 

knees. The diminutive buffalo is depicted standing behind its 

master.

4 Nairrta (fig. 106), (south-)west, is a mirror-image of Yama’s 

posture. He wears a high crown with an intricate halo behind. 

On the whole he resembles Yama, however, he has a third 

necklace with little bells, and the vanamala extends even fur

ther down. The god wields a sword in his right hand, and the 

left hand is resting on the sash which runs across his thighs. 

A tiny figure of a worshipper on his right probably represents 

his anthropomorphic vehicle, while a female attendant is 

standing on the other side.

5 Varuna (fig. 107), (north-)west, whose head has been com

pletely destroyed, resembles the other dikpala images (here 

only one necklace), except for one unusual characteristic: his 

upavita extends from the right shoulder down to the left side. 

The brahmanical cord is worn in this way, as opposed to the 

regular manner, only during rites connected with the dead, a 

connection which cannot be established for Varuna. The staff

like attribute in the right hand is badly damaged, but it seems 

to be a specific type of noose. Where the old surface is pre

served on the “handle”, a twisted structure is discernible. The 

upraised left hand holds a lotus flower, which is curved 

towards the face of the deity. On the bottom, on the proper left, 

the gaping mouth of a makara (mythical aquatic creature) is 

clearly discernible. Except for one visible paw, the rest of the 

body is made up of large scrolls, seen on Varuna’s left.

6 The image of Vayu (fig. 108), north(-west) is particularly 

impressive for its beautifully flowing shawl attribute. Unfor-

247 Meister (1975-76: 44) writes: “Overriding points of similarity exist between 

Kusuma and the Kalika-mata temple at Chittor [...], yet in terms of idiom they are far 

apart.” He does not specify the points of similarity. Concerning the sculpture, the soft, 

flowing contours of the bodies, the squarish faces, and the seemingly boneless, elastic 

fingers (ibid.: fig. 30), clearly connect both temples.

248 Unfortunately, the image of Indra could not be studied.

249 In the following, it is assumed that the posture with the foot of the free leg 

sharply turned to the side originated in Western India. Some early examples are 

illustrated in Schastok 1985: pl. XIII, figs. 21, 22 (doorkeepers from Samalaji, dated 

c. 539 A.D.); pl. XXXI, fig. 52 (Siva, next to BrahmanI, perhaps from Tintoi, dated 

c. 550 A.D.).
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tunately, his head has also been completely damaged. Vayu’s 

right hand, raised to shoulder level, holds the broad piece of 

cloth, which flows behind his crown and is wound around the 

left forearm. The ends of the cloth are attached to the pillars 

flanking the niche, in the form of volutes. The left hand rests 

gracefully on the thigh of the free leg, just above the hori

zontal sash. On Vayu’s right is an antelope with straight horns 

standing frontally. On the other side, a kneeling worshipper 

is visible.

7 Soma (fig. 109) on the north(-east) has a serene expression. 

He stands in the rigid samapada posture, the right hand hold

ing a rosary. Behind the huge jatamukuta coiffure is a large, 

undecorated halo. He wears enormously large circular ear

rings. A peculiar feature is the unusually long upavita, even 

covering the sash behind which it disappears. The sash worn 

over the legs is tied in a big knot beside his right thigh. 

Soma’s left hand extends downwards, grasping the neck of a 

pot (gesture and pot are similar to that of Agni, fig. 104). Tiny 

figures of worshippers kneel on both sides of the Moon God. 

Just above the figure on the proper right side is the head of an 

animal, probably a dog. The body of the animal is unnatural

ly elongated, as the hind legs are visible on the left beside the 

god’s legs. A predecessor of this image of Soma at the relat

ed site of Kusuma250 was originally paired with a Surya image 

(Meister 1975-76: fig. 32).

8 Isana (fig. 110), on the (north-)east, is again four-armed. He 

wears jatamukuta. In posture, ornaments and the position 

of his upavita, he resembles most of the other dikpalas. The 

lower right hand elegantly holds a small flower or bud and is 

uncharacteristically placed in front of his chest. The upper 

hand grasps a trident, with its upper part visible behind the 

pilaster capital, echoing its form. The upper left hand holds a 

serpent, the lower part of which is wound around the wrist. 

The lower left rests on the sash falling over the thighs. Two 

dwarf figures flank Isana on both sides. The one on the right 

seems to carry an offering for the god, while the one on the 

left feeds the bull vehicle with balls of sweets. Among the 

pilasters flanking the deities described so far. Isana’s are the 

most lavishly decorated ones. In contrast to the other ones, the 

shafts are completely covered by ornamental leaves, and 

below the upper ribbed zone a row of lotus petals embellish

es the capital.

In the Kalikamata temple, a few images of directional guardians 

appear amongst a large number of figures on the garbhagrha (sanc

tum) overdoor relief (Meister 1991: 290; pls. 655, 657). Here, 

Yama is found paired with Kubera, who is excluded from the group 

of dikpalas in the niches. On the opposite side, Varuna appears 

together with Vayu, and Indra seems to appear twice, i.e. once on 

both sides. Both pairs correspond to those generally found among 

the group of Manu Lokapalas (cf. section 2.4.1.3).

On the Kumbhasyama temple, two differently composed sets of 

directional guardians probably illustrate an incipient stage in the 

development of the theme. The interior set in the karna niches of the 

sanctum, consisting of nine directional guardians, represents a 

unique scheme. Only three dikpalas show individual characteristics, 

thus distinguishing them from the “Isana type” which is rendered 

with or without a bull vehicle. This puzzling set has been com

mented on by Meister (1991: 295-296) as follows:

Both of the east-facing dikpalas have no vahanas. All have four 

arms and hair tied into a jatamukuta. Only Nirrti, Varuna, and Vayu 

have been differentiated by attributes and vahanas. The remainder 

take a form suggestive of Siva-Isana [...] The intention of this 

imagery would seem to be to suggest that all alarhkara-devatas 

[’’ornamental” attendant deities] are manifestations of Siva - 

including Dikpalas and apsarases [heavenly nymphs] - as well as 

the “istadevatas” on the bhadras (a fact further emphasized by the 

repetition of Isana on the northeast pratiratha, where elsewhere only 

apsarases have appeared).

The author further suggests that the original concept must have been 

that of a Siva temple, which was converted to that of a Visnu tem

ple, after a temporary suspension of work some time in the first half 

of the 8th century (ibid.: 297). The identification of the guardians in 

the western karna niches as Nairrta and Varuna is rather doubtful, 

as their sets of attributes do not follow those traditionally described 

for these deities. All the guardians have been portrayed with relaxed 

postures, the free leg almost invariably directed towards the corner.

9,17 The karna niches of the east wall are hardly accessible. The 

directional guardians there belong to the simple variant of the 

“Isana type, without vehicle”, resembling the image of Isana 

of the Kalikamata temple (fig. 110), except for the vehicle and 

the attendants. The sculptures have been executed in a rough, 

simple manner. The (north-)eastern image is the better pre

served one. The distribution of attributes and gestures seems 

to be the same for both images: lower r. - lotus; upper r. - tri

dent; upper 1. - serpent; lower 1. - katihasta (resting on the 

hip).

B type type

13 Varuna?

B

72 Saiva

Dikpala

75 Isana 16 Isana14 Vayu

77 Isana 

type

10 Isana 

type

Ill. 18: Cittaudgadh, Kumbhasyama temple, garbhagrha

(sanctum) plan

(B - central bhadra niche [empty]; * without vehicle)

10,11, On both the south (figs. Ill, 112) and the north walls 

15,16 (Meister 1991: pl. 676, 1st and 3rd image from the right) of 

the sanctum are found two Isana type dikpalas. The south

ern ones have an additional attendant with a trident on their 

proper left. Their postures are exactly symmetrical (i.e. mir

rored by the counterpart on the opposite side), and the detail 

of the lower garment being shorter on the side of the free leg

250 The figure was erroneously identified as Kubera by Meister (1975-76: fig. 

33). Both Surya and Candra are shown in situ on an earlier photograph (Meister 1973— 

74: fig. 12). The Moon God resembles his counterpart on the Kalikamata temple with 

respect to his coiffure, round halo, and the attributes (there must have been a rosary in 

his right hand). The vanamdld is also present. The deity is seated without vehicle and 

holds the vessel from below. The form of the pilasters flanking the niche has survived 

in the architecture of the Kalikamata and Kumbhasyama temples.
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also occurs in both cases. The distribution of attributes in the 

upper hands (r. - trident; 1. - serpent) is the same as for the 

other “Isana type” dikpdlas. The head of the bull always 

appears on the proper right side. In ornaments and dress the 

guardians largely resemble those of the Kalikamata temple. 

The south(-eastern) guardian (fig. Ill) has his front right 

hand raised, and holds a rosary and lotus. The front left hand 

is held in katihasta. The south(-western) dikpdla (fig. 112) 

has his front right in the latter position, his left hand being 

raised and gracefully holding a small lotus.

72 The Saiva Dikpala (fig. 113) on the (south-)west is four

armed and wears jatamukuta (hair-crown), like all other 

dikpdla?, on the sanctum. The lower right hand is partly bro

ken. It could have been held in the rather unusual gesture 

varada (bestowing boons). The upper left hand holds an 

indistinct object, probably damaru (small drum), the upper 

right grasps a snake, reminiscent of the “Isana type”. The 

lower left hand holds a trident (with an additional skull like 

his attendant on his left?). A lion vehicle in a relaxed, 

attitude crouches on his proper right.

13 Varuna? (fig. 114), on the (north-)west, is characterized by 

a makara or fish. However, there is no other clear indication 

of his identity. The coiffure also seems to be jatamukuta. The 

attributes are: lance (lower r.); lotus (upper r.); rosary (upper 

1.); katihasta (lower 1.). The absence of a noose makes the 

identification as Varuna doubtful. The deity is flanked by 

attendants on both sides with one behind the fish vehicle on 

the proper right. The relatively small mouth of the animal and 

also its strange vertical position suggests its identification as 

a fish rather than a makara. This has also been mentioned as 

Varuna’s vehicle in the literature (MtP 286.9a).

14 The information available on Vayu could only be taken from 

Meister (1991: 296). The deity probably has an antelope 

vehicle as in the Kalikamata temple. He holds a flag here, 

unlike the image in the latter set.

The outer walls of the temple which is now roofed by a much later 

superstructure, preserve the original set of eight directional guar

dians. It is unusual in that it incorporates Karttikeya, probably orig

inally on the north(-west).251 The figures are (clockwise, starting 

from the [south-]east): Indra, Agni252, Karttikeya, Nairrta, Varuna, Yama, 

Kubera, Isana. Some of the images appear to have been partly recut 

in the 15th century (Meister 1991: 294). The images of this set so 

closely resemble those of the first one, that chronologically, both sets 

do not seem to be far apart. However, there is a slight tendency to

wards some awkward features like squarish faces, narrow shoulders 

and an unnaturally flexed free leg. The background of the panels is 

often blank. The generally simpler conception is also visible in the 

fact that all deities except for Karttikeya and Isana are two-armed.

18 Indra (fig. 115) stands in a posture similar to that on the 

Kalikamata temple and wears a large cylindrical crown. He 

holds a large vajra (thunderbolt) with the right hand at waist 

level and has his left resting in katihasta (hand on the hip). A 

miniature elephant on his left is the only attendant figure.

19 Agni (fig. 116), who is - at least at present - placed ir

regularly on the south(-west) karna (corner) niche of the 

gudhamandapa (pillared hall and ambulatory), seems to 

have a recut face. He is bearded and wears jatamukuta (hair

crown). His right hand at waist level holds a staff-like attrib

ute, which may represent a tridanda (triple staff, attribute of 

ascetics). The left hand rests on the hip which is the usual 

posture of the guardians of this set (except for Varuna). A 

goat’s head is peeping out from behind his proper left side, 

while a tiny male attendant stands on the other side. The 

god’s head is flanked by two large leaves. Vertically 

arranged flames are visible above these.

20 Skanda (fig. 117) on the south(-west) is here also described, 

although this deity rarely appears among the dikpalas. He is 

shown three-headed and four-armed. His flexion at the hip 

is particularly strong (atibhanga'). His three heads wear 

jatamukutas. His front right hand holds a long-shafted spear 

and the rear left hand an object with a handle, probably a 

mirror. His rear left hand is held close to the floral capital of 

the pilaster and grasps a fruit, probably a mango, which looks 

like a part of the capital. His lower left hand rests on the hip. 

A female figure, probably his wife Devasena, stands on his 

left side. On the right side beside Karttikeya’s lotus socle are 

the remains of his peacock.

27 Nairrta (fig. 118), located on the (south-)west, probably has 

a recut face and crown. He holds a - largely broken - sword 

in his right hand. His anthropomorphic vehicle kneeling on 

his proper right side looks up at him with its hands folded in 

ahjalimudrd.

22 Varuna (fig. 119), like Nairrta, remains in his proper posi

tion on the (north-)west. His face and jatamukuta seem to 

have been recut. In his right hand he holds a stiff object, 

obviously a stylized noose. It is not complete on the left side, 

and it seems to have been cut to the proper size after the com

pletion of the panel.253 His left hand does not show katihas

ta, but is gracefully held beside the hip, probably in the 

process of offering food to the makara with open jaws visi

ble beneath.

23 Yama Ksemah- Ardhanan Camunda 24 Kubera

Ill. 19: Cittaudgadh, Kumbhasyama temple, simplified plan of 

outer wall

251 Both this sculpture which is now on the south(-west) and the image of Yama, 

now on the north(-west), violate a rule which appeal's to have been implemented on both 

temples under study: When the statue is not shown in samapdda (feet together), the free 

leg is always directed towards the nearest corner of the structure. Only Karttikeya and 

Yama of the Kumbhasyama are exceptions to this rule. Therefore it seems likely that 

they have been placed on the temple in positions other than those originally planned.

252 A “15th century” figure of Agni now occupies the south(-eastem) karna (Meis

ter 1991: 293) niche which must once have belonged to that deity. However, the old 

sculpture of Agni is located on the south(-west) karna of the gudhamandapa. Probably, 

this inconsistency testifies to a change in the concept of the temple during its construc

tion. A number of errors have occurred in Meister’s distribution table of images (ibid.).

253 From the images on the exterior of the Kumbhasyama temple it is clearly vis

ible that the niche figures have been carved together with the right pilaster, the left 

pilaster being most probably affixed later, in situ. In such cases, there are often consid

erable morphological differences between the left and right pilaster. In one example 

from the Kalikamata temple (fig. 107), the left pilaster is completely missing.
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23 Yama (fig. 120), north(-west), was most probably intended 

to occupy the south(-western) niche. He also has the typical 

squarish face and a jatamukuta. His right hand holds a 

khatvdhga (skull-topped staff). A relatively large buffalo 

stands with its head almost squeezed between the pilaster and 

the vanamdld (garland of leaves and flowers), to the right of 

the deity.

24 Kubera (fig. 121) on the north(-east) generally resembles 

the other guardians. He wields a large ribbed gadd (club) 

with a protuberance at the top. Near his left foot is an indis

tinct object, probably not a representation of his vehicle. 

Thus, Kubera is the only dikpdla at Cittaudgadh without any 

vehicle. This feature has been continued at Osian. A club as 

an attribute of Kubera rarely occurs in North India.

25 Isana (fig. 122) on the north(-east) closely resembles the 

‘Tsana type” images inside the temple. His upper attributes 

are trident (r.) and serpent (1.), his lower attribute is probably 

a lotus (damaged; r.), and the lower left hand rests on the hip. 

The bull’s head appears to the left of his master. An unusual 

element is the large bowl with sweets in front of the animal.

It is quite difficult to interpret the intricate, somewhat puzzling evi

dence from Cittaudgadh. A regular dikpdla scheme, like the one on 

the sanctum exterior of the earlier temple, the Kalikamata, does not 

appear in the Kumbhasyama temple. Moreover, the latter temple 

contains two differing sets of dikpdlas. The interior set seems to be 

characterized by the multiplication of Isana/Siva, while the posi

tioning of the guardians is also irregular in the case of the exterior 

set. The choice of Kubera as guardian of the north in the exterior set 

seems like a conscious departure from the Kalikamata scheme, 

where Soma has been represented in his stead.

There are some striking facts which support Meister’s early 

(latter half of the 7th century) dating of both Cittaudgadh temples: 

two points of similarity connect them with the already discussed, 

securely dated (c. 681-696 a.d.) Svarga Brahma temple at Alampur. 

Both these features are clearly understandable in their context at 

Cittaudgadh, but appear to be less logical in the Alampur context:

- The lance-like object or standard placed on Agni’s proper left 

side is also found in the Kalikamata temple, where it is held 

in one of Agni’s four hands. At Alampur, the two-armed Agni 

has no free hand to hold the standard (fig. 71), and hence, it 

remains floating in the background.

- The syncretistic deities Ardhanarisvara on the north and Har- 

ihara on the south are both represented on the Svarga Brahma 

(ill. 11) and on the Kumbhasyama (ill. 18) temples. On the 

latter, their presence suggests a visual “pun”, referring to the 

meeting point of two architectural elements. These images do 

not have the same function at Alampur,254 since there is no 

unevenness in the structure of the wall.

The second of the two points was elaborated earlier by Meister 

(1979: 228):

There seems to be little doubt that the priest or architect at Chit- 

taur, searching for a schema within which to place his images, 

saw the relation between his conjoint images of Siva-Parvati 

[Ardhanarisvara] and Siva-Visnu [Harihara] and the juncture 

between prasdda and mandapa in which he put them.

Just like at Amrol and probably also at Mundesvarl, Cittaudgadh 

preserves two temples with dikpdla (or related) sets. At all these 

sites, the later temple significantly deviates from the earlier one in 

the composition of the dikpdla group as well as the distribution of 

the figures on the temple walls. This phenomenon seems to be 

restricted to the experimental phase in the development of the 

dikpdla scheme.

Uniquely during this earlier phase, on the sanctum of the Kum

bhasyama temple at Cittaudgadh, all the dikpalas are depicted with 

four arms, combined with a strong Saiva aspect.

Bithu, Mahddeva temple

The Mahadeva temple at Bithu255 is particularly interesting for its 

unusual ground plan. The site is located in the Pali district, 

Rajasthan. With an estimated date of c. second quarter of the 8th 

century (Meister 1991: 170), the temple might postdate both tem

ples at Cittaudgadh. The dikpdla images at Bithu resemble those of 

Cittaudgadh, however, sufficient differences exist to suggest that 

they were not executed by the same school of craftsmen. The frames 

of the niches are different here, and the only feature which is remi

niscent of the Cittaudgadh temples are the lotus brackets. Unfortu

nately, only three directional guardians survive in the directional 

scheme at Bithu.

1 Varuna (Meister 1982: fig. 8) occupies the (north-)west 

karna niche of the outer face of the wall enclosing the 

pradaksindpatha (ambulatory). The deity stands in a natur

ally flexed dbhahga posture with the legs held together and 

not apart as at Cittaudgadh. It is unclear as to whether he 

wears a crown or jatamukuta. Some ornaments are dis

cernible, but he seems to lack the upavlta (brahmanical cord). 

The squarish face is reminiscent of the Cittaudgadh sculp

tures. In his right hand Varuna holds a staff-like, twisted rope 

as at Cittaudgadh. The left hand rests on the hip. An attendant 

is seen on Varuna’s right side. On his left side, the outlines of 

a makara can be faintly discerned.

2 Vayu {ibid:, fig. 9) on the north(-west) exhibits the same 

relaxed dbhahga posture as Varuna. A piece of Vayu’s bil

lowing cloth is visible where it is wound around his right fore

arm. It is probably wound around the left forearm as well, but 

the shapes are indistinct. It is a rare feature that both his hands 

are held in a low position (1.: katihasta'). As in Varuna’s case, 

a round halo is still faintly visible. An elegant, long-necked 

antelope can be seen behind Vayu’s legs. He is flanked by 

two attendants, who appear to be miniature replicas of him

self.

3 Soma (ibid: fig. 10) on the north(-east) also occupies a posi

tion corresponding to the Kalikamata set. He stands in 

samapada. The ends of a crescent moon project from Soma’s 

shoulders. His right arm seems to be raised. He is flanked by 

two, probably female, attendants. The rest of the image is 

very badly damaged and does not reveal any details.

The sculptural style of the Bithu dikpalas is less “monumental” 

than at Cittaudgadh and is characterized by softly flowing contours, 

representing a rather independent idiom. However, with regard to 

the layout of the panels and their iconographic features, they can be

254 Buchanan (1985: 49) regards a combination of Harihara and Ardhanarisvara 

as “popular with Calukya patrons”.

255 Meister 1991: 167-170; Meister 1982 has analyzed the temple and illustrat

ed the remaining three dikpalas (figs. 8, 9, 10).
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clearly grouped with their counterparts at Cittaudgadh. The place

ment of Soma on the north is particularly reminiscent of the 

Kalikamata temple.

Pipad, Pipladmata temple

Like Blthu, Pipad and the following site of Osian are located in the 

Jodhpur region, Rajasthan. The Pipladmata temple has a nirandhara 

(without ambulatory) plan, with projecting kapili walls (enclosure 

of the vestibule). The original superstructure is lost. The karna (cor

ner) niches contain an incomplete, partially substituted set of direc

tional guardians. Unfortunately, the images are in a bad state of 

preservation. The temple has been assigned to the second quarter of 

the 8th century by Meister (1991: 139).

Several factors indicate a Central Indian influence on the 

Pipladmata temple, such as the broad kapili walls and the motif of 

paired geese appearing in a cloud formation (ibid.). The rendering 

of some of the dikpalas, particularly that of the north(-eastern) 

image (fig. 128), is strongly reminiscent of a Central Indian model, 

i.e. on the Tell-ka- mandir image at Gwalior (fig. 100).

6 Vayu Gaja- 7 Isana?

laksmi

Ill. 20: Pipad, Pipladmata temple

1 Indra (Meister 1991: pl. 326), on the (north-)east, occupies 

a different position than at Cittaudgadh (Kalikamata garb- 

habhitti; Kumbhasyama outer wall; ills. 17, 19), which can 

also be assumed for Blthu. On these temples, the sequence 

starts with Indra on the (south-)east. Here, at Pipad, the god 

is portrayed as seated on his elephant, with his consort grace

fully seated behind him, partly turned to the rear. It is not clear 

whether Indra has an attribute in the raised right hand. The 

left hand is resting on the thigh.

2 Surya’s (fig. 123) position on the (south-)east is noteworthy. 

The only parallels for a combination of Indra and Surya on 

the east wall are found at Alampur (ill. 11) and Amrol (ill. 

15). As in the case of Indra, some space has been left empty. 

The Sun God stands in samapada and wears a prominent sash 

at the height of his elbows, which extends down to his knees. 

All other features have been destroyed beyond recognition. 

Only the remains of a large round halo can be seen. Two 

attendants, apparently Danda and Piiigala, stand in relaxed 

postures at some distance on either side of Surya. The image 

seems to strongly resemble the one on the Danebaba temple 

at Amrol (fig. 95).

3 Kubera (fig. 124) on the south(-west) has an unusual posi

tion. The figure is comparatively large. The god is seated in 

a relaxed posture, wears a large crown and holds a bag in his 

left hand resting on the knee. He resembles the Kubera 

images at Osian (cf. 2.3.1.3).

4 Dikpala! The figure on the (south-)west (fig. 125) probably 

does not belong to the dikpala scheme. It is shown in a 

crouching posture and seems to be animal-headed. The left 

hand is resting on the left thigh and the other touches the right 

knee.

5 The deity on the (north-)west (fig. 126) is most probably 

Varuna, although the graceful posture with the right arm 

held parallel to the body creates the impression that it is a 

female. The posture mirrors that of the Tell-ka-mandir image 

of Varuna (fig. 99) however. The deity stands in abhanga, 

with the pivot leg on the left. Its left hand is raised and most 

likely holds the loop of a noose. Perhaps the right hand orig

inally held some grass as fodder for his vehicle as at Gwalior. 

This would make sense only when the vehicle was the goose 

(hamsa). However, nothing remains of a vehicle on the prop

er right side of the god. An indistinct fragment in the left cor

ner could be either the remains of a vehicle or a floral orna

ment.

6 Vayu (fig. 127) on the north(-west) can be easily identified. 

Although the upper portion of the image is completely dam

aged, there is no doubt about its identification, as the upper 

contours are still visible and the vehicle is preserved. The 

Vayu image on the Tell-ka-mandir (fig. 100) could have 

served as a model for it. The figures of Vayu and the rela

tively large horse behind him are rendered in the same way, 

except for a few details, like the raised right front leg of the 

animal and the raised, now missing head of the horse. At 

Gwalior, the horse is tilted to the right, while at Pipad, the god 

himself is quite unnaturally tilted to the same side. He must 

have held a billowing cloth in his hands.

7 The severely damaged, seated figure on the north(-east) (fig. 

128) can be identified as Isana or it could possibly be a mis

placed Yama. It is not clear whether it was originally four

armed. A certain similarity with the Isana image at Osian, 

Harihara temple 1 (fig. 195) is, however, quite obvious. The 

latter’s rare feature of a serpent held on the right side may be 

paralleled at Pipad, where the figure holds a long, slightly 

curved object in the (front?) right hand. However, since the 

serpent is usually held in one of the rear hands, this identifi

cation may be doubtful. The left portion is not very well pre

served.

The Pipladmata temple once more provides evidence for a forma

tive stage in the development of the astadikpdla theme, which is 

traceable in Western India. The clear affinity with some Central 

Indian temples - the Danebaba temple, Amrol, regarding the distri

bution of dikpalas-, and the Tell-ka-mandir, Gwalior, regarding the 

rendering of some of them (Varuna, Vayu) - is particularly signifi

cant. On the Danebaba temple, both seated and standing dikpdlas 

occur. This combination is an indication of the formative period 

which can be witnessed at Amrol, Pipad, and also at Alampur dur

ing the latter half of the 7th and the first half of the 8th century. It is 

surprising however, that a complete set of astadikpalas is found in 

the Kalikamata temple, presumably before 700 a.d. A plausible 

explanation could be that the large, royal temples at Cittaudgadh had 

sources of inspiration other than the Central Indian influence found 

at Pipad. A clear difference also exists between the horror vacui 

treatment of space at Cittaudgadh and Blthu and the images which 

“float” in the empty space as at Pipad and in Central India.
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Osian, “Surya” temple no. 1 and “Harihara” temple no. 1

At the important temple site of Osian, Jodhpur district/Rajasthan, 

temple construction started some time around 700 a.d. As in Cen

tral India, several stages of the formation of the dikpala theme can 

be observed here. Surya temple no. 1, presumably the earliest of 

this series, does not yet have a full set. A complete canonical set 

occurs for the first time in the Harihara temple no. 1, where the 

astadikpalas appear in seated (Vayu: riding) postures in the eight 

karna (corner) niches. Until this stage, a strong Central Indian in

fluence is traceable, particularly in the goose (Jiamsa') vehicle of 

Varuna. While on the Harihara temple 1, some of the vahanas are 

clearly related to Central India (quadruped for Nairrta, hamsa for 

Varuna, horse-like antelope for Vayu), the postures of some of the 

dikpalas (Vayu, Varuna) on Surya temple 1 with nearly parallel but 

tilted legs are strongly reminiscent of Central India and clearly 

differ from those of the other figures shown in similarly relaxed 

stances.256

Like most of the other temples of the 8th—9th centuries at this 

site, Surya temple no. I257 has no ambulatory. It has its own plinth 

and an open mandapa (hall) in front. It faces west like most of the 

other temples at Osian. This orientation was not altogether unknown 

in Central India during that period, as the Danebaba temple at Amrol 

shows. While there is no definite clue regarding the absolute date of 

the temple, the recently proposed date accommodates it shortly 

before or after 700 a.d.258 Concerning the directional guardians, it 

is extremely unusual to find them rather regularly positioned on the 

western and southern walls, but practically absent from the eastern 

and northern walls. The seated Kubera (7) in the (south-)eastern 

karna niche most probably does not belong to the dikpala concept 

on Surya temple no. 1. However, it has a similarly placed counter

part at Plpad, where the astadikpala concept is likewise irregular. It 

is a significant fact that all the “true” dikpdlas on the temple are 

shown standing. The most likely explanation for the absence of 

dikpalas on the east and the north would be that the design concept 

of the temple had been changed during its construction. In any case, 

these images have apparently been sculptured separately and insert

ed into the niches.

Surya

1 Kubera

Ardha- 

narisvara

Parsva- 

natha?

Natesa

3 Yama Ganesa 2 Agni

Ill. 21: Osian, Surya temple no. 1, plan

1 The image of Kubera (fig. 182) on the (south-)east has some 

rare features. He is shown squatting on a cushion or sack. His 

headdress consists of thick rows of urdhvakesa (upright 

standing hair) curls, which are held together by a diadem or

ribbon. His face is damaged. His ornaments are earrings, 

keyuras (upper arm ornaments) and a necklace hanging well 

below the neck. The brahmanical cord is depicted as a broad 

band (yastropavlta'). Kubera’s belly is pronouncedly big. His 

proper right hand holds an unusual object resembling a short 

staff. The left hand holds an elongated purse. Flanking him in 

the lower corners is a pot turned upside down with something 

issuing from it. Above on both sides, branches of mango trees 

with bunches of mangoes are visible.

2 Agni (fig. 183), positioned on the south(-east) in a rigid pos

ture, doubtlessly acts as the guardian of the south-east. He has 

an unnaturally short torso. Small, neatly carved flames 

emerge from behind the head and shoulders. The headdress is 

jatamukuta (crown of hair), and he wears simple ornaments. 

The broken right hand raised to shoulder level must have held 

a rosary. The broken object just below the left hand must have 

been a water vessel. It seems to rest on a small plant below. 

On Agni’s right is a small, damaged image of a goat moving 

towards the front.

3 Yama (fig. 184) also occupies his canonical place, the south 

(-west). He is seated on a striding buffalo. The tangled 

urdhvakesa curls are held together by a ribbon. A sash is 

wound around Yama’s staff and arms and flows behind his 

shoulders. The left hand rests on the left leg, and the right 

hand resting on the right knee holds a damaged staff. The face 

is damaged.

4 The figure in the narrow (south-)west karna niche (fig. 185) 

has been recently identified as Candra by me.259 It exhibits 

no specific feature of Candra, but no other identification of 

this deity seems to be possible. Candra resembles Agni in 

many ways. The posture and coiffure are the same. The posi

tion of the arms are likewise identical with the latter, and the 

attributes (most probably a rosary - r., water-bottle - 1.) also 

seem to be the similar. A brahmanical cord has been clearly 

indicated. A tiny vehicle stands behind the god. It appears to 

be a rather fragile antelope. In view of his unusual position it 

is unclear whether Candra functions as a dikpala here.

5 The image in the northern kapilt niche (fig. 186) has 

also recently been identified as Varuna.260 The occurrence of

256 The difference becomes particularly conspicuous when comparing two juxta

posed illustrations in Meister 1991. Ardhanarisvara on the north(-west) (ibid.: pl. 309) 

stretches the free leg stiffly to the side, with the foot strictly parallel to the socle. The 

same posture, which has also been chosen for the doorkeepers (ibid.: pls. 314, 317, 

318), is already familiar to us from the dikpalas of the Kalikamata temple at Cittaud- 

gadh (e.g. fig. 108). Varuna (fig. 186) stands in a slightly flexed posture (abhanga) like 

Ardhanarisvara, but the legs and feet are kept in an almost parallel position. Although 

with the extremely short torso and the broad face it resembles the latter image, the knees 

and the thick lower end of the short garment are much more naturally modelled. Vayu 

(fig. 187) shows an extreme version of this stance with parallel legs and feet, which is 

common in Central India (cf. fig. 99).

257 Meister 1991: 132-137; Bhandarkar 1912: 110; Handa 1984: 55-58. 

Strangely, the temple has not been included in Viennot’s study (1976).

258 Meister in the text of the Encyclopaedia (1991: 137) assigns it to the first 

quarter of the 8th century, but in a plate caption (pl. 303) the date is given as “c. late 

seventh-early eighth century a.d.”.

259 Wessels-Mevissen 1994: 599.

260 Meister (1991: 310) identified the deity as Karttikeya. In that case, the bird 

would have to be a peacock. However, the noose attribute is unknown with Karttikeya. 

Identifying the god as Varuna (Wessels-Mevissen 1994: 600) on the other hand leaves 

the peacock-like bird unexplained. With its crest it does not represent the typical goose 

which is found with Varuna in Central India. Perhaps, a misconception about the bird 

had occurred, which would not be the only instance in the case of unusual vehicles. 

On the slightly later Harihara temple 1, Varuna’s goose has been rendered lifelike 

(fig. 192).
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a dikpala in a kapili niche is elsewhere only found at Amrol 

(ill. 14) and Indor (ill. 27). Varuna has a stout figure, a broad 

face, and mighty hands and feet. His urdhvakesa curls are 

held together by a ribbon. Small earrings, a simple necklace 

and bracelets are his only ornaments. A decorative sash is 

wound around both his arms. His right hand is raised and 

holds a large noose with a solid centre (cf. fig. 99). His left 

hand rests on the hip. The lower garment ends above the 

knees. On Varuna’s left side, a large bird is shown moving 

away from the deity in a graceful posture which probably 

represents courtship dance. On the proper left side, the leaves 

of a shrub balance the carefully conceived scene.

6 Vayu (fig. 187), the Wind God, appears to be uncomfortably 

squeezed into the narrow (north-)western karna niche. His 

coiffure is very simple. His posture is an unnaturally flexed 

abhahga. A sash is tied around his thighs, just above his 

knees. The Agni image at Gwalior also wears a sash in a sim

ilar position (fig. 98). In his two raised hands, Vayu holds a 

billowing cloth. A small jumping antelope can be seen to his 

proper right.

Harihara temple no. I261 (ill. 22) represents a culmination in the 

early temple art at Osian. The temple has been constructed as a 

pahcayatana complex, consisting of one central and four laterally 

arranged shrines. With the Harihara temple 1, kapili walls cease to 

be constructed at this site. Pratiratha niches have now been intro

duced between the karna (corner) and central bhadra niches on the 

exterior wall. The distribution of deities in the niches has been made 

in a more careful, conscious manner, with the complete astadikpdla 

set starting on the (south-)east with Indra. It is a peculiarity of the 

Harihara temples nos. 1 and 2 at Osian, that the Sun and Moon God, 

Surya and Candra, who are found associated with the dikpala sets 

at some of the early sites,262 have been shifted to the pratiratha 

niches and thus structurally separated from the group of directional 

guardians. It seems that after this development, the inclusion of 

Candra and/or Surya in the group of dikpalas ceased in North India 

and the Deccan.

1 Indra (fig. 188) on the (south-)east resembles his counterpart 

on the Danebaba temple, Amrol (fig. 96), in that he is seated 

on a reclining elephant with its head in profile. Both images 

of Indra wear a simple necklace and exhibit a roll of fat above 

the lower garment. Indra wears his typical cylindrical crown. 

His right hand resting on the knee must have originally held 

a thunderbolt, his left hand rests on the left knee. Some inter

esting details are a tight sash that holds Indra’s right leg in a 

slightly upright position, and a saddlecloth and a headband 

for the elephant.

2 Agni (fig. 189) on the south(-east) has many features in com

mon with his counterpart at Amrol (fig. 97). The positions of 

the hands and legs are largely identical. The sash used as a 

kind of yogapatta (band to keep the legs in place during med

itation) occurs in both cases. Agni has a jatamukuta (hair

crown). His attributes are a rosary (?) in his raised right hand 

and a decorated water-bottle in his left hand held near the 

lower part of his leg. A departure from the Amrol example are 

the long flames that completely fill the background, and the 

figure of the goat covering the breadth of the panel. The low

er garment hardly reaches the knees. The brahmanical cord is 

absent.

3 Yama (fig. 190) on the south(-west) squats on a couchant 

buffalo. He wears a ribbon around the urdhvakesa curls. Two 

rows of beads serve as a necklace and as keyuras (upper arm 

ornaments). Yama wears asymmetrical ear ornaments. He 

holds a staff with a bulging top (skull?) in his left hand. His 

right hand is damaged. It must have rested on the right knee. 

An important detail is the small bird (cock?)263 shown be

tween the feet of the reclining buffalo.

3 Yama Ganesa Trivikrama Candra 2 Agni

6 Vayu Brahma Narasimha Mahisa- 7Kubera

mardini

Ill. 22: Osian, Harihara temple no. 1, central shrine, simplified plan

4 The figure of Nairrta (fig. 191) appears to be squeezed 

into a very narrow niche on the (south-)west. He wears 

jatamukuta and a necklace with two rows of beads like Yama. 

His right hand holds a long sword, and his left hand rests on 

the respective knee. In the lower section of the niche, parts of 

the body and the head of the quadruped vehicle are visible, 

which seems to be a dog or jackal.

5 Varuna (fig. 192) on the (north-)west has been allotted a nar

row niche like Nairrta. He wears jatamukuta, a double-row 

necklace, and a short lower garment. He squats on a goose 

(Juans a). His right hand is raised and holds a noose made 

from a rope. The left hand holds an indistinct object, which 

may be a fruit.

6 Vayu (fig. 193) on the north(-west) appears riding on his 

antelope. He wears his hair in upright or urdhvakesa curls. 

His earrings seem to be asymmetrical, and he wears a simple 

necklace. Vayu’s symmetrically raised hands hold an inflat-

261 Meister 1991: 158-167; Bhandarkar 1912: 101-103; Kalia 1982: 3^1; 

Handa 1984: 29-31.

262 Both Surya and Soma have been structurally treated as dikpalas on the Svar- 

ga Brahma (ill. 11) and other temples at Alampur. Only Surya appears among the 

dikpalas (i.e. in a corresponding karna position) on the Danebaba temple at Amrol (ill. 

15) and at Pipad (ill. 20). Soma/Candra is probably included on Surya temple 1 at Osian 

(ill. 21). On the Kalikamata temple at Cittaudgadh (ill. 17) and at Bithu (see above) 

however, he has a regular function as a guardian of the north. Both Surya and Candra 

are essential members of the group of “Manu Lokapalas” (see section 2.4.1.3), where 

they replace Nairrta and Isana.

263 This detail has also been noticed by Handa (1983: 55). He identifies the bird 

as a cock, which has been mentioned as Yama’s attribute in some texts. Parallels from 

Central India also show a similar position of the bird in front of the buffalo (figs. 147, 

154). It should also be noted that a closely similar bird forms part of the Yama image 

of the Kalikamata temple at Cittaudgadh (fig. 105), where it is placed on the lotus held 

by the god.
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ed cloth which curves around his head. The god sits astride 

a stiffly conceived, fat antelope. It resembles a mule rather 

than a swift animal. This is an interesting feature, since the 

contemporary Central Indian models depict Vayu on a horse.

7 Kubera’s image (fig. 194) is placed on the north(-east). He 

wears his hair in nicely dressed curls, but has no crown or 

diadem. Kubera’s ornaments, particularly his necklaces, are 

unusually lavish and intricate. His face and that of his anthro

pomorphic vehicle squatting below him are largely damaged. 

His right hand is broken, and his left hand grasps an elongat

ed purse.

8 The image of Isana (fig. 195) on the (north-)east is the only 

four-armed figure. This panel is only slightly damaged and 

exhibits some interesting features. His headdress consists 

of an elaborate jatamukuta, and he wears symmetrical 

earrings. Apart from a double-row necklace, the torso is 

embellished by a vastropavita (broad brahmanical cord). 

While the keyuras are rather simple in design, a long mala 

(garland) made out of skulls and bones encircles the entire 

body. The god sits in daksinapralambapada (right leg 

pendent), with the left leg resting on the hump of the bull 

vehicle. The front right hand raised to the shoulder level holds 

a rosary and probably some other object (or the tail of the ser

pent?). The rear right hand holds a serpent, and the rear left 

hand grasps a trident, the shaft of which consists of a spinal 

column. The front left hand rests on a part of the garland.

No other temple shows such a close relationship between the devel

opment of dikpdla representation in Central and Western India as 

Harihara no. 1. However, in the following phase, the supposedly 

indigenous Western Indian tradition, as it is iconographically 

reflected in the dikpalas at Cittaudgadh and Blthu, became domi

nant. This will be demonstrated by the evidence of the temples sub

sequently constructed at Osian.

Lamba, Old Temple

Only four of the originally six Azzma-niches of the temple at 

Lamba,264 which is located south-east of Jodhpur and north of B ithu, 

survive. Of these, only one contains a dikpdla image: namely Vayu 

on the north(-east). An image of Surya on the (north-)east could 

have belonged to an early configuration of dikpalas,. However, the 

present sculpture has probably been inserted later (Meister 1991: 

173). The temple has been regarded as “contemporary with the old

est temples at Osia” by Dhaky (1966: 145) and tentatively dated to 

the “second or third quarter of the eight century a.d.” by Meister 

(1991: 170).

Vayu (ibid.: pl. 387) sits on, or rather, above, a large, realisti

cally rendered antelope with its head raised. His left knee is visible 

above the snout of the animal. The wind god is shown frontally, 

holding the usual billowing cloth. The arrangement consciously 

makes use of the rather elongated niche format. Inside the temple, 

there is another depiction of Vayu which is included in a frieze of 

Manu Lokapalas (cf. section 2.4.1.3) shown in procession (ibid.: pl. 

393c; ill. 31). Here, the deity is less stiffly rendered, the billowing 

cloth swaying gracefully sideways behind his crown. He is seated 

directly on the back of the antelope, which leaps forward in an ele

gant manner. The stylistic differences suggest either a chronologi

cal gap between the two images of Vayu, or they may have been the 

work of two different schools of artists. It is also important to note 

that Lamba is the westernmost outpost with regard to the depiction 

of the the Manu Lokapalas.

2.3.1.4 Eastern India and Bangladesh

The only site with spatially arranged directional guardians in the 

eastern part of the subcontinent in this period is Dev Baranarak 

(Shahabad district) in north-western Bihar. Rather unusually, a 

group of only four members is represented here. What may be 

regarded as the legacy of the nearby site of Mundesvari with its 

cornerstone set of Manu Lokapalas continued only in a number of 

friezes of this particular group of deities, some of which may belong 

to the period under discussion (see section 2.4.1.3).

Dev Baranarak (Deo Barundrk)

Unfortunately, this unique arrangement of directional guardians is 

not well-published, and therefore, a detailed and analytical descrip

tion cannot be given here. The lokapalas are carved in high relief on 

an isolated pillar carrying

... two sets of sarvatobhadrika images [facing the four main 

directions, respectively] - at the base representing Siva, Parvati, 

Surya (?), and Ganesa, at the top, four Lokapalas. The pillar 

shows square, octagonal, and circular sections and small stand

ing figures of astagrahas [planetary deities] in low relief. (Deva 

1988: 122)

An old Archaeological Survey photograph, re-published by Asher 

(1980: pl. 125), shows that they appear seated above their vehicles. 

It is clearly visible that Varuna has hamsa as his vehicle, which is 

his typical characteristic not only in Central India but also in the 

eastern part of the country, until c. the 9th century (see section 

2.5.5). A short description of the images has been recently given by 

B.K. Jamuar(1985: 60-61):

(i) Indra seated on an elephant and attended upon by a figure 

carrying [an] umbrella (east),

(ii) Kubera seated with his right leg raised up and holding a bag 

of money in his left hand (north),

(iii) Varuna seated on a bird (hamsa?) and holding a flower in 

each hand (west), and

(iv) Yama seated on a buffalo and holding a flower in each hand 

(south).

2.3.2 Later Phase (c. 751-1000 a.d.)

Although a consolidation of the dikpdla theme265 was achieved in 

most of the regions during this period, variations in the placement 

and arrangement of the group did occur on and off. These, howev

er, may have been nothing more than variations on a theme which 

was already more or less widely known at that time. Gradually, the 

directional guardians had to give up their rather dominant positions 

on the temple walls. Likewise gradually, the representations became 

rather stereotyped and manneristic. Both these features, of course, 

were results of the general developments in the mediaeval Indian

264 Dhaky 1966: 142-145; Meister 1991: 170-174. Significantly, there are no 

karna niches on the front (west) side, which seems to be an early feature.

265 S. Markel (1995) in his book on another important group of minor gods, 

the planetary deities, subsumed their development under three main headings: “The 

formative period”, “Innovations in imagery”, and “Variations on a theme” (ibid.: III). 

According to him, these phases correspond to the 6th, 7th, and 8th centuries, respec

tively.
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Art. The dikpala images of this phase can be traced to some earlier 

models (Pattadakal, Papanatha temple; Cittaudgadh, Kalikamata 

temple).

It would be important to ascertain the date of the acceptance of 

the canonical astadikpala concept in the different parts of the coun

try. However, the extremely sparse availability of absolute dates 

makes it very difficult to establish all these datum lines. The degree 

of regional variation, which can be more easily traced, is also of con

siderable interest.

One of the newer findings is that the wider acceptance of the ful

ly developed astadikpala concept in the North-west started with the 

Harihara temple no. 1 at Osian. This complete set, the earliest in the 

region, seems to have been introduced as the result of a close inter

action between Western and Central Indian traditions. This contact 

marks the beginning of a regular dikpala representation in the 

region. It is, however, noteworthy that the prototypes of deities 

influenced by the Central Indian modes of representation, were soon 

discarded and replaced by local versions.

Due to the great number of temples with installed astadikpdlas 

in this period, they can be treated only briefly and may even remain 

incomplete in some cases. Apart from the general lines of develop

ment, some significant prospects for the subsequent period will be 

included.

2.3.2.1 The Deccan

A unifying trait of most parts of the Deccan (including the related 

sites of Dharmapuri and Armamalai in northern Tamilnadu) is the 

representation of astadikpala?, on ceiling panels. This was the con

tinuation of an earlier practice, already found in the 6th century 

Cave 3 at Badami, and continued from the end of the 7th century 

onwards. Certain characteristics of the relief panels exhibit purely 

regional concepts that continued at least until the end of the 10th 

century. Some of the ceiling panels are exquisite works of art.

The concept of depicting dikpala? on the temple exterior did 

not gain wider acceptance in the Deccan. Only a few examples 

occurred, which were obviously based on the model of the 

Papanatha temple at Pattadakal.

A partly related concept was the placement of the guardians on 

the gopura (part of the western screen wall) of the Kailasa temple at 

Ellora. Although unique during the period under discussion, this 

form of representation continued in the later Cola art.266 Further, at 

Ellora, dikpalas still find their place among the attendant figures 

on the upper portion of monumental relief panels.

Another rare position of dikpalas was near the top of the vimana 

(temple tower above the sanctum). It is found only in one example 

in the region under discussion, viz. at Pratakota/A.P. The instalment 

of dikpalas at such an extreme height must have been inspired by 

the Kumara Brahma temple at Alampur or by other, now extinct 

shrines, reflecting the same tradition. Another rare representation of 

the directional guardians is seen on the door lintel frieze at the 

Nolamba capital, Hemavatl/A.P. (Doddesvara temple).

The depiction of directional guardians at Bikkavolu/A.P. 

(Golihgesvara temple) represents a different concept, showing only 

a few of them on the exterior, and not placed in their canonical 

positions. Agni, Indra and Vayu appear in a sequence, framed by 

other deities, on the southern wall of the vimana. At Kelur near 

Aihole, an isolated Varuna occurs in the western niche of one of the 

temples.267

At Kukkanur (Navalihga group, older shrine), the uniform 

group of deities in the exterior niches could not possibly represent 

dikpalas, as has been stated by K.V. Soundara Rajan (1986: 144), 

since dikpalas are always shown with individual features, which is 

not the case here.

Starting with the prominent tradition of astadikpala ceilings, 

several facts have as yet not been noted:

A number of different modes of layout occur, in which 

the riding deities (generally in profile) have been arranged 

(ill. 23).

- There tend to be regional preferences for particular orders as 

well as for other characteristics of the deities, their arrange

ment, and the design of the panel. Thus, four-armed 

dikpalas are restricted to the eastern part (Alampur region), 

while the presence of female consorts is common in the 

western part of the Deccan.268

Generally, the lower portion of each sub-panel forms the 

border of the whole panel, but there are a few exceptions 

with the lower sections directed towards the centre (ill. 23 

b, i). The lower part of the central panel is in most cases 

placed in the direction opposite the sanctum, but there are 

exceptions to this rule as well (e.g. ill. 23 b, h, i).

The central sub-panel is generally occupied by the god Siva 

(in his dancing form Natesa, mostly four- or eight-armed; 

Kalyanasundara; Umasahitamurti; or Somaskandamurti). 

The only exceptions are found in the Jaina temples (ill. 23 

e, f), and once at Aihole (fig. 130), where Brahma is repre

sented in the centre. The distribution of panels with 

Umasahitamurti is significantly restricted to the eastern part 

of the Deccan (ill. 23 c, i).269

The astadikpala ceilings of the Deccan form good material for an 

in-depth study. The results could be correlated with other features 

of temple architecture and may even assist in establishing the 

chronology of the respective monuments. The example of the often 

published relief in the Kallesvara temple, Aralaguppe/Karnataka 

(ill. 23 b; fig. 136), which forms the most ornate part of the temple, 

shows that the dikpala ceiling can be assumed to convey a signifi

cant theological meaning. The fact that Natesa in the majority of 

cases appears in the centre also supports this assumption. His eight 

arms obviously allude to the heavenly directions and emphasize 

Siva’s role as the dancing Lord of the Regions.270 Typologically, the 

development of the Natesa-cum-astadikpalah. theme evolved from 

elements, which were already known in the early to mid-8th centu

ry shrines at Pattadakal (Mallikarjuna and Papanatha) and Aihole 

(Jyotirlihga group; see section 2.3.1.1). In the Mallikarjuna temple 

itself (fig. 326), the main constituents can be found: namely, an 

eight-armed Natesa, accompanied by four dikpalas (plus Visnu and 

Brahma, which is somewhat reminiscent of the early ceiling relief

2« J.C. Harle 1963: 103-138 (Cidambaram) and F. L’Hernault 1987: 35, 118, 

pl. ico. IV (Darasuram).

267 Kelur, Ramalingesvara temple group, temple no. 2 (Radcliffe 1981: 474, fig. 

881). Varuna is described as four-armed, holding a noose in the lower (right?) hand and 

carrying two fly-whisks in the upper hands. He stands on a makara, which is unique. 

The southern and northern niche of the temple both contain an image of a goddess, 

respectively.

268 An exception being Indra accompanied by his wife at Bhavanasi Sahgam 

(Alampur region) and at Dharmapuri/T.N.

269 Further specimens with Umasahitamurti at the centre exist at Siddhepalli 

(Dagens 1984: ph. 853) in the Alampur region, at Nandi (A.L. Cohen 1989: 180) and 

Avani (ibid: 205, 209) in the Kolar region, and at Dharmapuri (ibid.: 233).

270 Tirumular’s Tirumantiram, stanza 2728 (2774). The text is assigned to the 

7th-8th centuries by K.V. Zvelebil (1985: 47; cited: 49).
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a) Alur, Arkesvara temple (G); after 

I.K Sarnia 1992: pl. 70.

b) Arajaguppe, KalleSvara temple (N); after 

I.K. SARMA 1992: pl. 45.

c) Bhavanasi Sahgam, Rupala SahgameWara 

temple (R); after B. Dagens 1984: ph. 805.
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d) Dharmapuri, Mallikarjuna temple (N); after 

K Krishna Murthy 1987: pl. XLI.

e) Kambadahalli, Santinatha basti (G); after 

I.K Sarma 1992: pls. 112, 129.

f) Kambadahalli, Adinatha basti (G); after 

I.K Sarma 1992: pls. 121.
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III. 23: Ceiling panels of the Deccan region, c. 9th—1 Oth centuries (sketches)
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at Badami, Cave 3); and a grid of nine compartments, separated by 

high ridges, however filled with minor deities.271 The association of 

females as observed in the western part of the Deccan seems to go 

back to the Huccappayya temple at Aihole (figs. 49-54).

The earliest panel of the period, dating to the third quarter of 

the 8th century, is located in the Rastrakuta Kasivisvanatha (or 

Kaslvisvesvara) temple272 at Pattadakal (ill. 24; fig. 129). It is has 

been clearly modelled after the Anantasayi ceiling in the eastern hall 

of the Papanatha temple at the same site (for the astadikpala frame 

see figs. 55-61). Although chronologically, the temples are not very 

far apart, some significant modifications have been made on the 

Kasivisvanatha ceiling: Indra’s and Varuna’s compartments are of 

the same size as those of Yama and Kubera (the latter two being of 

much larger size on the Papanatha ceiling); the two-armed dikpdlas, 

with their hands raised in vandanamudrd (gesture of salutation), 

seem to be devoid of their attributes; most of the guardians and their 

vahanas are rendered in three-quarter profile. However, most of 

these innovations, as well as the fact that all the dikpdla sub-panels 

are of unequal size and bordered by plain ridges, are not found again 

in the later temples. Somaskandamurti at the centre is likewise 

unique. Umasahitamurti, however, might be regarded as an icono- 

graphically related successor of the theme.

All other panels under discussion date from the 9th-10th cen

turies.273 The one at Aihole/Karnataka and those in present-day 

Andhra Pradesh appear to belong to the Rastrakuta dynasty, and 

those in Karnataka and in northern Tamil Nadu belong stylistically 

to the art of the Gariga and Nolamba dynasties.274 The temples of 

this period are generally quite small, nirandhdra (without ambula

tory), and provided with a square-shaped hall made up of nine bays, 

with the astadikpala ceiling over the central bay.

The dikpdlas are always found in their canonical directions.275 

They are shown in profile, and moving in a particular direction. 

Apart from some rare cases, in which the peripheral gods - or 

at least some of them (ill. 23 c) - are represented facing the centre 

(ill. 24), the directional guardians move in a more or less clearly 

conceived circle around the central deity. In the Alampur region, 

there prevails an obvious preference for the arrangement of two 

groups of three deities, which respectively move in the same direc

tion (mostly on the north-south axis; ill. 23 h).

West

North

South

[Nairrta]

▼

Yama

▼

Agni 

◄

Varuna

►

Soma

skanda

murti

Indra

◄

Vayu 

►

Kubera

▲

Isana 

◄

East

Ill. 24: Pattadakal, Kasivisvanatha temple, ceiling panel 

At Alur/Karnataka, such a grouping occurs on the eastern and west

ern side of the panel (ill. 23 a). At Gokak/Karnataka, the same lay

out appears, but the feet of the central Natesa are turned to the east 

(Dhaky 1996: pl. 650). In the Nagesvara temple at Pratakota/A.P. 

there is a peculiar variant of this type (ill. 23 i), while at Aihole, 

this concept with two ‘parallel’ sides may have been employed 

(figs. 130-135), but the western portion of the panel is much too 

damaged to be sure about this.

The second main type is the “svastika” order, with two deities 

aligned on each of the four sides of the central panel. At Aralaguppe 

(ill. 23 b), where the lower sections of the sub-panels are directed 

towards the centre, there occurs an order that seems to be unique for 

this period.276 Much more frequent is the variant with the same 

directions of movement (corresponding to the clockwise circum- 

ambulation), but with the lower portions placed on the periphery 

(ill. 23 e, g)277. There exists only one example in which the deities 

of the main directions are aligned with those of the following inter

mediate direction, thus creating the illusion that they are at the point 

of leaving the panel (ill. 23 f). Finally, at the southernmost site 

Dharmapuri/Tamil Nadu (ill. 23 d; same order of dikpalas in the 

neighbouring Devi temple), an interesting mixed type is found, 

showing an alignment of three directional guardians on the eastern 

side.

The types of borders dividing the panels also reflect regional 

preferences. The eastern part, the Alampur region and Dharmapuri, 

shows a predilection for facetted ridges with a central square por

tion, which corresponds to the shape of the ends of each segment. In 

the same region, however, dividing borders are often absent.

Although the iconography of the images varies in detail, only 

a few examples will be described. The north-eastern temple of the 

so-called KuntI group at Aihole278 bears the latest specimen of a 

dikpdla ceiling in the “ancient triangle” Badami-Aihole-Pattadakal

271 See Radcliffe 1981: fig. 856; P. Banerji 1985: ill. 12 (mirror image). The 

centre shows a mithuna (in erotic attitude) couple according to Buchanan (1985: fig. 

531), but Umasahitamurti according to Radcliffe (1981: 464) and Tarr (1969: 169). 

The outer figures are heavenly beings. The ceiling relief is positioned in the antecham

ber of the garbhagrha.

272 Dhaky 1988a: 346-349. The astadikpala ceiling’s central theme has been 

erroneously identified as “Gauri-Sankara” (ibid.: 349).

273 In most cases, the probable dates and the relative chronology are still open to 

discussion (e.g. Dagens 1984: 24-28; Soundara Rajan 1986: 185-214).

274 Both kingdoms were closely related both politically and artistically. In some 

cases, there is disagreement about the classification as Gahga or Nolamba. In this con

nection, only the Kallesvara at Aralaguppe needs to be mentioned. Cohen (1989: 153- 

160) and Soundara Rajan (1986: 213) regard it as Nolamba, while Sarma (1992: 88- 

91) classifies it as Gahga.

275 In one instance, a wrong order has been created due to an unqualified recon

struction. The relief is housed at the Alampur Museum (A.M. Gaston 1982: pl. 31). 

The two outer slabs would have to be exchanged in order to place the deities in their 

correct sequence. Gaston classifies the piece in her Period 1 (c. 550-800 a.d.) because 

of the presence of a halo. However, this feature continued to be depicted in the region 

under discussion (see below). As a probable date for the Alampur piece I would sug

gest the 9th century.

276 A later ceiling, of the Hoysala period, at Balagamve/Karnataka, shows exact

ly the same order and orientation of deities (H. Cousens 1926: pl. CXIV).

277 Exactly the same order as at Kambadahalli, Santinatha basti (ill. 23 e), is found 

in the Mailaresvara temple at Pathasivarama near Hemavati/Karnataka (fig. 137). It is 

peculiar to find the east-west axis being maintained here by the central Natesa. in spite 

of the temple’s orientation towards the south. At Hemavati itself, three loose slabs 

forming an astadikpala ceiling have been found. One is kept in the Government Muse

um Madras (C. Sivaramamurti 1983: fig. 258; detail on fig. 140), and the two others 

are still at the site (Cohen 1989: pls. 23, 24). The order of sub-panels can be recon

structed as conforming exactly to the other mentioned ones.

278 The north-eastern temple of the KuntI group at Aihole has been referred to by 

different numbers. Soundara Rajan (1986) calls it “no. 3“ on pp. 134-135, but in 

fig. 54 on the following page of the same publication, it is labelled as “no. 1“.
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(figs. 130-135). Only five dikpalas are still discernible, seated on 

their vehicles which are shown in profile (except for the frontally 

rendered head of Isana’s bull) and in different ways of movement. 

The two-armed dikpalas hold their left hands in vandanamudra and 

wield an attribute in the right. Tsana is four-armed, which is his char

acteristic form both in North and South India. His upper left arm is 

hidden by incrustations. The attributes of Indra and Kubera are 

obscured, while Agni carries a club (?), Yama has another type of 

staff or club, and in Tsana’s case, only a trisula in the upper right 

hand is recognizable. The background of the figures is plain, with 

the exception a dwarfish attendant figure behind Indra’s elephant.

The Nolamba Kallesvara temple at Aralaguppe (Tumkur Dt./ 

Karnataka) undoubtedly contains one of the masterpieces of ceiling 

sculpture in the Deccan (fig. 136). As is common for the temples in 

southern Karnataka, the dikpalas are accompanied by their consorts. 

A few peculiarities or inconsistencies of the Kallesvara panel may 

point to the fact that it is a relatively early specimen in the Gariga- 

Nolamba series: .

The central Natesa (Soundara Rajan 1986: pl. 633) is only 

four-armed.

His feet are directed towards the sanctum, which is unusual 

in southern Karnataka.

Nairrta and his sakti ride a horse (perhaps meant to represent 

a donkey - khara, cf. section 2.5.4)279.

Only the panels of Indra and Varuna have a background of 

stylized clouds, and the attributes held by these gods (leaf 

baskets?) differ from those of the others (buds).

Only Tsana and his consort are accompanied by attendant 

figures, i.e. celestial garland-bearers, musicians and Ganesa. 

The unique presence of Ganesa (son of Siva) is indicative of 

Tsana’s identity with Siva.

Indra’s elephant is shown with four tusks, as it is also depict

ed on the 8th century astadikpdla ceiling in the Papanatha 

temple, Pattadakal (fig. 55).

So far, however, the Kallesvara ceiling relief and sculptures have 

been regarded as particularly developed versions and therefore be

longing to the later Nolamba temples. Cohen (1989: 160) suggests 

the middle or end of the 10th century as probable dates.

Another astadikpdla panel rendered in a particularly charming 

manner is carved on the ceiling of the Rupala Sahgamesvara temple 

at Bhavanasi Sahgam/A.P., dated c. second quarter of the 9th cen

tury (Soundara Rajan 1986: 134; fig. 138; ill. 23 c). Uniquely, all 

its deities can be viewed correctly from the western side (i.e. the side 

where the sanctum is located). There are no dividing borders 

between the figures, as is common in the Alampur region. As in the 

former examples, the dikpalas hold one hand (always the rear one) 

in the gesture of salutation (vandanamudra) and an attribute in the 

other. Prominent attributes appear only in the cases of Yama (staff 

or club) and Vayu (standard). All other gods, including the four

armed Tsana, hold only small objects, which are difficult to identi

fy. In some cases, their hands seem to be empty. Some characteris

tic details of the Rupala Sahgamesvara panel are the flame-like 

coiffure of Agni (cf. Papanatha, Pattadakal, fig. 56) and the fact that 

only Indra is shown in the company of his consort, which recurs at 

Dharmapuri (fig. 267).

An important feature at Bhavanasi Sahgam is the presence of 

dikpalas sculpted on the exterior walls of both temples (Rupala 

Sahgamesvara and Bhujahgesvara) in slightly recessed karna (cor

ner) niches, without any proper frame.280 The only extant parallel 

for early dikpdla representations on the exterior wall is at Aihole, 

temple no. 52 (fig. 139), dated to c. second quarter of the 10th cen

tury.281 There, the gods are again positioned in the karna sections, 

but they appear at the very bottom of the wall, where they are placed 

without any recess or frame.

The typical four-armed dikpalas of the Alampur region are 

known in a number of stylistic variations (figs. 141-144).282 They 

usually hold the upper left hand in vandanamudra and have their 

torsos turned towards the viewer. A halo (round or oval) is present 

in most cases. Only some of the vehicles show a sign of movement. 

It is quite likely that this schematized and obviously very common 

theme for ceilings persisted for some time. So far, it is impossible 

to determine the relative chronology of this group of images.

A specific, quite different group of reliefs is formed by those 

dikpdla ceilings which contain a larger number of figures. This 

group occurs to the south-west of the region discussed so far (e.g. 

fig. 140). The dikpala images at Hemavati, Betur283, and Pathasi- 

varama (fig. 137) are accompanied by their consorts and surround

ed by a large array of figures (particularly at Betur), which results 

in a horror vacui effect. At Hemavati, stylized clouds form the 

background of some of the panels. In these cases, the relatively large 

size of the vehicles is noteworthy.

The southernmost site, Dharmapuri (Dist. Dharmapuri/T.N.) 

has two ceiling panels in which the deities are arranged in an iden

tical order. The execution of the reliefs was obviously carried out 

after the same blueprint. Except for the superior artistic quality in 

the Mallikarjuna temple (figs. 266-274; ill. 23 d),284 the central 

image (Umasahitamurti in the Kamaksyamma) is the only point of 

difference between the two ceilings. Although the reliefs have 

some “eastern” features (no consorts except for Indra; separating 

ridges with a central square portion) and are also related in some 

ways to certain examples in southern Karnataka, it is quite remark

able that important characteristics such as the proportions and the 

empty background are more reminiscent of the Aihole piece

279 For a considerable period after Badami, Cave 3, the horse remained a “float

ing” vehicle in the western Deccan. At Aihole, Huccappayyagudi, it was probably 

attributed to Agni (fig. 50), here at Aralaguppe to Nairrta, and (probably later) at Kam- 

badahalli (Soundara Rajan 1986: pl. 619) and other sites (e.g. Rea 1896: pl.CV. 1) it 

became Kubera’s vehicle.

280 Soundara Rajan 1986: pls. 395, 404, 405; Dagens 1984: ph. 799. As far as 

can be judged from the photographs, the sequential order of the deities starts with Indra 

on the (north-)east. The animal vahanas appear to be smaller and stiffer as compared 

to the ceiling panels.

281 Soundara Rajan 1986: 147, pl. 447 (south wall). On the south(-east) is a 

figure of Agni; strangely, the south(-west) has a figure riding an anthropomorphic 

vahana. This could be either Yama on an exceptionally anthropomorphised mahisa or 

- more likely - Nairrta. It is likely that Yama has been omitted, as it seems that there 

was not enough space for dikpalas on the western face of the temple. The order starts 

with Isana on the (north-)east (fig. 139).

282 They may reflect local idioms of particular workshops, but also chronological 

differences. Both aspects may also have caused the variations occurring at the site 

Pratakota/A.P., a site, which has yielded five sets of dikpalas (three sets on ceilings, for 

the others see below; Dagens 1984: phs. 735, 736, 746, 752-755, 758, 759). They all 

reveal particular differences regarding the proportions (vehicle included), attire, num

ber of arms, presence of a halo, etc. The already mentioned complete set in the Alam

pur Museum (Gaston 1982: pl. 31) belongs to the same group of reliefs.

283 Kallesvara temple, see Soundara Rajan 1986: 214. The temple is classified 

under “Nolambas of Hemavati”, but it is not regarded as a Nolamba temple by Cohen 

1989. For the dikpalas see L.K. Shukla 1972: pls. XLIII (Yama), XLIV (Nairrta), XLV 

(“Vayu”, but it should be Kubera, who rides a horse in this region). The centre of the 

ceiling has an unusual representation of a sixteen-armed Siva-Gajantaka (Soundara 

Rajan 1986: pl. 637).

284 The second ceiling is located in the Kamaksyamma temple, which is adjacent 

to the Mallikarjuna temple. I do not agree with Cohen (1989: 258) that the 

Kamaksyamma temple is earlier than the Mallikarjuna. I would suggest that if any 

significant chronological gap exists at all, the Devi temple should be posterior, as the 

ceiling relief seems to be a poorer copy of the superb Mallikarjuna panel.
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(figs. 130-135). The attributes held in the respective right hands are: 

Indra - small thunderbolt; Agni - spear or torch; Yama - staff or 

club; Nairrta - sword; Varuna - noose; Vayu - flag; Kubera - club; 

Isana - trident and an indistinct object in the lower left. The latter is 

four-armed as usual.

Armamalai285 in the North Arcot district of Tamilnadu is situat

ed close to the border of Andhra Pradesh, in the Palar river valley. 

A unique testimony is found in a Jaina temple built in a natural cave, 

viz. a ceiling painting depicting dikpdlas in an oblong grid. Unfor

tunately, very little can been seen on this part of the western ceiling. 

Only parts of Agni and Yama remain, who, along with their con

sorts, ride on their vehicles amongst the clouds286 (Sarma 1992: 

pl. 162). Agni and Yama are shown heading in different directions, 

which is not a rare feature in comparable ceiling reliefs (cf. ill. 23 a, 

d, f, i). Judging from the published photographs, it looks as if the 

two deities were separated by narrow ridges. According to 

Baskaran (1975: 29), however, they are separated only by a thick 

black line. The paintings have been assigned to the 9th/10th cen

turies (ibid.: 30).

Summarizing the facts about dikpala ceiling reliefs, the large 

variety in some details of the layouts of the panels is the most 

remarkable fact. The group “Siva-cum-czytoJzkpaZa/i” must have 

formed an important religious concept and was thus given particu

lar attention. The depiction of Jaina subjects in the central panel in 

the Jaina temples does not contradict this fact.

At least one more concept of the placement of dikpdlas in the 

Deccan region is found in the Nagesvara temple at Pratakota, 

Nandikotkur Taluk, Dist. Kurnool/A.P., the ceiling relief of which 

has already been mentioned. The temple belongs to c. the 9th—1 Oth 

centuries (Dagens 1984: 28, 508). On the temple tower, a few 

courses of mouldings below the sikhara, images of four seated 

dikpdlas have been found (ibid.: phs. 743, 752-755). On the (north- 

)east, Indra is depicted, with a narrow portion of a frontal elephant 

head sculpted as a seat for him (ibid.: ph. 752). On the south, Agni, 

Yama (ibid.: phs. 753, 754, respectively) and Nairrta (fig. 275) have 

been placed in their respective positions, a vehicle being discernible 

only in Nairrta’s case (the anthropomorphic nara). The images 

resemble the deities on the exterior wall of the temple (ibid.: phs. 

750, 751). They wear high crowns, have a small halo behind the 

head and are of good workmanship, with well-balanced proportions 

and a serene expression. Their attributes cannot be identified at all.

Finally, in the Nagesvara at Pratakota, two more separate 

images are extant, showing Varuna and Vayu (figs. 276, 277), 

which must have once belonged to a third set in the temple. They do 

not conform to the images on the vimana, as they are four-armed and 

have larger vehicles. In this they more closely resemble the ceiling 

sculptures in this temple (ibid.: ph. 746). The slabs are, however, 

smaller than would be expected for ceiling panels. The sizes of the 

images, 64 and 66 cm, respectively, would be more appropriate for 

niche images.

A unique occurrence of a dikpala frieze on a lintel is reported 

from the Doddesvara temple at Hemavatl, c. second quarter of 

the 10th century (Soundara Rajan 1986: 210-213, pl. 631). The 

lintel represents the main decoration of the mandapa doorway of 

the west-facing temple. Bordered by the scrolls of makara tails 

on both sides (the left one being that of Varuna’s makara'), the 

centre of the relief is formed by a group of musicians and other 

figures flanking an eight-armed Natesa.287 The dikpalas on their 

leaping vehicles are grouped according to the orientation of the 

temple, Indra, Agni, Yama, and Nairrta (from the left) placed on 

the southern side, and Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, and Isana appearing 

on the northern side of the lintel. All are shown moving towards 

the centre. The guardians salute the dancing god with their rear 

hands and do not carry any prominent attributes. They are not 

shown in the company of their consorts, which is exceptional in 

the region.

Another frieze has been preserved at Alur (Sarma 1992: 

pls. 75-77), one of the sites with ceiling reliefs (ill. 23 a). It is a con

tinuous frieze on three walls of the Nandi mandapa, with all the 

deities moving to the proper right. On the eastern face, the central 

figure is the god Karttikeya, the only deity without his female coun

terpart, and the central god on the south is - appropriately - Yama. 

On the north, Indra seems to be in the centre, but, strangely, an 

elephant rider appears on each of the three sides. The animals are 

all shown in a trot. Those on the east and on the south step on a row 

of clouds.

The art of the Rastrakuta period at Ellora has produced a few 

noteworthy representations of directional guardians. A monumental 

variety without any early parallels is the frieze of saluting dikpalas 

on the outer (western) face of the gopura of the Kailasa temple,288 

dating to approximately the third quarter of the 8th century (fig. 

278; ill. 25).289 They are depicted in high relief and are separated by 

neatly carved pilasters. The guardians are depicted unusually large, 

but their forms reveal a lack of aesthetic feeling and a rather poor 

rendering of proportions.290 In the wall segments beneath the riders, 

other figures - most probably celestial couples - had been sculpted, 

but little survives of them. The southern side of the western facade 

is badly eroded. Only parts of the images of Indra (no. 16) and Yama 

(no. 17) are discernible there. Interestingly, Indra seems to be 

accompanied by his consort291 Space for two more dikpalas remains 

on the south (nos. 18, 19),292 but the carvings are not recognizable 

any more (Heston 1982: figs. 1,2). While Varuna (no. 11), Vayu 

(no. 10), and Kubera293 (no. 9; fig. 278) are depicted on the north 

together with Karttikeya (no. 8), three gods, Agni, Nairrta and Isana 

are missing. It seems therefore that the set was left incomplete. Most 

probably it did not include Isana. It appears that Karttikeya replaces 

Isana, as he occupies the place in the sequence “Varuna, Vayu,

285 S.T. Baskaran 1975; Sarma 1992: 201. Further references are given by the 

authors.

286 I do not agree with Baskaran (1975: 29) that Yama’s consort Dhumorna is 

seated in front on the buffalo. It is quite apparent that she sits behind as is common.

287 Cohen (1989: 90), who dates the temple slightly earlier, c. 920-930 a.d., 

describes the scene (ibid.: 74): “to Natesa’s right, Ganesa dances and Parvati watches”. 

The presence of Ganesa could not be ascertained.

288 The individual panels of the screen-wall with the integrated gopura have been 

numbered by Burgess (1883: 35-36). These numbers will be referred to here. Regard

ing the identification, the author is obviously wrong in labelling the deer-rider as 

Varuna (no. 10) and the znatora-rider as Nirrti (no. 11).

289 Soundara Rajan 1986: 111-124.

290 This is particularly reflected by the proportions. In the case of Vayu, the god’s 

head appears disproportionally large (much larger than Kubera’s and Karttikeya’s). 

Karttikeya rides his peacock in a very clumsy manner. Moreover, since the bird appears 

to be standing on solid ground it is odd to see the legs of the rider reaching beyond those 

of his vehicle.

291 Although I was not able to detect a female figure, all authors describing this 

panel have accepted this identification so far (e.g. Burgess 1883: 36).

292 In Soundara Rajan’s table (1986: 123), only three dikpala niches have been 

erroneously admitted on the southern side. The last niche is nowadays hidden behind a 

modern wall segment that was probably erected to preserve the corner portion from 

being destroyed (Heston 1982: fig. 6).

293 Since the days of Burgess (1883: 35), this god has been identified as Agni. 

However, it is quite apparent that only deities representing the “northern spectrum” of 

the directions have been chosen. The same attitude is reflected on the Siva-Yogisvara 

panel inside the temple (fig. 280), which also faces west. There, on the right side (south), 

Indra and Yama are shown juxtaposed in the same manner, Agni being superimposed to 

Nairrta on the extreme left. On the left side (north), the deities appear to be the same as 

on the exterior (of course, with Karttikeya being replaced by Isana), but this sequence is 

exactly opposite that on the gopura (from 1. to r.): Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, Isana.
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Kubera” appropriate for Isana. The frieze has been regarded as 

coeval with the other parts of the Kailasa temple and dated to c. third 

quarter of the 8th century.

no. 8 no. 9 no. 10 

Karttikeya Kubera Vayu

no. 17 no. 18 no. 19

Y ama -

no. 11 no. 16 

Varuna Indra

111.25: Ellora 16 (Kailasa temple), gopura, exterior, sketch of 

dikpala niches (numbers after Burgess 1883)

A stylistic comparison with the contemporaneous ceiling panel of 

the Kasivisvanatha, Pattadakal (fig. 129) proves the rendering of 

the deities and their vehicles to be much inferior at Ellora. It is 

indeed likely that the dikpalas as guardians of the gopura have been 

carved earlier than their counterparts on the eastern (inner) side of 

the same architectural unit (fig. 279). The sculptural treatment of the 

figures is much better in a third group of dikpalas, situated even 

deeper within the rocky mass, on the main temple, opposite the Nan

di mandapa (figs. 280-282). The group on the gopura exterior is 

clearly the most stiffly executed and least artistically convincing 

one. The deities are almost completely frontally represented with 

their legs held in a manner that would require the vehicles to be 

shown at least in a three-quarter profile. However, except for 

Karttikeya’s peacock, which is shown frontally, they are rendered 

in full profile. The almost frontal head of Vayu’s mrga is only a 

small attempt to overcome this dichotomy. By portraying the deities 

frontally, the artists avoided the depiction of a torsion in the lower 

body of the riders, which had been already achieved - more or less 

successfully - on the Natesa panel, Ellora 29294 (fig. 21). A certain 

variation is seen in the different attitudes of greeting. Karttikeya is 

exempt from this attitude, since he belongs to the higher gods. He 

holds a short lance (r.) and a cock (1.). Among those of the northern 

dikpala group, only Varuna holds an attribute, a flower bud.

It is difficult to decide whether the absence of Isana occurred 

because of his identification with Siva (as is obvious in Ellora 29, 

see above), the temple’s main deity. In any case, Karttikeya, his son, 

has been portrayed as the general of the army of directional 

guardians. They are prominently shown as they come to worship the 

main god, Siva, and, at the same time, protect the entrance by their 

monumental presence.

In three other instances at Ellora 16, the dikpalas appear again 

as witnesses of important mythological events: Durga Mahisasura- 

mardim’s victory over the buffalo demon (fig. 279); Siva’s medita

tion (figs. 280-282); and Havana’s shaking of Mount Kailasa 

(Sivaramamurti 1976: fig. 65). The two former cases are the only 

panels at the site, where all eight guardians are present.

On the Mahisasuramardini relief (gopura, northern side of the 

entrance, facing north), the sequence of the deities clearly refers 

to the directions. Five flying couples in the lower row complete 

the assembly in the upper sphere. Regarding the dikpalas, there are 

(fig. 279)295;

upper row (from 1.): Indra, Agni, Yama, Kubera, Nairrta, 

Varuna

lower row (from 1.): Isana (? two-armed; extreme left), Vayu 

(extreme right).

Thus, the guardians of the east and the west are placed in the correct 

corners (left and right, respectively). The guardians of the south and 

the north are, interestingly, portrayed as moving towards each oth

er near the central axis of the panel. Only Yama is armed with a club. 

The small objects held by the others in their lowered hands are not 

discernible, but noteworthy is the fact that none of them raises his 

hand in the gesture of salutation. As on the exterior of the gopura, 

the dikpalas wear high crowns, a belly band (udarabandha), the 

brahmanical cord (upavita) and the usual ornaments necklace, 

bracelets and keyuras.

In this relief, the sculptors have convincingly portrayed some of 

the guardians moving to the proper right (Kubera, Nairrta) in three- 

quarter profile, along with their vehicles. Of the others, either the 

vehicle, or the rider, or both are shown in profile.

The Siva-Yogisvara296 relief probably represents the apex of the 

successful inclusion of the directional guardians in a monumental 

relief panel (figs. 280-282). A dramatic contrast exists between the 

central, static, eight-armed god and the dynamic element, the 

dikpala?,, who are the only attendant figures. In order to emphasize 

this contrast, the dynamism of the group had to be stressed, in which 

aspect the sculptors were particularly successful. Boner (1962: 

201-202) gives a somewhat poetic description of the directional 

guardians’ function:

The Dikpalas surrounding Siva and the Tree are arrayed in a 

semi-circle like the dome of Heaven. As embodiments of the 

eight directions of space they represent the ubiquity of Heaven, 

and by analogy, the all-pervasiveness of the Spirit. Their move

ments are aerial, quick and lively, unhampered by weight or 

other material contingencies.

The panel faces west and it reflects - with a few modifications - the 

same sequence of directional guardians as on the gopura, which lies 

on the same axis. The dikpala? are, from left to right (north to south):

Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, Isana, (central figure), Indra, Yama, 

Agni, Nairrta.

As on the Natesa panel in Cave 29 (fig. 21), the dikpala? do not 

share the upper sphere with any other godlings. All deities along 

with their vehicles have been portrayed from different angles, most 

of them shown frontally or in a dramatic three-quarter profile (Vayu, 

Kubera, Isana, Indra, Yama). The full profile had been chosen 

only for some of the peripheral figures. Likewise, the gestures are 

greatly varied, including the rare folded hand gesture (anjalimudra: 

Varuna, Vayu, Kubera. Isana, Indra, Nairrta). Isana is four-armed as 

usual. No attributes have been depicted, except for Yama’s staff. It 

is important to note that Isana and Indra are shown with their 

consorts, which may already reflect the convention common in the 

9th—10th centuries in the western Deccan.

294 Significantly, on the Kalyanasundara panel in the same cave (D.N. Varma 

1988: phs. 146-148), the legs of some of the dikpalas are rendered in the same way as 

on the Kailasa gopura. They also have been combined with vahanas shown largely in 

profile (Yama, Indra, Varuna). But there, the skilful artists did not allow such a sharp 

dichotomy.

295 Burgess (1883: 29) has identified some of the dikpalas incorrectly, proceed

ing in a rather unsystematic way. Once again, he has not recognized Kubera’s presence. 

Further, he has identified Nairrta as Visnu, and Vayu as Isana, and he was also not 

aware of the fact that a small rider appears in the lower row on the extreme left.

296 Some authors, as A. Boner (1962: 195—208), refer to it as Jnana- or Yoga- 

Daksinamurti. This may be allowed only when using the term in a broader sense 

(cf. Banerjea: 470-472), as the image is not facing the south.
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The great, extremely deep-cut Ravananugrahamurti relief on the 

southern side of the temple (reference above) contains two groups 

of figures in the upper sphere, with the one on the right consisting 

of dikpalas. They are placed among dramatic cloud formations. 

Viewing the group from left to right, an eroded portion creates the 

impression that the first guardian has been destroyed. This is not the 

case, however. Vayu (? vehicle damaged) follows, and behind him 

Indra. On Indra’s right, who is still largely shown in profile, the 

shapes are extremely difficult to identify. It is impossible to detect 

any dikpdlas, which may have been carved in that part of the relief. 

In any case, the group of eight must have remained incomplete. On 

the left side of the central divine couple, a group of four seated fig

ures is also depicted as saluting Lord Siva. Shown bereft of vehi

cles, it is unlikely that they were conceived as a part of the dikpala 

group.

At Ellora, two more occurrences, both fragmentary, point to the 

popularity of the directional guardians in the region. In the so-called 

Dasavatara cave (no. 15) at Ellora, some of the dikpalas frame the 

Kalyanasundara panel on the northern wall (C. Berkson 1992: 297- 

299). The group seems to be nearly complete, but the individual 

gods are difficult to identify. In accordance with their assigned 

directions, Indra appears on the right, perhaps followed by Agni and 

Yama, while Varuna seems to be on the left, together with Vayu and 

Kubera. It is doubtful whether Nairrta and Isana have been includ

ed. The excavation of the temple is dated around 750 a.d.297

The southern wall of the Golirigesvara temple at Bikkavolu/ 

A.P., belonging to about the middle of the 9th century, has an inter

esting but rather unique, incomplete group of dikpala?, as its central 

theme. Indra occupies the central position of the jangha (fig. 283). 

His body exhibits a very slight flexion (abhanga), while Agni on the 

left and Vayu on the right side are seated above their vehicles 

(Soundara Rajan 1986: 168, pl. 527). The fact that Karttikeya on 

the west is flanked by a serpent couple, which belongs to the aquat

ic sphere, probably reveals an attempt to include directional sym

bolism, but so far this cannot be confirmed for the mentioned group. 

While a pot-bellied Agni squats above a goat or sheep, holding the 

usual rosary (r.) and waterpot (I.),298 Vayu is seated above his ante

lope in a graceful but unrealistic manner (fig. 284). He holds a bil

lowing cloth, which is quite unexpected so far in the south (cf. sec

tion 2.5.6). The images are not surrounded by any frame. They are 

carved directly on the wall surface and have an integrated, thin socle 

portion.

The image of Indra is found within an ornate niche, the most 

prominent parts of which are a kirttimukha (“face of glory”) on top 

and the tails of two inward-facing makaras with riders. The stand

ing deity with a rather small, unspectacular crown has broad shoul

ders and holds a thunderbolt (yajra') in his right hand, in front of 

the centre of his body. The left hand rests in katihasta. Indra is 

separated from a small elephant below by a narrow socle.

The Bikkavolu images were either inspired by an unknown 

source, or they represent an independent concept. If they had been 

conceived as a separate group, Agni, Indra and Vayu were perhaps 

chosen to represent deities of the Vedic period.

2.3.2.2 Central and Northern India

Judging from what has come down to us, it seems that the complete 

astadikpala scheme was introduced slightly later in Central India 

(Indor, District Guna) than in Western India (Cittaudgadh, 

Kalikamata temple; Osian, HH-1). The complete destruction of the 

important site Kanauj, however, may have effaced formerly exist

ing, metropolitan beginnings of the theme. Evidence is particularly 

scarce in the northern part of the region.

There are two highlights of dikpala representations in Central 

India: the first one is the uniquely conceived, innovative Siva tem

ple at Indor (District Guna/M.P.) with the earliest extant complete 

set; the second one is the Caturbhuja temple at Gwalior, which is 

important because it is securely dated to a.d. 875. The artistic qual

ity is much higher in the former case. Thus it seems that, parallel to 

the Western Indian development, the prototype at Indor exhibits a 

subtle inspiration, which was lost during the subsequent depictions 

of the theme. This decline can be clearly observed in the Caturbhu

ja temple.

5 Vayu

4 Nairrta

Kartti

keya

Harihara Parvati 6 Varuna

3 Yama Ganesa 2 Agni

III. 26: Dang, Siva temple, plan

The development of the later period should start with the small Siva 

temple at Dang (District Bhind/M.P.), not only because of certain 

archaic structural features and its sculptural decoration, but also, 

because the dikpala set is still in an incomplete stage. The temple 

has been assigned to the late 8th century by Trivedi,299 however it 

should be dated somewhat earlier, perhaps just after the middle of 

the 8th century.300

The temple shares its incomplete dikpala representation with 

the two temples at Amrol (particularly, the Danebaba, ill. 15) and 

the Pipladmata temple at Plpad (ill. 20). Like these temples, it also 

includes Surya in a karna position on the eastern side. The compo

sition of deities in the karna niches differs in all three cases. At 

Dang, apart from Surya (7, fig. 145), Harihara and an unidentifiable 

goddess on the (north-)east301 (fig. 151) seem to be - uniquely - 

combined with the dikpalas. The five directional guardians are Agni 

(2, fig. 146), Yama (3, fig. 147), Nairrta (4, fig. 148), Varuna (6, fig.

297 There is an inscription of the Rastrakuta Dantidurga in the mandapa in front 

of the cave (Soundara Rajan 1986: 111), referring to a donation made to the temple. 

Although the possibility remains that it predates the middle of the century, the shrine is 

treated under the heading “Later Karnata style, c. a.d. 750-880“. This classification is 

also regarded as appropriate here.

298 See M. Rama Rao 1964: 8, figure no. 7. The author does not recognize the 

deity as Agni. Its counterpart Vayu (no. 9) has been identified with Agni instead.

299 Trivedi 1990: 79. The author is the only one who described the temple so far 

(ibid.: 75-89). Viennot 1976 and EITA 1991 do not include it.

300 The proposed date is only based on the relative chronology of the temples at 

Naresar and Amrol.

301 The upper pail of the image is damaged, and its lower part is concealed by a 

cloth. The figure has a pronounced halo, a large coiffure and appears to hold a mirror 

near its face on its left side. Although there is no comparable evidence known to us, it 

may be hypothesized that the deity is associated with lunar symbolism. It could be a 

personification of moonlight (candrima).
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150), and Vayu (5, fig. 149). Their most common headdress is the 

demonic urdhvakesa, the only exceptions being a “hair-crown” 

(jatamukutd) for Agni and a topknot for Vayu, who stands in the 

rigid samapdda posture. The artistic quality of the images is rather 

poor, with the legs more or less cylindrical and stiff, and the vehi

cles rather crudely rendered, except for Varuna’s goose (fig. 150) 

which has a very lifelike shape.302 The bird (cock?) perched in front 

of Yama needs particular mention. Similar birds characterize the 

Yama images on the Harihara temple no. 1 at Osian (fig. 190) and 

on the Siva temple at Indor (fig. 154). Both temples probably date 

from the middle or the third quarter of the 8th century, and this is 

also the likely date for the Dang temple.

As typical Central Indian vehicles, the quadruped for Nairrta 

and the goose for Varuna are clearly recognizable. Whether Vayu 

was accompanied by a horse is not certain, because of the poor exe

cution and the severe damage to the image. However, this was prob

ably the case, since the god’s scarf leaves no space for the horns of 

an antelope (fig. 149).

Ill. 27: Indor, Siva Temple, plan (after Meister 1982: fig. A).

After Dang, which appears to be a relatively late example of a 

hybrid, formative dikpala set, the Siva temple at Indor (District 

Guna/M.P.) presents an impressive picture of the progress made in 

dikpala representation in the latter part of the 8th century.303 The 

sanctum rests on two circular plinths and rises in an intricate geo

metrical form with nine bhadra (projecting wall) portions alternat

ing with ten right-angled piers (ill. 27). Kapili walls enclose a 

mukhamandapa which leads to the square sanctum. Six of the nine 

bhadra niches contain dikpdlas. The circular shape would have 

allowed for a more satisfactory spatial order the directional 

guardians. However, this was not carried out, and the cardinal direc

tions are, as usual, occupied by the members of the main god’s 

family (parivara). Indra and Isana are installed in the wider kapili 

niches. In this aspect the temple follows the earlier model of the 

Ramesvara Mahadeva temple (ill. 14), where two dikpdlas have 

been placed in the kapili sections. The standing dikpala images at 

Indor (figs. 152-159) are characterized by softly modelled bodies, 

squarish faces, and a generally relaxed, almost graceful, individual

ly varying posture. It is quite remarkable that their build seems to 

have been consciously varied, probably in accordance with the char

acter of each deity. Thus, Vayu (fig. 157) is shown particularly slen

der, which conforms well with his fast-moving nature. At Indor, all 

the three typical Central Indian vehicles can be found: a four-legged 

creature for Nairrta304 (fig. 155; corresponding to Yama’s, both 

more closely resembling a bear than a buffalo), a goose for Varuna 

(fig. 156) and a horse for Vayu (fig. 157). All the other deities have 

vehicles which were also common at Osian during the same phase. 

Regarding the attributes, the noose in Nairrta’s left hand (quite dis

tinct from Varuna’s noose), the round fruit in Varuna’s right hand 

and a similar fruit (?) in Kubera’s right hand in front of his chest are 

noteworthy. These objects have been added to the ones already 

known from Osian. Isana’s attributes differ from the Osian scheme: 

they are, from the lower right, the boon-bestowing gesture (yarada), 

rosary (?), trident305 and waterpot. The fine set of individually ren

dered deities is stylistically closely related to the dikpala images of 

the Ramesvara Mahadeva temple at Amrol (see below).

Two loose images from Kota in the neighbouring Shivpuri dis

trict, one of Yama (fig. 160)306 and one probably of Isana,307 are also 

close parallels. The rendering of these latter figures is even more 

subtle and refined, and it could be surmised that they are roughly 

contemporaneous with the Indor set.

A loose relief of Varuna squatting on a lotus above a large 

goose (fig. 3 1 6)308 is closely related to the Indor images.309 The only 

differences between this and the Indor dikpdlas lie in the boldly exe

cuted features, the even broader face and the seated posture of the 

former. A 6th century date as given by some authors is much too 

early. It may at best be slightly posterior to Indor, which could be 

justified, among other arguments, by the rule “first seated, later 

standing”.310

Indor represents the apex of early dikpala depiction in Central 

India, not only concerning the artistic quality, but also regarding the 

occurrence of the three indigenous vehicles: quadruped for Nairrta, 

goose for Varuna and horse for Vayu. A few decades later, some of 

these vehicles were replaced by others, which were also in vogue in 

Western and Southern India. Thus, the goose was replaced by the 

makara, and the horse by the common antelope.311 Nairrta’s four-

302 Another, smaller image of Varuna with a bird is found in a secondary position 

above the door (Trivedi 1990: pl. 204, centre). In this case, the bird is shown with a 

thin neck and a long tail, resembling a peacock.

303 Meister 1982a; Trivedi 1990: 95-100; Deva 1991: 17-19. Trivedi suggests 

a date of about a.d. 800, while Deva favours the third quarter of the 8th century.

304 The lack of comparable examples led K. Bruhn (1960: 190-191) to identify 

the Nairrta image as Yama.

305 We have observed that in Western India, the trident is generally carried on 

Isana’s right, while in Central India, it is placed on his left side. At Osian, HH-1, is an 

exception with the trident on the left side (fig. 195), thus further corroborating the 

other Central Indian features of this dikpala set.

306 A peculiar feature here is the object held in the deity’s right hand. A cakra 

(wheel) is the most probable identification, as it is perfectly round. The other possibil

ity, a noose, was not a typical characteristic for Yama in the period under discussion. 

A cakra, however, would be absolutely singular. The staff held on the left side is not 

an unusual feature.

307 The sculpture was published as “Siva” in the Annual Rept. of Archaeological 

Dept, of the Gwalior State, 1923-24, pl. Ill b. It is presently housed in the Central 

Archaeological Museum, Gwalior, acc. no. 62. The image has an extremely slender 

body - similar to the Indor Vayu (fig. 157) - and also closely resembles the Indor Isana 

(fig. 159). Some of the differing details are the absence of a waterpot (here katihasta') 

and the front right hand feeding the bull. A well-known figure of a dancing Indrani 

(same museum, no. 65; Bhattacharyya 1991: pl. 55) belongs to the same site. Unfor

tunately, it is not known to which temple the images of Isana (?), Yama, and Indrani 

once belonged.

308 The figure was first published and identified as Varuna by van Kooij 

1985: fig. 10.

309 Its coiffure can be best compared with the Indor Kubera (fig. 156), while the 

attributes and the manner in which they are held is exactly like the Indor Varuna (fig. 

158). The costume and ornaments appear to be somewhat poorer, as the keyuras and 

the sash are absent.

310 This seems to be true for Central India. The dikpdlas on the Ramesvara 

Mahadeva temple at Amrol are seated, and their successors on the Danebaba temple at 

the same site are shown partly seated and partly standing.

311 A reminiscence of the horse remains in the form of a donkey as Vayu’s vahana 

on the north-western subsidiary shrine of the Laksmana temple at Khajuraho (Tripathi 

1965-66: 120).
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legged vehicle, however, continued until after 900 a.d.312 At the 

same time, the association of Kubera with his anthropomorphic 

vehicle gradually disappeared, so that none of the guardians had 

possessed a human-shaped vehicle for quite some time. During the 

9th century, Kubera was often shown with a pot below instead of a 

vehicle, or even without any associated object at all, except for his 

attribute.

The temple site Batesara in District Morena/M.P. is an impor

tant landmark in the development of the dikpala theme. Unfortu

nately, the images of the nearly 40 structures could not be fully eval

uated for the present study.313 The main temple, variously called 

Bhutesvara Mahadeva or Batesvara Mahadeva and assigned to the 

late 8th century a.d.,314 shows the rare feature of four-armed 

dikpdlas. Like the earlier four- armed directional guardians at Cit- 

taudgadh, Kumbhasyama temple, it is apparent that they are not 

direct predecessors of the four-armed dikpala representations that 

started in the 9th—10th centuries. Thus, Agni (Deva 1991: pl. 39) 

does not as yet carry a sacrificial ladle, which becomes a common 

feature from the 9th—1 Oth centuries onwards.315 Likewise, Kubera’s 

pot, held in his rear left hand at Batesara (Trivedi 1990: 38), does 

not belong to the later set of attributes as known from Khajuraho.316 

His vehicle still has a human form (nara\ Vayu’s vehicle, however, 

has changed from a horse to an antelope (ibid: 43).

One of the neighbouring shrines of the Batesvara Mahadeva 

temple, which has been referred to as no. 4,317 has an unusual con

figuration of deities. In the north(-western) karna niche, Varuna 

stands along with his vehicle, while Kubera on the north(-east) is 

characterized by his new emblem in this region, the pot (fig. 161). 

In the (north-)eastern karna niche, however, an Ekapada Siva 

appears (Deva 1991: pl. 46) instead of Isana. Another nearby shrine, 

referred to as no. 3 (ibid: pl. 44), shows Nairrta on the (south-)west 

and Vayu on the (north-)west, thereby following the placement on 

the Siva temple at Dang (ill. 26). It is also important to note that 

on temple no. 7 at Batesara, the karna niches frame scenes from 

Krsna’s life (ibid: pl. 48). Therefore, even without studying the 

Batesara evidence more closely, it can be said that, as far as the 

dikpala images are concerned, an experimental attitude seems to 

have prevailed at this site. Since the lower parts of the temples are 

generally sparsely decorated (with the exception of the almost inac

cessible Batesvara Mahadeva), it is very difficult to fit them into a 

relative chronology. Their inception might have been even earlier, 

around a.d. 775, as suggested by Deva. This would make them 

coeval with the much more ornate Indor temple.318 Although they 

may actually be more or less coeval, it is difficult to measure the 

more “provincial” or simpler conceived group of temples at Nare- 

sar, Amrol, Daiig and Batesara on the same scale as the “imperial”, 

intricately conceived Tell-ka-mandir at Gwalior and the Siva 

temple at Indor.

The well-preserved Surya temple at Umri, District Tikamgadh, 

and the Siva temple at Keldhar, District Shivpuri, are good exam

ples of the stage of development reached at the beginning of the 9th 

century in Madhya Pradesh. The west-oriented Siva temple at Keld

har,319 which has been dated to the early 9th century, reveals a few 

exceptional and informative features of the directional guardians. 

The dikpdlas are shown two-armed and standing, with the exception 

of Indra, who rides his elephant (Trivedi 1990: pl. 101), Kubera, 

who is depicted seated without a vehicle (ibid: pl. 100), and Isana, 

who still appears in his four-armed form. Some details can be com

pared with the Indor dikpdlas (the bird at Yama’s feet; the sword and 

noose in the hands of Nairrta), but others signify a departure from 

the Indor model (Indra is seen riding; Kubera is seated without a 

vehicle; Agni holds a ladle in his right hand; Nairrta has a boar as 

his vehicle; and Isana carries a serpent as an additional attribute in 

his hands). The figures are well-modelled with clear, partly exag

gerated features.

Another one of the Central Indian Surya temples of the 9th cen

tury is found at Umri. This structure has been assigned to c. second 

quarter of the 9th century by Deva. The two-armed dikpdlas appear 

in their usual positions and are - with the exception of Isana who is 

shown standing - seated with the right leg pendent (figs. 162-169). 

The sculptures share their bold, sensuous shapes with the Keldhar 

images. At Umri, however, the figures are much more uniformly 

rendered. The only peculiarities320 are the absence of Agni’s vehi

cle (fig. 163; the lower part seems to be filled by “smoke”), the re- 

introduction of the anthropomorphic vehicle for Kubera (fig. 168) 

and the fact that Isana is only two-armed (fig. 169). The two-armed 

form of Isana is likewise known in Western India in the 9th centu

ry. As at Indor, the headdresses of the guardians vary to some 

degree. Indra wears a cylindrical crown, which resembles Varuna’s 

at Indor (fig. 156). Yama, Varuna and Kubera wear a crown of 

braided hair (jatamukutd). Nairrta and Vayu have their straight hair 

tied into a simple topknot, while Agni’s and Isana’s coiffures are no 

longer recognizable. When compared with the earlier images, there 

is a greater tendency towards representing the dikpdlas with 

brahmanical cords, which is also seen on other temples. Only 

Kubera and Isana can be seen without the sacred thread here.

The Caturmukha Mahadeva temple at Nacna “combines sculp

tures and architectural members from three different periods and 

enshrines a divinity older than the present structure” (Deva 1991: 

69). Its construction is assigned to the middle of the 9th century or 

slightly later.321 The extant dikpdlas on this temple, Agni and 

Kubera (Trivedi 1990: pls. 128, 129), reflect an advanced type since 

they are four-armed. Agni’s attributes are, starting from the lower 

right: rosary, flower, sacrificial ladle and waterpot. In Kubera’s 

case, the objects are difficult to make out. His lower left hand holds 

a large nakulaka (purse), and he probably holds a club in his upper 

right hand. An image of Varuna housed in the Bharat Kala Bhavan, 

Varanasi (fig. 170), may have once formed part of the set. It has 

similar flying garland-bearers at the top and attendant figures below. 

The deity is four-armed and exhibits a serene expression, with the

312 Tripathi (1965-66: 115) lists two types of quadrupeds, a bull-like animal and 

a dog, as Nairrta’s vehicles at Khajuraho. The third variant is a reclining human figure.

313 One reason for the lack of inclusion is the fact that it is very difficult to take 

photographs of the images of the main temple, because of the narrow space between 

the outer wall and the wall of the ambulatory. Another unfortunate fact that should 

be mentioned here is the liberal destruction of the heads of the images, which must 

have occurred in relatively recent years (cf. Viennot 1976: ph. 85 with Trivedi 1990: 

pls. 38 and 39).

314 Trivedi 1990:79-82; Deva 1991: 19-22. The latter prefers a date ofc. 775 a.d.

315 The Caturmukha Mahadeva at Nacna (District Panna/M.P.) has the earliest 

known example (Deva 1991: pl. 39) in which a large ladle is one of Agni’s four attrib

utes. The construction of the temple has been tentatively dated to c. 850 a.d., but the 

image is probably later (see below). Admittedly, at Khajuraho, the association of a sruk 

is not without exceptions (Tripathi 1965-66: 109). An early occurrence of the sacrifi

cial ladle carried by a two-armed Agni is attested to at Keldhar (see below).

316 Tripathi 1965-66: 122. One exception is his no. 13, but here, the vessel is held 

in the front left hand.

317 “No. 4“ is the designation used in the plate section (Deva 1991: pls. 45, 46), 

but it has been omitted in the text (ibid.: 23).

318 Viennot (1976: 247) in her typological study actually assigned the Batesvara 

Mahadeva temple (“no. 1“) at Batesara (“Batesvar”) to the same period as the Siva 

temple at Indor.

319 Trivedi 1990: 112-115. The temple is not included in Viennot 1976andDEVA 

1991.

320 Unfortunately, no information concerning the vehicles of Varuna and Vayu at 

Keldhar could be obtained. Thus, they cannot be compared to those at Umri.

321 Deva 1991: 151; Trivedi 1990: 129.
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Visnu

3 Nairrta

...in the temples of the third phase they are invariably shown 

two-armed standing with or without their vehicles.

eyebrows slightly raised, however. Varuna wears a jatamukuta 

(hair-crown), a necklace, bracelets, anklets, a sacred thread, a leaf

garland (yanamala) and elaborate ornaments adorn his lower gar

ment. A miniature makara head and a kneeling attendant flank the 

deity on the lower right and left, respectively. Behind them, two 

attendants stand on each side. The lower right hand is held in the 

boon-bestowing gesture (varadamudra), and the upper right holds a 

large noose which is rather clumsily represented in two parts. The 

upper left holds a large lotus bud and the lower right a waterpot. The 

rather superficial treatment of the ornaments along with the slight

ly angular, schematic shaping of the extremities suggest a date most 

likely near the end of the 9th or the beginning of the 10th century. 

These dikpdla images stand on a low socle, and those still found on 

the temple walls appear to have been loosely inserted into the niches. 

It could be that the dikpalas postdate the temple by a few decades.

An important, dated landmark in the latter half of the 9th centu

ry is the rock-cut Caturbhuja temple at Gwalior (ill. 28)322, situated 

half-way up to the rock fort. The date of the foundation inscription 

is 875 a.d. It has already been briefly mentioned that no space was 

available to accommodate Indra and Isana on the east (entrance) 

side. An certain crudeness characterizes this temple.

This structure is very crude in its sculptural and architectural 

embellishment, perhaps due to the poor quality of the local stone 

(Deva 1991: 55).

Thus, the details are mostly blurred (figs. 171-176). There are some 

conspicuous peculiarities of the regularly positioned deities: Agni’s 

vehicle seems to be either anthropomorphic or missing (fig. 171), 

Nairrta’s four-legged vehicle resembles a lion (fig. 173), Varuna’s 

head is encircled by a cloth resembling Vayu’s typical attribute (fig. 

174), and Kubera is shown without any vehicle or pot in substitu

tion (fig. 176). Of the specifically Central Indian vehicles, only 

Nairrta’s quadruped is still present, though not as the “boar ver

sion”. Again, the guardians have been portrayed with a sacred 

thread, with relatively sparse ornaments and with individually var

ied coiffures and postures. The dikpalas of the Caturbhuja temple 

conform to the characteristics of the directional guardians subsumed 

by Trivedi (1990: 43) for his third phase of Central Indian Pratihara 

temples (c. 850-950 a.d.):

4 Varuna

Ill. 28: Gwalior, Caturbhuja temple, plan sketch of sanctum

Apart from the evidence, which has been preserved in situ, there are 

a few sites which have yielded loose sculptures. A particularly 

prolific site is Siron Khurd, District Lalitpur/U.P., from which a 

collection of dikpalas of different phases (9th to 11 th centuries) is 

preserved in the Jhansi Museum.323 The published images conform 

to the features described above. Some other fine specimens of loose 

dikpdla sculptures are the fragment of an Indra image of fine work

manship from Badoh, District Vidisha,324 and an image of Varuna 

from Karitalal (Deva 1988: pl. 322), District Jabalpur (both in 

M.P.).

Two loose and completely dispersed, slightly oblong stone 

reliefs of Varuna and Isana (figs. 177, 178) must have once 

belonged to a dikpdla set in Mathura/U.P. or its vicinity. Both 

deities are seated in the same posture (daksindpralambapada), how

ever, with little space below the right leg. Their ornaments are mod

est, except for the large round earrings which they share (Isana: only 

right ear). Large leaves emerge sideways from behind their heads 

(Isana: only on the right side). Their hands show graceful gestures 

and their facial expression is benign. Varuna holds a noose in his 

right hand and sits on a goose (fig. 177). Isana has a trident in his 

left hand and holds a rosary in his lower right. A rather small bull 

crouches below. The set should be dated to the late 8th or early 9th 

century. An “early” feature seems to be the presence of the goose, 

but the two-armed form of Isana is a “later” feature. Varuna’s 

demonic coiffure (urdhvakesd) also points to the 9th century. The 

deities are both bordered by a simple frame which is slightly dent

ed above Isana’s head.

From the impressive rock-cut temple complex at Masrur,325 

District Kangra/Himachal Pradesh, a few loose sculptures remain 

from what must have been a complete dikpdla set. One fragment 

shows a slightly obese figure of Agni, wearing a diadem, with 

flames behind his head.326 While the standing image of Agni is two

armed, Varuna seated on makara was probably four-armed.327 His 

sitting posture and the position of the makara bears comparison with 

the image of Varuna at Umri (fig. 166). It is likely that both images 

are more or less coeval, although the date “c. a.d. 800“ has been 

assigned to Masrur by Deva (1991: 118). The pot-bellied figure, 

probably of Kubera, is depicted seated on a lotus-throne with 

addorsed lions underneath (V.C. Ohri 1991: pl. 3.18). The arrange

ment with the lions is quite unique, but a parallel can be seen in the 

Kubera image at Umri (fig. 168), where this pot-bellied deity sits in 

a similar manner on a high lotus socle.

A rare instance of a late but somewhat rudimentary or rather 

‘reduced’ group of dikpdlas occurs at Gyaraspur, District Vidisha, 

M.P. The Jaina Maladevi temple of c. 850-900 a.d. features in its 

protruding karna niches on the mandap a’s north side Indra, seated 

(1.), and Kubera, standing (r.; K. Bruhn 2000: 312; figs. 9, 10). 

Bruhn observes that Indra’s right, pendent foot is resting on a pot 

which may form a reference to Kubera’s pots - two small jars are 

depicted with the latter.

322 Trivedi 1990: 135-143; Deva 1991: 54-56. The plan in the latter publication 

(fig. 27) is obviously simplified, while Trivedi’s plan (fig. 28) reveals that the temple 

is irregularly shaped.

323 S.D. Trivedi 1983: figs. 52-55, 61, 65-66.

324 The apparently two-armed deity has a fine oval halo with a border of lotus

petals. Indra wears an intricately shaped crown and exhibits sharply cut features. It 

is housed in the Central Archaeological Museum, Gwalior, and can be dated to the 

9th—1 Oth centuries.

323 Deva 1991: 116-118.

326 In the publication by D.K. Chakrabarti/S.I. Hasan (1984: pl. 12) the sculp

ture has been tentatively identified as a yaksa. The bulging eyes may point to this iden

tification. However, we do not know if the grotesque features were part of the concept 

of Agni in that particular region.

327 Deva 1991: pl. 269; Chakrabarti/Hasan 1984: pl. 11. The dignified portrait 

of Varuna shows a diadem, heavy earrings, two necklaces, and anklets. He has a round 

halo behind the head. The god is seated on a boldly carved, voluminous makara. Unfor

tunately, the panel has been severely damaged. A relief of Indra seated on his elephant, 

probably four-armed, has also been found.
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A very fine example of dikpala representation, the Barwasagar 

lintel frieze, marks the latest phase of the period under survey 

(fig. 179). The rather well-preserved Jarai-ka-math temple of about 

a.d. 900 or a slightly later date328 is located in the Jhansi district of 

Uttar Pradesh. There are two dikpala sets on the temple: one is the 

overdoor frieze, where the deities are arranged in their correct 

sequence from left to right. Regarding the number of hands, their 

attributes and vehicles, the dikpalas of the frieze largely conform to 

their counterparts in the niches.329 All are shown two-armed. On the 

frieze, the guardians are seated in daksindpralambapdda. Their 

vehicles are (from left to right): elephant, goat or sheep, buffalo, 

quadruped (jackal?), makara, antelope, ram, bull. Their attributes 

are also those commonly shown in the latter part of the period, with 

the exception of an additional cup (? or bird?) in Yama’s right hand. 

The free hands are held in cinmudra (thumb and index finger touch

ing) in front of the breast. Two tiny attendant figures are discernible 

in the background of the panel. On the (proper) left behind Varuna 

is a personage squatting on a fish, and on the (proper) left behind 

Kubera, a wine-waiter stands on a lotus socle. The niche figures are 

all shown in a standing posture.

The Barwasagar frieze can be compared with two other friezes 

of standing dikpalas which are no longer in situ. The first one from 

Badoh belongs to the Gwalior Museum collection (fig. 180). Since 

the deities here are four-armed, it is likely that it postdates the for

mer frieze. The Badoh frieze is severely damaged. It is bordered on 

both sides by a female figure turned inwards. The dikpalas are shown 

standing in identical flexed postures, with their vehicle or emblem 

on the proper right. However, all the figures have haloes behind their 

heads, unlike those at Barwasagar. The attributes have been com

pletely destroyed, with the exception of a severed head (lower left) 

and a shield (rear left) in Nairrta’s hands, and the jars in the lower 

left hands of Agni, Kubera and Isana. The vehicles largely corre

spond to those at Barwasagar, except in the case of Kubera. He has 

a single pot by his side with a tiny figure peeping inside or clasping 

it. A third, fragmented panel should be mentioned here. It is a well- 

known piece from the Heeramaneck Collection.330 This partially pre

served frieze represents the figural sequence only from Nairrta to 

Kubera and was obviously an overdoor decoration. The large seated 

Siva figure was probably intended to represent Isana, who would be 

missing otherwise. The guardians are all two-armed, except for the 

Siva-Isana figure, which is four-armed. The occurring combination 

of Western Indian and Central Indian traits confirms a probable 

origin of this panel in the Kota region. Rajasthan, as suggested by 

Mason (1993: 236-237). The vehicles correspond to those of the 

Badoh panel, including the quadruped for Nairrta and the pot for 

Kubera. A significant feature is the fact that Vayu holds a standard 

instead of the cloth, as would have normally been expected in Cen

tral India. The standing postures with the feet placed wide apart is 

also “western” as is the fact that the trident is held in the rear right 

hand. The panel with the predominantly two-armed dikpalas has 

been assigned to the second half of the 9th century by the authors.

In Central India, the general introduction of four-armed 

dikpalas does not seem to have taken place before c. a.d. 950. An 

important development in the 10th century is the elimination of 

niche frames for the sculptures (e.g. at Nohta, Deva 1995: pl. 200). 

A remarkable case of a hybrid dikpala image is encountered at 

Sesai, District Shivpuri/M.P., on the Surya temple of about the sec

ond quarter of the 10th century. A deity occupying the usual posi

tion of Vayu, the north(-west), exhibits traits of both Varuna and 

Vayu (fig. 181).331 A rather stylized representation of the billowing 

cloth encircles the head of the deity. In this it differs from the Western 

Indian tradition, where the scarf generally does not rise that high 

(e.g. fig. 210). The vehicle of this “Vayu” figure, however, is a 

makara. The development towards a cloth-bearing Varuna was al

ready indicated at Umri (fig. 166) and at Gwalior, Caturbhuja temple 

(fig. 174). Thus, this hybrid form seems to have gradually developed. 

Along with the absolutely stereoptyped postures at Sesai, this case 

of a hybrid deity may be regarded as an indication of an increasing 

lifelessness332 in the old system of two-armed dikpalas, which final

ly led to their substitution by newly conceived four-armed direc

tional guardians from the latter part of the 10th century onwards.

An interesting counterpart of the Sesai Vayu is a loose image 

characterised by the noose as Varuna, but combined with a gallop

ing antelope, from Uttar Pradesh.333 The presence of this second 

example of hybrid representation leads one to surmise that during a 

particular phase in North-Central India, the vehicles of Varuna and 

Vayu may have been interchanged.

In Central India, a possible terminus ad quem for the introduc

tion of four-armed dikpalas is provided by the Laksmana temple 

at Khajuraho, which combines two-armed334 and four-armed 

guardians. The date of this temple is c. 950 a.d.

2.3.2.3 Western India

Shortly after 750 a.d., the dikpala theme seems to have reached a 

state of consolidation in the region. Only one temple of this period 

at Osian (Surya temple no. 2) has an incomplete group of dikpalas. 

All other later temples with elaborate sculptural decoration contain 

the directional guardians. There was also very little variation in the 

position of the dikpalas. At Osian, the most prolific site, two tem

ples (Pipaladevi; Visnu temple no. 2) show an unusual placement 

of these deities, but on the whole, their order remained stable in the 

following period.

The available evidence at Osian335 is indeed invaluable for 

dikpala studies. Here, a local gradual development can be traced 

with all its interdependences, innovations and probable relapses. 

The only regrettable fact is the complete lack of an absolute date for 

any of the temples.

328 Trivedi 1990: 168-175; Deva 1991: 56-60. The former author dates the 

temple to the middle of the 10th century, at the very end of the Pratlhara period in 

Central India.

329 The niche figures are not in a good state of preservation. A significantly dif

ferent representation occurs in Vayu’s case. The deity holds an inflated cloth (vayu- 

apurita-vastra) with both hands in the frieze, but in the niche has a standard in his left 

hand. The transition from the cloth to the standard also takes place in Western India, 

in the 9th—1 Oth centuries. For the niche figure of Kubera see Trivedi 1990: pl. 191.

330 It is presently kept in the Los Angeles County Museum, Museum Associates 

Purchase M.74.5.6. The measurements are 73x99 cm. In the top register, the nine 

planetary deities are depicted.

331 This has been overlooked by Trivedi (1990: 163, pl. 181).

332 In fact, the representation of dikpalas at Sesai is completely stereotyped and 

uninspired.

333 K. Deva/S.D. Trivedi 1996: cat. 100, fig. 84 (10th century; Allahabad 

Museum, acc. no. 1385).

334 The sandhara type Laksmana temple has sets on its sanctum exterior and on 

its four subsidiary temples, but not on its outer walls. L.K. Tripathi (1965-66: 104, 

n. 2) observes: “Images of Indra and Isana, both on the SE and NW shrines, and those 

of Yama, Nirrti and Agni on the NE shrine are two-armed.”

335 The common designations for the temples will be abbreviated as follows: 

Harihara temple = HH; Mahavira temple = MT; Pipaladevi temple = PD; Surya tem- 

ple = ST; Surya-Visnu temple = SV; Siva temple = ST; Visnu temple=VT. Recent pub

lications on the temples are Handa 1984;Meister 1991: 140-146, 174-209,263-265; 

Tripathi 1971-84; and Wessels-Mevissen 1994 (dikpalas). Bhandarkar 1912 gave 

the first detailed account of these temples; for a concordance of these and later labels 

see Wessels-Mevissen 1994: table 1. A few temples at Osian are without dikpalas: the 

Satya-Narayana temple, the now “missing” temple and ST-2.
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Table XIII - Scuptural typology of dikpalas at Osian

Osian

(c. 751-900 a.d.)

HH-2, 3 - Harihara nos. 2, 3;

M - Mahavira; PD - PipaladevI;

ST-2 - Surya no. 2; ST-1 - Siva no. 2;

SV - Surya-Visnu; VT-1,2 - Visnu nos. 1,2

Dikpala Attributes Vehicle Particular Characteristics

Indra vajra (bolt) r.**;

PD: vajra 1.**

elephant cylindrical crown;

M: diadem

Agni aksamdld (rosary) r., 

kamandalu (waterpot) or flask I.

goat jatamukuta (hair crown), 

flames behind head and shoulders, 

vastropavita (broad sacred cord);

M: diadem;

M, ST-1: no upavita;

VT-1: simple upavita

Yama danda (staff) r.**;

PD: danda 1.**

buffalo crown; VT-1, PD (?): 

urdhvakesa (hair standing on end)

Nairrta khadga (sword) r.**; flower? 1. anthropomorph urdhvakesa; ST-2: crown

Varuna pasa (noose) r.** makara (aquatic animal);

HH-2, SV:

no vehicle; VT-1: 

pot instead of a vehicle

crown; PD: jatamukuta;

ST-2: awkward position of 

the left arm, which is 

wrapped in a sash;

VT-2: platform above vehicle

Vayu billowing cloth in both hands;

VT-2: additional two banners in front hands

deer crown

Kubera cup r.*, purse 1.;

PD: lotus 1.

anthropomorph;

ST-2, ST-1, VT-1: 

no vehicle;

VT-2: mesa (ram)

curly hairstyle, often with diadem;

HH-2, ST-2: only diadem;

VT-1: urdhvakesa;

HH-2, HH-3, PD, SV: 

platform above vehicle

Isana (clockwise from below r.): 

padma (lotus)*, trisula (trident), 

sarpa (serpent)** ;

PD: only two arms (trisula r.**)

bull;

M: anthropomorphic 

vehicle

jatamukuta

* Mostly indistinct.

** The other hand rests on the hip or thigh, generally holding a loop of the sash. Nairrta in two cases shows a particular gesture (katakamudrdl) in front 

of the chest (HH-2, VT-2).

Vayu and Kubera of the Mahavira temple could not be included. On VT-2, Yama, Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, and Isana are four-armed. All the dikpalas 

of the temple are in a bad state of preservation, so that their attributes and specific features could not be evaluated, except in a few cases. On PD, the head

dresses of the dikpalas are difficult to classify.

It is also extremely difficult to establish a relative chronology, 

since most of the temples seem to be chronologically very close to 

each other.336 Thus, the temples HH-2, ST-2, MT337, VT-1, and ST-

1 have been assigned to approximately 750-775 a.d., the two latter 

ones with a tendency towards the end of this time period (ST-1 prob

ably even later). The last quarter of the 8th century is the period sug

gested for the HH-3 and the SV. The Plpaladevi temple has been 

assumed to date from the first quarter of the 9th century, and the VT-

2 in the third quarter of the 9th century. This chronology postulated 

by Meister (1991) is not be contradicted by the results of an analy

sis of dikpala images at the site. Among the dikpalas, clusters of 

close similarity indicate that the same concept for a particular deity 

has been applied to a number of - most probably coeval - temples.

One of the earlier temples, ST-2, still lacks a complete group of 

directional guardians. It shows Nairrta (fig. 196) and Varuna (fig. 

197) in relatively wide niches in their usual positions (south-)west 

and (north-)west, respectively, on either side of the entrance. A 

seated Kubera on the south(-west) (fig. 198) cannot be regarded as 

a dikpala. The isolated depiction of Nairrta and Varuna may have 

been due to a change in the concept of the temple which was prob

ably originally planned without dikpalas. This temple also seems to 

have been the last one without pratiratha niches.

336 A relative chronology in the form of a proposed sequence of temples has been 

postulated by Tripathi (1971-84: 299), out of which only temples with dikpalas have 

been chosen here: HH-1, HH-2, HH-3, SV, VT-1. ST-1, ST-2, MT, VT-2, PD. ST-1 is 

not included in the list. Tripathi’s sequence is not convincing in some respects, partic

ularly in the chronological placement of ST-1 and ST-2 after HH-1-3.

337 A chronological hint is given in an inscription of 956/57 a.d. on the Mahavira 

temple (Meister 1991: 184). In the text, the ruler Vatsaraja (mentioned in the contem

porary records of a.d. 778 and a.d. 783) is referred to. However, it is not specifically 

expressed that the MT was founded by Vatsaraja. The dates known to us have, there

fore, generally been regarded as a terminus ante quem. The MT is an exception, since 

only here, the dikpalas. are situated on the outer wall of the sandhara complex. As their 

placement does not include the mandapa, Vayu and Kubera are, strangely, accommo

dated inside the gudhamandapa.
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The dikpalas Nairrta and Varuna clearly postdate those of 

HH-1, as the following characteristics indicate:

- They are shown standing and not seated. This alone would, 

of course, not suffice, as Candra (fig. 185) and Vayu (fig. 

187) on the relatively early ST-1 are also standing in corre

sponding niches on the facade of the temple.

- In their proportions (as well as the relationship in size 

between the guardians and their vehicles), their dress and 

their crowns, they resemble the dikpdlas of HH-2 (e.g. fig. 

207), which is a complete set.

- The most striking argument, however, is that the unusual, dis

tinct “Central Indian” vehicles, a jackal or other quadruped 

for Nairrta, and a goose for Varuna, which occur on ST-1 and 

HH-1, have already been replaced by the more common 

vehicles, a human being and makara, respectively, as known 

from the Kalikamata temple at Cittaudgadh.338

The replacement of most of the “Central Indian” vehicles after the 

formative phase at Osian is an indubitable fact. Only the anthropo

morphic vehicle of Kubera, which also appears to have come from 

Central India (fig. 92), continued for some time. A special formula 

seems to have been invented to distinguish it from Nairrta’s vehicle, 

i.e. a platform was inserted between the god and the carrier under

neath (figs. 200, 211).339 For some reason, this formula fell into dis

use, and Kubera remained without a vehicle on a few temples at 

Osian (figs. 201, 219). Later, on VT-2 (fig. 202) and other temples 

outside Osian, the anthropomorphic nara was replaced by the ram 

(mesa). It is noteworthy that the garbhabhitti set of the Kalikamata 

temple, which could be regarded as model for the “old order”340 in 

Western India, does not include Kubera but Soma instead. Thus, an 

original model of a dikpala Kubera may not have existed in this 

region. It seems likely, however, that Kubera had received special 

worship in the preceding period. A cult image of Kubera is known 

from Osian (fig. 199), which was probably once worshipped along 

with two other deities, Ganesa and Laksmi. The cup attribute in 

Kubera’s right hand is also a regular feature of the dikpala Kubera 

at Osian (see table XIII). In Central India, this attribute occurs less 

frequently.

Apart from Kubera’s vehicle, the images of the directional 

guardians do not vary to a great extent, but differ mainly in minor 

details. As far as the spatial arrangement is concerned, two excep

tions are noteworthy: the Pipaladevi temple, where four dikpdlas 

(from south to north: Nairrta, Varuna, Kubera, Vayu; figs. 203,204) 

have been depicted on the western side; and the Visnu temple no. 2, 

where the order starts with Indra on the (north-)east (see cover) 

instead of the (south-)east. While the first case is unique and can 

only be explained by the need to accommodate those additional 

guardians, for whom no place was available on the front (northern) 

part of the temple, the second case has a few parallels outside Osian 

(e.g. Khidarpura, Meister 1991: pls. 548, 549). Here, a different 

arrangement of dikpalas starting on the east wall with the northern 

niche, might have been regarded as conceptually more consistent.

With regard to the uniformity in the rendering of the 

astadikpalas at Osian, it can be observed that some clusters of close 

relationship exist. The first conspicuous fact is, of course, the affin

ity between HH-1 and HH-2, where the iconographic programme 

had been identically reproduced, i.e. copied on the latter (ill. 22). On 

HH-2, however, the rendering of the figures was quite different.341 

The change of vehicles in some cases has already been mentioned. 

Another important difference is the transition from the seated or 

riding (in Vayu’s case) position to the standing posture, which in the 

following phase was only abandoned on VT-2 (fig. 202).342 After 

the transition from HH-1 to HH-2, the affinity of the dikpala images 

on the different temples was in some cases very close. Some of the 

guardians must have been regarded as models, but even in such 

cases, the whole set was not copied. The positioning of the deities 

in the majority of the sets and the composition of all the sets were 

very similar, however with some minor variations in the rendering 

of the deities.

Some of the images with a particularly close affinity are:

- Indra: MT and VT-1; HH-3 and SV;

- Agni: HH-2 (fig. 206) and SV;

- Yama: HH-2 (fig. 207), HH-3 (Bhattacharyya 1991: 

pl. 49) and SV;343

- Nairrta: MT (Meister 1991: pl. 416) and ST-1 (fig. 216);

- Varuna: HH-2 (fig. 209) and SV (fig. 221).

These exceptionally close affinities in the representation of certain 

deities suggest that the respective temples are largely coeval.

An analysis of the particular standing postures reveals that a 

mixture of “Central Indian” and “Western Indian” postures seems 

to have occurred soon after the supposed relapse of HH-2 to the 

Kalikamata model. The dikpala set of HH-2 (figs. 205-212) - with 

the exceptions of Nairrta (fig. 208), Varuna (fig. 209)344, and 

Kubera (fig. 211) - reproduces the scheme with the free leg point

ing to the nearest corner. In contrast to the Kalikamata model, at 

Osian, variations in the leg positions were relatively frequent. It is, 

however, quite obvious that the temples with a more or less consis

tent depiction of the free leg pointing to the nearest corner are con

centrated in Western India (at Osian: HH-2, HH-3, SV, PD). A typ

ical “Central Indian” atibhanga posture, a strong flexion of the body 

with parallel legs and feet, can be found, e.g. in the figures of Agni 

(fig. 206) and Nairrta (fig. 208) on ST-1.

338 See fig. 107 for Varuna. The composition of the panel is strikingly similar. 

However, a few differences also occur, the major one being the position of Varuna’s 

proper left hand and the absence of an attribute in this hand at Osian. Nairrta at Cit

taudgadh (fig. 118) also has many similar characteristics.

339 This device is restricted to the temples (HH-2, HH-3, SV), where a pedestal 

has been employed to reduce the height of the niches. Thus, the size of the niche could 

be adjusted to the proportions of the image. Significantly, on PD, both the dikpalas in 

pratiratha niches are mounted on pedestals (figs. 203, 204). This creates a visual hier

archy among them and relates them to the vertical axis, which is already emphasized 

by the pilaster-like form of the pratirathas. Actually, their irregular sequence (from 

south to north: Nairrta, Varuna, Kubera, Vayu) may have been determined by the fact 

that for Varuna and Kubera, a socle with integrated vehicle is most appropriate. This 

“tier system” was used in an almost extreme form on the devakulikds of HH-1 and HH- 

2 (Meister 1991: pls. 368, 398).

340 Should it turn out that the dating of the Kalikamata and Kumbhasyama tem

ples at Cittaudgadh is not as early as what has recently been assigned (see above), they 

could very well belong to the first phase of architectural activity as Osian. The direc

tional guardians of the Cittaudgadh temples would then have to be regarded as expres

sions of an experimental stage in the development of a local idiom of dikpala repre

sentation. The close resemblance between the image of Varuna of the Kalikamata 

temple (fig. 107) and that of the Harihara temple no. 3 at Osian (fig. 223) could indi

cate a similar date of the two.

341 This fact is also reflected by Meister’s (1991: 182) statement: “Harihara tem

ple no. 2 and the Mahavira temple, with which it is closely related, represent new guild 

conventions at Osian, yet considerable respect has been shown for previous production 

at this site.”

342 Cf. also Handa 1984: pl. 106 (Agni) and Meister 1991: pl. 588, 589 (south 

and north wall, respectively). The hierarchy in size between the small karna and prati

ratha images and the much larger bhadra image is remarkable.

343 The raised head of the buffalo is the particular tertium comparationes. It is 

interesting to note that the buffalo of HH-2 is the only one rendered realistically. The 

heads of both the other specimens are stylized, and the position of their tails is also iden

tical.

344 Nairrta and Varuna are located in very narrow niches on the side of the 

entrance (west), thus leaving very little space on the sides.
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It is rather peculiar that both Kubera (fig. 201) and Vayu (fig. 

218) are sometimes shown in the same stiff, clumsy posture, inspite 

of their varied characters.345 The samapada (feet together) or a relat

ed, clumsy posture for Vayu is also found at Abaneri (B. Sahai: 

fig. 8), Dang (fig. 149), and Paharpur (fig. 236). Kubera generally 

retained his obese features and stocky proportions. This is empha

sized by a posture in which the legs are held slightly apart (e.g. 

fig. 233).

Another feature shows that at Osian, individual solutions were 

employed for particular conditions. This is the unusual and varied 

rendering of dikpalas in extremely narrow niches on the facade, 

which occur on a number of temples (HH-2, SV, VT-1, VT-2). In 

some of these cases, particularly Nairrta and Varuna in HH-2 

(figs. 208, 209), the dikpalas in the narrow niches resemble 

dvdrapalas, i.e. door guardians,346 since their bodies are turned 

towards the door, the free leg pointing in the same direction. Here, 

on HH-2, Varuna is shown without any vehicle and Nairrta’s sword 

is - uniquely - resting on the ground. Another interesting example 

is provided by the SV, where both Nairrta and Varuna (fig. 221) 

stand in identical postures, with the left leg bent and crossed behind 

the right one. Once again, Varuna does not have a vehicle. On 

VT-1, Varuna (fig. 222) is - uniquely-shown standing on a spilling 

pot instead of a vehicle. Thus, it appears that in the cases, where 

dikpalas had to be accommodated in narrow niches, the sculptors 

created new, imaginative concepts in the representation of the 

directional guardians.

In summing up the evidence from Osian, it can be stated that the 

group of temples probably dating to a phase soon after 750 a.d. 

(namely HH-2, HH-3, SV), contain very similar, standing dikpalas. 

The deities are generally shown standing in clear-cut postures (par

ticularly on HH-2, figs. 205-212) with the free leg turned towards 

the nearest corner. A second group of temples comprises MT, 

ST-1, and VT-1. On these temples (e.g. ST-1, figs. 213-220), the 

poses of some of the figures have become rather exaggerated (fig. 

220) and ungainly (figs. 201, 218). A tendency towards an ill-con

trived and awkward twisting of the body can be noticed on PD (figs. 

203, 204, cf. Viennot 1976: ph. 236). A later concept appears on 

VT-2, where the dikpalas are shown seated on relatively large 

vehicles (Meister 1991: pls. 588, 589). Here, the niches, which had 

become narrower in the course of this period, are again wider.

Apart from Osian, a few exquisite examples of dikpala sculp

tures are known from the Harsatmata temple at Abaneri, viz. Agni 

(fig. 224), Indra (fig. 225), and Vayu347. The vast ruins of a once 

imposing temple, probably of Vaisnava348 or Sakta affiliation, con

tain only a few surviving specimens of dikpalas, most probably 

belonging to two different sets of directional guardians. The first 

quarter of the 9th century has been proposed as an estimated date349 

for the sdndhara temple (with ambulatory), which was probably 

once a pancdyatana complex (consisting of five shrines; F. Reitz 

1994). Its sculptures are not stylistically related to those at Osian nor 

to any of the temple sites discussed above, but represent a distinct 

idiom.

It is very likely that two dikpala sets embellished the garbha- 

bhitti (sanctum exterior) and the outer wall of the pradaksindpatha 

(ambulatory), respectively, here, as is the case at Pattadakal 

(Papanatha temple) and Cittaudgadh (Kumbhasyama temple). The 

type of the niche, which is preserved in all three cases, provides an 

important distinguishing feature. Reitz (1993) has proposed a plau

sible classification and functional analysis of the niche types. The 

sculpture of Indra (fig. 224), which is now in a secondary place 

(Reitz 1993: Abb. 2), most probably belonged to the gudha- 

mandapa exterior.350 The niches with the two other surviving 

images of Vayu and Agni (fig. 225) closely resemble each other. 

Since the latter is still in situ, there is no doubt that both guardians 

originally belonged to the garbhabhitti.

Judging from the few extant sculptures, it appears that both sets 

of dikpalas are characterized by rather stiff postures, a feature that 

does not recur in any other set in this region or in Central India. The 

immovable, monumental appearance of the deities, in fact, recalls 

the images at Alampur. At the same time, it is clear that the deeply 

undercut figures at Abaneri with their exquisite proportioning and 

modelling are much more evolved than their counterparts at Alam

pur. The presence of attendant figures is similar to the Kalikamata 

temple at Cittaudgadh, but the lavish decoration (“'horror vacui”) 

characterizing this temple is not reflected at Abaneri. An interesting 

detail can be observed on the image of Agni (fig. 225), namely, the 

separate socle for the goat vehicle behind the god.

Besides the Kumbhasyama at Cittaudgadh and the Harsatmata 

at Abaneri, a third, well-preserved temple with two sets of direc

tional guardians can be found at Khed in district Barmer. The 

sdndhara (with ambulatory) concept of the Ranchodji temple, 

which has been assigned to the middle of the 9th century, follows 

the tradition of a few other temples in Western India.351 At Khed, it 

can be observed that the rendering of the dikpalas is quite similar in 

the different sets. Obviously there was no intention of creating any 

particular distinction between the two sets. The deities of the 

garbhagrha (sanctum) set (figs. 226-233) stand in lifelike, slightly 

stiff postures in relatively narrow niches. Their bodies are well-pro

portioned, with broad faces, and they wear rather heavy ornaments. 

The vehicles are comparatively small. The figures of Agni and 

Kubera are conspicuously obese. This is interesting with regard to 

the symmetrical placement of both deities on the south(-east) and 

north(-east). Other noteworthy characteristics are the short flames 

rendered in high relief behind Agni (fig. 227), a pointed attribute 

(flower?) in Nairrta’s left hand (fig. 229), the flag attribute of Vayu 

(fig. 231; note also the flower in the right hand), which seems to 

have become a common feature in the 9th century, the long, thin 

purse of Kubera, held in his right hand (fig. 232; a cup? in the left), 

and the newly introduced pot in the lower left hand of Isana (fig. 

233). It is a peculiar fact that the vehicles of the dikpalas at Khed 

belong to the “mainstream” tradition at Osian, even including the 

anthropomorphic nara for Kubera, while the broad faces and the

345 In the case of Kubera, this feature is understandable, since he is characteristi

cally obese and hence clumsy. In the case of the wind god Vayu, the only explanation 

is the fact that the samapada posture matches the symmetrically draped cloth, for which 

earlier models might have been known. Both guardians exhibit the same clumsy pos

ture on VT-1 (Meister 1991: pl. 342).

346 In Wessels-Mevissen (1994: 603-604), a few more cases of dikpalas with a 

secondary function as dvarapalas (door guardians) have been described.

347 For Vayu see B. Sahai 1975: fig. 8. The present whereabouts of this image 

could not be ascertained.

348 C.P. Atherton 1995: 207 sqq. A doubtful point in her argument is the liberal 

identification of a common Visnu (Vasudeva) sculpture as Aniruddha (ibid.: pl. 25), 

without any real iconographical justification (ibid.: 209: “His iconography is quite close 

to Vasudeva’s”).

349 Meister 1991: 237.

350 This has been expressed by Reitz (1993: 208-209): “Jedoch existiert eine 

Bildnische mit Indra [...], der man die gleiche Funktion an der Umgangsmauer wie bei 

besagten Tempeln in Chittor [Cittaudgadh] und Osian zuweisen kann”. Atherton 

(1995: 203-204) also assumes such an original position of directional guardians, but 

fails to note the different niche frame for Indra: “With other ambulatory structures, [...] 

these corner piers are customarily provided with niches containing directional guardian 

(dikpala} figures on their central offsets. Unfortunately, no guardian images survive 

that would serve as candidates for these corner positions”. Meister (1991: 236) speaks 

of the “image of Indra, that now replaces the pilaster south of the antarala”, but con

tinues to assign it tentatively to another, no longer extant shrine.

351 Meister 1991: 254-258.
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large bodies in relaxed, gracefully curved, awe-inspiring stances 

more vividly recall the Cittaudgadh images.352

These features appear to be less marked among the images of 

the outer set on the mulaprasada (Meister 1991: pls. 572, 573). 

They more closely resemble the fine dikpdla set of the Kamesvara 

temple at Auwa in the Pali district of Rajasthan (ibid:, pls. 477,478). 

Here, the bodies are also slightly less imposing, and the gracefully 

flowing contours have their own charm. The deities, as at Abanerl, 

are surrounded by worshippers and attending figures. They are all 

two-armed like those of the Pipaladevi temple at Osian. Some 

other features, such as the slightly limp posture (ibid: 211), are 

reminiscent of this presumably contemporaneous temple (c. a.d. 

800-825).

The development of the dikpdla representation seems to have 

reached a point of stagnation during the 9th century in Western 

India. The dikpdla sets on most of the temples353 of this phase in 

Western India are generally two-armed (in some cases including 

Isana as well354) and standing in relaxed postures, often with the free 

leg turned towards the nearest corner. The end of the 9th century 

witnessed the creation of some better shaped images of perfect pro

portions, with delicate surface treatment and standing in a complete 

equipoise.355 Here, both tendencies, the bold, statuesque appearance 

and the slightly limp, flowing form have been perfectly blended. 

The result is a very subtle rendering of a divine personage. In a vari

ant form of the depiction, the deities appear seated on relatively 

large vehicles as at Bhundana (ibid: pls. 557, 558) and at Osian, 

Visnu temple no. 2 (fig. 202). Most of the members of the latter set 

are four-armed.

On some temples, irregularities in the placement of the direc

tional guardians can be observed. In some cases, however, it cannot 

be ruled out that these are not caused by subsequent disturbance. 

The Siva temple at Khidarpura follows the same pattern as the Visnu 

temple no. 2 at Osian with the set starting from the (north-)east. In 

these cases, the sequence of deities has not been changed - only 

their placement varies. In other cases, however, the canonical 

sequence of dikpdlas has been disturbed. Thus, Varuna has taken 

Vayu’s place and vice versa356 on the Naktimata temple at 

Bhavanipur (ibid.: 242). On the same temple, Indra and Isana are 

found on the eastern side of the edifice, in niches carved on pilasters 

supporting the roof of the mukhamandapa (portions). This appears 

to be a logical arrangement, since the pilasters have left no space for 

niches on the mandovara (exterior wall) itself.357

Two disorderly sequences are found on the temple no. 1 of the 

sati ground at Cittaudgadh and on the Jalesvara temple at Mandal

gadh. On the former, the deities are Isana, Yama, Nairrta, Varuna, 

Vayu, and Agni, enumerated clockwise from the north(-west) to the 

south(-west), the western wall remaining devoid of directional 

guardians. In order to explain this aberration, Meister (1991: 301) 

has proposed the theory that the temple was originally planned with 

an entrance on the east instead of the west. That would mean that 

these parts of the building had to be completed before assembling 

them in situ. However, the positions of Isana and Agni cannot be 

explained in this way.

At Mandalgadh, it is quite probable that the temple had been 

rebuilt around the year 1560 a.d. (ibid.: 304-305). The sequence, 

starting from the (south-)east, is: Kubera, dikpdla with ram? (ibid: 

306, it is stated that Agni has been shifted to the exterior of the 

portions, kapilT), Yama, Nairrta, Vayu, a dikpdla without a vehicle, 

Indra, and Isana.

After the period under survey, two important developments 

occurred. The first one is the general introduction of four arms for 

the dikpdla images in the 10th century.358 The second development 

is the increase in the number of guardians to ten. This inclusion of 

Brahma and Ananta, guardians of the zenith and the nadir, respec

tively, however, seems to have been restricted to Western India. Due 

to a lack of documentation, only two examples can be mentioned 

here: Ghanerav359 and Kalesvarl-nl-nal360, both belonging stylisti

cally to the 10th century.

The stagnation in the dikpdla representation in the late 9th and 

early 1 Oth centuries seems to have been followed by an innovative 

development of the late 10th century. However, antecedents for the 

new concepts may be traced to the earlier period. For the present it 

should suffice to recall that four-armed dikpdlas - other than Isana 

- had been introduced at Cittaudgadh (Kalikamata: Agni; Kumb- 

hasyama: garbhagrha set), Osian (Visnu temple no. 2: all except 

Indra and Agni), and at Batesara in Central India.

2.3.2.4 Eastern India

Evidence of the canonical dikpdla images appears relatively late in 

Eastern India (Bihar, Bengal, Orissa and the adjacent areas of north

ern Andhra Pradesh). Some early traces, Mundesvari, Nalanda and 

Dev Barunarak in Bihar and Bhubaneswar (Parasuramesvara tem

ple) in Orissa, have already been discussed. None of these early 

depictions seem to have had any direct descendants.361

352 These features, however, are not rare among the dikpdla images of the 9th 

century in Western India (cf. the set at Goth-Mahglod, c. 825-850 a.d., Meister 1991: 

pls. 564, 565).

353 Examples of Western Indian 9th century temples exist at Khidarpura (Meis

ter 1991: pls. 548, 549), Bhavanipur (ibid.: pl. 554), Bhundana {ibid.: pls. 557, 558), 

Goth-Mahglod (ibid.: pls. 564, 565), Cittaudgadh (sati ground, no. 1: ibid.: pl. 684; 

Ksemahkarl: pl. 686), Mandalgadh (ibid.: pl. 691), (triple shrine: ibid.: pls. 695-697; 

west group, no. 1: ibid.: pl. 730), and Candrabhaga (ibid.: pl. 727).

354 These cases are the Pipaladevi temple at Osian, the Kamesvara temple at Auwa 

(see above) and the Naktimata temple at Bhavanipur (Meister 1991: 243).

355 E.g. a loose sculpture of Vayu, now in the Brooklyn Museum, acc. no. 86.183.3, 

measurements: 111.7x43.5 cm, published in D. Mason 1993: cat. no. 8.

356 Interestingly, this is not a unique case. It occurs in Central India at Dang and 

Batesara as well (already cited in Wessels-Mevissen 1994: 604). Nairrta and Vayu are 

both assembled on the western wall at Batesara (ibid.), Mandalgadh (see below) and 

also on the Pipaladevi temple at Osian, where Varuna and Kubera appear in pratiratha 

positions (figs. 203,204). A hybrid form of Varuna and Vayu is attested at Sesai, where 

the deity with a floating garment on the north(-west) has a makara vehicle (fig. 181).

357 On a rock-cut temple with a similar ground plan, the Caturbhuja at Gwalior, 

no provision was made for the directional guardians on the east side. Although they 

could have been accommodated on the mukhamandapa pillars, both Isana and Indra 

were omitted (see below).

358 An important terminus post quem for the general introduction of four-armed 

dikpdlas in Western and North-Central India is provided by the Ambikamata temple at 

Jagat, District Udaipur, dated a.d. 961. Two of its three sets consist of two-armed 

guardians (prasada, pranalamandapa), but one set already shows four- armed deities 

(pravesamandapa). The most important study of four-armed dikpdlas has been made 

by L.K. Tripathi (1965-66).

359 The Mahavira temple at Ghanerav in District Pali, Rajasthan, dated to about 

the middle of the 10th century, is a north-facing sandhara complex. Dhaky (1968: 328- 

330) reports that the additional dikpdlas Brahma and Ananta are represented on the 

northern side, “on wall pilasters in the Mukhamandapa that stand in the immediate 

vicinity of the karnas of the Gudhamandapa”.

360 H.R. Gaudani/M.A. Dhaky 1969. The site is located in Sabarkantha district/ 

Gujarat. Some of the images of the original temple have been affixed to the present day 

structure. An image which can be plausibly identified as Ananta is illustrated on fig. 5. 

The deity has been provided with a cobra-hood and an unidentifiable vehicle. An image 

of Brahma has not been preserved.

361 All the sites mentioned have very distinct modes of representation: at 

Mundesvari, the Manu Lokapala group has been depicted on cornerstones, and a niche 

set including Dandapani occurs also here; at Dev Barunarak, a free-standing pillar 

shows the four lokapalas on its four sides; and on the Parasuramesvara temple, a wall 

frieze exhibits a - probably incomplete - dikpdla set plus Dandapani. The basement 

frieze of the Stone temple no. 2 at Nalanda, however, may be compared in some respects 

with the evidence from Paharpur (to be discussed), since both have an incomplete set. 

All the deities at the earlier sites were depicted seated, with or without a vehicle.
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While all eight dikpdlas were depicted together on a frieze in the 

9th century at Gaur (?; fig. 240), the group of directional guardians 

was incompletely represented on separate panels on the late 8th 

century Buddhist structure at Paharpur, Bangladesh (figs. 234-237). 

In both cases, the guardians are shown standing. In Orissa and the 

adjoining areas of Andhra Pradesh, an increasing number of - gen

erally incomplete - dikpdla representations are known from about 

750 a.d. onwards. It is difficult to precisely ascertain when the com

plete sets emerged on the walls of the temples, but most probably 

not before the 1 Oth century. There are some signs of a Central Indian 

influence in Orissa, but this was not very dominant. Apart from the 

standing form of dikpdlas, a riding variant appeared already at the 

beginning of the 9th century, at Baramba and Mukhalihgam, which 

may represent a South Indian (Deccani) influence.

One of the important characteristics of dikpalas in Eastern India 

is the fact that they were generally two-armed (except for Isana).362 

Some additional attributes, i.e., the noose for Yama and the elephant 

goad for Vayu,363 remain restricted to the region of Orissa. Gener

ally, however, all these results of the survey should be treated with 

caution, since there are only relatively few records distributed over 

a vast part of the country. This adherence to the more traditional 

two-armed form, especially in Orissa, is another indication that the 

eastern part did not follow the developmental trends in Western and 

Central India.

The so-called Somapura Vihara at Paharpur (District Rajshahi, 

Bangladesh; ill. 29) has provided an extremely important evidence 

regarding the representation of directional guardians in North-east-

Candra 60 

A

29 Indra

34 Agni

40 39

Isana? Vayu

Ill. 29: Paharpur, Somapura Vihara, plan sketch (panel numbers 

after Dikshit)

ern India in the late 8th century.364 In fact, some of their features 

point to an earlier source.365 The images of Indra (no. 29; fig. 234), 

Agni (no. 34; fig. 235), and Vayu (no. 39; fig. 236) belong to a series 

of 63 surviving stone panels on the basement of the cruciform cen

tral structure at the Buddhist site. Images of Isana? (no. 40) and

Soma/Candra (no. 60; fig. 237) may have been associated with this 

group, but that cannot be conclusively proven. The dikpdla function 

of these deities is rather doubtful, since the relief panels are not 

placed in the “canonical” directions. Moreover, the set seems to 

have remained incomplete. The image of Candra on the (north-)west 

slightly differs from the others, since it is made of different materi

al, black basalt.

There is a doubtful image of Isana (Dikshit 1938: pl. XXXIa)366 

next to the Vayu image. He stands without his vehicle. Among the 

securely identifiable dikpdlas, only Indra is accompanied by his 

vehicle (fig. 234). He has an ornamented halo and holds a fruit in 

each hand. His smiling face with the horizontal eye on the forehead, 

his pearl necklace, udarabandha (“belly band”) and chain girdle 

have all been delicately modelled. The large elephant behind him 

leaves no space for any attendants. Agni (fig. 235) has boldly 

incised flames behind his body, starting at hip level. He is pot-bel

lied, wears a broad necklace and a vastropavita (broad brahmanical 

cord) like Candra, and holds rosary (r.) and waterpot (1.). It is a gen

eral feature of Eastern Indian Agni images that the left hand does 

not extend below the elbow. Agni is shown without a vehicle. He 

was probably originally flanked by two attendants.

The image of Vayu (fig. 236), which had been earlier identified 

as Yama,367 has clear-cut symmetrical features and wears individ

ually conceived ornaments. Like Agni and Soma, he stands in 

samapada (feet together). The flowing vastra is beautifully draped 

over his head. Its lower ends almost touch the two attendants, male 

and female, who likewise hold pieces of cloth.368 His hair is done in 

a neat urdhvakesa (demonic hairstyle) coiffure. The “cloth type” of 

Vayu must have been popular in this region, since two fine terra

cotta plaques of seated Wind Gods with a flowing scarf above the 

head have been found. On one of the pieces, also from Paharpur, a 

tiny antelope is visible beside the god (fig. 239). The other example 

from Mahasthan, Bogra district/Bangladesh (T.N. Ramachandran 

1936-37: pl. XVIc), corresponds to the Paharpur plaque in many 

details. It has a similar, square shape, and the arms of Vayu are also 

not positioned in a symmetrica] manner, the left hand being held 

much lower than the right one. Only the antelope is missing. Keep

ing the three described Vayu images in mind, it is significant to note 

that these are the only known representations of the Wind God hold

ing a billowing cloth in Eastern India.

362 Only a few exceptions have come up, such as the image of Indra at Madan 

KamdevZAssam, assigned to the 11th century (M. Dutta 1990: pl. 96), and the image 

of Agni at Kamakhya/Assam (Bhattacharjee 1978: pl. 120) of about the same date. 

Both deities are four-armed.

363 This has not been recognized by T.E. Donaldson (1987: 1146) in his general 

description of Orissan dikpdla images, perhaps due to the often damaged state of the 

sculptures.

364 Dikshit 1938 (on the history see p. 5); Deva 1991: 403-404.

365 The fact that Indra holds only fruits but no thunderbolt is reminiscent of the 

impressive Indra image from Gaya of c. 7th century (Sahai 1975: fig. 2; Paul 1985: 

133, n. 75) who holds a fruit in exactly the same manner in his extended right hand. In 

the latter case, the god is seated on an elephant throne in daksinapralambapada (right 

leg pendent).

366 With the trident held on the proper left side and the serpent earring on the right, 

the image resembles the Isana images at Caurasi and Ganeswarpur/Orissa (Donaldson 

1985: figs. 708, 726). Differences are the absence of the vehicle at Paharpur, and the 

differing positions of the right hand (gesture of bestowal of boons at Paharpur, rosary 

held at medium height in Orissa).

367 G. Bhattacharya (1987: 64; cf. also 1997: 780) comments on this and refers 

to M.T. de Mallmann (1963: 133, n. 5) as the first scholar to arrive at the correct 

identification. Nowadays, with more studies on iconography, in this case particularly 

Tanabe (1990), such a mistakes are prevented.

368 Although the upper portion resembles a noose, the two lower ends show that 

they are different versions of an inflated cloth.
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In the case of Paharpur, the group of dikpalas seems to have 

remained incomplete, and some of the images are irregularly placed. 

The positioning of Indra and Agni was correct (ill. 29), however. 

Moreover, on the south-east, two terracotta images of a seated Agni 

can be seen above the stone sculptures.369 Among the dikpalas, Agni 

has been most frequently portrayed in the later art of Bihar and Ben

gal (e.g. B.Ch. Chhabra 1935: pl. VII, 5-7).

A complete stone panel, probably from Gaur/Bihar, showing a 

dikpala frieze (fig. 240) is a rare piece of evidence from the 9th cen

tury (G. Bhattacharya 1987: 3). They are all shown standing in a 

slightly flexed posture, accompanied by Ganesa on their right, two

armed, and mostly holding only one attribute. Their tiny vehicles 

appear in the register below them, which is quite unusual (from 1.: 

elephant, goat, buffalo, reclining man, makara, gazelle, ram, -dam

aged-). The attributes are as follows: Indra - damaged/indistinct (r.); 

Agni - rosary (r.), sacrificial spoon (1.); Yama - skull-topped staff 

{khatvanga, r.); Nairrta - sword (r.); Varuna - noose (r.); Vayu - 

standard (1.); Kubera - probably club (r.) and purse (nakulaka, 1.); 

Isana - rosary (r.), trident (1.).

The Bihar panel cannot be more precisely dated. Some aspects, 

such as the individually rendered crowns and body proportions, 

recall those of the dikpala set at Khed, Rajasthan (figs. 226-233), 

of about the middle of the 9th century. In this set as well, Vayu 

holds the standard, which had not yet become a common feature in 

Central India. Further, the elongated money bag, draped around 

Kubera’s shoulders like a scarf at Khed (fig. 232), could be related 

to the elongated object in Kubera’s right hand on the Bihar panel, 

which is too small to be convincingly identified as a club. The tri

dent held in Isana’s proper left hand also points to a Central Indian 

influence.

Further east, the evidence becomes even more scarce. A 10th 

century example of Varuna is a stone sculpture at Hajo/Assam 

(Dutta 1990: pl. 46). The deity is seated in padmasana (lotus 

posture) on a frontally facing makara, holding a serpent noose 

(nagapasa) in the left hand and a damaged object (conch?) in the 

right hand.

Benisagar or Benusagar, in Singhbhum district/Bihar, and situ

ated close to the border to Orissa, has yielded a good number of 

sculptures. One such is an interesting image of the staff-bearing 

deity Dandapani with an obliquely held stick, of about the 7th 

century a.d. (Asher 1980: pl. 103). Three loose dikpala images of 

a set belonging to the 9th or 10th century have been described by 

Donaldson (1985: 246; fig. 598 [Agni]; fig. 599 [Kubera]). Their 

bodies appear extremely stout and flabby. In fact, Agni’s vehicle on 

his left also reflects this obesity. Agni has elongated earlobes and a 

beard, and holds a rosary (r.) and a waterpot (1.) at elbow level.370 

Both Agni and Kubera wear an upavita. Kubera is uniquely repre

sented with four inverted pots surrounding him, in the corners. 

Streams of precious objects, most probably coins, discharge from 

the two lower pots as well as from the purse held in his left hand. 

The presence of several vessels containing treasures (nidhipatra) 

and the omission of a vehicle already correspond to the Orissan type 

of Kubera. Vayu holds his standard and is accompanied by an ante

lope at Benisagar.371 Whether the “standard-bearing type” of Vayu 

had always been common in Orissa and its northern borderlands - 

as in the Deccan - cannot be inconclusively ascertained, due to the 

paucity of extant images. It is, however, a fact that no image of the 

“cloth type” has come to light in this region at all.

In Orissa and at the related sites of Mukhalihgam, Narayanapu- 

ram and Gallavalli in north-eastern Andhra Pradesh, the instalment 

of directional guardians in the corner niches of the temples can be 

traced back to the 10th century, most probably starting in the early 

decades of that century.372 A few earlier depictions, which are not 

yet “canonical”, are listed below:

- Bhubaneswar, Markandeyesvara temple, c. 750 a.d.:373 Agni 

and Varuna flank the door of the sanctum; Agni (proper right 

jamb; Donaldson 1985: fig. 125) holds a rosary (r.) and a 

waterpot (? 1.), while Varuna (proper left jamb; ibid.-, fig. 126) 

holds a noose (r.). Both deities wear the sacred thread 

(upavita) and are provided with a halo. The upper part of 

Agni’s body is - as usual - encircled by flames. The gods, 

who are both seated without a vehicle, probably did not serve 

as directional guardians here.374

- Mukhalihgam (District Srikakulam, A.P.), Madhukesvara 

temple, c. first quarter of the 9th century:375 On the northern 

wall of the jagamohana is a richly adorned figure of Indra 

(Donaldson 1985: fig. 333), standing in front of his ele

phant. He wears a broad crown and holds the thunderbolt 

(vajra) in his right hand, the left resting on the large knot of 

his sash. A noteworthy feature is the upavita made up of three 

rows of pearls. Indra obviously does not serve as a dikpala in 

this context as well.

- Baramba (District Cuttack), Simhanatha temple, probably c. 

850-75a.d. :376 Agni can be found in the south(-eastern) cor

ner niche of the jagamohana (fig. 241), and Yama is depict

ed in an ornamental frame (gavaksa, in Orissa: vajra-masta- 

ka) also on the south, but on the temple tower (gandi) fig. 

242). Both deities are realistically portrayed as riding their 

vehicles moving to the proper left. Agni holds a rosary (r.) 

and a waterpot (1.), supported in his hand. Yama holds a staff 

(r.) and a noose (I.).377 The same attributes are carried by two 

attendants on both sides of Yama. The vehicles are shown in 

motion.

- Mukhalihgam: loose, fragmented frieze of dikpalas, probably 

roughly coeval with the riding dikpalas at Baramba, viz. 9th 

century (Gravely/Sivaramamurti 1939: pl. XVI, top).378 

Four gods of an incompletely preserved set are extant, riding 

to the proper right: Yama, Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu. Their 

attributes are respectively: noose (r.), skull-topped staff 

(khatvanga, L); ? (r.), sword (1.); noose (r.), fruit? (1.); stan

dard (r.), elephant goad? (1.). The most significant detail is a 

donkey as Nairrta’s vehicle. A model for such a four-legged

369 Gerd Mevissen 1997, personal communication.

370 This appears to be a typical Eastern Indian characteristic, where the vase is 

supported by the hand held at elbow level. This distinctive feature of supporting the 

water vessel can already be observed in the early 7th century, viz. at Mundesvari/Bihar 

(figs. 36, 38), and on the Parasuramesvara temple, Bhubaneswar (e.g. Donaldson 

1985: fig. 79).

371 The image has been published by K.C. Panigrahi 1956: fig. III. A stout ante

lope stands on the proper left of the god, who holds the broken portion of his attribute 

on the same side.

372 The authors P. Acharya (1953) and H.C. Das (1974), who have specifically 

dealt with dikpalas in Orissa, did not yet have sufficient data to be able to trace the ori

gins. Donaldson (1987: 1141-1143) was the first one to describe the outlines of the 

early development of dikpalas in this region. The partly unsettled chronology of Oris

san temples is clearly reflected in the various works by the authors Donaldson (1985— 

87), Mitra (1991) and W. Smith (1994). Donaldson (1985: 274, 282) and Smith 

(1994: 135) differ in their dates for the Varahl temple at Caurasi and the Pancapanda- 

va temple at Ganeswarpur that contain the earliest extant oriented dikpalas, by more 

than 50 years. As the latter author’s view is based on an in-depth study of a particular 

temple (Muktesvara temple, Bhubaneswar) related to some of the temples under dis

cussion, his assignment has been accepted here (c. 970 a.d. for Ganeswarpur, c. 985 for 

Caurasi). Donaldson (ibid.) places Caurasi in the first quarter of the 10th century, 

Ganeswarpur in the second. Harle (1986: 164) still adhered to the earlier opinions, 

assigning the Caurasi temple to the 9th century.
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vehicle could only have come from Central India. The other 

vehicles are the traditional ones.

- Mukhalihgam, Somesvara temple, c. 900 a.d.:379 an isolated 

image of Agni as lalatabimba (crest figure) above an Ardha- 

narlsvara panel, jafigha (wall-frieze), (south-)east (Mitra 

1991: pl. 945). Agni is bearded, stands in the rigid samapada 

posture, wears a simple necklace and a long sacred thread, 

and holds a rosary (r.) and a waterpot (1.) slightly above elbow 

level. He is flanked by attendants but has no vehicle. The cor

responding parts of the temple (laldtabimbas of the niches) 

do not contain any dikpalas.

- Charda (District Bolangir), Kapilesvara temple, c. early 

10th century:380 a loose relief fragment of a four-armed Agni 

image (Donaldson 1985: fig. 496). This is a rare example of 

a four-armed dikpala - other than Tsana - in Orissa. Another 

unique feature is the extended right arm holding the water- 

pot.381 This feature points to an influence from another 

region, most likely Central India, where four-armed dikpala 

sets were produced from the latter part of the 9th century 

onwards (e.g. at Nacna, see above). The garland-like loops 

below the girdle also point to such an affiliation. A significant 

aspect about this “import” is that it was not copied or repro

duced in Orissa afterwards. The corner niches of the temple 

are now empty, but it is very likely that the Agni image was 

once placed in such a niche, probably forming part of a 

dikpala set.

- Narayanapuram (District Vizianagaram382, A.P.), Nilak- 

anthesvara temple, around 900 a.d.:383 frieze of dikpalas on 

the doorjambs of the sanctum door (Mitra 1987: figs. 19- 

21), starting from below, (proper) right. As was common with 

the other groups of deities, the directional guardians also 

occupy oblong panels on the outer doorframe, bordered by 

decorative strips. As the relief panels, which are in a poor 

state of preservation, show the earliest extant complete 

dikpala group, Mitra’s (1987: 202-203) description shall be 

cited here at full length:

Starting from the bottom niche of the southern jamb are:

(i) two-armed Indra with a thunderbolt in his left hand, a 

high mukuta, a halo behind the head and the dangling 

ends of the scarf, seated in paryahkdsana with his 

vahana elephant below the seat;

(ii) pot-bellied two-armed Agni with flames around his 

head and shoulders and a water-pot (kamandalu) in his 

left hand [, seated] in paryahkdsana with his ram below;

(iii) pot-bellied fierce-looking384 two-armed Yama holding 

a danda with his right hand, seated in mahdrajallld, 

with a humped bull below;

(iv) fierce-looking Nirrti (lower portion broken, the animal 

vahana partly preserved) with a sword [r.J;

(v) Varuna (partly preserved, on the top of the northern 

jamb) with a pasa;

(vi) two-armed Vayu bearing the staff of a banner in his left 

hand, [seated] in mahdrajallld, with his mount deer 

below;

(vii) pot-bellied two-armed Kubera with a halo behind the 

head [, seated] in mahdrajallld (vahana damaged) and

(viii) two-armed Tsana holding a trident in his left hand [, seat

ed] in mahdrajallld, with his bull below.

The noteworthy details of this early assembly of dikpalas are the 

bull vehicle for Yama and an animal vehicle for Nairrta. The latter 

could be compared with the donkey of the Mukhalihgam frieze 

mentioned above. The author failed to mention the attribute in 

Kubera’s right hand, which seems to be a club, and the usual rosary 

in Agni’s right hand. There were probably other additional attrib

utes, which have since been obliterated. Another important feature 

is the two-armed form of Tsana, which was common in the 9th 

century (and until c. 950 a.d.) in Central India, of which a few exam

ples exist in Orissan art.

In the vicinity of Mukhalihgam and Narayanapuram, another 

dikpala-beahng temple has only recently been uncovered: the 

Kamesvara at Gallavalli (District Vizianagaram), which has been 

variously assigned to the 9th or the 11th century.385 After evaluat

ing all the available evidence, I have come to the conclusion that this 

temple should be assigned to c. first half or middle of the 10th 

century, taking into account the close resemblance of its sculptural

373 Mitra 1991: caption of plate 894.

374 They may have been employed to convey a fire-water (on a more subtle level: 

sun-and-moon) symbolism, or probably exemplify the roles of the respective planetary 

deities above them: Surya in the case of Agni, and Rahu in the case of Varuna. The 

former two are both connected with the positive, non-destructive aspect of fire, the 

latter two may be regarded as potentially dangerous.

375 Mitra 1991: 430. Dates assigned by other authors vary between the second 

half of the 8th century and the middle of the 9th century.

376 The dates for this temple also differ considerably. We refer to the recent date 

of Smith (1994: 135). The figure of Yama on the lower central part of the tower can be 

seen on pl. 903 in Mitra 1991.

377 These attributes are typical for Yama in Orissa, but do not occur anywhere 

else. Donaldson (1987: 1145) is unsure about the noose and describes it as a rosary in 

the god’s left hand. However, what he regards as a rosary must be the end of the noose.

378 The authors propose a tentative 1 Oth century date. However, a few details dif

fer from the Baramba representations. Since Yama is depicted at both sites, a compar

ison reveals that the buffalo’s head and horns are much bigger and differently shaped 

at Mukhalihgam. The god here also seems to have an ugra (demonic) face and wears 

urdhvakesa (hair standing on end) unlike his counterpart at Baramba. His staff is a 

khatvanga (skull-topped staff), and his legs are held in a less angular position. In both 

cases, the noose is - unusually - held in the right hand of the deities, although in Orissa, 

the noose is generally shown in the proper left hand. Nairrta’s sword is also shown on 

the left side, which does not occur anywhere else. Thus, the published photography of 

the frieze may be a mirror image of the original.

379 This date has been assigned by Smith (1994: 135), whom I prefer to follow in 

the cases of the temples discussed by him.

380 Smith 1994: 135; cf. also to his discussion of the temple pp. 111-112.

381 As has been stated earlier, the feature of Agni’s left arm not extending below 

the level of the elbow is a general sign of Eastern Indian images. It already occurs in 

the earlier art of Bhubaneswar, e.g. on a narrative frieze of the Satrughnesvara temple 

(Donaldson 1987: fig. 3637).

382 Linda (1990: 232), in her account of the temples at this site, locates it in the 

srikakulam district. This may represent an older district division.

383 Both Mitra (1987) and Linda (1990) independently date the group of temples 

to the end of the 9th century or early 10th century. The latter author’s main argument 

is the similarity with the Somesvara temple at Mukhalihgam, which is also assigned by 

Smith (1994: 135) toe. 900.

384 This expression of Mitra apparently includes the urdhvakesa coiffure.

385 In the first publication by Krishna Kumari (1985-86: 58; the site is referred 

to as “Galiavalli”) the temple was placed in the 11th century on the basis of several 

common features with the Somesvara at Mukhalihgam. Later, iconometric studies were 

undertaken, which, although based on the same iconometrical chart (Jaya Sree 1988- 

89: 57; J. Vijaya Lakshmi/M. Krishna Kumari 1991: 117), led the authors to differ

ent conclusions and chronological assignments. Jaya Sree (1988-89: 58) believed that 

the iconometric system of the Gallavalli images more closely resembles that of the 

Madhukesvara at Mukhalihgam and therefore proposed the first half of the 9th century 

as the probable date. In the monograph on the temple, Vijaya Lakshmi and Krishna 

Kumari (1991: 116) saw the closest affinity between the Bhimesvara at Mukhalihgam 

and the temple under discussion. They proposed the first half of the 11th century as its 

date. They have made no reference at all to Jaya Sree’s article. Both the latter publi

cations should not have relied exclusively on iconometry for assigning a date to the 

Kamesvara temple.
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images with the Nilakanthesvara at Narayanapuram and the 

Somesvara at Mukhalihgam.386

However, it should be noted that the placement of directional 

guardians is quite irregular, and that both Indra and Yama are absent 

here (ill. 30). A general characteristic of the Gallavalli figures is a 

fresh, innovative attitude towards the concept of dikpalas. Every 

single panel has been carefully conceived, and except for a certain 

flabbiness in their bodies, these figures and the other details could 

almost surpass their counterparts on the well-known Rajaram tem

ple at Bhubaneswar.387

The temple consists only of a tower (deal) with rather simple 

base mouldings (Vijaya Lakshmi/Krishna Kumari 1991: pl. 3a) 

above a plinth. It faces east. The dikpalas are found on the southern, 

western, and northern walls, while the corresponding niches on the 

east enclose the river goddesses Gahga on the (south-)east and 

Yamuna on the (north-)east. The river deities also flank the sanctum 

doors on the related temples Nilakanthesvara at Narayanapuram 

and Somesvara at Mukhalihgam. It is therefore apparent that the 

tradition of the large-size river goddesses, presumably existing on 

earlier temples, was maintained, while room was made for the 

dikpala figures only in the six remaining niches.

4 Vayu

Kartti-

keya

3 Varuna

5 Kubera Mahisasuramardini 6 Isana

Y amuna

Gahga

III. 30: Gallavalli, Kamesvara temple, plan sketch

The members of this nearly canonical dikpala set require a detailed 

description:

1 Agni (fig. 243) on the south(-east) stands in a hieratic pose, 

with his legs apart. His hair is tied in jatamukuta (hair-crown). 

He is bearded and without earrings. His arms are bent at elbow 

level and carry a large, round rosary (r.) and a pot (1.). Agni’s 

lower garment is particularly long. Like the other dikpalas, he 

wears a necklace, a long chain upavita (sacred thread), keyuras 

(upper arm bracelets) and a girdle. Flames encircle his head 

and shoulders. On the proper right side, they extend further 

down and seem to be issuing from the goat vehicle standing 

below. As an unusual feature, two fire altars flank the god’s 

head. An attendant on the proper left side holds a lance (later 

an attribute of Agni in Orissa) in his right hand.

2 Nairrta (fig. 244), on the south(-west), wielding a sword in 

his right and carrying a severed head in his left hand, repre

sents a type which we have not yet come across here. Like the 

following members of the set, his lower garment is short, and 

he wears a crown (probably the “basket” type karandamu- 

kuta). Fangs can be seen protruding from his mouth. Above, 

flanking the god, is a pair of rosettes, which also sometimes 

occurs on the panels at Narayanapuram (Linda 1990: pls. 26, 

27, 29). On Nairrta’s proper right side, a stout warrior holds a 

dagger or short sword pointing downwards in front of his 

body. His hair is standing on end (urdhvakesa) and he wears 

the usual ornaments, including bangles. The deity stands on a 

prostrate man-vehicle, with the unique attributes of a sword 

and a shield. Unlike most other representations of this anthro

pomorphic vehicle, he does not support his head with his hand.

3 Varuna (fig. 245) on the (south-)west also has a few unusual 

features. Like all the guardians except for Agni, he stands in a 

relaxed stance. His right hand holds a ribbed vessel at elbow 

level, the left hand rests on the hip and holds a noose, the loop 

of which appears besides Varuna’s head. A female attendant 

holding something indistinct (also a noose?) stands on the 

proper right, beside of the open mouth of a makara. The god’s 

element, water, is represented by wavy incised lines on the 

plinth below. The vessel attribute may also point to the same, 

aquatic symbolism.

4 Vayu (fig. 246), on the (north-)west, holds two attributes, 

which typically occur in Orissa. His left hand holds a mighty 

standard, while his right wields an elephant goad. A faint allu

sion to his sphere, wind, is made by the fluttering end of his 

sash. On his proper right stands an animal-headed attendant, 

leaning on a mace and probably holding a fly-whisk in his left 

hand. The figure could represent the personified vehicle of the 

god, but the horns are rather short for an antelope.

5 Kubera (fig. 247) is depicted on the north(-west).388 He 

has a particularly obese body, which is further exaggerated by 

his stance. Like Varuna, he holds a ribbed vessel in his right 

hand. He wears the customary ornaments, but an uncommon 

feature is the mighty club in his left hand. Another unusual 

feature is a small tree on the proper right side, which extends 

below Kubera’s arm. It seems to have a carved face, which 

would be unusual, and obviously represents kalpavrksa, the 

wish-fulfilling tree. The kalpavrksa motive also appears on 

the Rajarani temple (Donaldson 1985: 315), but the mode of 

depiction is completely unique here. A pot-bellied dwarf, 

holding a cup like Kubera, squats below the tree.

6 Isana (fig. 248) on the north(-east) is shown two-armed as the 

others. His right hand is extended in cinmudra (thumb and 

index finger touching) in the direction of his bull vehicle. The 

trident in his left hand has a particularly long handle and is 

supported by a dwarfish figure. Two rosettes flank the head of 

the deity.

386 The basic concepts of the images of Karttikeya and Mahisasuramardini are 

exactly the same: cf. Vijaya Lakshmi/Krishna Kumari 1991: pl. 8 with Linda 1990: 

pl. 25 and Donaldson 1987: pl. 3033 for Karttikeya; cf. Vijaya Lakshmi/Krishna 

Kumari 1991: pl. 9 with Linda 1990: pl. 28 and Donaldson 1987: pl. 3196 for 

Mahisasuramardini. Moreover, a set of planetary deities (navagrahas) with an unusual 

enthroned figure of Ketu with folded hands (aiijalf) is shared by the Kamesvara (Vijaya 

Lakshmi/Krishna Kumari 1991: pl. 12) and the Somesvara (Donaldson 1986: fig. 

2601). It is quite obvious that the same workshop which constructed the Somesvara 

temple at Mukhalihgam was also responsible for the erection of several other shrines 

in a region extending at least as far south as the vicinity of Vizianagaram (Dibbesvara 

temple at Sarapalli, Donaldson 1985: figs. 619-627).

387 This impressive dikpala set of about 1030 a.d. has been illustrated in 

Donaldson 1985: figs. 821-828. There are quite a few common traits between the 

Gallavalli and Rajarani dikpalas, but it seems impossible to judge from their features 

only, which was the earlier set. The Gallavalli set is certainly not a poor copy of the 

Rajarani set. I am inclined to believe that in the latter the concept of the former one was 

improved upon, by omitting some of its too many details. Obvious differences are: the 

four-aimed form of Isana and the much shorter upavitas (sacred threads) of the dikpalas 

on the Rajarani temple. Later images of the directional guardians in Orissa are always 

seated.

388 In the mentioned publications, Kubera has been wrongly identified as Isana 

and vice versa (e.g. Vijaya Lakshmi/Krishna Kumari 1991: 65).
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It is difficult to say why the placement of dikpala? is so unusual at 

Gallavalli. It could be an irregularity which often occurs in early, 

experimental sets. The distribution of dikpala? at Gallavalli, how

ever, recalls their positioning on the Svarga Brahma temple at 

Alampur (ill. 11). The directional guardians occupy the correspon

ding karna (corner) niches there, but some of those present at Alam

pur are missing at Gallavalli: Indra, Yama, Soma, and Surya.389 The 

basis for this resemblance, however, could be the supposed starting 

point of the set: at both the early dikpala sites of Caurasi and 

Ganeswarpur (to be discussed), there are sets starting with Indra on 

the (north-)east. All guardians except for Agni would be placed in 

their appropriate positions, provided, this order had been employed 

at Gallavalli. With the east wall not included in the dikpala concept, 

the set should have started with Yama on the south(-east). Such a 

starting point might have been avoided, because of Yama’s inaus

picious nature.

There are two more temples with early standing dikpala images 

in Orissa: the Varahi temple at Caurasi (District Puri), and the 

Vaisnava Pancapandava complex at Ganeswarpur (District Cut

tack), which have been regarded by Donaldson (1987: 1142) as the 

earliest evidence for the placement of the dikpala? in their canoni

cally assigned directions. In the latter case, the dikpala?, are pre

served only in the karna niches of two subsidiary shrines (south

eastern and south-western) of a pancayatana complex, both of 

which have their doors on the northern side. The only other surviv

ing subsidiary temple (north-west) shows scenes from the life of 

Krsna in the respective niches. At Caurasi, the directional guardians 

are installed on the jagamohana. The recently assigned dates are c. 

970 a.d. for Ganeswarpur and c. 985 a.d. for Caurasi.390 It is quite 

difficult to place the extant dikpala? in a relative chronology, as the 

partly corroded figures in the rather small niches (heights of about 

26 cm) can hardly be compared to the larger, more elaborate panels 

at Gallavalli.

The female counterparts of the dikpala?, installed in the neigh

bouring niches, respectively (Donaldson 1985: figs. 704-709), 

have an early occurrence at Caurasi.391 A rare feature at this site 

which Donaldson observed (ibid.: 1145) is that Nairrta is not yet 

accompanied by the prostrate human vehicle, which becomes com

mon later in Orissa, but by a dancing figure. A corresponding danc

ing figure also appears on the Rajarani temple at Bhubaneswar 

(ibid.: fig. 824).

The order in which the dikpala? were shown is of considerable 

significance. At Caurasi and on the south-eastern shrine at 

Ganeswarpur, the sequence starts with Indra on the (north-)east.392 

However. Donaldson (ibid.: 1142) failed to notice the fact that the 

south-western temple bears a set which is arranged in the usual way, 

with Indra situated on the (south-)east. Further, there are a few sig

nificant variations in the rendering of the dikpala? on the south-east

ern and south-western shrines at Ganeswarpur. The images will 

therefore be discussed - deity-wise - in detail. Their typical stand

ing posture is with a slight flexion (abhangay

Indra The figures of Indra (figs. 249, 257) resemble each oth

er largely. In both cases, there is no trace of a thunder

bolt in the damaged right hand. Perhaps some other 

object was held by the god. His left hand rests on the hip 

(katihastay The rendering of the elephant vehicle is sig

nificantly different. On the south-eastern temple, the ani

mal seems to be seated on Indra’s right side (perhaps 

shown partly anthropomorphic), while on the south

western shrine, only the forepart of the striding animal 

has been portrayed, held by a rope on the god’s left side.

Agni

Yama

Nairrta

Varuna

Vayu

Both versions of the fire-god (figs. 250, 258) must have 

shown him carrying the typical attributes rosary and 

waterpot (not preserved on the south-western shrine). A 

striking difference is the hieratic posture on the south

western shrine, which is reminiscent of Gallavalli (fig. 

243). In this case, and probably also in the other version, 

fires seem to have been depicted floating above as at 

Gallavalli. The vehicle and an attendant must have 

accompanied Agni on the south-western shrine. Both are 

apparently absent on the south-eastern temple.

In the depiction of Yama, there are also obvious differ

ences (figs. 251, 259, 260). The god occurs once on the 

south-eastern temple, with a stout, obese figure, and 

twice on the south-western shrine, where he is shown 

with an ideal body: on a recessed panel in the bhadra 

position (projecting wall portion) above the cornice 

(fig. 259), and in the regular position on the south(-west) 

(fig. 260). His attributes are generally a staff (r.) and a 

noose (1.), but in the latter image, the right arm is extend

ed in the direction of the vehicle and does not hold an 

attribute. The vehicle is absent on the south-eastern tem

ple and in the upper version on the south-western shrine. 

The latter image is directly flanked by two attendants and 

also by two large attendant figures in separate panels.

His images are very similar on both subsidiary temples - 

with a sword (r.) and a severed head (damaged, 1.) as 

attributes (figs. 252, 261). The urdhvakesa coiffure (hair 

standing on end) is nicely preserved on the south-west

ern temple. The most important features, however, occur 

on Nairrta’s right side. On the south-eastern temple, a 

human vehicle appears to be standing beside the god’s 

socle, which is unique (fig. 252). On the south-western 

shrine, it appears as if an animal vehicle once stood in the 

same place, but sharing the socle with the god. The shape 

of the socle is indistinct, possibly as the result of erosion. 

The images of Varuna (figs. 253, 262) also closely 

resemble each other. The right arm is extended towards 

a small makara in the (proper) right corner, and the left 

hand, resting on the hip, holds the rope of the circular 

noose. The position and attribute of the left hand corre

spond with the counterpart at Gallavalli (fig. 245). 

Varuna wears a conical crown and large round earrings 

like most of the other dikpala?.

The images of Vayu (figs. 254, 263) also exhibit very 

similar features, except for the position of the left arm, 

which is held lower on the south-eastern shrine. The

389 Soma and Surya, who are associated with the dikpala group at Alampur, 

appear flanking the door, which is embellished by an astadikpala set, at Narayanapu- 

ram, Nllakanthesvara temple, in the vicinity of Gallavalli (see above). Thus, some kind 

of association of these deities also occurs there.

390 Smith 1994: 135; Donaldson’s date is first quarter of the 10th century for 

Caurasi (1985: 274) and second quarter of the 10th century for Ganeswarpur (ibid.: 

282), thus differing not only in the dates but also in the chronological sequence of the 

temples.

391 The female forms generally carry the same attributes. As an interesting detail, 

the trident is held on different sides in the case of Tsana and his consort. He holds it in 

his left, while she has it on her right. There may be some gender-specific symbolism 

behind this. A comparable sculpture, probably Nairrti, the female counterpart of 

Nairrta, is known from Khiching (near Benisagar, Bihar; Donaldson 1985: fig. 587). 

The context and date of this figure are uncertain, however.

392 In this connection, it should be noted that the Indra image of the Visnupada 

temple at Gaya/Bihar (cf. note 483), is presently worshipped in a shrine in the north

eastern corner of the compound.
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attributes elephant goad (r.) and standard (1.) correspond 

to those at Gallavalli (fig. 246). The figures in the lower 

portion is quite indistinct. On the south-eastern shrine at 

least, there seems to be an attendant and a vehicle flank

ing the god.

Kubera The stance and the positions of the arms are the same in 

both cases (figs. 255, 264). His right hand holds a club, 

the left arm is broken. The shapes below are again indis

tinct. It is probable that an attendant stood on the (prop

er) right side and that the forepart of a leaping ram was 

depicted on the god’s left.

Isana The two-armed Isana images (figs. 256, 265) also do not 

exhibit any significant differences. His right hand is 

raised to the elbow level and probably held a rosary. His 

left hand holds a long-handled trident (top damaged), the 

lower end of which is supported by a dwarfish attendant. 

This detail is also present at Gallavalli (fig. 248). The 

bull vehicle appears to the right of the god. A character

istic feature at Ganeswarpur is the serpent earring in 

Isana’s right ear.

The variation in the images depicting the same deities at 

Ganeswarpur as well as a varying placement of the gods may be 

considered as indicative of an early stage of dikpdla representation. 

The theme was handled in an individual manner and not according 

to a stereotyped concept. Regarding the later Orissan convention of 

showing Nairrta’s vehicle as a reclining figure (e.g. Donaldson 

1985: fig. 824), the evidence at Ganeswarpur shows that this had not 

yet been introduced here. Gallavalli has a unique version related to 

the later concept, showing Nairrta with a human figure under his 

feet (fig. 244), who is characterized as a warrior like the figure 

standing besides him.

Some features indicating a significant correspondence between 

Gallavalli, Caurasi and Ganeswarpur (z.e. the two-armed form of 

Isana, always with an attendant dwarf on the left; the extended left 

hand of Varuna bearing a noose; Vayu carrying two attributes) are 

not continued in the 11th century Rajaram temple. Here, in the case 

of Varuna, the hand remains higher, and Isana is four-armed and 

without a dwarf attendant. Although the evidence is somewhat 

meagre, it is quite likely that the three sites with early dikpdla sets 

on the jangha (wall frieze) portion share a tradition of dikpdla 

representation, which was inspired by the Central Indian art of the 

late 9th/early 10th centuries. As the lively imagery at Gallavalli 

shows, some other, probably indigenous, elements were employed 

to render the theme in an almost epic manner, elements that are 

missing in the somewhat lifeless dikpdla sculptures of that period in 

Central India. Both traits, ‘borrowed’ and indigenous, of the Orissan 

region were ingeniously perfected on the 11th century Rajaram 

temple at Bhubaneswar.

2.3.2.5 Southern India

There are only a few pieces of evidence in the modern state of 

Tamilnadu from the period under discussion, which witnesses the 

earliest occurrence of directional guardians in the extreme south of 

the subcontinent. Although the Kailasanatha temple at Kancipuram 

was constructed prior to 750 a.d., it will be considered as a supposed 

direct predecessor of temples with dikpdla representations in the 

south in this section. The absence of any securely identifiable com

plete set of four or eight directional guardians before 1000 a.d. 

makes it doubtful that the group as a whole was known at this stage 

at all. The Dharmapuri and Armamalai ceiling panels, which have 

been discussed above, are situated quite far to the south (northern 

Tamilnadu), but they form a stray evidence, following the Deccani 

tradition. However, the astadikpalas were a standard programme of 

most of the southern temples at least from the 11th century onwards. 

The most impressive example for this full-fledged stage of dikpdla 

representation, the great Rajarajesvara temple at Tanjavur (c. 995- 

1010 a.d.)393, was begun at the very end of the period under discus

sion. It will be briefly included here, as well as its immediate suc

cessor, the Rajendracblisvara at Gahgaikbndacblapuram.

On the other hand, the few early dikpdla images from the south 

may have been just a faint echo of the tradition of their representa

tion in the Deccan, and there are good reasons to assume that some

what different concepts about heavenly guardians might have pre

vailed in the region.

The Pallava Kailasanatha or Rajasimhesvara temple, a well 

known architectural gem of about the first quarter of the 8th cen

tury,394 according to R. Nagaswamy (1969: 13) has representations 

of the 32 padadevatds, including dikpalas, of a vastupurusa- 

mandala (foundation diagram) portrayed on reliefs in the outer 

prdkdra, which contains a sequence of 58 devakulikas (miniature 

temples for “related” deities).395 Out of the four deities Agni396, 

Yama397, Soma and Isana, which he identifies, the probable Soma398 

(fig. 285) and Isana399 (fig. 286) images are illustrated here. The 

presence of a halo in the former case points to a probable identifi

cation as Candra.400 However, the Moon God was not necessarily 

meant to function as a dikpdla, and he is found on the northern side 

of other early southern temples also 401 The personage on the north

east (fig. 286), seated and leaning on a mighty club placed on the 

ground upside-down, exceptionally without a female partner, could 

be Isana, but there is no parallel evidence for such a form of the god. 

In any case, the hypothetic installation of a complete group of direc

tional guardians in the prdkdra of the Kailasanatha temple remains 

doubtful.

A conscious differentiation of the directions in the same temple 

becomes apparent in the choice of the images adorning the lower

393 P. Pichard et al. 1994: 9.

394 For a description see K.R. Srinivasan 1983: 59-64. An early account of the 

temple has been made by A. Rea 1909: 18-42.

395 Rea (1909: 29-35) counted only 55 cells. He did not count three of them, 

because he regarded them as structurally incomplete.

396 Between cell 3 and the south-east corner recess, according to Rea (1909: 30). 

It is very likely that the figure’s hair appears in the form of flames (as detected by 

Dr. R. Nagaswamy, personal comm.). Adjoining this relief on the right, very close to 

the south-eastern corner, there is an image of Ganesa (not numbered by Rea). Thus, 

Agni does not exactly occupy the comer position.

397 Nagaswamy 1969: 22, between cells 12 and 13. No such deity or divine cou

ple, which should be located between Trivikrama (Rea’s cell 11) and the amrtaman- 

thana scene (between cells 11 and 12) is described by Rea (1909: 31). Rea suggests 

that Yama is represented among other figures on a panel in cell 10. The presence of 

Yama on the outer wall (south) of the slightly later Muktesvara temple at the same site 

has been postulated by L’Hernault( 1978: plan V). It is likewise doubtful, and no other 

probable dikpdla can be identified there. In this connection, it may be significant to note 

that Yama appears in the list of parivaradevatas (sorrounding “related” deities) at 

Tirupparaitturai of c. 885 a.d. (Thiagarajan 1989: 240), which does not include any 

other member of the dikpala group.

398 Nagaswamy 1969: 24. Rea (1909: 34) describes the haloed image as located 

between cells 43 and 44.

399 Nagaswamy: ibid. According to Rea’s list, the image is located between cell 

52 and the north-east corner.

400 D. Thiagarajan (1989: 172; cf. pl. 28) comments: “Although he may be 

Candra [,] attributes associate him equally with Surya in the Pallava period II”.

401 E.g. on the third tala of the Dharmaraj aratha at Mamallapuram, c. mid-7th cen

tury (Srinivasan 1983: 40); likewise on the Pandya Vettuvahkovil at Kalugumalai, 

second tala, grhapindi of c. 800 a.d. (Thiagarajan 1989: 222-223).
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parts of the shafts of the pillars flanking the oblong shrines in the 

south and north walls and of the gopura tower on the west (now 

closed) of the prakara. Thus, five-hooded nagas (serpent kings) 

with hands in anjalimudra are restricted to the western gopura tow

er (Harle 1963: pls. 11, 12). Their presence alludes to the aquatic 

character of the western region, which is perceived in Buddhism and 

Hinduism alike.

A third instance of a possible reference to the dikpdla complex 

is the depiction of heavenly riders ascending above a Vinadhara 

Siva with attendants (Rea’s cell 46, north; fig. 287). Both riders are 

accompanied by their consorts, seated behind them as usual. The 

couples sit close to each other and are shown in profile. The ani

mals are - doubtless - bulls, so that both riders can be subsumed 

under the “Isana type”. One of the possible meanings could be the 

concept that the heavenly guardians are all identical with Siva, a 

concept, which is also expressed in the garbhagrha set of the 

Kumbhasyama temple at Cittaudgadh. A frieze on the upper por

tion of the rear wall in the shrine of the Airavatesvara temple at 

Kancipuram (Rea 1909: pl. CXVI) is reminiscent of the ascending 

riders of the Kailasanatha temple. Here also, riding couples appear 

on bulls. There are altogether six of them, three proceeding to the 

left and three to the right.

Another interesting instance of heavenly riders, which, like the 

latter example, exhibits a remarkable degree of symmetry, occurs on 

a Jaina panel at Kalugumalai (de Lippe 1978: pl.194). The well- 

known rock-cut temple Vettuvarikbvil is the earliest major stone 

monument in the extreme south (formerly Tirunelveli dist.) 402 It has 

been assigned to c. 800 a.d. (Soundara Rajan 1983: 83). Above an 

unconspicuous Jina figure seated on a lion throne, the usual three

tiered parasol and two rows of creepers are depicted. The upper row 

consists of dancers, musicians and mythical sages. It is flanked on 

both sides by a flying male figure which seem to represent Surya 

and Candra. Above this section, the upper space is exclusively filled 

by riders, which may be understood as heavenly guardians, plus two 

standing attendants. The central figure is shown frontally, seated on 

a huge elephant and attended by two standing males. On both sides 

of this central group, four riders, arranged in two tiers, proceed 

towards the centre. Their vehicles are: lion (upper row, inner fig

ures), serpent (1.) and bird (r.; upper row, outer figures), yali (myth

ical creature; lower row, inner figures), horse (lower row, outer fig

ures). All the riders have one arm raised. It looks as if some of them 

are holding banners. The central elephant rider could be Indra. How

ever, in South India, the god Karttikeya has been represented seat

ed on an elephant, generally on the rear side of a temple, from about 

the middle of the 7th century onwards (L’Hernault 1978: 141— 

142).403 Although Indra was traditionally worshipped in the region, 

early depictions of this deity are, strangely, wanting404. Thus, the 

Jaina relief at Kalugumalai appears to depict a group of four or 

eight divine warriors or guardians led by Karttikeya as a general of 

armies.405 The vehicles of the riders, however, have nothing in com

mon with the usual dikpdla vehicles. They might have been chosen 

arbitrarily, but they might also represent a set of directional animals 

which was common in the region.

There remains a faint possibility that among the numerous 

sculptures on the superstructure of the Vettuvarikbvil (<?.g. 

Soundara Rajan 1983: pls. 51-52), some might have functioned 

as directional guardians. One of the sculptures has been identified 

as a probable image of Indra by P.Z. Pattabiramin (1975: pl. 

CLXVI, fig. 1). It is located on the first tala, south(-east), beside a 

female figure on the corner. However, there is no particular reason 

to suggest that the figure should be identified as Indra. On the first 

tala adjacent to the corner figures, there are altogether six un

specified male images, two each on the south, west, and north. The 

eastern side is devoid of any sculptures.

On the Nagesvarasvami temple at Kumbakonam (Tanjavur 

dist.), assigned to about 886 a.d. (Dhaky 1983: 161), a group 

of eight dikpdla?, on the second tala of the superstructure has 

been noticed by T.V. Mahalingam (1937: 33-34), but it is quite 

apparent that the rather large figures consist of stucco and are not 

original. For the sake of completeness, the author’s description is 

quoted here:

In between the corner figures carrying the cornice and the pilasters is 

a four-armed image [on each of the four sides]. The images which are 

now painted are of stone [?] and wear necklaces, udarabandha, valayas, 

kankanas, katisutra etc. While their upper pair of arms hold icono- 

graphic cognizances, the lower pair are in the abhaya and katyavalam- 

bita, the only exception being the first image on the southern side whose 

lower left arm holds a vajra. Coming in a clockwise direction the attrib

utes seen in the upper arms of each of the images are as follows: a bud 

and an indistinct object [Yama?], sword and shield [Nairrta?], sakti and 

noose (?) [Varuna?], an indistinct object and noose [Vayu?], sword and 

shield [Kubera?], parasu and mrga [Isana?]. [...] The projected part 

[sukanasa] of the vimana is carried by an image at the southern and 

northern sides, each with four hands, the upper right of the one in the 

South holding a vajra and, that of the North holding a pasa. The image 

on the South has flames around his head. On either side of the projec

tion in the East is a carving [?], standing with four hands and orna

mented with necklaces, yajnopavita etc.; the carving in the southern side 

has two heads [406] with flames over them and hence may be Agni [,] 

while the details of the corresponding northern image could not be stud

ied. These two images [...] make the set of the dikpalas complete.

The jahghd images of the same vimana, where an isolated image of 

Agni appears on the north(-west), have been interpreted in an epic 

context (D.T. Sanford 1994: 50; fig. 12). The impressive standing 

figure was first identified by S.K. Govindaswami (1935). The sole 

characteristic feature that indicates his identity as the Fire God is the 

erect flame-like coiffure.407 In this connection, the early occurrence 

of this motif in the Papanatha temple, Pattadakal (fig. 56), is called 

to mind. The Ceylonese text Manjusrlbhasita-Vastuvidyasdstra 

2.65a also describes this form of Agni (“sikhdjvalam”').

402 According to the newly introduced district divisions, Kalugumalai is now 

situated in the Chidambaranar district (Map of Tamilnadu, Government of India, Copy

right 1994).

403 The well-known elephant rider on the eastern (rear) face of the Arjuna ratha 

at Mamallapuram (Chengalpattu dist.) represents most probably Karttikeya (L’Her

nault 1978: 141). For an illustration see K.R. Srinivasan 1983: pl. 4, c. mid-7th cen

tury. The strongest argument for such an identification lies in the fact that the elephant 

rider wears a conical crown with a broad base which is typical for Karttikeya. Although 

Huntington’s (1981: 63) identification of the same figure as Aiyanar-sasta is quite 

ingenious, it must be kept in mind that it is not supported by any other early mono

graphic evidence. Moreover, Huntington was not aware of L’Hernault’s study. All 

other depictions of frontally shown elephant-riders appear to be modelled after the 

image on the Arjuna ratha. The absence of any attribute is similarly only reported from 

the example at Kodumbalur, Muvarkovil, dated c. 880 a.d. (L’Hernault 1978: ph. 

127). Later images of elephant-riders are equipped with Karttikeya’s attributes.

404 Huntington (1981: 61) mentions the Silappadikaram, traditionally assigned 

to the 2nd-3rd centuries a.d., as referring to shrines and a festival of Indra. For a prob

able South Indian image of Indra, standing without vehicle, of the 9th century, see 

below (Thiagarajan 1989: pl. 105g).

405 An association of Karttikeya with the dikpalas has been reported from Ahkor 

Vat/Cambodia, 12th century (K. Bhattacharya 1961: 139-141); cf. also Ellora 16 

(Kailasa; fig. 278).

406 The two-headed form of Agni is certainly later. The Agni images on the 

Cidambaram gopuras (late 12th century and later) are probably the earliest ones of this 

type (e.g. Harle 1963: 108-109; pl. 143).

407 It is likely that the rather straight strands of flame-like hair indicate Agni’s 

peaceful nature. A mandorla of expansive, flickering flames is in South Indian art 

restricted to ferocious deities (e.g. B. Legrand 1987: ph. 81. Bhairava at Kilaiyur, late 

9th century).
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Before discussing a group of loose, seated images from differ

ent sites, a rather enigmatic group of nine standing images from 

Tirukkadaiyur (Dist. Tanjavur), Amrtaghatesvara temple, will be 

introduced (Thiagarajan 1989: pls. 105a-h; 281-283). They 

doubtlessly form a group and have been assigned to the “late mid

dle of the 9th century”. The images all have a backplate, which is in 

most cases rounded at the top. The figures stand in a hieratic pos

ture, generally with the left hand in katihasta. They are clearly dif

ferentiated by their crowns or coiffures and their attributes. An orig

inal directional arrangement may be assumed, as the figures are 

nowadays distributed in the eastern, southern, and northern prakara 

of the temple. For the two Asvins however, a directional guardian

ship is very unlikely. Without trying to force the figures into a pre

conceived scheme, it is suggested here that there may have been a 

directional arrangement with Surya {ibid:, pl. 105a) probably on the 

east and Soma (?408, ibid: pl. 105h) on the north as at Alampur, 

Svarga Brahma temple (ill. 11). Indra409 seems to be a member of 

the group, wearing a cylindrical crown and holding a small thun

derbolt {ibid: pl. 105d), further Yama with his staff {ibid: pl. 105g), 

and probably Nairrta wielding a sword {ibid: pl. 105c). Two other 

figures are, according to Thiagarajan, both provided with a lotus 

bud (1.) and a trident (r.). However, in one case {ibid: pls. 105f), the 

trident is particularly large and long-handled and the alleged lotus 

bud, which is very large and ribbed, certainly represents something 

else. It could be Vayu’s banner, because a fluttering element appears 

in the background. The second image {ibid.: pls. 105e) has a differ

ent type of trident or lance with short side-prongs and holds a nar

row bud in his left hand. With this symbol of light and the relative

ly long vertical strands of hair, the deity may be Agni. Thiagarajan 

{ibid: 282-283) identifies the set as the sun god Surya with his 

entourage on the basis of textual evidence, which is not wholly con

vincing. It is, however, very difficult to come to a final assessment. 

The hieratic standing posture and the combination of katihasta 

(hand resting on the hip) and one attribute is similarly found on a 

number of loose images, which are not very attractive, show little 

variation, and are difficult to date (fig. 288). These figures with their 

immovable posture appear to be guardians. The set considered 

above could also be assumed to have functioned as guardians.410 

Moreover, some members of the Tirukkadaiyur set are bearded and 

probably have fangs. Thus, it is possible that it expresses an other

wise unrecorded tradition of directional guardians, which now prob

ably remains incomplete. The Asvins could have served as atten

dants of Surya and may have been placed at his sides.

Another important category bearing evidence for the develop

ment before the end of the 10th century is a group of loose images 

from different sites, which are at least close predecessors of those 

dikpalas, which are known from the slightly later set in the Tanjavur 

Rajarajesvara temple (figs. 294, 295). The deity is in this category 

shown seated on a lotus or bench-like throne, generally without a 

vehicle (figs. 289-293). Attributes are sometimes added, but may 

also remain absent. The height generally varies between 70 and 

110 cm. As most of these images depict Agni, it remains doubtful 

whether they were originally conceived as part of a complete group 

of directional guardians.

The National Museum in New Delhi houses an impressive 

example of this group (figs. 289, 290). Much like the image on the 

janghd (wall frieze) of the Nagesvarasvami temple (D.T. Sanford 

1994: fig. 12), flames rise straight above his head to form his coif

fure. The National Museum piece, however, shows a ribbon and a 

small portion of hair (?) inserted below this zone. In both cases, the 

face is youthful, beardless and has a serene expression. The loose 

sculpture wears finely executed ornaments. A significant feature is 

the short upavita, which only reaches as far down as the udara- 

bandha (“belly band”). The deity sits in vamapralambapada (left 

leg pendent) and keeps the right hand in a peculiar variant of 

abhayamudra (bestowal of protection) with bent fingers. The left 

hand rests on the left thigh. The bench-like throne is very simple 

and does not have a finished surface. The side-view shows that the 

back of the sculpture remains completely unfinished. A parallel, 

which seems to be chronologically close (first half of the 10th cen

tury)411, exists on the Sundaresvara temple at Melappaluvur 

(Tiruchchirappalli dist.). The deity is again Agni (Legrand 1987: 

ph. 99), who sits on a similar throne with the right leg pendent. This 

image shows a number of rare features: The backslab has an orna

mentation of small fires on its border; the deity is bearded; he car

ries the same attributes as are known from sites further north, rosary 

(r.) and waterpot (1.). The broad flames of the coiffure have been 

symmetrically arranged. As another conspicuous feature, Agni 

wears two chains of rudraksa seeds cross-wise around his upper 

arms. The loose image is located on the south-east side of the tem

ple, facing west. While this could be an important information, it 

is, unfortunately, impossible to decide whether it was originally 

located there, as Balasubrahmanyam (1963: 27) states: “The tem

ple has undergone repairs more than once, and its ancient architec

tural features cannot be inferred from the present state of this 

structure”.

Finally, a high-quality set of Agni and Vayu from Tirunelveli 

(Tirunelveli dist.) shall be discussed (figs. 291-293). The images 

should be assigned to the 9th—10th centuries. Significantly, apart 

from the posture and size, every effort has been made to individual

ize the images, which may reflect the intention to express the dif

ferent natures of the Fire and Wind Gods. Their physiognomies are 

clearly distinct. As with the National Museum Agni, parts of the 

original stone block remain, but only in patches, around the lower 

portions of the arms. It seems that there was some fear of instability, 

if the image were completely released from the stone. The faces are 

oval and the countenance serene. Agni has slightly roundish eyes 

(fig. 291). He wears the usual flames on his head, which are accu

rately shown terminating at his round halo. He wears all the orna

ments, including anklets. He is somewhat more obese than Vayu. 

His right hand holds a rosary with bent fingers. A peculiar profiled 

peg connecting hand and breast seems to be designed specifically to 

stabilize the hand. The left hand is closed and rests on the thigh. The 

throne consists of a double lotus. Like Vayu, Agni is seated in 

daksinapralambapada (right leg pendent).

The image of Vayu (fig. 293) had not yet been identified cor

rectly. The long, slightly sloping object in his right hand may at first 

glance resemble a sword or axe,412 but the undulating streamer issu

ing from it shows that it is a flag. Vayu wears an elaborate, high 

crown. Some other pieces of ornaments as in Agni’s case have been 

devoted attention. Thus, the heavy necklace, the upavita (sacred 

thread) and the belt-buckle resembling a flower are particularly 

elaborated. His throne is bench-like. A graceful lion figure reclines 

beside Vayu’s foot. It is difficult to decide whether the lion was con-

408 Thiagarajan is not sure about her identification of this image as Candra, as 

the deity does not have a halo like the supposed Surya image. The bud attribute is quite 

similar in both cases.

409 Thiagarajan {ibid.: 282-283) identifies the figure with danda (staff) as Indra, 

since she regards the staff as one of the attributes of Indra. This is, however, not true.

410 A function as vastupada-devatas, as assumed by Nagaswamy for some of the 

gods in the Kailasanatha temple at Kanclpuram (see above), is also probable here.

411 B. Legrand 1987: 21.

412 R. Russek (1986: Abb. 120) erroneously identifies the deity as Parasurama. 

The indicated height of 156 cm is also not correct.
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ceived as Vayu’s vehicle. The fact that his counterpart Agni has no 

vehicle indicates that this had not been a regular part of the concept. 

Therefore, it could represent an allusion to a lion throne.

In the absence of any other dikpala sculptures, which might 

have formed part of a larger set, the Tirunelveli pair remains an iso

lated evidence of partly unknown significance.

The great royal Rajarajesvara temple at Tanjavur, built shortly 

after 1000 a.d., demonstrates what these icons may have been meant 

for, if they had been conceived as directional guardians. The temple 

preserves a unique arrangement of three-storied subsidiary dikpala 

temples with octagonal sikharas (crowning members), which are 

integrated into the prdkdra wall of the temple complex.413 The 

shrines of the guardians of the four main directions are located with

in the cloisters on the respective sides (for Indra see below), and 

those of the guardians of the intermediate directions are situated 

directly in the corners. The devakulikds (miniature temples for 

“related” deities) all survive with their sikharas, mostly showing an 

image of the deity414 and figures of vehicles at grlva (“neck”) level 

(figs. 297-300).415 Out of the dikpala icons which were installed in 

them at ground level, only those of Agni (fig. 294), Varuna (fig. 

295) and Tsana (fig. 296) are extant in situ. An exception has been 

made in the case of Indra. His shrine is built into the northern side 

of the inner east gopura tower, i.e. on its northern side. The south

ern side has a corresponding structure, in which an image of a 

Nagaraja (serpent king) has been enshrined in the cella at ground 

level. Images of both deities416 appear on what corresponds to the 

third storey of the devakulikas (Pichard 1994: ph. 352) 4,7 The 

southern shrine has been, most probably erroneously, generally 

assigned to Surya, as an inscription records the installation of a 

Surya image in the eastern gopura tower.418 In the structurally relat

ed, later temple at Gahgaikbndacblapuram, a similar shrine seems 

to have existed only in the southern portion of the ruined gopura 

tower (Pichard et al. 1994: ph. 339).

The small grlva reliefs facing the four cardinal directions (figs. 

297-300) show the dikpalas either in a seated or standing posture 

and generally carrying one attribute. In the case of Agni, it can be 

seen that the god is depicted on the sikhara as standing, while he is 

portrayed as seated inside (fig. 294). The characteristics of the 

dikpala images at Tanjavur are largely the same as those of the loose 

images discussed before: the large sculptures are seated with sparse 

attributes, a throne, no vehicle, and an individual treatment of 

details.

It is worthwhile comparing the image of Agni (fig. 294) to those 

of the same deity described earlier. Points of similarity are largely 

restricted to the Melappaluvur Agni (Legrand 1987: ph. 99), which 

also belongs to the Cola dynasty. The Tanjavur Agni is clearly rec

ognizable as having developed from the earlier image. He is por

trayed bearded, with flame-hair, thick lips and obese, holding a 

water vessel in the right hand from below (in a manner typically 

occurring in Eastern India). The left hand is damaged. Agni squats 

with both legs close to the trunk, perhaps held in their position by a 

yogapatta, on a high lotus throne. The most important detail, which 

particularly betrays his dependence on his counterpart at Melap

paluvur, is the pointed arch (top portion lost), which has a very sim

ilar border of small fires. At Melappaluvur, the pointed backplate is 

still solid.

Probably, the two other images of Agni (figs. 289-292), which 

exhibit his youthful, beardless form, may belong to a different local 

idiom or dynastic affiliation (perhaps Pandya)419. Unfortunately, 

they cannot be used for establishing a relative chronology.

At Tanjavur, Isana (fig. 296) and Varuna (fig. 295) both are 

seated in daksinapralambapada (right leg pendent). Some of the 

major characteristics are the very high jatamukuta (crown of braid

ed hair) for Tsana and the simple, low coiffure for Varuna. Both 

deities have long hair falling on their shoulders. Tsana’s four arms 

are all broken. His trunk is slightly bent to the left, which may point 

to the fact that he originally carried a bulky object in his front arms 

(vznd?). He exhibits a beautiful broad smile.

To enumerate in short the characteristics of all the dikpalas at 

Tanjavur: Indra has a hatchet (tanka) or thunderbolt, the vehicle is 

not shown; Agni holds a waterpot on the right and probably origi

nally a rosary, his vehicle being a goat; Yama carries a staff, vehi

cle: buffalo; Nairrta is not depicted, anthropomorphic vehicle 

(fig. 297); Varuna holds a noose on the right, vehicle: makara 

(fig. 298); Vayu has a flag in his right hand, vehicle: antelope (fig. 

299); the haloed Soma seems to hold two lotus buds in his hands, 

vehicle: lion (fig. 300);420 the attributes of the four-armed Tsana 

image cannot be detected (arms broken), vehicle: most probably the 

bull.

The largely lost cloister of the Rajendracolisvara temple at Gah

gaikbndacblapuram (Tiruchchirappalli dist.), which followed the 

Rajarajesvara temple after a period of about 20 years in the 11 th cen

tury, is assumed to have contained dikpala shrines after the Tanjavur 

model (Pichard et al. 1994: fig. 40). The extant remains provide a 

good basis for such a hypothesis (ibid.: phs. 363-365). A new and 

most probably unique feature of the temple is, however, the pres

ence of dikpala figures on the first upper storey of the vimana (main 

temple). The images in most cases are not easy to recognize, as the 

contours are very soft (ibid., starting from Agni and proceeding 

clockwise: phs. 113, 117, 122421, 129422, 131423, 135, 138). The fig

ures are executed in a rough, unrefined manner. The dikpalas are 

two-armed, except for Tsana, who is four-armed. Indra is missing. 

The deities are generally shown in the correct direction, starting

413 For a recently drawn, exact plan see Pichard et al. 1994: pl. 4. Regarding the 

dikpala temples, “There is also a reference to these eight shrines in an inscription 

dated in the third year of Rajendra I. From this inscription we get to know that for sev

en of the eight Dikpala shrines, kalasas (finials) were gifted, and from the decipherable 

portions of the inscription, we are able to glean the other names, such as Nairutti, Agni, 

Yama, and Varuna” (Venkataraman 1985: 111-112).

414 In the case of Nairrta, this is missing (fig. 297).

415 For the sikharas pertaining to Agni, Indra and Isana see Pichard et al. 1994: 

phs. 359-362 (in the order: south - Yama; south-east - Agni; north-east: Isana). For 

Indra see below.

416 The image of Indra is recognizable by its attribute hatchet (tanka; Harle 1963: 

23) or thunderbolt (vajra). As on the grivds of the devakulikas, both gods are without 

any vehicle.

417 Ending in kudu arches at the lowest hcira level, the integrated shrines are much 

higher than their counterparts in theprakara wall. The third storey is relatively high and 

has been used to accommodate images of the enshrined deities shown in bold relief 

(Pichard et al. 1994: ph. 352). The portion which corresponds to the grlva level of the 

free-standing sikharas once more shows a figure (probably the same) in relief. In the 

lower centre of the kudu above, a third image appears on each side (later stucco).

418 Venkataraman 1985: 112; Harle 1963: 23. The latter author has already 

noticed the discrepancy between the expected Surya image and the surviving Nagaraja 

image: “A contemporary inscription in the gopura records the installation of an image 

of Surya, but no aureole is shown here and Surya is usually represented with padma, 

not a nllotpala, in each hand”.

419 This assumption is based on Sanford’s (1994: 58) ascription of the 

Nagesvarasvarru temple at Kumbakonam to the Pandya king Srimara Srivallabha.

420 K.R. Srinivasan 1983: 240 erroneously mentions a mongoose as Soma’s 

vehicle.

421 Strangely, no object is to be seen in Nairrta’s hands.

422 It is much more probable that this figure represents Varuna, as it is two-armed 

and not four-armed like the figure proposed in the publication (ibid.: ph. 125). The small 

bulbous object in its right hand resembles the noose of the large image at Tanjavur 

(fig. 295).

423 This figure, which seems to cany a flag, is a better candidate for Vayu than the 

image proposed in the publication (ibid.: ph. 129). In any case, the identification as 

Virabhadra is erroneous, as the attribute is apparently not a sword.
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with Agni on the (south-)eastern corner. Agni is the only seated one. 

The image clearly betrays the Tanjavur model. The deities, vari

ously set in karna, salilantara or pratibhadra positions, alternate 

with somewhat similarly portrayed but four-armed rudra figures 

and other deities.

Subsequently, standing or seated images of dikpalas appear on 

gopz/ras 424 but they are also found on various levels of the vimdnas. 

On the latter, they are sometimes portrayed as riding their vehicles. 

Thus, at Gahgaikbndacolapuram, the vimana contains riding 

dikpalas at the corners in the uppermost storey which is crowded 

with sculptures. They have been assigned to the 17th century 

(Pichard et cd. 1994: ph. 202 [4th fake-storey]).

A few parallels from Southeast Asia425 bear testimony to the 

popularity that the early seated images once enjoyed. In the case of 

a probable Nairrta from Central Java of the 9th—10th centuries 

(Fontein 1990: cat. 8), parallels are quite striking. The god wears 

similar ornaments and karandamukuta (basket-like crown) and sits 

cross-legged on a low throne. Two ribbons, which are fastened to 

the girdle, fall down over the edge of the throne and embellish the 

plain seat. The face is serene and slightly smiling. He holds a curved 

sword in the right and a horizontally placed shield in the left hand. 

The backplate is pointed like that of the Melappaluvur Agni, but its 

shape resembles that of a stylized lotus petal (z'.e. squarish). The 

latter sculpture also has two sashes falling over the throne, however 

at the sides. In conclusion, the Nairrta image from Java adds to the 

very sparse evidence, which may point to the fact that complete sets 

of astadikpalas existed in South India in the 9th—1 Oth centuries. The 

question remains, whether separate vehicles were provided for them 

as at Tanjavur and probably once at Gahgaikbndacolapuram. In this 

context, it is significant to note that the Ceylonese text MVS, which 

describes the flame-haired, one-headed form of Agni (see above), 

does not refer to the dikpalas' vehicles.

In summing up the evidence, it should be mentioned that there 

is a remarkable absence of riding dikpalas, which were so popular 

in the Deccan. The South Indian dikpala images are generally 

shown as seated or standing and only much later appear riding their 

respective vehicles.426 It could be regarded as another evidence for 

a separate development in the depiction of directional guardians that 

on the introduction of the theme and subsequently, Soma occurred 

instead of Kubera427 as guardian of the north. This was, however, 

not the case on the Deccani ceiling panels of the 8th through 10th 

centuries.

It should be noted further, that in the Rajarajesvara temple at 

Tanjavur, the layout of dikpala subshrines represents an ideal order, 

with the guardians positioned in their respective directions in an 

accurate manner. It seems as if this order was modified only reluc

tantly later on.

2.4 Concepts of dikpala Representation

In order to describe and understand the various modes of represen

tation of the directional guardians, the major concepts of spatial 

arrangement will be discussed and analyzed. Directional guardians 

have been represented either as a complete group (e.g. Osian, Hari- 

hara temple 1, ill. 22) or as an incomplete group, the latter cases 

being often difficult to explain. In a few cases of incomplete groups, 

one may speak of a partly substituted or an arbitrarily “filled-up” 

group,428 comprising members other than the canonical set of direc

tional guardians. As substituting deity, most often Surya has 

been employed (Satyavolu, ill. 13; Amrol, Danebaba temple, ill. 15; 

Dang, ill. 26), but rarely also Soma/Candra (Osian, Surya temple 1, 

ill. 21). A singular case with additional deities occurs on several 

temples at Alampur, where both Surya and Candra have been 

integrated into the already complete set of eight dikpalas (e.g. ill. 

11). Another unique case of substitution is found at Cittaudgadh 

(Kumbhasyama temple, ill. 18), where five members of the dikpala 

group have been obviously replaced by an ‘Tsana type” image. The 

- generally earlier - group of four directional guardians appears in 

most cases as a complete set, but even here, in a few cases, a sub

stitution of some of its members can be observed (Badami 3, 

mandapa, figs. 15-18; Alampur, Kumara Brahma, sikhara, see 

section 2.2.1).

The variable appearance of the dikpala group is difficult to 

explain. Its main reasons must lie in the somewhat intricate devel

opment that led to the representation of the complete group, but 

probably also in the often variable theoretical concepts of direc

tional guardians or lokapalas (see section 1). There may have been 

also aesthetic reasons, arising from particular concepts and princi

ples in art. Thus, particular conceptual types in art by their very 

character have the tendency to either promote the completeness of 

the group (horizontal panels; friezes), while others (vertical panels) 

for a long time preserve the situation of a partially represented, at 

best filled-up group of directional guardians. However, there are 

exceptions also: early ceiling panels may have escaped the struc

turally immanent demand of completeness of the group by substitu

tion of one of its members (figs. 15-18, Karttikeya replaces Yama), 

while on a probably more narrative panel a nearly complete group 

appeared surprisingly early (fig. 21). The general rule expressed 

above, however, still remains valid.

The main difference has been recognized between group and 

single representation. The latter term refers to the individually con

ceived dikpala image and not to an isolated sculpture which does 

not pertain to a dikpala scheme. In a few cases, however, this can

not be clarified (e.g. Bikkavolu, see section 2.3.2.1). In group rep

resentations, the degree of uniformity is understandibly higher. In 

single representations, the images are much more apt to function as 

guardian of a particular quarter, however within certain structural 

limits. In the case of friezes, a directional orientation was only 

achieved for friezes which are laterally arranged on particular archi

tectural elements.

A chronologically early incomplete set should be regarded as 

primarily incomplete or “incipient”, while an incomplete set occur-

424 A plan of the distribution of deities on the four Cidambaram gopuras has been 

prepared by L’Hernault 1987: pl. ico. V. For the Darasuram gopura see ibid.: pl. ico. 

IV, and for the Tiruvanaikka gopura see ibid.: fig. 5. On each of the six gopuras, the 

complete group of dikpalas had been originally installed, only at Tiruvanaikka 

“Yajnamurti” is reported to substitute Agni. It is significant that the correct sequence 

of dikpalas and their general orientation has always been observed, but no fixed rule 

appears to have determined their placement on the structure.

425 From the 13th century, there is evidence from Candi Singhasari, East Java 

(van Lohuizen-de Leeuw 1955: pls. 1-6). Here, it is an important feature that figures 

of vehicles have been integrated in the throne or socle. The most interesting sculpture 

is that of a probable guardian of the nadir, Ananta, on a large tortoise vehicle.

426 E.g. G.J.R. Mevissen 1994: pl. 4 (Darasuram, 12th century, set with Soma as 

guardian of the north).

427 In the MVS, which has already been referred to, an image of Soma is described 

on the north instead of Kubera in 2.78 (however, Kubera is mentioned in 2.100 a). 

Kubera replaced Soma probably from the second half of the 12th century onwards. 

Mevissen (1994: 419, n. 13) has shown that at Darasuram, both sets with Soma and 

with Kubera as guardian of the north occur.

428 In no case it can be decided whether an intentional substitution of a particular 

dikpala took place or whether the group had been arbitrarily filled up by another deity, 

as the rest is not complete or has not been completely preserved. Apart from the sub

stituting deities Surya and Soma/Candra in the Manu Lokapala group (to be discussed), 

no case of regular substitution occurs.
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ring posterior to the introduction of the theme in the respective 

region should be regarded as a secondary incomplete, reduced 

group. The latter sometimes serve as a visual reference to the 

theme.429 In every case, however, it should be considered whether 

the deities of an incomplete set were intentionally chosen and what 

may have been the criteria.

An interesting case, which almost forms a category of its own, 

is the group of “Manu Lokapalas” (see section 2.4.1.3) which 

consists of Indra, Agni, Yama, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, Surya and 

Soma/Candra, with the order differing. It represents a constant, but 

incomplete (or partly substituted) set of dikpalas. Its popularity 

seems to cease with the introduction of the canonical dikpala group 

in almost all the known contexts in the 10th century.

2.4.1 Group Representation

In group representation, a great variety of concepts can be observed. 

The largest category are the vertical reliefs, which - to some degree

- all have a narrative aspect. Horizontally placed reliefs generally 

lack a narrative aspect, as they were not primarily conceived for 

contemplation. The horizontal reliefs have a more diagrammatic, 

mandala-hke character, and consequently, the dikpala set is gener

ally shown complete and arranged in a somewhat uniform way. The 

little known foundation tablets also belong to the category of hori

zontal reliefs. They represent the ritual, symbolic aspect in its purest 

form, as they are are hidden below the temple structure.

The category of friezes consists of horizontal alignments of 

directional guardians, which are not directly placed in any wider 

context, narrative or other. They are either arranged on one plane or 

form the decoration of an architectural element (e.g. pillar or pitha

- platform for offerings). Friezes are designed to portray the totali

ty of a particular group. Unfortunately, only few dikpala friezes pre

date the 9th century, when the group had been firmly established in 

art. However, alignments of four directional guardians seem to have 

existed already in the Kusana period (see section 2.1.4). The order 

of deities generally follows the directional sequence, starting with 

Indra for the eastern direction.

Friezes which are positioned above or around a doorway will 

be treated separately.

2.4.1.1 Vertical Panels

When attempting to portray a spatial arrangement of deities on a flat 

surface, it is clear that only a certain section of the directional order 

will be visible. At the same time, the surface itself will be “orient

ed” in the true sense of the word. This is what takes place on the ear

ly monumental panels at Elephanta, where Indra and Varuna flank 

the central deity in accordance with their respective regions (see 

section 2.2.1). Panels containing other dikpalas in the same cave do 

not completely follow these rules, but they reveal a fact, which is a 

very important one: Indra and Varuna at Elephanta are not meant to 

represent the totality of the directional guardians, but only a partic

ular, relevant section of the group.

The same intention of an absolute placement of dikpalas is 

found on very few representations outside Elephanta (e.g. Ellora 16, 

figs. 280-282). It is somewhat surprising that this conceptual type 

did not become more popular.

There are three other forms of incorporation of the directional 

guardians on - mostly narrative - relief panels: as a bunch or troop, 

more or less aligned, and as a proper frieze. The central themes 

of the reliefs are generally Natesa, Siva Kalyanasundara/Vaivahika-  

murti, Anantasayana Visnu or Visvarupa Visnu. However, there 

seems to be hardly any context where members of the dikpala group 

are absolutely essential, except perhaps for the Visvarupa theme. A 

theme, which has been apt for dikpala representation only during 

a very early phase, is the Churning of the ocean (Pawaya torana, 

fig. 9; Badami 3430). In this context, the group consists of four 

regents at the most. From a rather late period (10th-l 1th centuries), 

a Mahavira panel from Palma/Bengal uniquely includes the 

astadikpalas lined up vertically on both sides of the central figure, 

riding their vehicles (G.J.R. Mevissen 1998).

Some other themes, e.g. Mahisasuramardinl (fig. 279) and 

Yoglsvara (figs. 280-282), incorporated dikpalas in the 8th centu

ry, but no visual tradition seems to have existed before or after this. 

A similar case is that of a fine relief of a reclining mother breast

feeding her child (“krsna-janma”') including lively depicted riding 

Guardians in the upper register in two groups, showing them 

aligned from left to right, comes from Hinglajgadh, c. 10th—11th 

centuries431. In some cases, the dikpala?, appear among other celes

tials, often some of the main gods, but there are also a number of 

exceptions.

Characteristics of the inclusion in the four most common themes 

will be briefly mentioned before discussing them separately. With 

Natesa, dikpala? are often combined, but not in a compulsory way. 

The group is already nearly complete on the early Natesa panel at 

Ellora 29, c. late 6th century (fig. 21). The combination of Natesa 

with the directional guardians was shifted to the ceilings in the Dec- 

can from the 8th century onwards (see below), but vertical panels of 

this theme were again carved in Eastern India in the 10th century 

and later. Regarding the theme of the wedding of Siva and Parvati 

(Siva Vaivahikamurti), it is remarkable to find that for a long time, 

Nairrta and Tsana remained excluded. In the 8th century, Surya and 

Soma/Candra completed the group to form the Manu Lokapalas, 

while the piece from Etah, 10th century, includes the astadikpalas 

and thus demonstrates that the depiction of the Manu Lokapalas 

probably formed only an intermediate stage in the development. The 

guardians appear on icons with Anantasayana Visnu in a few 

instances in the period under discussion, mostly showing them seat

ed in a line, while one example includes a peculiar battle scene. 

Finally, there is the incorporation of directional guardians into rep

resentations of Visvarupa. Here, the dikpalas are often difficult to 

trace and to identify. In early examples, the group was probably 

never shown completely. A complete set of astadikpalas in this con

text developed in the 8th-9th centuries.

This brief outlook reveals the remarkable fact that the “rela

tionship” of the dikpala group with a particular theme has been 

variously conceived by the artists.

429 Such references are found on panels representing holy places. One example is 

a so-called prayagapatta (N.P. Joshi 1991: plate), where in the upper right corner, Agni 

is depicted seated, and just below, Vayu with his inflated cloth is seated next to an 

unidentifiable deity. A few other dikpalas, might be recognized in the unspecified fig

ures in the upper right corner, but in any case, the group must have remained incom

plete. The piece is assigned to the 9th-10th centuries. On a stele from Tewar near 

Tripuri/M.P., c. 11th-12th centuries, only the dikpalas Indra and Agni are shown rid

ing their vehicles on the left side of the second lowest tier (V.S. Pathak/S.K. Sullerey 

1991: pl. 17).

430 Banerji 1928: pl. XXIII c; the relief shows the battle between devas and asur- 

as after the process of churning.

431 Gupta 1979: pl. 22/1; Central Museum Indore, acc. no. 157. The Guardians 

are almost three-dimensionally conceived and shown in profile. The dikpalas sit in a 

riding position, with their legs touching the ground, as their vehicles are only squatting.
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Natesa Kalyanasundara/ Siva Vaivahikamurti

From an early period onwards, the depiction of the dance of Siva 

included a representation of directional guardians, though the as

sociation was not an inseparable one. On the earliest panel with 

dikpalas, located in the western annex of Elephanta 1 (fig. 20), only 

two of them are shown, directly flanking the dancer. On the proper 

left is Indra, and on the proper right there is a goat or ram rider, 

either Kubera or Agni. The placement should be viewed in the 

context of two other panels in the same cave (Ardhanarisvara and 

Garigadharamurti, see section 2.2.1), where Indra and Varuna act as 

“cosmic coordinates”. In this case, however, the choice of these 

particular dikpalas is difficult to understand. One may speculate that 

the mythical place of the enactment of the dance is located in the 

north-eastern direction, which Indra and Kubera represent, rather 

than on the south-west, where this panel has been carved in the cave 

temple. Interestingly, the Natesa relief at Ellora, Cave 21 (fig. 22), 

likewise includes Indra and - most probably - Kubera as the only 

dikpalas. The third one of the early Natesas is extant at Ellora, 

Cave 14.432 Typologically, it ranges after the other two, as the group 

of four dikpalas on the proper right of Natesa seems to be complete.

Another Natesa panel which probably dates before 600 a.d. is 

located in Cave 29 at Ellora (fig. 21). Here, the unique situation 

arises that eight deities (seven of them riding a vehicle) appear on the 

upper level, along with an additional figure holding a staff, probably 

Dandapani. Isana is the only member of the astadikpdlas which is 

missing. It is a noteworthy fact that the dikpalas are not arranged in 

a sequence relating to their spatial order. At Ellora 29, the intention 

to show the totality of cosmic guardians is clearly expressed.

There is no extant sculpture of the Dancing God and the direc

tional guardians from the 7th century. In the 8th century, such 

images appeared on temple ceilings in the Deccan. This is an impor

tant step, demonstrating that a conscious effort was made to find an 

adequate aesthetic expression and arrangement for a cosmic theme.

In the 10th century, the theme was taken up on an even grander 

scale in Bengal. The first one of these relief panels comes from 

Saiikarbandha/Bangladesh and is housed at the Dacca Museum.433 

The astadikpdlas are placed singly above the aureole of the ten

armed Siva in the shape of an arch, riding their vehicles. The vehi

cles are the usual ones, but Kubera has an anthropomorphic vehicle, 

and Varuna is - remarkably - portrayed on a goose. The second 

piece is kept in the Karachi Museum.434 Natesa is twelve-armed in 

this case and again dances on his bull. The shapes are somewhat 

clumsy in this case. Siva’s limbs are much more angular and appear 

less elegant. The astadikpdlas flank the god in two vertical rows and 

are again provided with separate socles. On the proper right side, 

starting from the top, there are Indra, Nairrta, Varuna and Kubera, 

while on the proper left Yama stands at the top (even higher than 

Indra), followed by Agni, Isana and Vayu. On the first panel, the 

regents are portrayed in motion, while on the second, they are stat

ically conceived. The only difference in the vehicles lies in Varuna’s 

four-legged makara. Vayu in both cases holds a billowing scarf. The 

second panel belongs to c. 1 Oth-11th centuries.

Evaluating all available facts, it becomes apparent that there 

was a tendency in the Deccan and later also in Eastern India to make 

the cosmic dimension of Natesa’s dance visible. It still has to be 

individually clarified whether there was a more narrative or a more 

symbolic aspect behind this concept, i.e. whether it was intended to 

show that the dikpalas were present to witness his dance, as a cos

mic frame denoting the space of the whole universe, or to illustrate 

the fact that His arms are the directions and that Siva embodies the 

astadikpdlas in himself.

The complete group of directional guardians was somewhat reluc

tantly included in this theme. The starting point is about the same 

in time and space, but already markedly different in quality and 

content. The important early panel at Ellora 29435 includes Yama, 

Vayu, Agni and Kubera on its proper right, while Indra and Varuna 

appear juxtaposed on the proper left. Visnu, several celestial cou

ples and one unidentifiable ascetic in the proper left corner com

plete the animated scenery in the upper sphere. As on the Natesa 

panel, the placement of the regents does not follow their spatial 

arrangement in any way. The most conspicuous fact, which is the 

absence of both Nairrta and Isana, has been pointed out above. In 

the light of the later development, this is not accidental. Although 

the absence of both deities can be explained in some way or the 

other (negative impact in the case of Nairrta, identity with Siva in 

the case of Isana), the later concept including the Manu Lokapalas 

is clearly foreshadowed.

The rich production of the 8th to 10th centuries in North India, 

when featuring more than just one or two “referential” dikpalas (see 

below), seems to be unanimous in including the group here referred 

to as Manu Lokapalas (Indra, Agni, Yama, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, 

Surya and Soma). Four complex panels from the Mathura region 

and from Kanauj belong to this type436 (figs. 301-305). The popu

larity of the Manu Lokapalas appears to be restricted to the central 

and eastern parts of Northern India. However, Nairrta and Isana are 

also not included in the lokapala group on the Kalyanasundara pan

el in Cave 15 at Ellora.437 As on the earlier panel at Ellora 29, the 

regents are divided in two groups (one on each side), but here, they 

alone dominate the celestial region.

This domination can also be observed on four loose panels of 

about the 8th through 10th centuries from North-Central India. All 

panels have the common feature that the sphere of clouds has been 

indicated, on which or above which the guardians appear. On what 

can be regarded as one of the most impressive Vaivahikamurti 

reliefs, the Kanauj panel (fig. 301), the narrow, undulating band of 

clouds of the deep-cut relief leaves two somewhat cave-like hollow 

spaces in which Siva and Parvati stand. There is much space above, 

which the lively conceived lokapalas dominate, along with Ganesa 

and Karttikeya. On typological grounds, this may be identified as 

the earliest of the four reliefs from Kanauj. Surya and Soma/Candra 

are portrayed standing at the sides, just below the level of stylized 

clouds.

The reliefs from Kaman (figs. 302, 303), Manasigariga (fig. 

304), and Mathura (fig. 305) all portray the divine couple in front of 

clouds, which consists of four superimposed layers in both the latter 

cases. As the lokapala group has been restricted to the section above 

the clouds, they appear somewhat crowded in the allotted space. 

Regarding the emphasis on the central wedding couple, however, 

this spatial division is more satisfying than that of the Kanauj ver

sion. A hypothetical typological-chronological sequence is pro

posed here, in which Kaman comes after Kanauj, as the lokapalas

432 Sivaramamurti 1974: 173, fig. 10.

433 Sivaramamurti 1974: fig. 171. Natesa wields a sword in his rear right hand, 

which is a very rare feature.

434 Gaston 1982: pl. 38.

«s Varma 1988: phs. 144-148.

436 In an important article, M.M. Mukhopadhyay 1967-68 has discussed four of 

the reliefs treated below: Kanauj (pl. I, fig. 1); Mathura (pl. II, fig. 3); Kaman (pl. II, 

fig. 9, not mentioned in the text); Etah (pl. Ill, fig. 5). Regarding the identification of 

dikpalas, we disagree with the author in a few cases.

437 Berkson 1992: 298-99.
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are still loosely spread in the upper sphere and less rigidly aligned 

than on the two remaining panels. Surya and Soma still appear 

standing at the sides, but they have been elevated to the space above 

the clouds. On the Manasigahga relief, the direction of movement 

of the central group of six riding lokapalas has been standardized, 

with Surya and Soma squatting on lotus socles at the sides. On the 

Mathura relief, the vehicles have been finally discarded. All of them 

are depicted squatting, but still, Surya’s place is on the proper right 

and Soma’s place on the proper left of the panel. The identification 

of figures in the upper spheres is as follows (from 1. to r.):

1 Kanauj top row: Varuna (goose), Yama (buffalo),

Indra (elephant), Ganesa;

lower row: Karttikeya (peacock), Vayu (horse), 

Kubera (nara), Agni.

2 Kaman upper left corner: Varuna (goose);

row above the clouds: Surya, Kubera (nara), Yama 

(buffalo), Vayu, Indra (elephant), Soma or Agni.438

3 Manasigahga Surya, Indra (elephant), Agni (goat), Vayu (deer),

Varuna (makara), Kubera (ram?), Yama (buffalo), 

Soma.

4 Mathura Surya?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, Vayu, Soma? (severely damaged).

The panels from Kanauj and Manasigahga, most probably also 

that from Mathura, reveal a significant arrangement of the Manu 

Lokapalas in a pair system (by juxtaposition) also followed on the 

Mundesvarl cornerstones and on friezes of the group: Indra is paired 

with Agni, Yama is paired with Kubera, Varuna is paired with Vayu 

(cf. ill. 31). Surya and Soma correspond to each other by their pos

ture and symmetric placement on the panels. A peculiar substitution 

occurs on the Kanauj panel (fig. 301), i.e. the inclusion of Karttikeya 

and Ganesa rather than Surya and Soma439 in the upper section; the 

latter have been placed - in positions corresponding to the former - 

in the lower section.

An important indication of the iconographic development of the 

9th-10th centuries is found at Bargaon, Nalanda/Bihar.440 On a 

basically similar Vaivahikamurti relief, the Manu Lokapalas are 

aligned, seated in a row above a separating cornice. Their sequence 

is more consistent, as Surya and Soma have been juxtaposed (from 

the viewer’s left): Surya, Soma, Varuna, Vayu, Agni, Indra, Yama, 

Kubera. The clear separation from the space below and the consis

tent order both recall the fact that Manu Lokapala friezes are par

ticularly popular in Bihar (see below; ill. 31).

The latest piece from the region is the elaborate panel from 

Etah/U.P., c. 10th century (fig. 306), which contains a multitude of 

attending figures. Here finally, the usual astadikpalas make their 

appearance, though one of them, Kubera, is not integrated in the 

frieze. The dikpalas are aligned on the second to the top row of the 

six horizontal tiers behind the divine couple. Their sequence has to 

be read from the centre, where the figures of Siva and Parvati inter

rupt the line. Thus, Indra on his elephant is the first one from the 

centre on the proper right, followed by Agni on his goat, Yama on 

his buffalo, and Nairrta on a stout animal resembling a bull. On the 

proper left side, Varuna on makara is the first one near the centre. 

To the proper left comes probably Isana on his bull, and behind the 

lateral pillar Vayu, recognizable by his inflated shawl, who rides 

probably a horse. Thus, only Kubera is missing. He is depicted seat

ed without a vehicle, on the uppermost tier, on the proper right side. 

By portraying him outside the row of riders, the provision of a vehi

cle for the god was avoided. The absence of a vehicle for Kubera is 

less surprising than the fact that the dikpalas were not shown lined 

up correctly. All riders are moving to the proper left. The preference 

for the astadikpalas on this stylistically relatively late piece is re

markable.441 It marks a departure from the convention of depicting 

the Manu Lokapalas and proves that their connection with the theme 

was not regarded as inseparable.

Besides the mentioned panels, there are several panels of 

Vaivahikamurti executed on a somewhat smaller scale, which seem 

to only visually refer to the world guardians. For a type which was 

popular in the Gwalior region in the 8th-9th centuries, the Batesara 

image442 is taken as an exemplary piece. With Parvati on the left, 

Siva on the right and Brahma in the centre below, the relief follows 

the most common layout. Similarly also, the fire consists of an 

anthropomorphic Agni, but only his isolated head occurs, which is 

turned upside-down. A few attendant figures appear, two of them 

below. Two high lotus plants form the lateral frame. lust above the 

space between the two bodies, Surya floats in the air seated on a 

lotus socle. On the left, an elephant rider wielding an elephant goad 

proceeds towards the centre, and on the right, a figure is shown 

squatting in profile and floating on a small socle like Surya, perhaps 

Varuna on makara. It also faces the centre. The three figures on the 

upper level may form a reduced or abbreviated reference to the 

cosmic guardians, who witness the wedding ceremony. It remains 

however mysterious, why there are so few indications of the identi

ty of the two lateral figures.

A partly similar panel labelled “U.P., 9th century”443 clearly 

shows Indra as an elephant rider in the upper left corner. In this case, 

the only other dikpdla seems to be Vayu, who is depicted standing 

below Indra.

The third version of an abbreviated sign of cosmic presence 

appears on a remarkable panel which portrays Siva and Parvati 

inside a ritual shed or wedding hall.444 Above the flat roof sur

mounted by an amalaka (ribbed topping element) there is a semi

circular, slightly undulating line, which is surmounted by five fig

ures with their lower bodies hidden behind. They are (from left to 

right): Indra, Agni, Vayu, Surya, and Soma. This variant dates from 

the 10th century.

438 The figure holding a waterpot in the left hand could be theoretically Agni, but 

the standing posture corresponding to Surya’s makes it much more likely that Soma is 

represented. Thus, Agni is present only in the form of the anthropomorphic fire in the 

centre below. In the case of the Kanauj relief, Agni, strangely without a vehicle, is por

trayed both in the upper sphere as well as a partly anthropomorphic fire. The Kaman 

relief has borrowed from the Kanauj relief the position of Varuna in the upper left 

corner (adding a female figure with a pot, a river deity?) and the position and concept 

of Indra riding his elephant to the left side.

439 The subsequent development as well as the early occurrence of Manu 

Lokapalas at Mundesvari (figs. 36-41) shows that Surya and Soma, but not Karttikeya 

and Ganesa were employed to make the set complete. The peculiar arrangement at 

Kanauj must have been chosen for aesthetic reasons, i.e. a visual parallelism of 

Karttikeya and Varuna (both on bird vehicles) on the left side and Ganesa and Agni 

(both without vehicles but on separate socles) on the right side.

440 Bhattacharya 1987: fig. 5; from the modern Surya temple at Bargaon, 

c. 10th century.

441 Two reliefs from Bengal apparently perpetuate this new convention 

(Bhattasali 1929: pl. XLVII, Sankarbandha; pl. XVLIII, Hili). In both cases, the 

astadikpalas occupy one of the upper registers and can be read from the left. They are 

depicted standing, holding their attributes. The panels are closely related and date from 

the 1 Oth-11th centuries.

442 Deva 1991: pl. 47, Batesara Mahadeva temple complex, temple no. 6, garbha- 

grha interior.

443 P. Pal 1988: no. 33, Los Angeles County Museum, acc. no. 82.231, height: 

62.2 cm.

444 The panel is part of the Russek Collection, no. 826 I BIP. I am grateful to 

Dr. G. Bhattacharya for kindly drawing my attention to this piece. A very similar panel 

is illustrated in E. Hauswedell 1961: Abb. 36.
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Visnu Anantasayana

The theme of Visnu reclining in his yogic sleep has much less fre

quently been combined with directional guardians. The few extant 

cases are nevertheless quite instructive regarding the treatment of 

the dikpala group in different contexts.

It is significant to observe that this theme incorporated some of 

the dikpdlas or proto-dikpdlas at a very early stage: at Deogadh, 

Indra, Varuna and Vayu appear above Visnu, along with Brahma 

and Siva/Isana?445

Varuna and Vayu are found among the members of an incom

plete group on the 8th-9th century-panel from Baran.446 It is one of 

the rare cases in which the dikpdlas, here only five, are shown 

engaged in a fight, which is depicted in the upper tier of the panel. 

The dikpdlas come riding from the left, while the foot soldiers occu

py the right half of the panel. The former are (from the left): ? (dam

aged), Vayu on a deer, Indra without a vehicle (lower portion hid

den behind Visnu’s cakra), Varuna on makara and Yama on the 

buffalo. The latter three wield their attributes in the right hand, while 

Vayu holds only his inflated cloth, which can hardly serve as a 

weapon. It remains unknown, which criteria led to the choice of 

these particular dikpdlas.^1 The dynamic movement of the group 

creates the impression that they come rushing to defend the sleep

ing Visnu.

The next panel from Baroli has been assigned to the second 

quarter of the 10th century.448 Like the former piece, it belongs to 

eastern Rajasthan, and it shows a remarkable continuity in its layout. 

In this case, the upper tier is separated from the lower part by a plain 

ridge. It is filled by a dasavatara set on the left side, which occupies 

more than half of the length, and a row of seven seated dikpdlas on 

the right side. A very rare case of misplanning may have led to the 

fact that there was no space left on the right to accommodate Isana. 

Most likely, a small figure just below the upper tier, squeezed in 

between the leaf capital on the right and an attendant figure, repre

sents this “missing” guardian. He holds a trident in his left hand.449 

The seven deities above are clearly characterized as (from the left) 

Indra, Agni, Yama, Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu, and Kubera. They hold 

their common, mostly prominently rendered attributes in the right 

hand and in the left they all appear to carry a waterpot.

A panel of Visnu Anantasayana now kept in the Museum fur 

Indische Kunst Berlin (fig. 327), which can be, on the basis of its 

characteristics shared with with the Baran and Baroli panels, respec

tively, typologically placed between both these, likewise includes 

an astadikpala group. A closely related piece at Dhamnar, Dist. 

Mandasor, U.P. (Meister 1991: pl. 724), makes it probable that the 

Berlin piece originates from western Madhya Pradesh or southeast

ern Rajasthan (Kota region). As for the Dhamnar Anantasayana, a 

date of c. mid-9th century is suggested. The Berlin piece shows a 

seated dikpala group aligned in its upper register, on the left side, 

again with a somewhat displaced Isana, who - in all probability - 

had been the first in the row (now completely destroyed), followed 

by Indra, Agni, Yama, Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu, and Kubera.

The above evidence shows that the astadikpala set makes its 

appearance in the context of the Reclining Visnu during c. 9th cen

tury,450 although visual references to the group occurred earlier in 

this context. It may be noted that Isana in is two cases irregularly 

placed.

Visnu Visvarupa

The connection of the dikpdlas with Visnu in his multiple, cosmic 

form is irregular and difficult to understand. In the evolved 

Visvarupa icon, it seems that one or more members of the group of 

directional guardians (but probably not always in this capacity) have 

always been incorporated in the divine assembly. The works of 

T.S. Maxwell (particularly his 1988 monograph) provide clues to 

the development of the theme which have been helpful in the pres

ent context.

From the so-called Classical Phase of Visvarupa representation 

(ibid.\ 113-143), the Gupta Period, there is a fragmented Visvarupa 

image from Bharikari, Dist. Aligadh/U.P., which includes a partly 

visible figure of Agni in its lower right portion (ibid:, pls. 49, 52, 

54). The identification of a figure, resembling the Buddha, as Agni 

is indicated by the flame nimbus and, particularly, by the similarity 

with a late Kusana Agni image from the Mathura district (fig. 7). 

Above Agni, there is a personage which holds a rod with a bulbous 

top in the right hand. It could be Yama (ibid: pl. 52) who later 

becomes one of the most frequently included members of the 

dikpala group in this context.

Another early Visvarupa image from Varanasi,451 dated to the 

4th century, preserves a fragmented figure of Vayu. Only the head, 

encircled by a scarf, is still extant below. Vayu belongs to the second 

vertical row on the left side of the central portion, which consists of 

superimposed forms of Visnu. Significantly, the Wind God appears 

in generally similar positions on at least two later pieces.

One of these later reliefs is an elaborate Visvarupa icon, locat

ed in situ at Visramaghat, Samalajl. According to Schastok (1985: 

pl. XX, fig. 34), it should be dated to c. 535-40 a.d. Maxwell 

(1988: 148) has attempted to identify all the figures contained in its 

large nimbus. He recognizes two members of the dikpala group: 

Varuna (P, second figure from the upper central one on the left) and 

Agni (Q, symmetrically placed on the right side). The identification 

of the latter figure as Agni remains doubtful, as there are hardly any 

flames visible. In the case of the supposed Varuna, who carries a 

short noose or loop in his right hand, doubts also arise, as he is 

provided with a serpent hood. The figure below the probable 

Varuna is perhaps Yama or Nairrta (L), and beneath this is certain

ly Vayu (H) with his inflated cloth. The probable Yama or Nairrta 

holds a long object in his right hand,452 which can be interpreted 

as a mace, sword or a skull-topped staff (khatvangd). He seems 

to wear his hair in urdhvakesa fashion. There is some probability 

that two more lokapalas, Indra (M) and Kubera (K), are represent

ed inside the populated nimbus and together with Surya and 

Candra/Soma, who flank the uppermost figure, form the Manu

445 Cf. section 2.1.3. It cannot be completely clarified in which capacity the gods 

Indra, Varuna, Siva, and Vayu were portrayed. Van Kooij (1985: 698) argues that they 

represent different classes of deities.

446 R. Parimoo 1983: fig. 29. It is presently housed at the Archaeological Museum 

Kota.

447 Neither the usual sequence of dikpdlas can be recognized, nor is there any 

formation of pairs as is generally the case with Manu Lokapalas (see ill. 31). The choice 

may have been made on the basis of aesthetic criteria.

448 Mason 1993: 266-67, no. 72. Another illustration is published in Parimoo 

1983: fig. 27.

449 If the identification of the two-armed figure as Isana is correct, another possi

ble reason for its shifting could be considered. There may have been a conflict between 

the Central Indian custom of portraying Isana’s trident on the proper left side of the god 

and the required uniformity of the upper group of dikpdlas, which all hold their promi

nent attributes in their right hands.

450 Later sculptures, when including the directional guardians, have an astadik

pala set, e.g. Parimoo 1983: fig. 30, above, right side.

451 T.K. Biswas/B. Jha 1985: 41; pl. X, 16.

452 In his drawing, Maxwell (1988: 148) has misinterpreted the sword as the 

figure’s raised arm, ending in a fist. This mistake becomes obvious when comparing 

different photographs of the sculpture.
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Lokapalas.453 However, this is impossible to prove. The selection 

of directional guardians for the Visvarupa images often differs, and 

there is no parallel for the depiction of Manu Lokapalas in this con

text. In this case, after discarding all the doubtful identifications, 

there remains only Vayu, who is securely identifiable on the basis 

of his distinctive attribute.

A piece of the 7th-8th centuries from Deogadh/U.P (Maxwell 

1988: pl. 63) shows a significant step towards the inclusion of the 

vehicles. Interestingly, this sculpture abounds with the depiction of 

animals, particularly cows. Maxwell (ibid.: 234) has identified 

three dikpdlas in the upper part of the panel (D, E, F), seated astride 

their vehicles. Indra, Agni and Yama can be recognized. Agni, on 

the right side, is somewhat doubtful, as the god usually does not 

carry a rod-shaped attribute. Below the probable Agni, a human 

head appears above what looks like the head of a horned animal. 

This figure, which is not referred to by Maxwell, may represent 

another dikpala.

Among the figures from the 8th-9th centuries in India, an aver

age number of about five dikpalas is included. They are often 

depicted on both sides of the central Visnu. In some cases, one side 

is preferred. Although at about the same time, the earliest extant 

Visvarupa image with a full set of directional guardians occurs 

(figs. 309, 310), the selection of dikpalas still had not become stan

dardized.

A fragment of c. 8th century (Maxwell 1988: pl. 65) shows the 

group of eleven rudras, above which (from the left) Yama and Indra 

ride their vehicles. These gods hold their usual attributes in the right 

hand. They are sensuously portrayed. As an informative detail, 

Yama’s reins are shown leading through the nostrils of the buffalo. 

Much space has been provided for the dikpala figures. One can only 

speculate whether Varuna and Kubera had completed the group. 

Both Kubera and Varuna are very rare members of the Visvarupa 

assemblage. However, in Nepal there is a well-preserved instance 

of a caturlokapdla group (four members) on the Visvarupa stele 

from Changu Narayana, c. 8th-9th centuries (Deva 1984: pls. 27- 

29). On the left side, beside Visnu’s sword, four gods are arranged 

in two tiers, who are recognizable by their distinctive attributes. 

Their coiffures are also partly varying. Above left is Yama with his 

rod, to the right Indra with his thunderbolt, below left is Varuna with 

a stem-handled noose, and below right Kubera is characterized by a 

bag. The Changu Narayana Visvarupa impressively demonstrates 

that a reference to the various components of the cosmos was 

intended. This representation of the cosmic elements is further com

pleted by the depiction of the four diggajas (directional elephants) 

in the lower part of the panel.

One of the most important pieces of the later phase is a well-pre

served Visvarupa from Kanauj (Maxwell 1988: pl. 69)454. There 

are two riders to be identified as dikpdlas, in this case placed in the 

lower part of the populated nimbus. Vayu has taken his “tradition

al” place on the lower left side, with Yama or Nairrta below him 

(their vehicles resemble each other in this period).

The next 8th century panel, the Stuttgart piece, also originates 

from Central India (fig. 307-308). Here, the upper portion (left side) 

depicts the family of Siva, while the right side showed probably five 

of the dikpdlas. The latter all seem to be riding their vehicles. At the 

very top, Maxwell (1994: 103) identifies Indra on his elephant fol

lowed by Agni on his goat, the latter being almost completely dam

aged. Below Indra is certainly Yama on his buffalo, wielding the 

usual khatvdnga staff in his left hand. Maxwell believes that this 

deity is Virupaksa on a camel. A stylized, somewhat caricature-like 

rendering of the buffalo was, however, common in Rajasthan at this 

time. There is a good example at Osian, Harihara temple no. 3.455 

To the right of Yama is a figure riding a smaller animal, who holds 

a damaged attribute, most probably a sword. It must be Nairrta, who, 

in the Central Indian fashion, rides a quadruped. Below, between 

Yama and Nairrta, a squatting personage is portrayed, holding a 

flatfish cup at shoulder level. This is undoubtedly Kubera, who most 

probably also carries a money bag and rides a vehicle, ram or nara 

(damaged).

Typologically, the Stuttgart Visvarupa is likened to the Tumain 

piece (figs. 309, 310), which it most probably chronologically pre

cedes. The stele from Tumain is significant for its inclusion of a full 

group of astadikpalas, depicted with only one small irregularity: 

Tsana is replaced by or shown in the form of Siva with his family. 

Siva, Parvati and Ganesa are seated on the top left, while Karttikeya 

is depicted slightly below. They are provided with a solid socle, 

which probably symbolizes the Kailasa mountain. On the right side 

of the central Brahma, a procession of dikpalas is shown moving 

towards the centre. They are (from top to bottom): Indra on the ele

phant Airavata, Agni on a goat, Yama on a buffalo, Nairrta on a 

quadruped, Varuna on a goose, Vayu on horse?, and Kubera on an 

anthropomorphic figure. The arrangement is characterized by a 

peculiar asymmetry, as no counterpart for the dikpala group appears 

on the other side. Perhaps it was this asymmetry which prevented 

this visual concept from becoming a standard type.

There are three more Visvarupa images which appear to be 

later than this one. Two images from Kanauj date c. 9th century 

(Maxwell 1988: pls. 66, 68). They resemble each other closely, but 

even here, regarding the dikpalas, certain differences are apparent. 

The regents’ position in the upper portion is, however, identical. 

Both reliefs belong to the type of Visvarupa icons with Indra and 

Yama on the right side, like the two pieces just described. Two of 

the other pieces discussed above show Indra and Yama on the left 

side (Maxwell 1988: pls. 63, 65). On the two later Visvarupa 

reliefs from Kanauj, not all of the dikpdlas are provided with vehi

cles, and the representation is not always clear. Kanauj no. 1 (ibid.: 

pl. 66)456 includes, from left to right: Surya or Vayu on a horse, 

Soma? with waterpot? (1.) and rosary (r.), - central figures -, Indra 

with the thunderbolt, seated above an elephant, Agni with pot (1.) 

and rosary (r.) and characterized by a beard, Yama or Nairrta stand

ing with staff or sword. Kanauj no. 2 has, in the same order: Kubera 

on an anthropomorphic figure, Agni on a ram, again characterized 

by a beard, - central figures -, Indra squatting on an elephant, Yama 

on a buffalo, wielding a skull-topped staff (khatvanga), and Nairrta 

with shield (1.) and sword (r.). The latter is the only one who is 

depicted frontally.

Thus, on both pieces, Indra and - most probably - Nairrta 

appear on the right side, while the programme of the left side varies. 

The inclusion of Soma (and perhaps Surya) in one case is unique 

and may have been inspired by the Siva Vaivahikamurti panels.

The last piece of interest is the c. 10th century Visvarupa from 

Suhania, kept at the Archaeological Museum, Gwalior (Maxwell 

1990: fig. 44). Here, the hosts of gods have been neatly arranged in

453 The probable Indra (M) wears a high crown like Surya, and he may hold a thun

derbolt (rather indistinct) in his right hand. He is pot-bellied. The probable Kubera (K) 

is also obese. He is shown with loose hair crowned by a topknot. He holds a fruit in his 

right hand and a bag or bottle in his left hand.

454 A good illustration of this piece has been published by A. Goswami 1956: 

pl. 16.

455 Bhattacharyya 1991: pl. 49. The buffalo is highly stylized, with an S-shaped 

tail. Its long, slim neck is raised. The horns are very short and curved. Yet, when com

paring the animal with its counterparts at Osian, there remains no doubt that a buffalo 

was intended to be shown here.

456 I am grateful to Prof. Dr. T.S. Maxwell for kindly providing me with colour 

photographs of the reliefs Kanauj nos. 1 and 2.
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three tiers. A unique order has been chosen for the astadikpala?, 

who occupy the middle tier. Two seated figures, which belong to the 

group of twelve dditya? above, frame the group on the left and on 

the right side. The dikpala? are (from left to right): Varuna on a 

goose, Vayu on an antelope?, Kubera on an anthropomorphic fig

ure, Isana on a bull, - central figure Indra on the elephant, Agni 

on a goat, Yama on a buffalo and Nairrta on the usual unidentifiable 

quadruped.457 All the dikpala? are shown moving towards the cen

tre. The group starts with Indra as the first one on the right side and 

ends with Isana, who is the first one near the centre on the left side. 

The guardians are apparently shown approaching the centre from 

the stations of an imaginary circumambulatory circle (pradak- 

sinapatha).45* In this way, Siva/Isana’s place close to the centre is 

also maintained. The Suhania Visvarupa is the only one of all the 

panels discussed so far, which presents a consistent arrangement of 

astadikpdlas.

Summing up the evidence, it can be stated that until the 10th 

century, the liberty of the artist with regard to the dikpala represen

tation must have been remarkable. The impression arises that a 

picture puzzle was created, without, however, leaving the path of 

tradition established by earlier sculptures. The period of new, 

experimental creations continued until the 10th century (Suhania 

Visvarupa), when an aesthetic concept was developed which con

vincingly accommodated the complete group. The actual introduc

tion of the complete astadikpala set in the Visvarupa theme, how

ever, is marked by the Tumain stele (c. 8th-9th centuries).

2.4.1.2 Horizontal Panels

The main characteristic of the horizontal panels was, of course, the 

fact that the directional guardians could be portrayed adequately, 

i.e. positioned in their respective region. At the same time, there 

was less possibility for variation, and the application of different 

aesthetic concepts remained significantly limited.

The category of horizontal panels has two sub-groups, the first 

one, however, being almost completely unknown. These are the 

designs applied on foundation bricks or slabs, which represent a 

cosmic diagram (e.g. fig. 1, see section 2.1.2). As such diagrams 

were hidden below the structure, the design did not need to be elab

orate. However, more elaborate designs may also have been 

employed. Theoretically, a mirror-image of a ceiling panel could 

have served as a foundation stone.

The ceiling panels depicting dikpala?, are more or less confined 

to the Deccan region. As they are mostly preserved and perceived 

in situ, they have been discussed at length in the sections dealing 

with this region (2.2.1, 2.3.1.1, 2.3.2.1). The general line of devel

opment, which can be inferred from the extant remains, will be 

sketched below.

Ceiling Panels

The known starting point of this tradition are the ceilings of Cave 

temple 3 at Badami, dated a.d. 578. As has been described earlier 

(section 2.2.1), sets of four lokapala? (figs. 13, 15-18) are found 

here side by side with an early set of eight directional guardians 

(fig. 10).

It may be hypothesized that new phases in the development of 

the astadikpala theme on ceiling panels were marked by panels, 

which to a certain extent incorporated a narrative or dramatic aspect. 

The intention to incorporate such an aspect could have promoted the 

experimental search for new aesthetic concepts.

No predecessors are known for the first stage in the develop

ment of astadikpala ceilings, the caturlokapala panels at Badami 

(ill. 1, figs. 13-18). It is a remarkable fact that, although an incom

plete set of astadikpala? occurred in the same cave temple (fig. 10), 

caturlokapala groups still decorated the ceiling panels at Badami, 

Nagaral, and Mahakuta (ills. 6-8; figs. 46-48) more than a century 

later. It could be hypothesized that the concept of the set of eight 

was not developed enough to be employed or developed further by 

the later sculptors of Badami and that both this early set and the later 

caturlokapala set at Badami, Jambulirigesvara temple, contain a 

dramatic element, which indicates a fresh impetus. Regarding the 

pxoto-astadikpala set (fig. 10), there are a few striking facts which 

suggest an underlying narrative or dramatic aspect: when compared 

with the similarly constructed Brahma medallion (fig. 13), it be

comes obvious that the central Visnu is exceptionally accompanied 

by an attendant couple and is allotted more space than the central 

Brahma in his panel; all surrounding figures are arranged in such a 

way that they can be perceived without turning the head - with the 

exception of Yama, who is turned at a right angle -, and those, 

which are shown in motion, are heading towards the centre. This dif

fers considerably from the Brahma panel, where the bottom portions 

of all peripheral figures point towards the outer frame and the move

ment is basically circular. With its centred, dramatic impact and the 

individually conceived layout of the relief which extols Visnu, it did 

not serve as a model for the time being. It seems that in the 8th cen

tury, one of the earliest astadikpala reliefs with an angular layout 

takes up this concept - perhaps consciously - again (ill. 8), signifi

cantly portraying Anantasayana Visnu in its centre.

The Badami Jambulirigesvara panel (fig. 46) contains a unique 

dramatic element. Again, there is an aspect of centripetal move

ment, but in this case there are two dramatic scenes, which cannot 

be perceived from the same position. In the corners of the frame of 

a fish-spoked wheel, dikpala? are depicted riding towards their 

counterpart, the guardian of the opposite direction. It cannot be 

decided whether there is a symbolic meaning other than the usual 

parade of dikpala?, who rush towards the centre (the enshrined 

deity) to pay their reverence. One would not expect the dikpala? to 

fight among themselves,459 but the scenic arrangement seems to 

imply this. The ceiling panel of the Jambulirigesvara temple proba

bly precedes or at least marks the occurrence of two other catur- 

lokapdla panels, at Nagaral (fig. 47) and at Mahakuta (fig. 48), all 

of c. late 7th century, where a rectangular grid of nine compartments 

has been employed for the first time. The ancestry of the two latter 

reliefs, however, lies in the two Brahma panels at Badami 3 (figs. 

13-18). While in all of these types of grids it would have been pos

sible to depict eight dikpala?, this was not done. The basically cir

cular movement of the regents was also retained.

The first half of the 8th century was obviously an experimental 

phase, which finally led to the rectangular astadikpala grids of the

457 Maxwell (1990: 136) did not recognize the deities as astadikpdlas, but sug

gested to identify them as astamatrkds (eight mother goddesses).

458 The arrangement is identical with the order of astadikpdlas on the Hemavati 

lintel frieze (Soundara Rajan 1986: pl. 631), and it is almost identical, but for the 

inversion of Agni and Yama, with their arrangement on the Siva Yoglsvara panel at 

Ellora 16 (figs. 280-282). In all these cases, the quite successful attempt has been made 

to project a three-dimensional configuration into the two-dimensional picture. A simi

lar, but much less satisfactory attempt is recognizable on the Siva Vaivahikamurti relief 

from Etah (fig. 306). In this case, the group on the right side is not shown heading 

towards the centre like the group on the left side. The sequence of the former group also 

does not reflect the intention to portray a basically circular arrangement of dikpdlas.

459 If such an impression is intended, there could be an allusion to powerful kings 

fighting for supremacy in the world.
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later phase (c. 751 a.d.-IOOO a.d.). Three different starting-points 

can be discerned. The first panel, which definitely has some narra

tive, dramatic elements, is the eight-armed Natesa Siva accompa

nied by Parvati, his bull, Brahma, Visnu and the four lokapalas460 

in the Mallikarjuna temple at Pattadakal (fig. 326) 461 The appear

ance of the directional guardians is very modest in this case. Be

cause of their small size, they are perhaps hardly perceivable from 

below. Yet, this relief represents the most important predecessor of 

the very popular Natesa-cum-astadikpala ceilings in the Deccan 

which were widely distributed in the 9th-1 Oth centuries. Its date may 

be as early as c. 710 a.d (see section 2.3.1.1).

The second innovative representation of the first half of the 8th 

century is carved on the vertical portions of beams supporting the 

ceiling in the Huccappayya temple at Aihole (ill. 7; figs. 49-54). 

This unique arrangement does not belong to the category of hori

zontal panels, but it is regarded as a three-dimensional frieze. Unfor

tunately, it is not known which deity was depicted on the central 

ceiling. Buchanan (1985: 391) regards Brahma as the most proba

ble candidate for this position, which would have meant a “conser

vative” combination of the directional guardians with Brahma.

The third example of the experimental stage is perhaps the ear

liest ceiling panel depicting the common astadikpdla group. It is 

located in the eastern mandapa of the Papanatha temple, Pattadakal 

(ill. 8; figs. 55-61). The uneven size of the outer sub-panels may 

express the intention to emphasize the guardians of the four cardi

nal directions. The combination of Anantasayana with the dikpalas 

has a parallel in the above-mentioned 8th century panel from Baran, 

Rajasthan.462 Its origin lies in the ancient concept of Visnu abiding 

at the centre of the cosmos. What is highly noteworthy, however, is 

the fact that in the Papanatha temple, with the exception of Vayu, 

all of the dikpalas are shown moving towards the centre or the 

central axis (ill. 10). This feature is surely reminiscent of the Visnu 

ceiling of Badami 3. The Papanatha panel is closely followed in 

time by the astdikpala ceiling in the Kaslvisvanatha temple (ill. 24; 

fig. 129), both panels dating c. shortly before and after the middle 

of the 8th century, respectively. Here, the centre is formed by a 

Somaskanda group, which is a rare motif in this context.

In the following period, the evenly spaced grid of nine com

partments was firmly established. Although some variation con

cerning the central motif occurred, the most common theme was the 

eight-armed Natesa (see ill. 23). Even in the latter case, consider

able variation was expressed in a number of details of the individ

ual rendering, and it would not be correct to speak of a completely 

stereotyped representation of the astadikpdla theme. A rare exam

ple of the incorporation of a dramatic element in the later period 

is found at Bhavanasi Sahgam, Rupala Sahgamesvara temple, c. 

second quarter of the 9th century (fig. 138). It could well stand at 

the beginning of the specific tradition of the Alampur region, which 

is characterized by the absence of separating ridges (e.g. figs. 

141-144). However, in the absence of any reliable dates for the 

north-eastern group of ceiling panels, it is impossible to establish a 

chronological sequence. The Bhavanasi Sahgam panel is unique for 

the fact that all figures can be viewed from one side. There are no 

separating ridges, but the figures are nevertheless confined to a par

ticular, limited space. Indra and Varuna are both rendered bigger 

than the other dikpalas. The scene impressively shows how the 

directional guardians rush towards the divine couple, Siva and 

Parvati, seated on a lotus throne in the centre, to pay their reverence. 

The panel has been designed in such a way that all of them, except 

for Indra and Varuna, are heading towards the centre. Indra and 

Varuna move in accordance with the circumambulatory (pradak- 

sina) order, which is generally followed on ceiling panels. The well- 

conceived relief at Bhavanasi Sahgam is the latest of the particular

ly inventive ceiling panels of the Deccan. It can be regarded as the 

true perfection of a centripetal order as it was basically already 

intended on the Visnu panel at Badami, Cave 3 (ill. 10). Here, how

ever, the extolled deity was Siva, who in the meantime had become 

the deity most often associated with the astadikpdla group.

An interesting later example (Bhubaneswar, PapanasinI temple, 

c. 11th century)463 shows two of the dikpalas, Agni and Vayu, join

ing Siva in his dance. They appear at his sides, imitating his dance 

posture. This partial representation of the group can be regarded as 

a reference to the complete set, or it probably portrays Agni and 

Vayu in their capacity as rulers over particular elements, viz. fire 

and air.

2.4.1.3 Friezes

The friezes generally represent the dikpalas in a formal alignment. 

Although a procession or a linear battle formation could be a 

rewarding motif, a narrative context can be assumed in very few 

cases. Nevertheless, the occurring variety is quite surprising, indi

cating that fancy and invention was employed also in this catego

ry. Most of the pieces to be discussed are loose relief panels. 

Among the cases in which the original position is known, a place

ment near the door occurs particularly often. Only in two cases, a 

position on the wall other than the doorframe is reported. Friezes 

in the door area are treated once more separately, as are also group 

representations in adjacent niches and three-dimensionally 

arranged friezes.

Unlike the categories discussed so far, that of the friezes is quite 

diverse, which is not surprising when considering the large chrono

logical span, almost one millenium, and the vast space of their dis

tribution, the modern Indian state. The number of roughly 20 extant 

friezes is rather small however, so that a further subdivision would 

hardly yield more satisfactory results. Regarding the introduction of 

the astadikpdla theme, the friezes sometimes provide important 

information, particularly, when they come from regions where other 

conceptual types of dikpalas are rare (Daksina Kosala; Bihar).

The basic facts about the friezes are already revealing. The hey

day of the astadikpdla friezes occurred in the 8th-9th centuries. 

Only few examples survive from an earlier date. Basic differences 

exist regarding the sequence, the rendering of the figures (standing, 

seated, with vehicle/symbol), and the fact whether there is a sepa

rating device between the members of the group. The friezes can be 

divided in two groups: firstly, showing a sequence of deities refer

ring to the directions they preside over, and those with a different, 

“illogical” sequence. This criterium is of no value with respect to 

the Manu Lokapalas (see below; ill. 31), as the directional assign

ment is unknown in this case. The rules determining their sequence 

are only partly understandable. Apart from the frequently occurring 

Manu Lokapala set, a few other groups with substituted members 

are known, e.g. at Badami, mandapa of Cave 3 (ill. 1, figs. 15-18) 

and at Ellora 16 (ill. 25, fig. 278), where, in both cases, Karttikeya 

has replaced one member of the respective group. A characteriza-

460 The attending divine personages number eight, which corresponds to the 

number of Siva’s arms. Later, the same numeric parallelism generally exists between 

Natesa’s arms and the astadikpdlas.

461 See also Banerji 1985: ill. 12 (mirror-image).

462 Parimoo 1983: fig. 29. There, only a selection of dikpalas is shown, engaged 

in a battle.

463 Sivaramamurti 1974: fig. 167, most probably a ceiling panel.
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Ill. 31: Representations of Manu Lokapalas (8th through 10th centuries)

FRIEZES OFMANU LOKAPALAS ( sequential, aligned)

Chechar, frieze (Dilip Kumar 

1986: pl. VIII, 3)

(K Y) (A I) (V Va) (So? Su?)

Visnupada temple, Gaya, frieze,

H: 23 cm, W: 51 cm (Sahai 1970: plate)

(A I) Y V K - - -

Old temple, Lamba/Rajasthan, 

frieze (Meister 1991: pl. 393c)

G I (Va V) (Y K) - -

Mathura, Govt. Museum

Mathura, no. 31.2110, frieze

H: 11.5 cm (S.D. Trivedi 1987: pl. 1)

Su? (A I) Va - - - -

Southern Bihar, Museum fur

Indische Kunst Berlin, frieze (fig. 311)

(Su So) (Va V) (A I) (K Y)

Bihar, State Archaeological 

Museum Patna, frieze (fig. 312)

(Su So) (Va V) (A I) (Y K)

Southern Bihar, State Archaeo

logical Museum Patna, no. Arch.

11265, frieze (Bhattacharya 1993: fig. 3)

(Su So) (Va V) A - - -

Guneri, Bodhgaya Site Museum (fig. 313) - - (Va V) (A I) (K Y)

MANULOKAPALAS ON VAIVAHIKAMURTI RELIEFS (sequential, not strictly aligned)

Modern Surya temple, Bargaon, 

(Bhattacharya 1987: fig. 5)

(Su So) (V Va) (A I) (Y K)

Kanauj (fig. 301) Su (V Va) (Y K (I A) So

Manaslganga/Mathura (fig. 304) Su (I A) (Va V) (K Y) So

A Agni K Kubera V Varuna () recurring pairs of deities

G Ganesa So Soma Va Vayu - notextant

I Indra Su Surya Y Yama

tion of the friezes in their chronological order will now touch all 

important aspects of this conceptual type.

Even when the group of Kusana panels showing four stereotype 

figures could be finally proven to represent the caturlokapalas (see 

section 2.1.4), there seems to be no direct link with the later friezes 

at all. On later depictions, the directional guardians have always 

been differentiated.

From the 7th century, when the earliest astadikpala sets were 

conceived, two friezes survive. At Bhubaneswar, Parasuramesvara 

temple (fig. 42-44), belonging to the earlier part of the century, the 

original number of guardians seems to have been eight. It included 

Dandapani, who is probably a guardian of the site. Two of the deities 

are provided with vehicles, while in the case of Dandapani, no 

vehicle has ever been shown. The figures are placed in individual 

niches, which are separated by pilasters and crowned by udgamas 

in shallow relief. They are depicted seated in different postures. 

Although there is no sign for a continuation of the particular con

cept of the dikpdlas on the Parasuramesvara temple, the door deco

ration at Narayanapuram, early 10th century, is in some aspects 

reminiscent of it. The second frieze, of the latter part of the 7th cen

tury or somewhat later, is the sole evidence for dikpala representa

tion in its region, viz. Daksina Kosala (M.P.). The door decoration 

at Palari (fig. 89) accommodates a complete set of astadikpalas, 

though not all of them are aligned in a row. The guardians are seat

ed on vehicles, thrones, or a combination of both. The distinctly 

individual rendering of the gods, besides their irregular sequence, 

are the most significant aspects of this set. Now, the 8th and 9th 

centuries witness a large production of dikpala friezes. Although 

one could assume that the remarkable number of panels of this phase 

would be the consequence of the introduction of astadikpdlas in a 

wider area, this cannot be the only reason. About half of the num

ber of panels depict the already mentioned, partly substituted group 

of Manu Lokapalas (Surya, Candra, Indra, Agni, Yama, Varuna, 

Vayu, Kubera). Thus, it seems that both versions were vying with 

each other for importance. It must be recalled in this place that the 

Manu Lokapalas occurred only once in a directional arrangement, 

at Mundesvan Hill (ill. 2, figs. 36-41), which is also the earliest 

known example for the depiction of this group, c. early 7th century. 

On the level of directional symbolism, they were not competing for 

dominance with the usual dikpdlas, except probably for Mundesvan 

itself (see section 2.2.3). The Manu Lokapalas were quite dominant 

in the category of friezes, at least in the region of their occurrence, 

i.e. North India. Unfortunately, only one of the Manu Lokapala 

reliefs is preserved in situ (Lamba/Rajasthan)464, and there is no 

indication whether they had ever occupied a place above the door.

The most striking feature about the Manu Lokapalas is the fact 

that they are arranged in a binary manner, i.e. particular pairs of 

deities recur. However, the sequence of pairs as well as the order 

within a particular pair may change. This binary system might go 

back to an earlier directional arrangement, but there is only one 

indication for it, the - now loose and incomplete - Mundesvan Hill

464 Meister 1991: pl. 393c. The panel belongs to a series of reliefs carved on 

lintels in the rangamanclapa (ibid.: pl. 393a-f). The themes are not linked in any way. 

Interestingly, Agni is shown separately, on a Lihgodbhavamurti panel, standing in 

abhanga posture in a mandorla of flames (ibid.: pl. 393a, third figure from the right).
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set (ill. 2, figs. 36-41). The pair Surya and Candra is in some cases 

arranged symmetrically on the extreme left and right sides of the 

rest of the group. This is so far only known from a few Siva 

Vaivahikamurti and Visnu Anantasayana panels (ill. 31).

Among the Manu Lokapala reliefs, further variations occur: in 

some cases they are depicted without vehicles (e.g. figs. 311, 312), 

and in other cases they are portrayed as seated on their vehicles 

(Chechar, Gaya; cf. ill. 31). The variants at Lamba and Mathura 

seem to be comparatively rare. The former piece also shows the 

Lokapalas seated on their vehicles (except for Kubera, who is shown 

without), but there is some dynamism in the group, which creates 

the impression of vigorous movement. On the latter piece, only the 

first figure on the left is seated on horseback, while the others are 

standing without vehicles, which is quite rare. The frieze is appar

ently incomplete. It may have belonged to a narrative panel. The 

Manu Lokapala group was perhaps still depicted in later times, 

which is indicated by its presence on a visnupatta, dating to c. 11th 

century.465

Apart from the representations of Manu Lokapalas and the 

dikpala reliefs in the vicinity of doorways (see below), there are 

only two more cases of about the 9th century a.d. Both have been 

mentioned in the systematic part of this study. Besides Bikkavolu 

(see below), there is another case in Andhra Pradesh, viz. Mukhal- 

iiigam. It is a loose, fragmented frieze466 showing Yama, Nairrta, 

Varuna and Vayu riding in procession on their prominent vehicles.

All of the remaining reliefs of the 8th to 1 Oth centuries are part 

of or once were part of doorways, or are friezes on other architec

tural members. In summing up the evidence gathered so far, the 

most striking point is the absence of any uniformity in the mode of 

representation of dikpala? on friezes, except for some of the Manu 

Lokapala reliefs (figs. 311, 312, and “Southern Bihar”, Patna 

Museum, cf. ill. 31), which are geographically and chronologically 

closely related.

Group Representation in Adjacent jahgha Niches

The case of the Parasuramesvara temple at Bhubaneswar (ill. 3; 

fig. 42-44) has been discussed at length, representing an important 

early occurrence of dikpala?. The directional guardians nowadays 

appear in adjoining jahgha (frieze of images on the wall) niches in 

two groups of three which are separated by a window. Originally, 

before the insertion of the window, which has violated the sequence, 

there may have been eight members aligned in a row.

In the case of Bikkavolu/Andhra Pradesh, the depiction of Agni, 

Indra (fig. 283) and Vayu (fig. 284) could be viewed as a partial rep

resentation of the dikpala group. The images are found juxtaposed 

on the southern wall of the Golihgesvara temple of c. 9th century. 

With the absence of other dikpala representations in this region, the 

concept could be interpreted as a faint reflection of earlier dikpala 

sets on walls as occurring at Alampur. It is remarkable that here, a 

visual distinction is expressed by portraying Indra as the largest 

member and in the central position.

Doors

The earliest known door decoration is the also otherwise remarkable 

gathering of eight dikpalas at the sides and above the door of the 

Siddhesvara temple, Palari/M.P. (fig. 89). As has been described 

above (see section 2.3.1.2), the group appears divided in two batch

es of three on both sides of the lintel, with the remaining two 

dikpalas directly flanking the door opening slightly below. Regard

ing the date, there are two suggestions, “c. 675-85 a.d.” and “8th 

century”. A completely unusual concept prevails in the representa

tion of the dikpalas. Strangely, the group did not occur afterwards 

in the region of Daksina Kosala. Most of the deities are turned 

towards the door opening. It can be noted that the closer they are 

placed near the door, the stronger is their turn towards the door. In 

this consistent concept, the two outer guardians are rendered frontal

ly. This fact can be interpreted in the way that the astadikpalas were 

employed as guardians of the door, towards which they rushed from 

different directions, though their arrangement is not systematical 

according to the usual sequential rencering of the directions.

Before discussing the North Indian examples, the only two 

South Indian occurrences shall be mentioned. They differ com

pletely. The 8th century gopura-hke entrance structure of the 

Kailasa temple (Ellora 16, ill. 25, fig. 278) has a large frieze of 

dikpalas, most probably not the canonical group, which can be 

regarded as door guardians, quite in line with the Palari group. 

Those which are extant, are all turned towards the door opening, rid

ing their vehicles. The dikpalas are probably led by the god of war 

Karttikeya as their general, who alone is depicted frontally. Their 

order is not systematic, as far as it can be perceived now.

At Hemavati, Doddesvara temple, an asta<ALpa/a-cum-Natesa 

frieze embellishes the door lintel. Here also, the directional 

guardians ride their prominent vehicles. The scenery seems to be 

rather joyful than martial. Sivaramamurti (1974: fig. 67) in his 

description expresses the idea that the dikpalas are depicted danc

ing like the central Natesa. As has been briefly mentioned above, it 

is a remarkable achievement that a particular order has been estab

lished here, rendering the dikpalas as coming from both sides, from 

the stations of an imaginary circumambulatory path (pradak- 

sinapatha). This order can be regarded as an important development 

in the period under discussion. The Doddesvara temple approxi

mately dates to the second quarter of the 10th century.

Belonging to the Orissan style but located in northern Andhra 

Pradesh, Narayanapuram has a unique example for the extensive 

decoration of doorjambs with dikpalas.'*1 In continuation of the 7th 

century dikpalas with vehicles at Bhubaneswar, Parasuramesvara 

temple (fig. 42), particularly the representation of Varuna, the gods 

are rendered separately in squarish compartments, with small vehi

cles underneath what seems to be the throne. One of the apparent 

modifications of the early 10th century temple at Narayanapuram 

are the haloes behind the heads. The sequence of dikpala?, starts with 

Indra below on the left jamb (third sdkhci) and continues on the right 

jamb with Varuna, the alignment proceeding from top to bottom 

here. This is a rare example for a vertically arranged dikpala frieze 

in the period under discussion.

The remaining friezes from North India uniformly render the 

astadikpalas in their “proper” order from left to right, starting with 

Indra as the guardian of the east. However, the individual features of 

the panels are still remarkable. The two impressive friezes of stand

ing deities from Gaur? (fig. 240) and Badoh (fig. 180), which both 

measure more than two metres in length, are assumed to have served 

as overdoor decorations of 9th or 10th century temples. The former 

panel starts with Ganesa on the left side and has pilasters as sepa

rating elements between the deities. This visual concept creates a 

certain uniformity in the set-up, which is somewhat balanced by 

rendering the dikpala? in a distinctly individualized manner. Thus,

465 C. Bautze-Picron 1994: fig. 11. The eight Lokapalas appear in the lowest tier. 

They are all squatting in different postures, without vehicles. In a few cases, their iden

tification is difficult. It may be a contaminated version.

4«> Gravely/Sivaramamurti 1939: pl. XVI, above, probably a mirror-image.

467 Mitra 1987: figs. 19-21, eastern door of the mukhasctla (vestibule).
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the attributes are held either in the left or in the right hand or in 

both, and the physical proportions also vary. The vehicles are only 

represented in miniature size and placed below, in a recess of the 

moulding.

The astadikpala frieze from Badoh (fig. 180) is perhaps the 

latest one in this category, dating to the late 9th or early 10th centu

ry. The deities are all four-armed, but survive only in a severely 

damaged state. They are standing in an extremely flexed posture 

(atibhanga) and are all provided with a large halo. Of the four hands, 

the lower left always holds a kamandalu, and the lower right is held 

in varadamudra. On both sides of the frieze, a female figure is 

shown, who is also provided with a halo and turned towards the 

group. A thin band of floral motives in relief below the ridge forms 

the floor level for the dikpalas.

In the two cases to be finally discussed, the association with the 

door is clear. The earlier relief of the two is a fragmented part of 

what must have been the upper end of the right doorjamb with 

the adjacent portion of the overdoor to the left.468 Below a row of 

seated planetary deities (navagrahas), there is a tier with standing 

dikpalas, out of which (from the left) only Nairrta, Varuna and Vayu 

are preserved, further a larger seated figure, and, once more in the 

same smaller size, a standing, damaged figure of Kubera. The two

armed directional guardians hold their basically rod-like attributes 

in the right hand, while the left rests on the hip. They stand in an 

extremely flexed posture (atibhanga) like their counterparts, but the 

feet are kept apart, which is typical for the Western region (i.e. 

Rajasthan). It is assumed that the large four-armed, seated figure of 

Siva (upper arms damaged) represents Isana. Such an inversion of 

Kubera and Isana becomes likely when taking into account the fact 

that no space remained at the right end of the panel, where Isana 

could have been depicted. With only three deities missing on the left 

side (Indra, Agni, and Yama), it is quite obvious that the alignment 

of dikpalas could not have extended completely over the door open

ing. Probably, another group of minor deities, a dasavatara group 

or the like, had once completed this tier of the door decoration on 

the left side. Perhaps a larger deity in the centre separated the two 

groups.

The last relief, which is one of the latest (c. 900 a.d.) friezes 

under discussion, is extant in situ at Barwasagar/M.P., on a temple 

now called Jarai-ka-math (fig. 179). The figures are deeply cut and 

again follow the usual sequence starting with Indra on the left. It is 

remarkable that this order has been maintained, although the promi

nent vehicles of the two groups of four dikpalas both face the centre 

which is formed by two jackal-faced goddesses. The sitting posture 

of the two-armed dikpalas is daksinapralambapada (right leg pen

dent). A remarkable degree of individual, non-uniform treatment, 

however, gives the group a lively expression. Attention has also 

been paid to details, e.g. two tiny figures in shallow relief on the 

background in an almost narrative manner accentuate the function 

of particular gods, viz. Varuna and Kubera (see section 2.3.2.2). The 

Barwasagar frieze is located on the second tier of the overdoor dec

oration of the sanctum door. Just above the frieze, the beams for the 

ceiling of a now lost porticus were originally attached (cf. Trivedi 

1990: fig. 37).

In summing up the evidence on door decoration, the great vari

ation occurring in this category has to be noted. In a few cases, the 

impression arises that links for the continuation of a particular 

concept are now missing (Bhubaneswar - Narayanapuram; Palari - 

Barwasagar), but often, the treatment of the dikpala theme seems 

to be imbibed by innovative freshness. Only in a few cases, the 

astadikpalas might have had a secondary function as door guardians 

(Palari; Ellora 16). Significantly, these cases are the earliest ones.

Three-dimensional Friezes

This conceptual category did not become popular in the period 

under discussion. The diverse members of this formal group once 

more tell of a conceptual innovation, which was not necessarily 

followed by consolidation. For an ideal positioning of dikpalas in 

their respective domains, the depiction on multi-faceted or round 

architectural members would be ideal. Consequently, such octa

gonal or circular arrangements of astadikpalas occur in later 

periods.469

The first case is unique for its arrangement of dikpalas on the 

beams of a ceiling bay (figs. 49-54). This peculiar concept in the 

8th century Huccappayya temple at Aihole at the same time seems 

to stand at the very beginning of astadikpala representations on 

ceilings. During the subsequent development of ceiling panels, the 

dikpalas were included in these, their panels being of the same 

format as the central panel (e.g. fig. 137).

The second case is somewhat unclear, as the particular deities in 

the procession can hardly be identified. The frieze covers the beams 

of the Nandimandapa on the south, east and north sides470 at Alur/ 

Karnataka. In date, it could be assigned to the 1 Oth century. A con

tinuous line of gods (mostly accompanied by their consorts) ride 

their prominent vehicles over cloud formations. All are shown head

ing towards the left. It is not clear whether in some cases, the same 

dikpalas are once more depicted in the frieze. Thus, there are three 

elephant riders. However, other gods completed the alignment. 

One of the outsiders is Karttikeya, who rides his peacock near the 

centre of the eastern side. An obvious sign for the intended direc

tional symbolism is Yama’s mighty buffalo, dominating the centre 

of the southern side.

The octagonal portion of a c. 10th century offering platform 

(balipitha) is decorated by astadikpalas at Kambadahalli/Karna- 

taka.471 The balipitha has been regarded as coeval with a group of 

Jaina shrines and is structurally quite elaborate. From bottom to 

top, it consists of an upana and square, octagonal, circular, and 

lotus- shaped segments. The octagonal section is decorated by shal

low reliefs of dikpalas, riding their large-sized vehicles along with 

their consorts to the left. The movement thus conforms to the 

pradaksina concept. The figures lift their hands in the gesture of 

salutation. They appear to be bereft of individual attributes. The 

squarish relief panels are bordered on both sides by vertical deco

rated bands, the design of which always seem to match with the 

adjacent band.

The last member of this category, a free-standing pillar at Dev 

Barunarak/Bihar, c. 8th century,472 referred to as dhvajastambha 

(flagpole) by the author, also has both square and octagonal sec

tions. The octagonal portion starts at medium height. It is decorated

468 Mason 1993: cat. no. 58, Heeramaneck Collection, hight: 73 cm, breadth: 

99 cm, probably Kota region/Rajasthan.

469 Three balipltha-Yike socles are preserved from c. 12th century, two of them in 

the State Museum Hyderabad and one in the Prince of Wales Museum Bombay, no. S.4 

(Catalogue 1988: no. 120). The top of the cylinder is decorated by a lotus and rasl signs 

in a circular arrangement. The cylindrical part (octagonal at the bottom and round at the 

top) is carved with astadikpalas riding to the left along with their consorts. Below 

Varuna, the charioteer Aruna and the seven horses of Surya are carved in shallow relief, 

on the level of the square base-slab. Thus, the most prominent pail of its content is solar 

symbolism. Another example, the circular arrangement of seated metal images of the 

dikpalas above the base of a dhvajastambha at Achchankovil, has been illustrated by 

R.P. Goswami (1979: pl. 7).

470 I.K. Sarma 1992: pls. 75-77.

471 Ibid.: 155; pl. 118.

472 Asher 1980: pl. 125. Unfortunately, the rear side of the pillar has, to our 

knowledge, not been published.
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- most probably - with astagraha? (eight planetary deities). The 

upper part of the pillar shaft is again square. The relief panels on the 

four sides are bordered by ridges. As far as can be judged from the 

photograph, they contain representations of lokapalas seated on 

rather large vehicles or thrones. The pillar design may bear a cos

mic symbolism, in which the postitions of the guardians correspond 

to heaven or to the peaks of Mount Meru.

2.4.2 Single Representation

The conceptual type of single representation is a category which 

contains a high degree of internal variation. The greatest diversity 

concerns the choice and placement of the represented deities. Other 

variations occur with respect to the frames of the panels, which are 

often sunken into niches, and, of course, the concept and layout of 

the panels.

Naturally, one would expect the dikpdla?, to be positioned in 

accordance with their respective regions. Yet, this was, strictly 

speaking, never the case with the images on temple walls.473 Al

though the ideal positioning was more or less achieved, compro

mises on the basis of certain architectural and theological rules were 

always made. The hierarchical order of deities must have been the 

reason for the fact that dikpdla?, were generally not permitted in the 

bhadra (central offset) position on the wall.

In this category, three sub-types will be formed: jarigha (wall 

frieze) images, sikhara (temple tower) images, and sculptures in- 

the-round. There are also representations on other architectural ele

ments, the exact positioning of which is not clear in some cases (e.g. 

Mundesvarl, see section 2.2.3).

The jarigha images are doubtlessly the largest and most varied 

category. In the chronological part of this study, these representa

tions have been discussed at length, so that a general summary of 

the results will suffice here. The second category, sikhara images, 

are a very interesting group, starting quite early, but only few 

images of this type belong to the period under discussion. The 

category of separate, individual (loose) icons, which were kept in 

the temple’s prakara or in particular shrines, are restricted to the 

extreme south. The relatively few remains of this group have been 

treated in section 2.3.2.5 on South India.

2.4.2.1 Jahgha (Wall Frieze) Images

It is an established fact that, unless the assigned dates of some of the 

early temples in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan would have to be 

modified, the Kalikamata temple at Cittaudgadh and some of the 

temples at Alampur (Bala Brahma, Svarga Brahma) must be regard

ed as the earliest extant shrines with dikpalas,. They all belong to the 

latter part of the 7th century. As has been noted above (see section 

2.3.1.3), there may have been some kind of interaction between the 

two sites, and a notable common feature is the positioning of Soma 

on the north. However, there are basic differences in the represen

tation of the deities. While at Cittaudgadh, the basic concept and 

layout of the individual panels (standing deity with small vehicle at 

its side) remained the same for centuries to come, the concept of the 

dikpalas at Alampur474 as well as their positioning in wall niches did 

not occur later in the Deccan.

The temples of Cittaudgadh and Alampur may have had some 

predecessors, which are now lost, but still, the evidence preserved 

at both sites is uniquely important. The most remarkable aspect of 

both these early sites with regard to the dikpalas is the fact that the 

sets play an important aesthetic role on the temple exterior. Inter

estingly, there were other lines of development without such a visu

al domination, particularly that of Osian 475 Even the early occur

rence of incomplete sets at Pipad, Dang, Amrol (Ramesvara temple) 

and Osian (Surya temples 1 and 2) may be interpreted as a reluc

tance to let the dikpalas dominate the temple walls.

During the early development of the astadikpala theme on 

walls, a large variety of individual concepts was created. Some 

special cases may be mentioned at first:

- The dikpdla sets on polygonal temples (Mundesvarl; Indor), 

and

- those dikpdla images which are integrated in continuous wall 

friezes (Nalanda, Temple no. 2; Gwalior, Teli-ka-mandir; 

Paharpur).

Both categories provide valuable information on the position of 

the dikpalas among the hierarchy of gods as well as on the rules of 

their directional positioning. The earliest example, the octagonal 

Mundesvarl temple (ill. 2; cf. fig. 35), unfortunately does not sur

vive intact. In can be only hypothesized that the dikpalas once occu

pied the lateral niches on the four oblique sides of the temple. That 

implies that a certain compromise with regard to the ideal directions 

had been made here as usual, although the temple would have pro

vided the possibility of a correct placement.

The Siva temple at Indor, c. latter part of the 8th century, is 

eleven-sided, two kapili (walls of the vestibule) niches adding to 

nine bhadra portions, which have been arranged in the round. 

Here also, it can be demonstrated that the “correct” arrangement of 

dikpalas has not been given priority, as the wall portions in the 

cardinal directions have been allotted to the usual parivdra 

(family members of the main god) Ganesa, Skanda, and Parvati. The 

directional guardians have been distributed in the two kapili niches 

and six of the nine bhadra portions. Thus, concerning their individ

ual orientation, the same compromises have been made as on rec

tangular structures.

Like the polygonal temples, the continuous wall friezes, includ

ing figures other than dikpalas, belong to a relatively early stage in 

the depiction of directional guardians. In all three cases, Nalanda, 

Stone temple no. 2 (see section 2.3.3), Gwalior, Teli-ka-mandir (ill. 

16), and Paharpur, Somapura Vihara (ill. 29), the set of astadikpala?, 

is not complete. Chronologically, Nalanda belongs to the 7th centu

ry, Gwalior to the 8th century, and Paharpur can be assigned to the 

late 8th century. In the first two cases, the wall friezes are com

pletely preserved. Thus, it is clear that some of the dikpalas have 

been actually missing. At Paharpur, the northern portion of the wall 

frieze has been completely destroyed. Judging from the irregular 

distribution of the remaining guardians, it seems quite likely that the 

group was originally incomplete. In a final assessment, it must be 

stated that although the conditions would have allowed a correct 

directional arrangement of dikpdla?, in continuous wall friezes, their 

placement was obviously haphazard.

473 The ideal order would be: Indra stationed in the east, Agni stationed in the 

south-east, and so on. This was the arrangement on ceiling panels, on foundation bricks, 

and on three-dimensionally arranged friezes.

474 Viewing the Alampur images in a wider geographical context, however, they 

show a tendency which seems to be typical for the southern part of India, viz. to por

tray the dikpalas without any vehicle when they were not conceived as riders.

473 On the Harihara temples nos. 1 and 2 (ill. 22), the introduction of pratiratha 

(intermediate) niches has led to the loss of dominance of the dikpalas. in their karna 

niches.
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The most frequent depiction of dikpalas on temples is the 

positioning of the guardians in karna niches, i.e. next to a corner. 

On east-oriented temples, the sequence generally starts with Indra 

on the southern (proper right) side of the entrance. This was already 

the case on the earliest, just mentioned temples at Cittaudgadh and 

Alampur 476 Regarding the karna position, it may be assumed that 

the dikpalas were employed to protect the corners, which are 

traditionally regarded as vulnerable points. It is also probable that 

they were intended to protect the walls from the sides, which 

seems likely in view of the “doorkeeper (dvarapala) pose”477 of 

the dikpalas on a large number of temples in Western India 

(Rajasthan).

The first exception to be mentioned is the inclusion of the 

kapili (walls of the vestibule) niches in the placement of dikpalas. 

Such cases occur in the 8th century, both in Madhya Pradesh and 

in Rajasthan. At Amrol,478 Ramesvara temple (ill. 14), and Osian, 

Surya temple no. 1 (ill. 21), some of the members of early, incom

plete sets have been placed on the kapili wall in a non-systematic 

manner, while at Indor, the kapili niches seem to have been con

sciously chosen for the most prominent dikpalas of a complete 

set, i.e. Isana and Indra (ill. 27). It is an established fact that the 

dikpdla representation in kapili niches was only an intermediate 

stage in the development and was never taken up again after the 

8th century.

A completely unique case is the early 9th century Pipaladevi 

temple at Osian. It is the only case of dikpalas placed in pratiratha 

(intermediate) positions. This placement occurs only on the west

ern wall. There, the two dikpalas which should have been accom

modated on the north, have been depicted in the pratiratha 

niches, adding to the usual dikpalas of the western side. Moreover, 

an inversion of Vayu and Kubera has taken place (see section 

2.3.2.3).

The second substantial exception is a shift in the positions of 

the directional guardians. Such a set, starting with Indra on the 

(north-)east, occurs at Plpad (ill. 20), at Osian, Visnu temple no. 2 

(Meister 1991: 265), at Caurasi, and at Ganeswarpur, south-eastern 

subsidiary shrine of the Pancapandava temple (for both Orissan sites 

see section 2.3.2.4). At Khidarpura (ibid.: 241), such an order is also 

implied, with Isana surviving on the north(-east) and Yama on the 

south(-east). This positioning may have been the result of particular 

considerations, e.g. reserving the eastern wall for the first two mem

bers of the set, but this concept did not become popular.

In some cases of incomplete sets, it is impossible to decide about 

the originally intended order (e.g. Amrol, Ramesvara Mahadeva, 

ill. 14; Plpad, ill. 20; Gallavalli, ill. 30), while in some other cases 

of incomplete sets, there remains no doubt about the underlying 

concept (e.g. Gwalior, Caturbhuja temple, ill. 28).

Regarding the parts of the temple, where single representations 

of one or more sets of dikpalas occur, a number of different concepts 

can be distinguished:

1 Only one set, on the garbhagrha (central shrine) exterior of 

a nirandhara (without ambulatory) temple;

2 only one set, on the garbhagrha exterior of a sandhara (with 

ambulatory) temple;

3 only one set, on the mandapa (pillared hall) exterior of a 

sandhara temple;

4 two sets, one respectively on the garbhagrha and mandapa 

exteriors of a sandhara temple;

5 only one set, on the mandapa exterior of a nirandhara temple;

6 only one set, on the exterior of the central structure of a 

pahcdyatana (consisting of five sanctums) complex;

7 several sets (theoretically up to four) on the exteriors of the 

subsidiary temples of a pahcdyatana complex, adding to at 

least one set on the exterior of the central structure of the 

complex.

Concept no. 1 is the most frequent one, as it refers to the prevailing 

temple type in the northern part of India during the period under dis

cussion. The only example for Concept no. 2 is the late 7th century 

Kalikamata temple at Cittaudgadh (ill. 17). The slightly later tem

ple at the site, the Kumbhasyama (ills. 18,19), significantly belongs 

to Concept no. 4. The third concept is best illustrated at Alampur, 

where all temples except for the Kumara Brahma and the Taraka 

Brahma seem to have been provided with dikpdla sets on the 

mandapa (hall), but not on the garbhagrha (sanctum). A very spe

cial variant of Concept no. 3 occurs on the Papanatha temple at 

Pattadakal (ill. 9). Here, the four directional guardians, along with 

Varaha and Brahma, “guard” the bhadravalokanas (false porticoes) 

on both sides. Their placement is partly irregular, with Indra posi

tioned on the west.

The occurrence of two sets on different architectural elements 

of a sandhara temple (4) is reported only from Rajasthan: Cittaud

gadh, Kumbhasyama temple (ills. 18, 19); Abaneri, and Khed (see 

section 2.3.2.3). On the earliest of the three temples, the Kum

bhasyama (c. early 8th century), the two sets differ substantially. 

The set on the outer wall seems to be quite regular, whereas the 

garbhagrha set uniquely includes a number of nearly identical 

deities (“Isana type”). At Khed, the images of the two sets are very 

much alike (figs. 226-233).

The rare Concept no. 5 is well illustrated at Satyavolu, Ramal- 

iiigesvara temple (ill. 13). The dikpdla set must have remained 

incomplete, as the (north-)eastern one of the available eight niches 

is occupied by a Surya image. At Caurasi/Orissa, the same mode of 

representation occurs for a complete astadikpala set, which starts 

with Indra on the (north-)east (see section 2.3.2.4). Concept no. 6 

appears on the relatively early pahcdyatana temples at Osian, 

Harihara nos. 1 and 2, c. middle of the 8th century.

Concept no. 7 was probably employed at Ganeswarpur/Orissa 

(see section 2.3.2.4). The south-eastern and south-western sub

sidiary temples each have a complete set of astadikpdlas (figs. 

249-265). However, there is a difference in the distribution of 

dikpalas, as the set of the south-eastern temple shows the excep

tional order starting with Indra on the (north-)east. The north-west

ern subsidiary shrine exhibits Krsnallla scenes instead of the dikpdla 

theme. The central shrine of the pahcdyatana complex survives only 

with empty niches and it is known whether they once contained 

dikpalas as well. The Ganeswarpur example of the late 10th centu

ry once more demonstrates that the multiple occurrence of basical

ly similar dikpdla sets in a temple in the course of time seems to

476 However, Alampur also provides the only known example for a positioning of 

dikpalas in the centre of a wall (Yama on the south, and Soma/Candra on the north), 

thereby changing the order of those in the corner positions. Taking the Svarga Brahma 

as an example (ill. 11), it becomes obvious that out of the eight usual dikpalas, five of 

them (Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, Isana) occupy positions they would have had 

when the sequence had started with Indra on the (north-)east. However, Indra is placed 

on the (south-)east and Surya, as an associated deity, holds the (north-)eastern position.

477 Cf. the posture of dvarapalas at Osian, Surya temple no. 1 (Meister 1991, pls. 

312, 314), which is typical. The pivot leg is positioned next to the door which he pro

tects, and the free leg is on the other side. The same posture is generally shown by 

dikpalas in Rajasthan, with the free leg pointing towards the nearest corner.

478 The second 8th century temple at Amrol, the ruined Danebaba, probably had 

also kapili walls, but it cannot be decided any more whether any dikpdla image was 

positioned there (ill. 15).
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have increased. On the Khajuraho temples, not discussed here, 

concept no. 6 became the usual temple decor. When multiple sets 

occur on earlier temples, they generally belong to different modes 

of representation.479

Finally, another case will be mentioned which cannot be classi

fied in one of the above sub-categories. At Baramba/Orissa, only 

Agni and Yama have been included in the lavish temple decor (see 

section 2.3.2.4). They are not depicted on the same portion of the 

temple. Agni is situated on the hall (jagamohand) and Yama on the 

tower (gandi) of this east- facing nirandhara temple. As both deities 

appear in the correct positions, one cannot deny their dikpala role. 

This is a very peculiar case of an intentional selection of two 

dikpdlas from a phase (c. 9th century) in which complete sets had 

not yet been introduced on Orissan temples.

2.4.2.2 Sikhara (Temple Tower) Images

Dikpala images on sikharas are a rare, little noticed type. It is quite 

probable that some still extant cases have not yet been uncovered. 

The rareness of this type raises doubts whether there was any 

continuity at all or whether some of its representations had been 

independently conceived. It is quite likely that a certain continuity 

existed, considering among other reasons that the placement of 

dikpdlas “above” was an apt representation for this group of heav

enly guardians. It should also be noted that out of five known 

occurrences, four probably represented the caturlokapala group 

(four guardians of the cardinal directions). This may be regarded as 

an early trait. The choice of the group of four regents may also 

have been determined by the structure of the tower itself, which 

generally provides only space in its central portions, orientated 

towards the cardinal directions. A development, which occurred 

after the period under survey is the positioning of astadikpdlas near 

the corners in the upper storeys of South Indian vimanas (e.g. at 

Gangaikondacolapuram, later addition, Pichard et al. 1994: 89; 

ph. 202), where they are distributed in the same way as on wall 

representations.

The five examples belong to five successive centuries, starting 

with Bhumara in the 6th century. Bhumara/M.P. is indeed a key site. 

The Siva temple has yielded the earliest evidence for the single rep

resentation of directional guardians. With only the images of the 

dikpdlas Yama and Kubera surviving (figs. 25,26), the concept was 

probably restricted to the four guardians of the cardinal directions. 

However, the portrayal of the group may have been incomplete. 

Associated with this group was a guardian figure, which has been 

here referred to as Dandapani (see section 2.5.10; fig. 28). The 

placement of the fine panels framed by elaborate gavaksas (“cow’s 

eye” arches) on the superstructure can be safely assumed, but it can

not be decided from the extant remains, where exactly the gavaksas 

had once been fixed. Apart from the garbhagrha (sanctum) roof, the 

mandapa (pillared hall) roof may also be considered as a probable 

location (Deva 1988: 41), albeit a less likely one.

When dating the Bhumara temple to c. 520-530 a.d., the 

Kumara Brahma temple at Alampur postdates it by about hundred 

years. As on the former temple, the dikpala set on its sikhara only 

consists of Yama and Kubera (figs. 23, 24), but here, the evidence 

is completely preserved, with Natesa and probably Parvati oc

cupying the corresponding niches on the east and on the west, 

respectively (Buchanan 1985: 122). Yama and Kubera have been 

installed in the correct directions. Yama appears seated on his 

buffalo, while Kubera is seated without any vehicle or symbol 

below. At Alampur, the relief panels are framed by trefoil arches.

Again about hundred years later, c. 730 a.d., the Huccappayya 

temple at Aihole was designed with an incompletely preserved 

astadikpdla set in its interior (figs. 49-54) and at least one of the 

four lokapdlas placed in an arched frame at the upper end of the 

madhyalata (central vertical band) of the sikhara. Unfortunately, 

the image of Varuna observed by Bolon (1988: 309) on the west

ern side was never documented. No trace remains of any probable 

counterparts in the other directions.

The 9th century example at Baramba/Orissa has been already 

mentioned above, as its counterpart is positioned in a jahghd (wall 

frieze) niche. Here the image of Yama riding his buffalo and accom

panied by attendants holding his attributes (fig. 242) appears on the 

lower part of the sikhara, framed by a gavaksa arch. This arch forms 

the topmost part of a pediment of the central image of the southern 

side of the garbhagrha (sanctum) wall, which has been extended 

into the second storey (bhumi) of the sikhara.

The last example of this category is formed by a set of images 

in-the-round, which have been placed at grlva (“neck”) level on a 

Southern style temple tower (yimdnd). In this case, the morpholog

ical link with the aforementioned depictions is less than with the fol

lowing category (see below). The evidence appears to be absolute

ly unique. On the vimdna of the Nagesvara temple at Pratakota/A.P., 

which belongs to c. 9th-10th centuries (see section 2.3.2.1), a few 

courses of mouldings below the sikhara, individual images in-the- 

round of four seated dikpdlas are extant. Indra occurs on the (north

east, with a narrow portion of a frontal elephant head sculpted as a 

seat. On the south, Agni, Yama and Nairrta are placed in the correct 

positions, an - anthropomorphic - vehicle being discernible only in 

Nairrta’s case (fig. 275). Both the sparse indication of vehicles and 

the plasticity of the images may point to South Indian relations 

(cf. the following section).

2.4.2.3 Individual Icons

In section 2.3.2.5 on South Indian dikpdlas, this type has been dis

cussed at length. It never, at least as far as the evidence goes, 

includes a vehicle. In the case of seated images, no complete set is 

known. In the case of the standing images, however, a group of nine 

separate images from the 9th century Amrtaghatesvara temple at 

Tirukkadaiyur/Tamilnadu could be regarded as a dikpala set with a 

few substituted members. In this case, a directional arrangement in 

the prdkara seems to be partly preserved.

It may be hypothesized that early, incomplete sets of astadik

pdlas were individually enshrined, as attested by the later evidence 

of the Rajarajesvara temple at Tanjavur of the early 11th century, 

where chapels for the dikpdlas were provided in the proper direc

tions. The absence of vehicles which has been observed in South 

India, could have been compensated by the presence of the respec

tive vehicles at grlva level as it occurs at Tanjavur. However, there 

is no evidence whatsoever of separate dikpala shrines before the 

time of the Rajarajesvara temple, which already postdates the period 

under discussion.

479 An additional group representation occurs at Barwasagar (see section 2.3.2.2), 

and at Lamba (see section 2.3.1.3), where friezes add to the depiction of dikpalas in 

wall niches. At Aihole, Huccappayya temple, a frieze on beams in the interior is com

bined with at least one dikpala image on the tower (sikhara). Another good example is 

the Papanatha temple, Pattadakal, where sets of four and eight dikpdlas are found on 

the exterior and interior (ceiling), respectively (ills. 8, 9).
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2.5 Iconography of the dikpalas

It has become apparent in the course of the foregoing chapters 

that the iconographic determining factors, of which attributes and 

vehicles are the most important ones, were subjected to a certain 

variation. While the variations sometimes appear to be individually 

conceived, general lines of development as well as substantial 

regional variations can be deduced from the available data.

The analysed images generally belong to the mode of single 

representation (see section 2.4.2), as in the case of group represen

tation the individual rendering of the deities is often less pro

nounced. An unusual lack of individual characteristics occurs on the 

Siva panel at Ellora 16 (figs. 280-282), where the dikpalas do not 

carry any attributes. This is also the case on ceiling panels. The 

crowded scenes and the small size of the deities often make an eval

uation very difficult in the case of group representation. The reason 

behind the less individualized treatment may lie in the absolute 

subordination of the gods to the centrally depicted main deity, 

implying lesser importance.

In the morphological analysis of the dikpalas. non-serial con

texts should be excluded. Generally, however, it becomes apparent 

that the visual concept of a particular deity does not change with the 

particular context. A good example is the god Kubera, who must 

have been popular outside of dikpdla contexts. The formula “seated 

without vehicle”, which is often applied in these cases, has some

times entered dikpdla contexts.480

For the tables, a selection of dikpdla images has been made. The 

most significant, “key” samples have been chosen, particularly in

cluding early evidence. They are generally taken from the same sets, 

if possible, so that the iconographic traits of the complete sets can 

be easily viewed together and compared with those of other sites. 

The last column “Company” has been omitted, for want of space, 

in the case of Agni. This aspect has been only considered in the 

discussion.

2.5.1 Indra (table XIV, see p. 96)

As with many of the dikpalas, the King of the gods, possesses one 

particular, largely indispensable attribute, his thunderbolt (vajra)481 

The thunderbolt appeared already in earlier, \KQ-dikpdla images of 

Indra (see section 2.1.5). Apparently, an Eastern Indian tradition 

omitted the vajra (e.g. fig. 234). However, images with vajra like

wise occur in this region at about the same time (fig. 311. 3rd figure 

from the right, vajra broken off). As with the main attributes of most 

of the other dikpalas,482 the vajra is generally carried in the right 

hand, but sometimes held in the left hand of the god.

Among the other attributes found with single representations of 

Indra, roundish fruits occur at Paharpur (fig. 234) and Gaya,483 here 

in substitution of the vajra, and probably at Alampur (fig. 64). 

The fruit as an attribute has not been mentioned in the early texts 

(tables IX-XI). As another variant, which exceptionally occurs in 

the earlier period, Indra carries a large elephant goad in his left 

hand on the ceiling relief at Pattadakal, Papanatha temple (fig. 55). 

It is not clear, whether he also wields his vajra here. The goad 

(ahkusa) has been mentioned along with the vajra and the lotus in 

the VdhP (3.50.4).

No alternative exists for Indra’s vehicle, the elephant, which 

bears the individual name Airavata and was often included in the 

sculptural and other representations. Among the examples selected 

for table XIV, it is missing in the Mundesvari image (fig. 39), which 

belongs to a Manu Lokapala group however, and in the South 

Indian image from Tirukkadaiyur (D. Thiagarajan 1989: pl. 105d). 

The omission is not surprising in the latter case, as the vehicles of 

the dikpalas were not yet introduced in the extreme south in the peri

od under discussion.

Among the various postures assumed by Indra, the riding pos

ture has been chosen significantly often, but not in the majority of 

cases. At Pipad (M.W. Meister 1991: pl. 326), this concept is par

ticularly remarkable, as no other deity rides its vehicle there (figs. 

124-128). The motivation to show Indra on the back of Airavata 

may have been to present an impressive picture of the mighty king 

of gods, who is so closely associated with his vehicle resembling a 

rain cloud. In the frontal rendering, the visual unity with his vehicle 

is particularly appealing (fig. 64). It is difficult to decide whether 

the similar concept on the much later Cidambaram gopuras (S.R. 

Balasubrahmanyam 1979: pl. 11) has developed from the earlier 

images.

Indra’s headdress, the broad cylindrical crown (kirita mukuta), 

occurs significantly often. It obviously represents a continuation of 

an early - Kusana- tradition (P. Pal 1979: figs. 1, 10, 14), to which 

the oblique third eye on the forehead of the god (ibid.-, cf. fig. 70) 

also belongs. However, both characteristics were not always shown 

together in one image.

As with the other directional guardians, no regular entourage 

other than the vehicle occurs in the case of Indra. The attendants 

found at Indor (fig. 152) must have been included because of the 

large size of the kapili (exterior wall of the vestibule) niche. They 

are, in this case, male and female, while two male attendants are 

depicted as Tsana’s entourage on the same temple and placed in the 

corresponding, spacious niche (fig. 159).

2.5.2 Agni (table XV, see p. 97)

In the case of the Fire God Agni, the survival of a visual concept dat

ing from the Kusana period is particularly obvious (cf. section 

2.1.5).484 It includes the attributes rosary and waterpot as well as 

the stiff, hieratic posture of the deity who is encircled by flames485

480 G. Bhattacharya (1996) discusses Kubera in his recurring association with 

LaksmI and Ganesa. A similar squatting posture, which emphasizes the big belly, and 

the absence of a vehicle (cf. fig. 199) occur in early sculptures, in which Kubera does 

not yet play the role of the Guardian of the north (figs. 124, 182,198), but sometimes 

also in later images, where the other members of the dikpdla group are provided with 

vehicles (fig. 306, top row left image; Trivedi 1990: pl. 100, Kubera at Keldhar/ 

Madhya Pradesh).

481 For a classification of vajra shapes see A. Banerji (1981: figs. 1-6; 1993: figs. 

XV-XXI). However, the study does not reveal any particular lines of typological devel

opment. Regarding the vajras in images of the dikpala Indra, these are often damaged, 

and the remaining ones show considerable, almost individual differences.

482 Among the cases in which each dikpdla clearly has one main attribute, Nairrta 

stands out, for he always carries his attribute, the sword, in the right hand. Here, it may 

be understood that the sword was a common weapon, which had to be wielded in the 

right hand. Interpreting this evidence, all other weapons (e.g. noose, club) must have 

been regarded as purely symbolic devices, so that the necessity of showing them in the 

right hand was not felt.

483 This c. 7th century-relief comes from an unknown context (B. Sahai 1975: 

fig. 2). It depicts Indra seated in daksinapralambapada (with the right leg pendent) 

on a throne, which is supported by two elephants, and carrying a fruit in his right hand, 

which is held in the wish-bestowing gesture.

484 The concept of the image most probably can be traced back to “the early tra

dition of two-armed Yaksha statues” (R.C. Agrawala 1965: 151), which is supported 

by the recent discovery of a huge “yaksa” Agni from Bharna Kalan (Srinivasan 1990: 

figs. 3A and B).

485 Flames emerging from the body are not restricted to the god Agni, but occa

sionally appear with other deities as well. A rare image of Karttikeya with flames 

behind his head has been published by R.C. Agrawala 1968: fig.l.
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Table XIV - Iconographic Chart of Indra

Site Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, Bala 

Brahma (fig. 64)

vajra (bolt) r. 

flower or fruit 1.

elephant riding

(shown frontally)

cylindrical 

crown

-

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 70)

vajra r. 

rosary? 1.

elephant samapada 

(feet together)

conical crown -

Amrol,

Danebaba (fig. 96)

vajra 1. elephant seated in vama- 

pralambapada 

(left leg pendent) 

on the vehicle

cylindrical

crown

—

Badami, Cave 3, 

mandapa (fig. 15)

vajra r. elephant riding

(shown in profile)

conical crown two male 

attendants

Cittaudgadh, 

Kumbhasyama, 

exterior (fig. 115)

vajra r. elephant flexed posture, 

left hand on the 

left thigh

cylindrical 

crown

-

Indor (fig. 152) vajra r. elephant flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

? flanked by a male r. and 

a female 1. attendant

Mundesvari, 

cornerstone (fig. 39)

vajra 1. - squatting cylindrical 

crown

-

Osian, HH-1 (fig. 188) vajra r. elephant seated on the vehicle, 

right leg held by yogapatta, 

left hand on left knee

cylindrical 

crown

-

Osian, HH-2 (fig. 205) vajra r. elephant flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

- damaged - -

Paharpur (fig. 234) a fruit in 

each hand?

elephant samapada 

(feet together)

cylindrical

crown

-

Pipad

(Meister 1991: pl. 326)

vajra r.

(? indistinct)

elephant riding

(shown in profile)

- damaged - female consort 

sits behind the god

Tirukkadaiyur 

(Thiagarajan 1989: pl. 105d)

vajra r. - samapada slightly 

conical crown

-

Umri (fig. 162) vajra r. elephant squatting on the vehicle, 

left hand on left knee

cylindrical

crown

-

(figs. 7, 8). A popular Vedic concept, however, according to which 

Agni has three powers, three bodies and three tongues (e.g. RV 

III.20.2), may have been reflected in a unique piece of about the 

8th century, in which Agni actually appears three-headed (K. Deva/ 

S.D. Trivedi 1996: fig. 73). It belongs to a non-serial context. The 

peculiar shape of the image with a tenon at the underside and the 

missing vehicle make it improbable that it was part of a dikpdla set. 

A two-headed form of Agni (e.g. Harle 1963: pl. 143) became pop

ular in South India after the 1 Oth century and has therefore not been 

included here.

Agni’s right hand holding the rosary is generally raised, while 

his left hand carrying the waterpot is held in a lower, extended 

position. It has already been noted that the exceptional feature of 

holding the left hand supporting the pot at shoulder level is clear

ly concentrated in Eastern India.486 Interestingly, among the con

sulted texts (tables X-XI), this concept of Agni appears to be only 

secondary to the concept of the deity carrying a spear (sakti) or, in 

one case, a trident (trisuld). As far as we know, the trident does not 

appear in art. The spear occurs in later (10th-11th centuries) 

images in Orissa,487 and it also represents Agni as a pictogram on 

foundation stones (e.g. fig. 1). A standard occurs floating behind 

the god at Alampur (figs. 65, 71, 84), and a similar one is held by 

the deity at Cittaudgadh, Kalikamata (fig. 104), which might be 

regarded as symbolizing a smoke standard (dhumacihnct). This 

peculiar characteristic has been mentioned in connection with 

Agni’s chariot in the VdhP (3.56.2). A somewhat different, un

identifiable elongated object is carried by the god in the Kumb- 

hasyama temple at Cittaudgadh (fig. 116), and a floating arrow 

characterizes Agni at Satyavolu (fig. 88). For the unique occur

rence of bow and arrow, one literary prescription of these attrib

utes is known from a Jaina context.488 Except for the images from 

the extreme south (figs. 289, 291), the waterpot is never missing, 

while the rosary has been at least once substituted by another 

attribute which looks like a fruit (fig. 104). It may be regarded as 

a sign of impoverishment in the representation, when Agni appears 

with only one attribute, a lotus (?), in a c. 10th century image from 

an unknown context (fig. 315).

Among the examples chosen for table XV, there is no alterna

tive for the goat vehicle, which is rarely absent. The unique com

bination with a horse occurs in an early representation at Aihole 

(fig. 50). This vehicle (haya - horse) has been actually mentioned

486 The sites are: Mundesvari (fig. 38; Asher 1980: pl. 53), Paharpur (fig. 235), 

Benisagar (Donaldson 1985: fig. 598). Gallavalli (fig. 243). Mukhalihgam (Donald

son 1985: fig. 611).

487 E.g. an image from Bhubaneswar of the 11th century, which shows a two

armed Agni seated on his vehicle, holding a rosary in the right and a spear with a 

massive handle in his left (Catalogue London 1982: cat. no. 94).

488 R.P. Goswami (1979: 288) in this connection refers to the 15th century Jaina 

text Acaradinakara by Vardhamanasuri, although he is not aware of the existence of an 

image of Agni with the attributes bow and arrow. As the Ramalihgesvara temple at 

Satyavolu has no Jaina affiliation and its probable date is much earlier, this solitary' 

reference cannot be linked to that particular image. Perhaps, both pieces of evidence 

point to a common pool of ideas which were rarely and unsystematically expressed in 

the art media.
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Table XV - Iconographic Chart of Agni

Site Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Peculiarites

Alampur, 

Bala Brahma

(fig. 65)

rosary r.

waterpot 1.

floating standard 1.

- samapada 

(feet together)

flaming hair 

with ribbon

halo of flames behind 

the whole body, including 

the head; moustache

Alampur,

Svarga Brahma

(fig. 71)

rosary r.

waterpot 1.

floating standard 1.

— samapada flaming hair 

with diadem

halo of flames behind 

the whole body, including 

the head; moustache

Amrol, 

Danebaba (fig. 97)

rosary

(? damaged) r.

waterpot 1.

goat seated on the vehicle in 

daksindpralambapada 

(right leg pendent), 

with yogapatta

jatamukuta

(hair crown)

nimbus of flames arising 

from the shoulders; goatee

- head damaged -

Amrol, Rames- 

vara Mahadeva

(fig. 90)

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

goat seated on the vehicle in 

daksindpralambapada, 

with yogapatta

jatamukuta separate flames arising from 

head and shoulders; goatee

- head damaged -

Cittaudgadh, 

Kalikamata 

(fig. 104)

fruit? lower r. 

fan upper r. 

standard upper 1. 

waterpot lower 1.

goat samapada jatamukuta double-layered nimbus of 

flames arising from the shoulders;

goatee, moustache

Cittaudgadh, 

Kumbhasyama, 

exterior (fig. 116)

oblong object 1. goat flexed posture, 

left hand on the left thigh

jatamukuta small flames?

goatee, moustache

Dang (fig. 146) rosary? r.

waterpot

(? damaged) 1.

goat samapada jatamukuta separate flames arising 

from head and shoulders;

- head damaged -

Gallavalli (fig. 243) rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

goat samapada jatamukuta flames arising from the arms, 

shoulders, and from the goat; 

two separate fires above; beard

Indor (fig. 153) rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

goat samapada jatamukuta separate flames arising 

from head and shoulders; goatee

Mundesvarl, 

cornerstone (fig. 38)

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

- squatting simple 

hairstyle

flames arising from 

head and shoulders

Mundesvarl, 

niche figure (fig. 34)

rosary r.

waterpot 1.

— seated in vamapralambapada 

(left leg pendent) 

on a low throne

simple 

hairstyle

halo of flames behind 

the whole body

Osian, HH-1 

(fig. 189)

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

goat seated on the vehicle in 

daksindpralambapada, 

with yogapatta

jatamukuta halo of flames behind 

the whole body; goatee

- head damaged -

Osian, HH-2 

(fig- 206)

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

goat flexed posture jatamukuta flames arising from 

head and shoulders

Paharpur (fig. 235) rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

goat samapada jatamukuta flames behind the whole 

body, starting above the hip

Satyavolu (fig. 88) rosary (? damaged) r.

floating arrow r.

pitcher standing 

at the bottom r.

flaming bow 1.

samapada, 

with diadem

flaming hair 

with diadem

separate flames arising 

from the whole body and 

from the bow;

moustache?

Umri (fig. 163) rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

- seated on a lotus in 

daksindpralambapada

- damaged - faintly incised flames arising from 

head and shoulders - head damaged -

in the South Indian text Khild.dhikd.ra (15.16), which may point to a 

little known, distinct tradition.

A vehicle is missing at Alampur and Satyavolu in the south, at 

Mundesvarl, and, surprisingly, in a later image at Umri, where Agni 

thrones on a lotus (fig. 163). In two cases, an anthropomorphic vari

ant of the vehicle appears: at Lachchagir489 and at Naradakunda490 

(both in U.P.). Both are loose images and probably do not represent 

Agni in his capacity as a dikpala. The much mutilated image of 

monumental size from Sarnath/U.P. (fig. 314) could bear a similar

date as the one from Lachchagir, c. late 7th century. It forms another

489 The line drawing of the image published by R.C. Agrawala (1965: fig. 2) 

must have been prepared on the basis of the photograph in the first publication (S.C. 

Kala 1954: pl. VI). However, something seems to be concealed by the shadow in the 

background, probably the goat vehicle. The image has been assigned a date around 

700 a.D. If my identification of the attendant figure in the Lachchagir image as an 

anthropomorphic vehicle is correct, it resembles the well-known “Geddes panel” in the 

Cleveland Museum, assigned to c. 9th-10th centuries, on which a theriomorphic goat 

and two goat-headed humans occur side by side (J.Ph. Vogel 1933: pl. I).

490 Vogel 1933: pl. 2a. The goat-headed (damaged), pot-bellied attendant, prob

ably holding the same attributes as the god, stands on the proper right of Agni. As on 

the Lachchagir image, a human attendant is depicted on the opposite side. Both cases 

of anthropomorphic goat vehicles have been noted by P.K. Agrawala (1989-91: 7-8).
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rare example for the absence of Agni’s vehicle. Because of its large 

size, which is not suitable for a niche image, it can also hardly be 

regarded as a directional guardian. The two depicted birds, peacock 

(r.) and cock (1.), are positioned behind the two personages flanking 

Agni (probably representing his two sons)491 and are thus related to 

them. The right arm of the god, which is only partly preserved, 

hangs down, which is a rare feature.

The usual attributes of Agni, rosary and waterpot, give the deity 

the apppearance of a Brahmin priest. Some of the other common 

features, which stress this aspect, are the jatamukuta (crown of 

braided hair), the beard and the stiff, hieratic posture, which evokes 

an awe-inspiring presence of the god. Among the standing images, 

the hieratic samapada posture clearly prevails. The headdress 

jatamukuta typically occurs in the north, while in South India, the 

hair is always shown in the form of flames (figs. 56, 65,71, 88, 268, 

289, 291, 294). The earliest mention of “shining hair” (sociskesa-) 

is already in RV 1.45.6. A later, Ceylonese text Manjusrlbhdsita- 

Vdstuvidydsdstra 2.65a also describes this form of Agni (sikhaj- 

valam).

As most of Agni’s features were determined to a considerable 

degree by tradition, the artistic freedom was restricted to a few 

details of the representation. The flames behind the deity which are 

rarely missing, provided a good opportunity for individual varia

tion. This explains the surprising range of non-schematic versions 

for the flames, which sometimes assume the form of a halo, but 

often vary in shape and size. The flames have a visual counterpart 

in the frequently occurring goatee, an effect, which is obviously 

intended. On the other hand, however, Agni’s beard, which may 

also be substituted by a moustache, is a sign of his priesthood and 

his role as a mediator between the humans and the gods. This aspect 

dates back to the Vedic times.

A feature which points to the ascetic aspect of Agni is the yoga- 

patta, a ribbon used for keeping the legs in a fixed position during 

meditation. It is depicted in the images at Amrol, Danebaba temple 

(fig. 97), and Osian, HH-1 (fig. 189), which can both be dated 

c. middle of the 8th century.

2.5.3 Yama (table XVI, see p. 99)

The main determinants, attribute and vehicle, of Yama’s images 

show extremely little variation. In most cases, a few individual 

details in the rendering betray the wish to create a powerful, indi

vidually conceived image of the mighty God of Death. One of 

the earliest images, dating not much later than the middle of the 

7th century, has an unusually intricate layout. In this image from the 

Bala Brahma temple at Alampur (fig. 66), Yama’s record-keeper - 

Citragupta as well as two palms are depicted in the background, 

which lend the panel a partly narrative aspect. The depiction of 

Citragupta is locally restricted to the neighbouring sites Alampur 

and Kudaveli492 (figs. 66, 72, 80, 85). These images are chronolog

ically not far apart.

No alternative occurs to Yama’s staff or sceptre, which is only 

rarely supplemented by other attributes. The staff is mostly carried 

in his right hand, while the mode of holding it in the left is largely 

restricted to the early phase in Central India (figs. 9, lower row; 41), 

with stray cases at Osian, HH-1 (fig. 190), and Bhubaneswar 

(fig. 42). The staff is typically, but not always, topped by a human 

head, which was, after about 750 A.D., substituted by a skull. Unfor

tunately, the respective portion rarely survives.

An additional attribute, the noose, is mentioned in some of the 

early texts, viz. MtP and HayPa (see tables X-XI). It may have been 

understood as a device to seize the souls of the departing persons. 

Interestingly, the noose occurs only in Orissa, mostly as an addi

tional attribute (figs. 242,251), but in a singular case also as the only 

attribute (fig. 260).493 Sword and shield, mentioned together in the 

VdhP (ibid.), have not been portrayed in art.

Yama’s awe-inspiring vehicle is the water buffalo, which al

ways accompanies him in astadikpala representations. The mighty 

dark-coloured buffalo represents Yama’s qualities to such a 

degree494 that it can be regarded as an indispensable part of his 

image. Only in one case, at Indor (fig. 154), the identification of the 

associated animal as a buffalo is doubtful, but the shape of the vehi

cle is only roughly executed. It has a bear-like appearance and 

resembles Nairrta’s vehicle on the same temple (fig. 155).

Yama’s posture varies. He is found seated in various positions 

and also riding his vehicle. However, no image is known to us in 

which he stands in the hieratic posture samapada, a fact, which is 

quite remarkable.

A considerable variation occurs in the headdress of the god. 

The cylindrical crown, which appears on relatively early images 

(figs. 25, 66, 72), causes a certain resemblance with Indra. In the 

first example, Yama is portrayed as throning in the “European fash

ion” with legs kept apart and pendent, which illustrates his royal 

character. A large nimbus has been added. In North and Central 

India, the demonic hairstyle urdhvakesa (hair standing on end) has 

been mostly chosen for Yama, in order to emphasize his fierce 

nature.

As a last point to be discussed, there appears another locally and 

temporally restricted element in the image: a little bird perched 

at the feet of Yama, which occurs at two Central Indian sites, Dang 

and Indor, and one Western Indian site, Osian (figs. 147,154,190). 

All these temples date to about 750 a.d. A similar bird is found 

perching on Yama’s attribute, the lotus, on an image at Cittaudgadh 

(fig. 105),495 and as the only attribute of the god at Bhavanipur 

(C.P. Atherton 1997: pl. 111). At least in the former two cases, the 

bird-motif is clearly connected with an episode mentioned in MtP 

11.11-17, in which Surya gives his son Yama a cock (krkavaku) for 

removing the pus from his foot, which was injured as a result of a 

punishment by his mother.

2.5.4 Nairrta (table XVII, see p. 100)

The name of the fierce guardian of the south-west refers to a female 

deity mentioned in early texts, i.e. Nirrti, the ancient goddess of 

destruction and decay. However, the dikpala called variously Nirrti 

or Nairrta always appears as a male in art as well as in the corre-

491 P.K. Agrawala 1994: ill. 83.

492 At Kudaveli (fig. 85), the small male figure floating in the background on a 

separate socle strangely holds a flywhisk in his right hand. The object in his left hand 

cannot be identified. At Alampur, Citragupta carries a pen (figs. 66,72) or a manuscript 

(fig. 80).

493 The reason for the substitution of the staff by the noose may probably lie in a 

convergence of the concepts of Yama and Varuna at the same temple (fig. 262). How

ever, another nearby representation of Yama only holds the staff (fig. 259).

494 Cf. L. van den Bosch 1982: 45-48. The author refers to the dangerous aspect 

of buffaloes, which still adheres to domesticated animals, and explains it as follows: 

“tame buffaloes often have wild blood, because wild bulls frequently mate with tame 

cows.”

495 Similarly, a skull cup surmounted by a bird is held in Yama’s left hand in a 

loose image of about the 9th century, also from Rajasthan (Catalogue London 1982: 

cat. no. 93).
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Table XVI - Iconographic Chart of Yama

Site Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, 

Bala Brahma (fig. 66)

staff r. buffalo riding cylindrical crown male attendant (Citragupta) 

in the background 1.

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 72)

staff r. buffalo squatting on the vehicle cylindrical crown male attendant (Citragupta) 

in the background 1.

Alampur, Visva 

Brahma (fig. 80)

staff 1. buffalo squatting on the vehicle slightly conical crown male attendant (Citragupta) 

in the background r.

Amrol, Ramesvara 

Mahadeva (fig. 91)

staff 1. buffalo squatting on the vehicle - damaged - -

Bhumara (fig. 25) fruit? r. 

staff 1.

- seated in the “European 

fashion” on a tilted throne

cylindrical crown two female attendants 

(fly whisk-bearers)

Cittaudgadh,

Kalikamata (fig. 105)

staff r.

lotus with bird 1.

buffalo flexed posture urdhvakesa

(hair standing on end)

-

Cittaudgadh, Kumbhas- 

yama, exterior (fig. 120)

staff r. buffalo flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

conical crown -

Dang (fig. 147) staff r. buffalo flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

urdhvakesa perching bird r.

Indor (fig. 154) staff r. buffalo (? unusual 

appearance)

slightly flexed posture, 

left hand on the left thigh

simple hairstyle with 

skull diadem

pecking bird r.

Mundesvari, 

cornerstone (fig. 41)

fruit? r. 

staff 1.

- squatting urdhvakesa -

Osian, HH-1 (fig. 190) staff 1. buffalo squatting on the vehicle urdhvakesa perching bird, centre

Osian, HH-2 (fig. 207) staff r. buffalo flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

diadem -

Satyavolu 

(Divakaran 1971: fig. 43)

staff r. buffalo riding slightly conical crown female figure in the back

ground 1. right side damaged

Umri (fig. 164) staff r. buffalo seated on the vehicle in 

daksindpralambapdda 

(right leg pendent)

urdhvakesa —

spending texts.496 In the male version, he is known as the king of 

raksasas, a particular class of demons. Rarely, the guardian of the 

south-west has been referred to as the god Virupaksa, with Nirrti as 

his consort (VdhP 3.57.1-3). This demonstrates a lingering ambigu

ity in Nairrta’s identity with regard to his relationship with the god

dess Nirrti. Among the images of Nairrta, the greatest degree of 

variation concerns the vehicle. This association with different 

vehicles is also expressed in the texts (tables X-XI).

The indispensable weapon of Nairrta is the sword, which is 

ubiquitous, and which is most frequently497 mentioned in the texts. 

The sword is always held in the right hand, which tells of a “rea

listic” conception of a common weapon. The defensive shield is, 

however, generally absent. Only two images of those chosen for 

table XVII depict the deity with more than one attribute. Those out

standing images belong to Indor (fig. 155) and Gallavalli (fig. 244). 

In the first case, a noose498 appears in the left hand, while in the 

second case, a severed human head is carried by the god, as at 

Ganeswarpur in the same region (figs. 252, 261). The noose is rem

iniscent of the iron bonds of the goddess Nirrti (SB VII.2.1.10), who 

also holds a noose according to VdhP 3.57.3. It never gained any 

popularity as Nairrta’s attribute. The severed head, however, which 

clearly testifies to the fierce nature of the deity, was introduced in 

Orissa as well as in Northern and Central India during the following 

period.499

The image at Osian, Harihara temple 2, is unusual insofar as 

Nairrta leans on the sword which rests on the ground. The left hand 

is also held in an exceptional position and gesture in front of the 

breast. However, the visual concept of the dikpalas in the narrow 

niches of the west-oriented temples at Osian must have been regard

ed as particularly apt for variation.500

Nairrta’s vehicles mostly appear in human shapes, but animal 

vehicles likewise occur. Strangely, in the latter case, it is sometimes 

not clear if the same animal was intended to be portrayed, or 

whether a certain degree of variation occurred among the theri- 

omorphic category. The anthropomorphic vehicle is generally de

picted as a simple male figure in various attitudes, adoration (fig. 

106, 118), reclining (fig. 196), or appearing in a curious “four

legged” posture (figs. 203, 216). It is uniquely represented as an 

armed warrior at Gallavalli (fig. 244); however, this variant form of

496 Even in the context of directional guardianship, the feminine gender is implied 

in a few texts (table VI: MSS, last column - intermediate directions; table XI: 

Yogayatra).

497 When the guardian of the south-west is called Virupaksa, his concept seems to 

be somewhat different, as he is once described carrying a staff (clandcr, VdhP 3.57.1-2).

498 It should be noted that in this case, the noose only consists of a loop and has no 

knot as in the case of the associated, neighbouring Varuna (fig. 156).

499 E.g. an image from Suhania/M.P., c. 11th century, published in ADGSAR 

1937-38: pl. Xb. The deity carries a shield in his upper left hand.

500 Another case of a unique concept of a dikpala in such a position is the image 

of Varuna on the Visnu temple 1 at Osian (fig. 222). Here, the god is portrayed as stand

ing on a pitcher.
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Table XVII - Iconographic Chart of Nairrta

Site Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 73)

sword r. human skeleton riding

(shown frontally)

open curls of 

hair or cap

-

Cittaudgadh,

Kalikamata (fig. 106)

sword r. anthropomorph flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

large, helmet

like crown

female 

attendant

Cittaudgadh, 

Kumbhasyama, 

exterior (fig. 118)

sword r. anthropomorph flexed posture, 

left hand on the 

left thigh

crown

(later added)

-

Dang (fig. 148) sword r. unspecified four

legged animal

flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

urdhvakesa

(hair standing on end)

-

Gallavalli

(fig. 244)

sword r.

severed head 1.

warrior

(corpse)

samapdda 

(feet together)

conical crown standing 

warrior r.

Indor (fig. 155) sword r.

noose 1.

unspecified four

legged animal

flexed posture urdhvakesa -

Osian, HH-1 

(fig. 191)

sword r. unspecified four

legged animal

seated on the vehicle in 

daksinapralambapdda 

(right leg pendent)

urdhvakesa -

Osian, HH-2 

(fig. 208)

sword r. man

(corpse?)

standing, right leg flexed, 

left hand in front of breast

urdhvakesa -

Umri (fig. 165) sword r. boar seated on the vehicle 

in daksinapralambapdda

simple hairstyle

(damaged)

-

an anthropomorphic vehicle is not unusual in Orissa.501 The singu

lar version of an emaciated man or skeleton is found at the rather 

early - late 7th century - site Alampur (figs. 73, 83).

The male figure should be regarded as the anthropomorphic 

rztzra,502 a creature, which has been mentioned in a number of texts 

(table X). It clearly has a supernatural, demonic aspect, which is 

probably alluded to in art by the way the male figure is sometimes 

peeping towards the onlooker from behind. However, it can be 

regarded as a corpse (srzvrz)503 in those cases where it is shown 

reclining as at Gallavalli (fig. 244). Nairrta’s vehicle is explicitly 

described as a corpse in the South Indian text Uttar akamikdgama 

(cited after Goswami 1979: 129), which does not belong to the cat

egory of early texts considered here. A reclining corpse would actu

ally not be suitable as an active carrier of Nairrta. This is probably 

the reason why it was rarely depicted. However, it is possible that 

the anthropomorphic vehicle has to be regarded as a corpse (sava) 

or ghost (jyreta) “in action” in some cases, and these are a befitting 

companion for the frightening god of destruction and decay. At 

Alampur (see above, figs. 73, 83), the emaciated body of the stand

ing figure carrying Nairrta may point in this direction.

The theriomorphic category of vehicles is largely restricted to 

Central India and early Osian (figs. 148,155,191). Here, in the 8th 

century sculptures, it is generally difficult to identify the animal, 

while in the 9th century, Nairrta’s companion is clearly a boar (fig. 

165).504 The specimens classified in table XVII as “unspecified 

four-legged animal” resemble a dog, a jackal, a bear or even a lion. 

For the bear (rksa), there is literary evidence in the Hayasvrsapan- 

caratra (table XI). The lion appears with a seated image from 

Haryana,505 the doubtful image of Nairrta at Cittaudgadh, Kumb- 

hasyama temple (fig. 113) and in a much later, south Indian instance 

at Tirupati/A.P. (K.V. Raman 1985: pl. 234, first of the group on 

the right side). The somewhat related animal tiger is referred to only 

in South Indian texts.506 In the Indian mainstream tradition, the 

dog is an emblem which belongs to the sphere of fierce deities. 

However, the association of a dog or jackal with Nairrta occurs 

only at Osian, Harihara temple 1 (fig. 191). In AgP 96.28, the 

donkey (khara) is mentioned as Nairrta’s vehicle. This variant of 

the theriomorphic vehicle seems to have an isolated occurrence at 

Aralaguppe in South India (fig. 136).

The stances of Nairrta vary in such a way that no particular rule 

seems to have been followed. Regarding the headdress, a predilec

tion for open, upraised curls {urdhvakesa) can be observed in North 

India. This coiffure characterizes the deity as demonic and poten

tially dangerous. The facial features normally do not follow this 

characterization, with one exception at Keldhar in Central India, 

where Nairrta has a grotesque face with bulging eyes and a beard 

(R.D. Trivedi 1990: pl. 103). Massive helmet-like crowns are some

times worn by Nairrta and the doubtful image at Cittaudgadh (figs. 

106, 113). In South India, the deity has been portrayed with the usu

al conical crown {e.g. Soundara Rajan 1986: pl. 447, left side).

No particularly noteworthy companion can be reported of 

Nairrta, except for the standing warrior at Gallavalli, which almost 

duplicates the vehicle of the deity (fig. 244). Like the latter, he wears 

the urdhvakesa coiffure.

501 Regarding early images of the fierce goddess Camunda, the peculiar charac

terization of the vehicle has been described by Donaldson (1991: 123): “A dagger is 

often worn at the hip, while the coiffure is frequently dishevelled to suggest that the 

corpse is a warrior or asura (demon).”

502 This translation of the term, which also denotes simply “man”, is contained in 

standard dictionaries. E. Raven (1988) has discussed in detail the role of the naras as 

servants of the dikpala Kubera (of. below).

503 On the sava-vahana as the “corpse-vehicle” of the goddess, see T.E. 

Donaldson (1991).

50* Other examples occur at Keldhar (Trivedi 1990: pl. 103) and Markhera 

(communicated by Prof. Dr. A.J. Gail), both assigned to the early and to the late 9th 

century, respectively.

505 C. Singh (1996: fig. 4). This image, seated on a lotus above a reclining lion, 

holds sword (r.) and noose (1.), with its noose as well as some other aspects bearing 

some similarity with the standing image at Indore (fig. 155), the vehicle of which may 

as well be a lion.

506 The expression sardula occurring in the Khiladhikdra (15.24) and the 

Kriyadhikara (5.146), however, has a variable meaning including tiger, panther, leop

ard, and the fabulous creature Sarabha.
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Table XVIII - Iconographic Chart of Varuna

Site Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, 

Bala Brahma (fig. 67)

noose r.

conch 1. (feet together)

samapada

(hair crown)

jatamukuta -

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 73)

noose r. 

conch? 1.

- samapada conical crown -

Badami, Cave 3, 

mandapa (fig. 17)

noose r.

floating trident r.

bowl with gems? 1.

makara (mythical 

aquatic animal)

seated on the vehicle conical crown —

Cittaudgadh,

Kalikamata (fig. 107)

noose? r. 

lotus 1.

makara flexed posture - damaged - -

Cittaudgadh, 

Kumbhasyama, 

exterior (fig. 119)

noose? r. makara flexed posture, 

left hand extended 

towards the vehicle

conical crown —

Dang (fig. 150) noose r. goose flexed posture, left hand 

on the left thigh

urdhvakesa

(hair standing on end)

-

Gallavalli (fig. 245) waterpot? r. 

noose 1.

makara samapada conical crown female figure in the 

background r.

Indor (fig. 156) fruit r.

noose 1.

goose flexed posture cylindrical crown -

Osian, HH-1 (fig. 192) noose r.

fruit? 1.

goose seated on the vehicle in 

daksinapralambapada 

(right leg pendent)

jatamukuta —

Osian, HH-2 (fig. 209) noose r. makara slightly flexed posture, left 

hand resting on the hip

cylindrical crown -

Umri (fig. 166) noose (? damaged) r. makara seated above the vehicle 

in daksinapralambapada

urdhvakesa -

2.5.5 Varuna (table XVIII)

Varuna, the God of the Waters, like Indra carries his ancient Vedic 

attribute, in this case the noose (pasaj. With a rare, early exception, 

which supplies him with a lotus (fig. 12), this is his unmistakable 

sign.

The noose was the god’s instrument to bind sinners. In AV 

IV.16.6, Varuna’s nooses are described as an intricate system of 

slings: “seven by seven, [they] stand triply relaxed, shining.” In later 

texts, the noose has often been characterized as consisting of ser

pents (pagapasa), but in art, this feature only rarely occurs.507 Some 

peculiarities in the representation of the noose should be mentioned 

here. An early ceiling panel from the region of present-day Kar

nataka (M. Bussagli/C. Sivaramamurti n.d.: fig. 216) interesting

ly shows the noose floating in the background behind Varuna’s right 

arm. In the right hand, he carries a bunch of jewels. That is proba

bly because the ocean has been regarded as a source of jewels. The 

god’s left hand is empty. In another instance in the same region, 

there seems to be a trident floating behind Varuna’s right arm, but 

it is rather faintly incised (fig. 17). The trident would be unique as 

an attribute, recalling the ancient Greek and Roman deity (Poseidon/ 

Neptune) presiding over the ocean.

A general distinction can be made regarding the shape of the 

noose. Either, the noose has been conceived as a stiff, staff-like 

object with a handle or as a rather realistically conceived lasso, 

which, however, with its upward extension counteracts gravity. 

One completely realistic portrayal of the noose comes from the 

Rajarajesvara temple, Tanjavur (fig. 295). Here, it is not puffed up 

as usual. In the 8th century in Centra] India, the mode of represen

tation was also realistic, in that the loop portion of the noose started 

just above the hand of the god (e.g. figs. 156, 316). The stiff version 

(“staff type”) typically occurs in Rajasthan. Early examples exist 

from the late 7th/early 8th centuries at Cittaudgadh (figs. 107,119) 

and Bithu (Meister 1982: fig. 8). Further, it occurs at Osian 

(figs. 197, 203, 222), Khed (fig. 230), Jhalawar Museum (fig. 317) 

and at Markhera/M.P.508A singular, very early example is depicted 

on the lintel from Pawaya in Central India, c. 400 a.d. (fig. 9). The 

“staff type” is not a homogeneous one. There are still - almost 

individual - differences concerning the “handle” and the upper 

part of the attribute, which sometimes takes the shape of a carpet

beater.

Apart from the noose, there are a few objects which clearly 

underlay regional predilections. At Badami (fig. 17) and on the 

loose panel from Karnataka, probably jewels are being carried by 

Varuna, while he holds a conch in the left hand on the Alampur 

panels (figs. 67, 74). In Central India (figs. 156, 316) and at Osian 

(fig. 192), a globular fruit is the complementary item, at least in the 

8th century images. This fruit obviously attracts the attention of the 

goose vehicle.

The waterpot as an attribute is not regionally restricted, occur

ring at Gallavalli (fig. 245) and in the image at the Jhalawar Muse

um (fig. 317). A vessel filled with jewels (ratnapatra) is actually

507 On two Eastern Indian reliefs, Varuna holds a serpent (fig. 240; Bhat- 

tacharya 1993: fig. 3, fourth from the left). An image in the Orissa State Museum from 

Birarmacandrapur-sasana, c. 14-15th centuries, shows the noose represented by a 

snake, wound like a rope (Donaldson 1987: fig. 3042). The image is remarkable for 

the rare goose vehicle and has so far been wrongly identified as Karttikeya. For 

“nagapasa” and related terms see the linguistic study by M.B. Emeneau (1960).

508 Communicated by Prof. Dr. A.J. Gail; the date is c. 9th century.
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described among the four attributes for Varuna mentioned in the 

VdhP (III.52.5; table X). The club (gada) however, which twice 

occurs in the texts, and which was used as a weapon in combination 

with the noose, is not found in art.

Only recently, it has been recognized that Varuna’s vehicle in 

art is not always the mythical aquatic creature makara, but that the 

deity has also been portrayed with a goose, hamsa (van Kooij 

1985). The goose has been mentioned as the vehicle in the VdhP 

(III.52.1), the BrS (58.57), and in the Nat (III.64). It is a remarkable 

fact that this probably earliest injunction was applied in art in 

Central India (figs. 99, 150, 156, 192, 316) and in the Mathura 

region (fig. 177), at the related Western Indian site Osian (fig. 192), 

at Dev Barunarak in Eastern India (Asher 1980: pl. 125) and at 

Bhubaneswar in Orissa (fig. 42). This convention, which is already 

traceable in a pxe-dikpdla context at Deogadh in the 6th century 

(fig. 3),509 in some of the mentioned regions seems to have ceased 

in the 9th century. A much later (c. 14—15th centuries) Orissan image 

raises the question about an actual survival of the early conven

tion.510 All other images generally have the makara as a vehicle. 

A unique support for Varuna exists at Osian, Visnu temple 1 (fig. 

222). There, the god stands with his feet on a spilling jar, which 

could be regarded as a symbol of the ocean.511 Exceptionally, at 

Osian (figs. 209, 221), Varuna appears without any vehicle. As in 

the just mentioned instance of the jar, the niche is particularly nar

row. At Alampur, the god likewise stands without a vehicle (figs. 

67, 74), but in this case, some other deities also lack their carriers. 

In an early (late-7th century) frieze at Palari (fig. 89), Varuna rides 

an aquatic creature (jalebha - “water-elephant”) consisting of the 

forepart of an elephant and the hindquarters of a makara. Another 

early, 6th-century piece from the ruined Jethani temple at Tala in 

the same region, Daksina Kosala, shows a unique version of Varuna 

with two makaras in front of the god’s breast, with their jaws 

open.512

The postures of Varuna vary. No particular tendency can be 

recognized.

There is also no general predilection for a special headdress of 

Varuna. Such different characteristics as the demonic hairstyle 

urdhvakesa and the royal cylindrical crown have even been chosen 

on temples, which are not far apart geographically as well as chron

ologically (Dang and Indor, figs. 150-156).

2.5.6 Vayu (table XIX, see p. 103)

In the case of the Wind God Vayu, some interesting observations on 

different iconographic conventions can be made. Most remarkable 

is the fact that an early convention in the portrayal of Vayu 

(fig. 318), with the billowing cloth or garment in his hands, has 

survived side by side with another concept, at first clearly South 

Indian, which assigns the flag or standard to this deity. In an often 

cited description of Vayu contained in the VdhP (3.58.3), the god 

is described with a gaping mouth and dishevelled hair. The inflated 

cloth or garment, which he holds with his two hands, is here referred 

to as vdyu-dpuritavastra (3.58.1-2). The Wind God Oado, portrayed 

as running with a billowing cloth floating behind and with open 

mouth and hair, frequently occurs on Kusana coins (e.g. Tanabe 

1990: figs. 4, 5, 17). As demonstrated by Tanabe, this image has 

been originally created on the basis of mainly Hellenistic models. 

He has also shown that a simplified representation of the cloth 

forming an arch above the deity must be a later Kusana development 

(ibid.: 62; fig. 19). In the above-mentioned c. 2nd-3rd century- 

Gandhara relief, in which the Wind God has a somewhat dynamic, 

but not running posture (fig. 318), the realistically conceived bil

lowing cloth is still reminiscent of the Greek prototype.

When it comes to the representation of the dikpala Vayu, the 

arch-like, not the three-dimensional, version of the cloth has gener

ally been chosen. With rare exceptions,513 it is so much stylized that 

wind as a natural phenomenon remains an abstract idea. The run

ning movement and the dishevelled hair, which once supported the 

impression of wind, has been abandoned in later art. Even in the 

conception of Vayu riding his vehicle, where movement could have 

been indicated (figs. 193, 320), the representation was strictly styl

ized and therefore rather stiff. A rather realistic treatment of the 

billowing cloth can be found in the early 6th century image at 

Deogadh (fig. 3, extreme right), which is a pre-dikpala context (see 

section 2.1.3). Although Vayu is shown in a flying attitude here, 

both the cloth and the neatly arranged open hair remain completely 

unaffected by the breeze.

As a general rule, it can be stated that the “cloth type” of Vayu 

is North Indian and the “flag type” South Indian,514 however includ

ing Orissa. The second type was later introduced in North India, 

where it seems to have gradually superseded the former. This 

process probably started in the late 9th century. The “cloth type”, 

however, survived. One of its latest examples has been sculpted on 

the legs of the Yajna Varaha at Khajuraho, c. middle of the 10th 

century (D. Desai 1996: 69). On the other hand, two cases of oc

currence of the “cloth type” can be observed in Southern India. The 

earlier one at Alampur is particularly important, as it represents a 

rare combination of the cloth and the flag (figs. 68, 75).515 The 

second occurrence of the “cloth type” in the south is found at 

Bikkavolu in north-eastern Andhra Pradesh (fig. 284).

509 A loose image of a seated Varuna from Madhya Pradesh (fig. 316) has been 

assigned to the 6th century by van Kooij (1985: fig. 10). The representation is so close

ly related to the one at Indor (fig. 156) that it cannot be regarded as chronologically far 

apart from the latter. In the loose image, the deity holds a similar noose in the left hand, 

and the right also has a fruit, which attracts the attention of the goose. Both images are 

carved in relatively low relief. The face is particularly flatfish in the loose image, but, 

along with the simple, somewhat clumsy shapes, this feature seems to belong to the 

“rustic”, provincial character of the image, which could belong to the 8th century as well.

510 The image of Varuna on hamsa from Birarmacandrapur-sasana is kept in the 

Orissa State Museum, c. 14- 15th centuries (Donaldson 1987: fig. 3042).

511 The horizontally placed jar could refer to the celestial ocean with which 

Varuna is accociated in RV 5.85.3 (Cf. G.V. Vajracharya 1999: 55-56).

512 L.S. Nigam 2000: pl. 21; see p. 52. Varuna wears a kind of turban and a broad, 

ornate necklace. In the largely damaged panel he is accompanied by a female figure and 

a male figure in anjali (worshipping gesture). L.S. Rao (2000) in the same volume 

regards a singular large-sized standing multi-faced figure as a form of Varuna in his 

capacity as a lord of magic (L.S. Nigam 2000: pls. 33-38), which is, for want of any 

parallel evidence, not very likely.

513 A somewhat more realistic rendering of the inflated cloth - in a lower position 

- has prevailed in present-day Rajasthan: e.g. at Cittaudgadh (fig. 106), at Osian, 

Harihara temples 1 and 2 (figs. 193, 210) and at Abaneri (B. Sahai 1975: fig. 8). In 

another rare exception, Vayu is shown seated on a leaping antelope, the cloth billow

ing naturally in the wind. This lively image belongs to the Manu Lokapala frieze at 

Lamba/Rajasthan, of about the middle of the 8th century (Dhaky 1966: fig. 4).

514 Here, Palari in southern Madhya Pradesh (Daksina Kosala), forms an excep

tion. The late 7th century-frieze of dikpalas includes the flag type of Vayu (fig. 89, 

extreme left).

515 It seems as if the artist has consciously blended the two traditions. Aestheti

cally, the combination of both attributes in two hands looks awkward and is hardly sat

isfactory. After Alampur, which belongs to the late 7th century, a similar phenomenon 

of about the middle of the 9th century (Osian, Visnu temple 2) most probably marked 

the beginning of the introduction of the flag in North India. An interesting contempo

raneous case of intermingling both attributes can be seen in the same region, e.g. in the 

Jhalawar Museum image (fig. 319). Here, the cloth, floating behind the head as is usual 

in the region, is wound round a staff held in the god’s left hand, as if alluding to the 

flag-
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Table XIX - Iconographic Chart of Vayu

Site Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, 

Bala Brahma (fig. 68)

inflated cloth held in 

both hands plus flag 1.

- samapada 

(feet together)

slightly conical crown -

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 75)

inflated cloth held in 

both hands plus flag r.

- samapada slightly conical crown

Amrol,

Danebaba (fig. 93)

inflated cloth held 

in both hands

horse? seated in vama- 

pralambapada 

(left leg pendent)

- damaged -

Cittaudgadh,

Kalikamata (fig. 108)

inflated cloth held 

in both hands

antelope flexed posture, left 

hand on the left thigh

- damaged — small worshipper r.

Dang (fig. 149) inflated cloth held 

in both hands

horse 

(damaged)

samapada central hairknot -

Gallavalli (fig. 246) goad r. 

flag 1.

anthropomorphic 

vehicle? (head of a goat?)

slightly flexed conical crown -

Indor (fig. 157) inflated cloth held 

in both hands

horse flexed posture urdhvakesa

(hair standing on end)

Osian, HH-1 (fig. 193) inflated cloth held 

in both hands

antelope, which 

resembles a horse

riding urdhvakesa -

Osian, HH-2 (fig. 210) inflated cloth held 

in both hands

antelope flexed posture conical crown -

Paharpur (fig. 236) inflated cloth held 

in both hands

— samapada urdhvakesa male 1. and female 

r. attendants 

holding scarves

Tirunelveli 

(fig. 293)

flag r. lion seated on a throne in 

daksinapralambapada 

(right leg pendent)

conical crown —

Umri (fig. 167) inflated cloth held 

in both hands

antelope seated on the vehicle in 

daksinapralambapada

- damaged - -

The stylized billowing cloth in the course of time seems to have 

been misinterpreted by those who created the images. In one case of 

c. 9th century, the arched object above Vayu looks completely sol

id and obviously represents a serpent (in the process of sloughing?; 

Trivedi 1983: fig. 62).

While the billowing cloth ‘\ayu-dpuritavastra” is described 

only in the VdhP (see above), dhvaja (standard) or pataka (flag) is 

the common attribute for Vayu in the surveyed texts. In one 

instance, in the MtP, an elephant goad is also mentioned (table X). 

In the period under discussion, it was only employed in Orissan 

art, viz. at Gallavalli and Ganeswarpur (figs. 246, 254, 263), com

bined with the flag. A variant, a staff-and-cloth combination, which 

recalls the flag, can be observed on the Ihalawar Museum image 

(fig. 319).

Regarding Vayu’s vehicle, a horse was common in Central 

India during the 8th century. This has not been noted before, al

though K. Bhattacharya (1961: 142) has made some observations 

on this aspect.516 All other regions associated the Wind God with the 

antelope, which is also regularly mentioned in the texts. However, 

in two cases in Rajasthan, where Vayu is depicted riding his ante

lope (figs. 193, 320), the shape of the antelope is reminiscent of a 

horse. As the first example belongs to the Harihara temple 1 at 

Osian, which was obviously largely inspired by Central Indian 

models, it seems plausible that the visual model of a horse had to be 

adapted to the local tradition, which prescribed an antelope vehicle. 

The antelope appears earlier in Western India, e.g. at Cittaudgadh 

(fig. 108). The only surprising deviation in the vehicle occurs at 

Sesai in the early 10th century, where the associated makara points 

to the peculiar fact that Vayu must have been confused with Varuna

(fig. 181). Another singular version is known from Tirunelveli in the 

extreme south, in which case Vayu has a reclining lion (fig. 293).

Vayu’s posture and headdress have not been subjected to a par

ticular, wide-spread conception. There is also no regular companion 

to be observed. Only in one case, at Paharpur (fig. 236), a pair of 

attendants is present, who similarly hold pieces of cloth. Their 

attributes resembling nooses must have contributed to the earlier 

misinterpretation of the central deity as Yama.517

2.5.7 Kubera (table XX, see p. 104)

Kubera, the Lord of Riches, has sometimes been replaced by Soma 

as the guardian of the north (see below). The great number of images 

of this apparently very popular deity, which not necessarily always 

portray him in his capacity as a dikpala, provides a good basis for a 

study of the aesthetic concept of Kubera.

The iconic appearance of this deity with its numerous variations 

is rather difficult to comprehend. His different vehicles and supports 

or, alternatively, the absence of these devices, make Kubera the 

dikpala with the greatest variation. Concerning the attributes, there 

is one main type prevalent in North India. Besides, a few other,

516 He observes that on the Ahkor Vat temple/Cambodia (first half of the 12th 

century), Vayu appears with a horse, but he is unable to cite any parallel case from 

India.

517 The Paharpur Vayu has been correctly identified by de M allmann (1963: 133, 

n. 5) and Bhattacharya (1987: 64, and ns. 9, 10), who both refer to the earlier mis

interpretation as Yama.
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Table XX - Iconographic Chart of Kubera

Site Attributes Vehicle or Emblem Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, 

Bala Brahma (fig. 69)

club r.

sack 1.

- seated on a throne (?) in 

daksindpralambapada 

(right leg pendent)

large curly 

coiffure

-

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 76)

club r.

sack 1.

- seated on a throne in 

daksindpralambapada

slightly conical 

crown

-

Alampur, Visva 

Brahma (fig. 81)

club (? damaged) r.

- left side damaged -

- seated on a throne in 

daksindpralambapada

slightly conical 

crown

-

Amrol,

Danebaba (fig. 92)

purse 1. anthropomorphic 

vehicle? (head of a goat?)

slightly flexed, right hand 

resting on belly (damaged)

curly hairstyle

(damaged)

-

Badami, Cave 3, 

mandapa (fig. 18)

cup 1. goat or ram riding curly hairstyle 

with diadem

female r. and male 1. 

flying in erotic attitudes

Bhumara 

(figs. 26, 27)

lotus bud r. three large vessels besides 

and beneath the god

seated in the “European 

fashion” on a tilted throne

curly hairstyle 

with diadem

-

Cittaudgadh, 

Kumbhasyama, 

exterior (fig. 121)

club r. ? slightly flexed, left 

hand on the left thigh

conical

crown

—

Gallavalli (fig. 247) small vessel r.

club 1. (upside down)

tree with face? slightly flexed conical

crown

cup-bearing dwarf

Indor (fig. 158) fruit or cup? r. purse 1. anthropomorph flexed posture simple hairstyle -

Mundesvari (fig. 40) small vessel r. 

purse 1.

- squatting simple 

hairstyle

-

Osian, HH-1 

(fig. 194)

cup (? damaged) r. 

purse 1.

anthropomorph seated on the vehicle in 

daksindpralambapada

curly hairstyle -

Osian, HH-2 (fig. 211) cup r. long purse 1. anthropomorph slightly flexed large diadem -

Umri (fig. 168) fruit or cup? r. 

purse 1.

anthropomorph seated on the vehicle in 

daksindpralambapada

urdhvakesa (hair 

standing on end)

-

completely different concepts occur in the north. The situation in 

South India is less complex than in North India, with one type 

clearly dominating there.

In the “Northern” type, Kubera is conceived as holding a cup in 

his right hand and a purse in his left (e.g. figs. 40, 199, 321). The 

shapes of the cup and purse vary, presumably in accordance with 

local predilections, and the cup is sometimes held on the left. This 

“drinking type” of Kubera is always depicted seated. In a closely 

related type, the cup has been replaced by a fruit (F.M. Asher 1980: 

pl. 187). It is difficult to decide whether this is a parallel or a derived 

type, which might have developed due to a misinterpretation of the 

- often very small - cup. In the “Southern” type, Kubera is simply 

provided with a club (e.g. fig. 63). However, this seemingly clear 

situation is somewhat obscured by the fact that, in a few cases, the 

club is held together with the purse in the north (e.g. figs. 2, 182, 

24())5!8 as well as in the south (figs. 69, 76). In this connection it is 

important to note that the studied texts unanimously mention the 

club as Kubera’s attribute (tables X-XI). Further, there are a few 

images of Kubera which show a rare attribute or a rare combination 

of attributes, e.g. only one lotus (fig. 26), or the cup and the club (fig. 

247). In a singular image at Naresar in Central India, Kubera is por

trayed holding a lotus bud in his right and a club (damaged) in his 

left (fig. 322).519 Uniquely, a warrior with a similar club represents 

the vehicle of the god. He is flanked by dwarves carrying the two 

main treasures of Kubera, i.e. the conch (sankha, r.) and the lotus 

(padma, 1.).

In the “Northern” type, one particular feature indicates that an 

old concept was consciously retained for several centuries. The 

small figure of a wine-waitress520 which appears by the side of the 

cup can be traced at least from the well-known 2nd century Pali 

Khera bowl support (Huntington 1985: ill. 8.39). It continued until 

the Kubera image in the dikpala frieze at Barwasagar, c. 900 a.d. 

(fig. 179). The female figure clearly fits into the concept according 

to which Kubera represents the enjoyment of rather worldly pleas

ures.

The more frequently southern “club type” also occurs at Cit

taudgadh and Auwa (C.P. Atherton 1997: pl. 56). On the exterior 

of the Kumbhasyama temple, the god carries a mighty club in his 

right hand as his only attribute (fig. 121). With a few other features 

suggesting southern connections at Cittaudgadh (see section 

2.3.1.3), some kind of influence or inspiration from the south may 

be assumed here. Finally, there are a few attributes which appear in 

the texts but play no role in art (tables X-XI), viz. the spear and the 

conch, in addition to the club, respectively.

Regarding the vehicle, there are again basically northern and 

southern tendencies. In the north, the mythical anthropomorphic 

being “nara” has usually been chosen, while in the south, the ram

518 See R.N. Misra 1981: figs. 8 (first figure from the right), 67. The attributes 

are not distributed in a uniform way. In two cases (fig. 2 and the former above), a big 

club is held in the left arm with a purse in that hand. In the second case (the latter above), 

a smaller club is held in the right and the purse in the left hand. These Kusana images, 

of course, predate the dikpala tradition.

519 The image is contained in the western bhadra niche of temple no. 17 (Trive- 

di 1990: 51-53). The head portion has been badly damaged recently, as can be inferred 

from the illustration of the still complete sculpture in Trivedi’s book (ibid.: pl. 7).

520 The female figure has been tentatively identified as the wine-goddess Varuni 

by G. Bhattacharya (1996: fig. 6).
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(mesa) generally appears as the carrier of the god. The ram was 

later, c. during the second half of the 9th century, introduced in 

the north as well, e.g. in the Barwasagar frieze of c. 900 a.d. 

(fig. 179), and at Osian (fig. 202). Actually, the vehicle nara is 

shared by Nairrta and Kubera (cf. tables X-XI), which are both 

characterized by a chthonic and an - at least potentially - fierce 

aspect. It is therefore significant to observe that the representation 

of Nairrta’s and Kubera’s vehicles converges in some cases. Thus, 

at Khed, Kubera’s man-vehicle (fig. 232) is shown crouching and 

peeping from behind much in the same manner as Nairrta’s anthro

pomorphic vehicle appears at Osian (e.g. fig. 216). At Umri (fig. 

168), it is shown reclining, which is usual in Orissan art521 and there 

it is also found accompanying Nairrta (see above). In these cases 

of convergence, Nairrta’s vehicle is clearly differentiated from 

Kubera’s.

There is also a number of images, in which, quite peculiarly, a 

vehicle has been omitted. Apart from Alampur (figs. 69, 76, 81), 

where vehicles are missing for a number of other dikpalas, too, 

this is particularly striking in a few cases at Osian (figs. 201, 219), 

where vehicles are otherwise present with hardly any exception. 

The platform separating the human vehicle from the god above at 

the same site is likewise noteworthy (e.g. fig. 211). Another variant 

shows Kubera instead of a vehicle associated with one or more 

pots symbolizing his treasures (e.g. fig. 321). The 6th century 

image at Bhumara (fig. 26) is the earliest of this kind from a dikpala- 

context. Later examples also occur in North- Central India, even 

in cases where the dikpalas are aligned in a frieze and all the 

others are accompanied by a vehicle (fig. 180, 3rd figure from the 

right).522

Another rather rare feature, the elephant as a carrier of Kubera, 

has a north-western distribution.523 Its date of introduction is c. 

second half of the 10th century. It does not appear on the temples 

under survey.

The seated posture can be regarded as particularly characteris

tic of Kubera. Thus, Kubera is sometimes shown seated, even when 

the other dikpalas appear standing, as at Alampur (figs. 69, 76, 81). 

Where this case occurs at Osian (figs. 182,198) and Pipad (fig. 124), 

however, the Kubera images are probably not portrayed as direc

tional guardians, as they are not positioned on the north. This main

ly applies to the early phase of dikpala representation. Later, Kubera 

is also depicted in similar stances as the other dikpalas, but gener

ally not in the rigid samapdda posture.524

Kubera’s headdress is noteworthy, since the curly hairstyle 

clearly dominates (e.g. fig. 194). Even in the south, where general

ly the rather undifferentiated high crown had been in use, images of 

Kubera with an elegant, curly coiffure are known (e.g. fig. 18, 

69).525 These are apparently restricted to the early phase. Other 

types of headdress, including the demonic hairstyle, also occur in 

the north.

Regarding Kubera’s company, particular mention must be made 

of a flying couple with erotic gestures, which flanks the god on both 

sides in the mandapa at Badami, Cave 3 (fig. 18). Except for the 

above-mentioned figure of a wine-waitress, which generally does 

not occur on panels of the dikpala Kubera,526 no regular entourage 

appears.

2.5.8 Soma (table XXI, see p. 106)

There are only three securely identifiable cases in the period under 

discussion, in which the Moon God Soma (in other contexts gener

ally called Candra) is represented as the sole regent of the north, viz. 

at BIthu (Meister 1982: fig. 10), Cittaudgadh, Kalikamata temple 

(fig. 109) and Tanjavur, Rajarajesvara temple (fig. 300), probably 

also at Badami, Cave 3 (figs. 10,13), and Kanclpuram, Kailasanatha 

temple (fig. 285). The loose terracotta image, inscriptionally 

referred to as “Soma” (fig. 45), may either depict him as dikpala or 

Soma as a member of the related group of Manu Lokapalas, which 

he belongs to as a regular member (see section 2.4.1.3). At Alam

pur, Soma appears twice as a kind of additional guardian of the 

North (figs. 77, 82). At Osian, the Moon God occupies a position on 

the proper left side of the main deity and is therefore generally locat

ed in the south (Wessels-Mevissen 1994: 608). Here and at a few 

other sites, representations of the Moon God also appear in associ

ation with the dikpalas (figs. 94 - doubtful -, 185), but the relation

ship is sometimes not very clear (figs. 103, 237).

The iconic appearance of the deity does not seem to be affected 

by its varying function. The god is generally characterized by a 

crescent behind or above his head in North India, while in South 

India, he has a round halo like the Sun God Surya. At Alampur, both 

characteristics are combined by integrating the crescent into the 

halo (figs. 77, 82). In the image of the Surya temple 1 at Osian (fig. 

185) and in the loose terracotta image (fig. 45), the crescent is 

absent, while at Cittaudgadh, the god has been simply distinguished 

from the other deities by a large halo as it is common in the south 

(fig. 109).

Regarding the attributes, a significant similarity between Agni 

and Soma exists. Both deities generally carry the waterpot 

(kamandalu) in the right hand and the rosary (aksamala) in the left. 

When this configuration is combined with the crown of braided hair 

(jatdmukuta), it clearly describes the deity as an ascetic or priest. 

Both with Soma and Agni, the right hand is sometimes shown sup

porting the waterpot from below (figs. 36, 77). The vessel seems to 

be absent only in the case of the Visva Brahma temple at Osian, 

where the right hand of the damaged sculpture is resting on the hip 

in katihasta (fig. 82).

Soma is often portrayed without any symbolic animal, but in a 

few cases, different vehicles appear. Chronologically, these start 

with Cave 3 at Badami (578 a.d.; figs. 10,13), where the guardian 

of the north is associated with the lion. However, it cannot be 

conclusively proven in this case, whether the deity is actually to be 

called Soma. At Cittaudgadh, Kalikamata temple, the sole occur

rence of a small animal resembling a dog or fox can be observed 

(fig. 109), while on the Harihara temple 1 at Osian a unique ar

rangement of two geese carries the seat of the god (D. Handa 1984: 

pl. 100). A single goose, which occurs on a loose sculpture from 

Pengore in the same region,527 is probably also depicted on

521 For the representation of the sava-vahana (corpse-vehicle), cf. T.E. Donald

son 1991, specifically fig. 15.

522 E.g. at Benisagar (T.E. Donaldson 1985: fig. 599). Here, the standing deity 

is flanked above and below by four inverted pots, with different substances issuing from 

the lower ones. Interestingly, the god holds a floral attribute like his counterpart at 

Bhumara (fig. 26).

523 A. Kutar (1983: 367-370) has collected some pieces of evidence from 

10th/l 1th century-temple sites in Rajasthan, where the elephant is Kubera’s exclusive 

vehicle: Ahar, Mira Bal temple; Iswal, Visnu temple; Tusa, Surya temple; Jagat, 

Ambika temple; Kiradu.

524 A singular example for the samapdda posture exists at Gwalior, Caturbhuja 

temple (fig. 176).

525 The curls are rather small. Sometimes, the impression of a wig or even a helmet 

arises.

526 A rare exception occurs in the Barwasagar frieze of c. 900 a.d. (fig. 179).

527 See R.C. Agrawala 1977: fig. 6; unfortunately, it is not known, which are the 

associated deities on the temple.
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Table XXI - Iconographic Chart of Soma/Candra

Site of Soma/Candra 

(as Dikpdla, Associated 

deity or Manu Lokapala)

Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 77) A

rosary (? damaged) r. - samapada 

(feet together)

conical crown -

Alampur, Visva 

Brahma (fig. 82) A

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

- samapada conical crown -

Blthu (Meister 

1982: fig. 10) D

- damaged/indistinct - - damaged/indistinct - samapada - damaged/indistinct - two attendants 

(indistinct)

Cittaudgadh, 

Kalikamata (fig. 109) D

rosary r.

waterpot 1.

dog or fox? samapada jatamukuta 

(hair crown)

two kneeling 

worshippers

Gwalior, Teli- 

ka-mandir (fig. 103) A?

rosary? r. waterpot? 1. 

(both hands damaged)

- samapada conical crown? -

Mundesvarl, 

cornerstone (fig. 36) M

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

- squatting 

coiffure

cap-like -

Osian, HH-1 

(Handa 1984: pl. 100) A

rosary? r. waterpot? 1. 

(both hands damaged)

two addorsed geese 

below a moon seat

squatting jatamukuta -

Osian, HH-2 

(Handa 1984: pl. 101) A

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

lion or goose? flexed posture jatamukuta -

Osian, HH-3 

(Handa 1984: pl. 102) A

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

- flexed posture jatamukuta -

Osian, ST-1 (fig. 185) A rosary r. waterpot 1. deer or gazelle samapada jatamukuta -

Osian, SV 

(unpublished) A

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

- standing with 

crossed legs

- damaged - -

Paharpur (fig. 237) A? rosary r. waterpot 1. - samapada jatamukuta -

“Uttar Pradesh” 

(fig. 45) M? D?

rosary r. 

waterpot 1.

- seated with 

crossed feet

hairknot and 

open curls

-

Harihara temple 2 at Osian (ibid: pl. 101), but this is doubtful.528 

Uniquely, a rather tiny antelope or gazelle is depicted behind Soma 

on Surya temple 1 at Osian (fig. 185). In the case of the north(-east- 

ern) image of the Danebaba temple at Amrol, which may represent 

Soma as an additional guardian of the north (fig. 94), the squatting 

quadruped below the seated deity is impossible to define. The 

attributes of the god, who is characterized by a yogapatta (yogic 

band), are both damaged, but they could well have been waterpot 

and rosary.

Soma’s posture is mostly the hieratic samapada, which lends 

the deity the aspects of dignity and stability. In two cases, at Blthu 

and at Cittaudgadh (fig. 109), a symmetrical configuration has been 

created by the lateral placement of two attendant figures. The 

headdress often consists of a hair crown, but the conical ornament

ed crown also occurs in a few cases. Exceptionally, an individual 

coiffure has been chosen for Soma (fig. 36).

2.5.9 Isana (table XXII, see p. 107)

Relatively few complete images exist of Isana, who has been 

represented as largely identical with the god Siva.529 Due to this 

visual identity, loose images cannot always be safely identified as 

a dikpdla. Tsana’s main attribute is his trident (trisula). Interesting

ly, an east-west distinction appears in Northern India, with the 

trident being carried on the (proper) right side of the god in the 

west and on the left side in the east. This distinction also applies to 

other images of Siva. It is further noteworthy that in an absolutely 

unique instance, images of the Tsana type replace some of the 

other dikpdlas on the sanctum of the Kumbhasyama temple at - 

Cittaudgadh, Rajasthan (ill. 18, figs. Ill, 112). An explanation for 

this exceptional representation could lie in a probably existing 

theological concept, according to which all the directional 

guardians are basically identical with the high god Siva. In this 

connection, it is informative that the theological predecessor of 

Siva, Rudra, is known as disam pati (e.g. TS IV.5.2 a), Lord of the 

Directions.

Tsana is mostly four-armed and thus recognizable as a form of 

Siva. This, however, has not been the case in Orissa. The four-armed 

form of Tsana is referred to in some of the early texts (tables X, XI), 

and Tsana as the only four-armed god among the regents has been 

described in the HayaPa (28.12-13).

Unfortunately, at the early (late-7th century) site of Alampur, no 

complete image of Tsana survives. It is only clear that the Svarga 

Brahma image is four-armed (fig. 78) unlike the rest of the group. 

On the ceiling of the Papanatha temple at Pattadakal, Tsana has been 

likewise distiguished from the other dikpalas by his four arms (fig. 

61). Some other relatively early images, at Aihole (fig. 54) and

528 What Kalia (1982: 129, fn. 62) takes for a goose on the proper left side of the 

god may be actually a shrub. On the proper right side, there is an object which has been 

interpreted as a small lion by Handa (1984: 140). Because of the rough, indistinct 

shapes it is impossible to come to a final decision in this case.

525 H. Meinhard (1928: 26) has worked on Isana and his relationship with Siva. 

He states that Isana, as a directional guardian, bears close resemblance with the latter. 

In other contexts, Isana would be rather verblafit, i.e. without any particular chracteris- 

tics.
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Table XXII - Iconographic Chart of Isana

Site Attributes Vehicle Posture Headdress Company

Alampur, Svarga 

Brahma (fig. 78)

handled object lower r. 

trisula (trident) upper r. 

serpent (? damaged) upper 1.

- samapada

(feet together), lower left hand 

on the left thigh

conical crown —

Amrol, Rames

vara Mahadeva 

(Trivedi 1990: pl. 26)

trisula 1.

(damaged) r.

bull seated on the vehicle in 

vamapralambapada 

(left leg pendent)

jatamukuta

(hair crown)

—

Cittaudgadh, 

Kalikamata 

(fig. HO)

lotus bud lower r. 

trisula upper r. 

serpent upper 1.

bull slightly flexed, lower left 

hand on the left thigh

jatamukuta worshipper, 

person feeding 

the bull

Cittaudgadh, 

Kumbhasyama, 

interior (Meister 

1991: pl. 670)

lotus bud lower r. 

trisula upper r. 

serpent upper 1.

bull slightly flexed, lower left 

hand on the left thigh

jatamukuta

Gallavalli (fig. 248) trisula 1. bull very slightly flexed, right hand 

extended towards bull (pinmudra)

jatamukuta dwarf suppor

ting the trident

Indor (fig. 159) rosary upper r. 

trisula upper 1. 

waterpot lower 1.

bull slightly flexed, lower right 

hand extended downwards in 

the wishfulfilling gesture

jatamukuta two male 

attendants

Osian, HH-1 

(fig. 195)

rosary lower r. 

serpent upper r. 

trisula upper 1. 

fruit lower 1.

bull seated on the vehicle in 

daksinapralambapada 

(right leg pendent)

jatamukuta

Osian, HH-2 

(fig. 212)

lotus bud lower r. 

trisula upper r. 

serpent upper 1.

bull flexed posture, lower left hand 

on the left thigh

jatamukuta —

Umri (fig. 169) trisula (? damaged) r. bull slightly flexed, left hand on 

the left hip

- damaged - -

Amrol, Ramesvara Mahadeva temple (Trivedi 1990: pl. 26), how

ever, show the deity as two-armed.530 Because of the absence of the 

trident, the north(-eastern) image of the Danebaba temple most 

probably does not depict Isana but Soma (fig. 94). Another Central 

Indian two-armed example of Isana is found at Umri (fig. 169), 

c. second quarter of the 9th century.

In the four-armed type, both the trident and the serpent are 

generally held in the upper hands of Isana. The trident appears on 

the -proper - right in the west and in the south, while in Central and 

Eastern India it is carried on the left side. As a local variant, which 

is roughly restricted to the region of modern Rajasthan, Tsana 

holds a lotus flower in front of or beside his chest (figs. 110, 111, 

112,122,212,220 (?), 233; D. Mason 1993: cat. 58). This is mostly 

held in the right hand, while in one image of the “Tsana type” at - 

Cittaudgadh it is carried on the left side (fig. 112). An image of 

the same series additionally holds a rosary in the same hand 

(fig. HI).

A Central Indian image from Indor probably depicts Isana with 

a waterpot in his lower left hand (fig. 159). However, the scarcity of 

representations of this guardian of the north-east makes it impossi

ble to tell whether this was the usual custom in the region.

Regarding Tsana’s posture, no particular position seems to have 

been preferred. The rigid samapada as it occurs at Alampur (fig. 78) 

seems to have been rather rare. Both the vehicle and the headdress 

of Tsana generally correspond to the usual signs of the god Siva, 

viz. bull and jatamukuta, respectively.

No recurring companion can be observed.

2.5.10 Dandapani

A male deity holding a staff horizontally in both hands over his 

knees occurs in association with the early dikpdlas at Bhumara 

(fig. 28), Mundesvari (fig. 35), and Bhubaneswar, Parasuramesvara 

temple (fig. 42, right). It has been tentatively identified as 

“Dandapani”.531 An association between Dandapani and the 

directional guardians existed in the 6th-7th centuries,532 but was 

lost later on. It is not clear whether Dandapani or Dandanayaka, 

as he may have been alternatively called, was allotted any par

ticular direction, although in the Vdmanapurdna (32.22-23),

530 Later two-armed images come from Mathura (fig. 178), Auwa (M.W. Meis

ter 1991: pl. 478), the PIpaladevI temple at Osian (A. Kalia 1982: 140) and Umri (fig. 

169). Examples for the two-armed Orissan Isana images are at Gallavalli (fig. 248) and 

Ganeswarpur (figs. 256, 265).

531 After I had considered such an identification some years ago, this name was 

also proposed in a Museum catalogue (K. Deva/S.D. Trivedi 1996: 50-51). Another 

designation, or rather classification, suggested recently is “siddhapurusa” (V.S. 

Pathak/S.K. Sullerey 1991: 51).

532 The association appears to be the closest at Bhubaneswar, where the god sits 

directly besides Yama, i.e. on his proper left (fig. 42). At Bhumara, the image (fig. 28) 

is larger than those of the extant other dikpalas, Yama and Kubera (figs. 25-27). At 

Mundesvari, the image of Dandapani (fig. 35) most probably belongs to the series of 

which only a seated Agni remains (Asher 1980: pl. 53).
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“Dandanayaka” is mentioned for the south533 in a directional 

scheme. The remaining - all incomplete - dikpala sets which 

include Dandapani, unfortunately do not contain any clue to a par

ticular directional positioning of this deity.

The identification of the so far unnamed deity as Dandapani or 

Dandanayaka could be made on the basis of the mythology con

nected with the ancient city of Varanasi. A strong tradition links 

this god to the well-known pilgrimage centre.534 On a number of 

reliefs with schematic representations of this site (see below, nos. 

12, 13), Dandapani is included, often in a position close to the cen

tre. This remained, however, unnoticed by the authors. Nowadays, 

at Varanasi, the deity is worshipped merely in the shape of a staff 

(M.A. Sherring 1868: pp. 62-63). The small temple housing it was 

once located probably west or south (D.L. Eck 1982: 2; 121) of the 

original Visvanatha temple which forms the spiritual and geograph

ical centre of Varanasi.

In order to strengthen the connection between the staff-bearing 

deity and the name Dandapani, all known examples for its depiction 

will be enumerated here, including later images as well. The list of 

images will precede the iconographic description of Dandapani:

1 Bhumara, loose image with gavdksa frame, c. 520-530 a.d. 

(fig. 28).

2 Mundesvarl, loose image, c. early 7th century (fig. 35).

3 Bhubaneswar, Parasuramesvara temple, southern wall of 

mandapa, small niche image, c. early 7th century (fig. 42, 

right).

4 Unknown findspot (North India), Bharat Kala Bhavan, 

Varanasi, loose image, c. 6th century (fig. 323).

5 North India, National Museum, New Delhi, acc. no. 67.106, 

loose image, c. 6th—7 th centuries, R.C. Agrawala 1970: 

fig- 1-

6 Benisagar (Benusagar)/Bihar, Patna Museum, acc. no. 61, 

loose image, c. 7th century, Asher 1980: pl. 103.

7 Varanasi, Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, acc. no. 18, loose 

image with gavdksa frame, c. 6th—7th centuries, T.K. Bis- 

was/B. Jha 1985: pl. XXXVIII, fig. 92; cf. K. Deva 1991: 

pl. 182 (here dated to the 8th century, which may be too 

late).

8 Mau near Robertsganj/Mirzapur dt. (U.P.), Allahabad 

Museum, acc. no. 905, small niche image on architectural 

fragment, c. 6th-7th, centuries, K. Deva/S.D. Trivedi 1996: 

fig. 156 (here dated 5th century, which may to be too early).

9 Bhubaneswar, Muktesvara temple, south wall, figure in 

front of lattice window, c. 970 a.d., W. Smith 1994.

10 Siron Khurd/U.P., loose headless image inscribed on the 

pedestal, c. 10th century, S.D. Trivedi 1983: fig. 76.

11 Hinglajgadh/M.P., framed image on architectural fragment, 

c. 10th century (fig. 324).

12 Baijnath, Kangra/Himachal Pradesh, Siva temple, compos

ite deity consisting of Siva, Visnu, and Dandapani, c. 13th 

century (?), V.S. Ohri 1991: pl. 3.41 (fig. 325).

13 Badoh-Patharl/M.P., Archaeological Museum, Gwalior, 

acc. no. 285, “Vardnasi-sildpatta" including Dandapani, c. 

11th century, N.P. Joshi 1991a: pl. 1 and 1992: pl. 46.

14 Unknown findspot, Rani Mahal collection, Jhansi, acc. 

no. 139,97, “Vardnasi-sildpatta" including Dandapani, c. 

11th-12th centuries, N.P. Joshi 1991a: pl. 2 and 1992: 

pl. 47.

15 Unknown findspot, State Museum, Lucknow, acc. no. H. 

198, relief slab showing deities including Dandapani, c. 

11 th—12th centuries, N.P. Joshi 1992: pl. 48.

16 Kalanjara (fort)/U.P., relief slab (“Vaikunthapatta”) show

ing deities including Dandapani, in situ, no. KF 238, c. 

11th—12th centuries, N.P. Joshi 1992: pl. 49; cf. S.K. 

Sullerey 1993: pl. XIII.

17 Tewar near Tripuri/M.P., relief slab showing deities includ

ing Dandapani and probably Indra and Agni, in situ, c. 13th 

century, V.S. Pathak/S.K. Sullerey 1991: pl. 17.

18 Patan/Nepal, Visvesvara temple, niche image, south(-west), 

a.d. 1627, A. Gail 1984: pl. XXXIV, 4.

19 Patan/Nepal, Archaeological Garden, Lalitpur, loose image, 

c. 17th century, Catalogue Essen 1959: no. 32.

20 Deo Patan/Nepal, image on a temple tower (sikhara), prob

ably 17th century, A.W. Macdonald/A.V. Stahl 1979: 

ill. 45.

21 Varanasi, Kedaresvara temple, late (16th century or later?), 

figure in niche inside the temple, squatting (communicated 

by Dr. Falk Reitz).

A number of miniature shrines in the Allahabad Museum, dated 

c. 10th century, exhibit an image of the typical squatting Dandapani 

above the door.535 It has been hypothesized that these miniature 

temples “generally enshrining Sivalinga, [...] seem to be memorial 

monuments of funerary character” (K. Deva/S.D. Trivedi 

1996: 51).

Dandapani, as far as we know, does not possess any vehicle.536 

He is always shown seated. All early images, which are linked 

with dikpala sets (figs. 28, 35, 42), as well as the Benisagar image 

(no. 6) sit on a low throne with lathe-turned feet. In the latter case, 

the staff is held in an oblique manner. As all other details, including 

the position of the hands on the staff, conform to the general char

acteristics of Dandapani, the image has been mentioned here. 

Perhaps a seated figure, which is conceptually associated with the 

directional guardians in the upper portion of the Natesa panel at 

Ellora 29 (fig. 21, extreme right), also depicts Dandapani.

Apart from the - generally - horizontally placed staff, a regular 

feature of most of the Dandapani images is a peculiar hairdo. 

However, this has not been always portrayed in a uniform manner. 

Either the hair hangs down in the form of short, big curls or strands 

(nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 21), or it is given the shape of a curly wig (resem

bling that of a judge, nos. 1, 6). Sometimes the hair forms a small 

knot on top, which also occurs in a larger version (no. 4, 20). Rarely, 

the deity wears a crown, i.e. a short cylindrical crown at Benisagar 

(no. 6) and Baijnath (no. 12. fig. 325), the latter of which represents 

a syncretistic icon. A crown of braided hair, jatamukuta, occurs in 

one of the Nepal images (no. 19) and at Hihglajgadh (no. 11, fig. 

324). An explanation for the conspicuous treatment of the hair

533 E.W. Hopkins (1915: 112) refers to epic passages in which “Dandapani” 

serves as a name of Yama and Antaka. Theoretically, the variant form Dandanayaka 

could also refer to Yama, particularly, as the deity is positioned in the south here. How

ever, there seems to be no example for such a reference in the dictionary (Monier- 

Williams). On the other hand, the extant dikpala sets at Bhumara (figs. 25-28) and 

Bhubaneswar (fig. 42) show that Yama and Dandapani appear side by side. Dandapani 

as a guardian of Varanasi (see below) clearly has a fierce aspect, as he is closely asso

ciated with Kala Bhairava (D.L. Eck 1982: 198-201). This aspect befits the southern/ 

south-western direction.

534 D.L. Eck 1982: 198-201. According to Kasi Khanda 32.162 of the Skanda- 

purana, the guardian deity Dandapani is said to be stationed to the south of Visvesvara, 

the form of Siva who is the main god of the city.

535 K. Deva/S.D. Trivedi 1996: figs. 157, 323.

536 At the feet of image no. 7 something is seen protruding, which faintly resem

bles an animal head. However, even by a personal examination of the piece, this could 

not be verified.
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may lie in the concept of the god, which has been regarded as 

identical with Harikesa Yaksa, whose name points to a particular 

(“yellowish”) type of hair (Eck 1982: 200).

Each one of the following features is shared by several images:

- pot-belly: nos. 4, 5, 7, 9',

- yogapattcr. nos. 10, 18,19, 20',

- halo: nos. 4, 6\ in some cases not clearly discernible;

- cross-belt over the breast: nos. 1, 2, 72\

- crossed legs: nos. 13, 18, 19, 20.

Dandapani has often been portrayed with bulging eyes, and some

times also as bearded. Thus, some of the recurring features point 

to his grotesque nature. His image is not likened to that of the 

common yaksa type, which is depicted standing, but it may be 

regarded as related to the image of Kubera, the yaksa king, who 

is similarly shown squatting and pot-bellied (cf. R.N. Misra 1981: 

ill. 7).

Apart from the known function of Dandapani as a guardian of 

the site at Varanasi, its image contains some elements of static 

stability, which have been enhanced during the later iconographic 

development by the introduction of the - horizontal - yogapatta 

and the cross-legged sitting posture.

His grip on the staff has been portrayed in different manners. 

Mostly, both the hands hold it either from below or from above, but 

there are exceptions. This shows that attention has been given to 

the way in which the staff was held. Besides, there is at least one 

instance of an obliquely held staff (no. 6). The horizontal or nearly 

horizontal position of the staff may have signalled that the entry of 

negative forces to that particular site was prohibited.

Conceptually, Dandapani, as a guardian of a particular direction 

or of the site itself, seems to have lost its association with the 

dikpalas shortly after the introduction of vehicles for the latter. At 

Bhubaneswar (fig. 42), different modes of support occur, including 

Varuna as seated on a throne with his vehicle underneath, Yama 

(centre) as seated on his buffalo and Dandapani as seated on a 

throne.

Although the mythological and some of the iconographic 

aspects (absence of crown, grotesque features) of Dandapani make 

him a minor deity, his fusion with Siva and Visnu at Baijnath (no. 

72, fig. 325) probably testifies to his close relationship with the 

higher gods. Regarding his original function, it can be hypothesized 

that Dandapani or Dandanayaka was once a guardian of the south 

or the south-west in a configuration of minor deities encircling 

Visvanatha, i.e. Siva as Lord of the Universe, ultimately forming a 

part of this universal deity.
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